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PREFACE
orn and raised in Buffalo, New York,
Frances Joan Mathien took up the study of
anthropology after a previous non-related
career and ended up on the other side o f the conti
nent. Despite the late start and her preference for
avoiding the spotlight, she has made major contri
butions to Southwestern archaeology.
Joan’s
determination, dedication, and hard work have led
to solid accomplishments in original research and
in overseeing the publication and recognition of
the work o f others. She has made a specialty of
“tying up loose ends,” as she calls it, tracking
down artifacts and documents in sometimes
obscure museum collections and archives across
the North American continent to fill gaps in the
archaeological record and, most importantly, her
work as general editor o f the Chaco Project publi
cations program.

B

Joan’s professional career as an archaeologist was
devoted entirely to the National Park Service and
its Chaco Project. She wrote her dissertation
Economic Exchange Systems in the San Juan
Basin on Chaco ornaments, and she has continued
to pursue her research on turquoise sourcing since
retiring from the Park Service in September 2006.
Probably her most notable achievement to date,
however, has been her supervisory and editorial
work in bringing the series o f reports on the Chaco
Center to completion and overseeing their publica

tion and distribution, sometimes in the face o f
daunting obstacles. She is the author o f the syn
thesis volume Culture and Ecology o f Chaco
Canyon and the San Juan Basin. As her bibliogra
phy attests, she has also published papers and
chapters in numerous journals and volumes. She
continues to volunteer for various related projects
at the Chaco Center archives at the University o f
New Mexico, including most recently an oral his
tory of the students who participated in field
schools at Chaco Canyon.
Joan has always been willing to give o f herself as
a volunteer in Southwestern archaeology: present
ing programs for archaeological societies, leading
tours o f Chaco Canyon to benefit the Maxwell
Museum, serving on digs at various times, and
reading and providing constructive criticism o f
papers submitted to her by friends and acquain
tances. Eier activities have included years o f ser
vice to ASNM, on the Board o f which she has
served as advisor, member o f the Scholarship
Committee, archivist, and historian. She orga
nized and co-edited ASNM ’s Volume 26, The First
Hundred Years and has been a regular contributor
to the annual volumes. Her contributions to
Southwestern archaeology and to ASNM both as a
professional and as a volunteer will be an enduring
legacy.

FRANCES JOAN MATH1EN

Frances Joan M athien

SERENDIPITY IN LIFE

ome o f us are late bloomers. I was always
fascinated with people, especially those who
came from different places and had different
backgrounds. At first it was hearing their accents;
later I wanted to know more about the cultures that
molded their personalities and philosophies. It
took a while to focus on anthropology, but this
field offered answers to my questions. What is so
wonderful today is that I am still curious and able
to pursue research projects that enticed me during
my years as a National Park Service archaeologist.
But I don’t want to get too far ahead in my story.

S

village located just north o f Buffalo. Here my
brother Jim, who was born in 1945, and I grew up
and went to school. For me, kindergarten, starting
in January o f 1946, at Lindbergh Elementary
School was a short-lived experience. Because the
Kenmore public school system allowed children to
begin school in either September or January, I
entered on the half-year schedule. Close contact
with other children brought exposure to childhood
diseases, so I was absent quite a bit. Fortunately, I
knew how to print my name, address, and tele
phone number, and I could count. Thus, I was
ready for first grade at St. Paul’s School in the fall
o f 1946.

EARLY YEARS
As the daughter o f Frances M. and Howard J.
Mathien, I arrived at St. Francis Hospital in
Buffalo, NY, on February 11, 1941. Among the
members o f my extended family were a great
grandmother and her siblings on my father’s side,
all o f whom had come from Europe during the late
1800s, which is about the same time that my moth
er’s parents had also come to the United States. As
a result, I grew up as an American child who was
exposed to a large family that included some mem
bers who spoke with an accent and sometimes in
another language. Without realizing it, the study
o f differences among people was always in the
background. It would not come to the foreground,
however, until later in life.
Childhood was typical. When I was a little over a
year old my parents bought a house in Kenmore, a

Figure 1.
Visiting St. Thomas, 1968.
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The Sisters o f Saint M ary de N am ur ran a tight
ship. A fter eight years o f training, which imparted
good study habits and an excellent foundation in
reading, writing, and arithmetic, I was well pre
pared for secondary school. In elem entary school
we also were exposed to drawing and singing on
Friday afternoons. By seventh and eight grade, all
the students had learned a little about Gregorian
chant, and although Latin was not taught as a sub
ject, all the students knew the responses to all parts
o f the m ass, as well as quite a num ber o f hymns.
This fit well with childhood daydreams o f being
able to speak num erous languages and travel
worldwide.
M y fascination with languages and travel comes,
in part, from living near people whose recent
ancestry reflected many places in Europe. During
the 1800s, Buffalo attracted migrants to work in
the flour mills and other industries that supplied
ships that plied the Great Lakes with materials.
M y m other m aintained friendships with women
from Scotland and Sweden, among other coun
tries. In addition, other members o f the family
lived in Pennsylvania where European language
and culture were a part o f everyday life in the
small communities. These early experiences did
not dominate, but they were always there and
added to a lasting curiosity about people and
places.

dents could enjoy an international flavor. In my
senior year, I volunteered to put together and print
the program. Business courses provided training
in setting up the pages and preparing the masters
that could be printed and assembled. Little did I
know that this would be my introduction to the
world o f publications and something that would
become a large part o f an archaeological career
several decades later.

From 1954 to 1958 I attended Kenmore Senior
High School. At this time, the opportunity to learn
m ore about other cultures began to increase.
French classes did not fit well with business cours
es such as typing and shorthand, but they were
squeezed in. Three years o f lessons with a teacher
who had studied in France and sponsored a French
Club were stimulating. Reading short stories by
noted French authors and listening to Carmen
made the language come alive. At the end o f each
year, the French Club joined the Latin, Spanish,
and German clubs for a banquet so that all the stu-

As part of the business curriculum in Kenmore
Senior High School, we were tested to qualify for
employment with the State o f New York. After
graduation I found a position as secretary in the
D epartm ent o f M edicine B at Roswell Park
M emorial Institute (RPM I), a teaching and
research facility specializing in oncology. Here
many post-doctoral residents and fellows from all
over the world were trained in the latest techniques
and carried out various research studies. Under
the leadership of Dr. Joseph A. Sokal, the depart
ment included residents and fellows representing

Figure 2.
At Western Savings Bank, 1968.
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countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. A few had escaped from Hungary during
the revolution; several would become close
friends.
I entered the RPMI world in August, 1958, and
remained there for six and a half years. This was
an opportunity to work closely with foreign doc
tors, to study accents, and to assist them by trans
posing phrases into common English, as well as
learn about the various countries they represented.
My work involved assistance with several aspects
of research— from searching for articles, graphing
results o f various experiments, insuring the format
matched the journal’s requirements, and proof
reading— skills that would be used much later.
Exposure to culture and science were interwoven,
even if unconsciously. Some o f the people 1 met
returned to their native homes and would be visit
ed over the years. Dreams of travel that began dur
ing childhood became a reality.
During this period, my curiosity about languages
and people continued. Kenmore Senior High
School offered night-school courses that included
a number of language classes. Italian, Spanish,
and German were sampled during several semes
ters. After a number o f years, I recognized that I
could earn credits at a college level, something I
would begin in my next job in 1965 when I started
working as secretary to Charles Diebold III, Vice
President o f Western Savings Bank.
Culturally the business and financial world of
downtown Buffalo was a marked contrast with that
o f the scientifically and humanitarian oriented
world o f a research hospital affiliated with the
State university system. It was easy to observe dif
ferences in social hierarchy as one dealt with the
President, officers, a Board o f Directors, and staff
ranging from building superintendent down to
chauffeur. It was at this time that I realized that the
University o f Buffalo’s evening program did not
require college-entrance courses. This switch to

Figure 3.
In Athens, Greece, 1971.
college level was an opportunity to pursue studies
o f my choice. Soon Mr. Diebold recognized I was
able to easily combine work with school and made
an offer to pay for my education if the courses led
to a degree useful in the banking world and I
would remain with the bank. However, I recog
nized my preference for a more humanities-oriented career. Thus, in 1969 I returned to work in the
medical world, as Secretary to the Controller o f the
Children’s Hospital of Buffalo.
Three years at Children’s Hospital working for
Howard Barth flew by. Evenings were filled with
night school courses that explored various fields,
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field work, while limited, was appealing. Not only
was it an opportunity to work outdoors, there was
a puzzle to be solved through patient sorting and
deduction. Yet, what to do next with life was still
not clear.

LO OKING FO R A CAREER

Figure 4.
In the NPS Remote Sensing Office, 1980.
e.g., sociology, history, anthropology. As credits
m ounted up, I realized that with the addition o f a
few required courses, I would be able to graduate
w ith a m ajor in anthropology and m inor in history.
D uring a vacation in Greece in 1971, I decided to
take o ff one year and focus on courses available
only during the day and graduate in the spring o f
1973.
At this time, I joined a num ber o f organizations:
the A m erican Anthropological Association, the
Society for A m erican A rchaeology, and the
A rchaeological Institute o f America, as well as the
IToughton C hapter o f the N ew York State
A rchaeological Society where I m et other avocational archaeologists who were excavating a small
site along Ellicott Creek on weekends. We also
spent a few days at a site on Grand Island learning
to lay out a grid system and decide where and how
to begin an excavation project. M y exposure to

W hat does one do with a B.A. that represents a
major in anthropology and minor in history? The
need to work was obvious, but the lure o f adven
ture and change was there. During my last year at
the University of Buffalo, I had taken courses with
Dr. Stuart Scott who also taught Mesoamerican
archaeology in the adult education evening divi
sion. The possibility o f a field trip to
Mesoamerican sites in August could not be resist
ed. Several sites in Guatemala would be visited. I
took a temporary summer job to save enough
money to go and see the sites firsthand and evalu
ate the possibility o f further study in this field.
After working in an advertising agency for most of
the summer, adventures in Guatemala sealed my
fate. I realized how much I enjoyed anthropology
and recognized that I would need to obtain at least
an M.A. degree to teach in the local school system
or at a junior college.
W hich o f the fields in anthropology to pursue was
almost a preordained choice. Because o f my high
school business background and lack o f college
entrance courses, physical anthropology was prob
ably not going to be the easiest o f the four sub
fields to master. Cultural anthropology didn’t fit
my personality; when one does not like to answer
personal questions, they cannot ask them o f other
people. Although languages were a first love,
courses in linguistics were a bit dull. Fascination
with the history and cultures o f other people
ranked highest; archaeology it would be. A job
that fall at American Hospital Supply provided
funds, while some additional research on certain
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Figure 5.
In Chaco Canyon, 1983.
areas o f Guatemala for Dr. Scott opened the doors
to explore archaeological reports on Mesoamerican sites. Applications to graduate schools and
summer field schools in archaeology were filled
out. By spring the decision was made. Field
school at the site o f Utatlan, Guatemala, under the
direction o f Dr. Dwight Wallace o f the State
University o f New York at Albany, during the sum
mer of 1974, and graduate work at the University
o f New Mexico that fall were scheduled.

THE CAREER
The summer o f 1974 opened a new world. Driving
first to Albany to attend classes prior to going into
the field, then from Albany to Guatemala provided
an opportunity to see several areas o f the United
States, Mexico, and Guatemala. Visits to sites such
as Tula and Teotihuacan could not be passed up.

Field school in Guatemala was exhilarating. The
site o f Utatlan had been the capital o f the Quiche
Maya at the time o f Spanish conquest; local work
ers were descendants o f the earlier rulers. The
approach to the study o f the site was ethnohistorical; using Spanish records, archaeologists would
identify the various architectural units. Patterns
from these units could then used to help understand
patterns in earlier sites that were being excavated in
the region to see how well they would correlate
with the native texts that were still extant.
Ethnolinguistic studies by other researchers were
ongoing, and the evening lectures and readings
focused on what was known and being learned
about the highland Guatemalan people. Behavior
of Mayan descendants could be contrasted with
that o f Latinos or mixed peoples. Trips to other
sites in the area provided more extensive overviews
o f the culture at the time o f conquest. And the
drive from Guatemala to Albuquerque included
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conquered; a new archaeological database was
absorbed.

Figure 6.
Skiing near Banff, Canada, 1984.
visits to sites in and around the city o f Oaxaca and
a b rief visit in Zacatecas which reinforced the
desire to learn more about M esoamer-ican archae
ology.
The A m erican Southwest offered a different expe
rience in two ways— ecologically and academical
ly. D riving up through the Chihuahuan desert
after working in the Guatem alan highlands was the
first lesson in contrasts. Instead o f lush green veg
etation, there were endless sand and low shrubs.
The Rio Grande was a blue-green ribbon in a vast
sandy sea. It took a long while to adjust to this
vast arid land and to appreciate its nature. That
adjustm ent would be facilitated through graduate
studies at the University o f New Mexico where a
focus on the people and cultures o f the U.S.
Southw est was available and an ecological
approach to research was predominant. There was
a large contrast between the “New Archaeology”
at U N M and the less passionate lessons in method
and theory taught at the University o f Buffalo. The
use o f computers and statistics applications were

Because my funds were limited and no financial
support was initially available, my plan was to
obtain an M.A. within two years, then return home
and probably teach. The department, however,
preferred only students pursuing a Ph.D.
Comprehensive exams in two fields based on
classes offered and lists o f suggested readings
were to be passed as soon as possible and a com
mittee selected to guide the student into their dis
sertation research topics on which specials exams
would be taken. Attendance at dissertation propos
al presentations by more advanced graduate stu
dents illustrated the hoops that would be jumped
in the coming years. The life o f this graduate student focused mainly on study and learning as
much as possible as quickly as possible.
Successful completion o f the first year was
rewarding. Not only had members o f the incom
ing group bonded through Saturday afternoon vol
leyball sessions and parties, most o f us had suc
cessfully passed the first round o f comprehensive
exams in archaeology thanks to advice offered by
Dr. Linda Cordell, the graduate advisor.
Additionally, second year teaching assistant posi
tions at a half-time level became available. This
provided some income, as well as enabled me to
gain experience through tutoring, some lecturing,
and evaluation o f exam answers. Class presenta
tions provided opportunities to practice public
speaking as well as classroom teaching. Because
financial assistance covered a period o f two years,
it was possible to not only complete the M.A. level
course-work but to continue taking classes that
would lead to a Ph.D. Part-time employment with
the Office o f Contract Archaeology at UNM on
the Cochiti Dam Project and selection o f Dr. W.
James Judge as advisor and chair o f my committee
led to more involvement with Southwestern
archaeology.

FRANCES JOAN MATHIEN
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Figure 7.
At Kin Nahasbas with Betty
Garrett, 1984.

Because Judge was both a professor at the
University and employed by the National Park
Service Chaco Project (a cooperative research pro
ject between the University of New Mexico and
the National Park Service), he steered me towards
research into connections between Mesoamerica
and Chaco Canyon which had been proposed as
the furthermost node in a long-distance trade net
work between these areas. At this time, the reports
on research at Casas Grandes, Chihuahua, were
becoming available, and Dr. Charles DiPeso (as
well as J. Charles Kelley and Ellen Abbott Kelley)
had proposed a trade model linking long-distance
merchants from Mesoamerica with Pueblo people
in the Southwest. If Chaco Canyon was the north
ernmost node in this network, influences from
Mesoamerica may have caused the rise o f the
Chaco culture. Thus, many questions needed to be
answered in order to evaluate the then contempo
rary interpretations o f relationships among the
peoples inhabiting this very large region encom
passing thousands o f miles that needed to be trav
eled on foot. With the help of a small grant from
NPS, guidance by Judge and Dr. Robert Lister
(Director o f the Chaco Project), and availability of

the Chaco data, a Ph.D. research problem was soon
formulated and affiliation with NPS began. Use o f
Chaco Project data on ornaments and minerals
(one o f the artifact sets that still needed more
research as part o f the NPS study) led to consider
ation o f turquoise as the only item more abundant
in the American Southwest that could have been
desired and traded to Mesoamerica.
To digress briefly, the NPS Chaco Project began in
1969. Researchers included up to 14 archaeolo
gists during one period. Between 1971 and 1978
they had surveyed the entire Chaco Canyon as well
as excavated or tested approximately 24 archaeo
logical sites that covered the Archaic, the Pueblo,
and the Navajo uses of the canyon. Prior evalua
tion o f aerial photography, initially by Gordon
Vivian and his son, R. Gwinn Vivian, led to the
discovery o f a network o f roads that connected
some sites in the canyon to outlying areas where
communities with great houses as well as small
sites were located. Studies o f Chaco great houses
in the San Juan Basin provided data to place early
Pueblo use o f the canyon from ca. A.D. 900 to
1150 in a larger perspective. Research by Chaco
Project personnel and the staff o f the Remote
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Sensing Division suggested the development o f an
extensive network o f early Pueblo people whose
sociopolitical and economic activities were cen
tered in Chaco Canyon. Many questions about
interrelationships among small and large sites, as
well as different subareas arose.
The Chaco Project archaeologists used their data
to address many questions about the origin, devel
opment, and later demise o f this region. Judge and
the staff tested an ecological model that involved
the reciprocity and redistribution o f resources
found in and around the peripheries o f the San
Juan Basin to explain the development o f Chaco as
central place. I soon became part o f this fascinat
ing study.
At that time, the Chaco Project was unique in
some ways. It had been set up by Dr. John Corbett,
then C hief Archaeologist o f NPS. Corbett had
been a field school student in Chaco Canyon dur
ing the 1930s. Once the major fieldwork by NPS
at M esa Verde National Park was completed, he
focused on Chaco Canyon for his next project.
The project w ould include an independent
research facility located on the University o f New
M exico campus so that perm anent staff could
interact with faculty and provide opportunity for
students specializing in Southwestern archaeology.
Thus, many o f today’s specialists (e.g., Nancy
A kins, C ory B reternitz, C atherine Cam eron,
W illiam G illespie, Stephen Lekson, Peter
M cKenna, M arcia Truell Newren, Robert Powers,
John Schelberg, M ollie Toll, Wolky Toll, Chip
Wills, and Tom Windes, among others) participat
ed in this project for several years. Many o f them
were students at either the University o f New
M exico or the University o f Colorado, Boulder;
some would use Chaco data in their dissertation
projects. Current academic issues were debated
and evaluated while bureaucratic regulations that
often did not facilitate the research placed limits
on the work completed.

Figure 8.
Examining turquoise jewelry in Gallup, 1984.
During this period, an opportunity to enroll in the
first remote sensing class taught by Dr. Thomas R.
Lyons o f the NPS Remote Sensing Division for the
Department o f Anthropology arose. With a dozen
classmates including Dwight Drager, Art Ireland,
and Gretchen Obenauf, I learned about different
types o f aerial photography and their uses, as well
as other tools that penetrate the ground and sug
gest the presence o f underground features.
That year there was an opportunity to teach at a
university in Mexico for one year. This would
make possible visits to museums in various loca
tions in Mexico to examine turquoise artifacts that
would be included in my dissertation. In mid-sum
mer I moved to Guadalajara, but illness forced me
to return to Albuquerque by October o f 1978. Not
long afterward, the secretary in the Remote
Sensing Division left, and I offered my services to
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Figure 9.
Working on Chaco Publications, 1985.
Dr. Lyons who counter-offered with a short-term
stint as secretary followed by a student appoint
ment that could either be a temporary student
archaeologist slot or one as a cooperative graduate
student.
The latter offered an opportunity to enter federal
employment, but I would have to handle all the
paperwork with the University and NPS to arrange
for a schedule that would allow half-days o f work
and half-days of study. Thus, in December 1978 1
began a career with NPS.
In the Remote Sensing Division, my main assign
ment was to compare the utility o f black-andwhite, color infrared and multispectral imagery in
detection of cultural markers in a wet environment,
e.g., Chalmette National Historical Park in
Louisiana. With Lyons, I also edited a volume of
reports on other remote sensing techniques used in
different environments in the United States. This
marked my entry into the world of government
publications.
For the next few years, dissertation research, an
opportunity to teach an introductory archaeology
class at UNM, and half-time employment with
NPS continued. In 1980 funds to support students
in Remote Sensing decreased, but Judge needed
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help with the development o f a computerized data
base for Chaco Canyon. My cooperative student
appointment was transferred to the Chaco Center
where interaction with the archaeological staff
intensified. At this time, computers had very little
memory, and use of any databases in archaeology
were still in their infancy. My tasks were to work
with a programmer, Andy Drager, who had devel
oped a database for the San Juan Basin Regional
Uranium Study (SJBRUS). Drager selected a sub
set o f data for the area in and around Chaco
Canyon (PARKMAN) and together with Judge’s
guidance, developed digitized overlays o f historic
roads, prehistoric roads, and other environmental
data sets on a base map that could also be overlain
by various categories o f sites by date, site type,
number o f rooms, or other criteria.
By this time, I had become a member o f a number
o f local and state organizations. Among them
were the Albuquerque Archaeological Society, the
Archaeological Society o f New Mexico, and the
New M u 'k o Archaeological Council. Here were
opportunities iu
with colleagues, learn about
their research, and present ideas. I also rem em 
bered the friends, as well as the training and
encouragement received as a mem ber o f the
Houghton Chapter o f the New York State
Archaeological Society when I was an undergrad
uate student and decided to support the active local
societies in New Mexico.
Over time the
Albuquerque Archaeological Society provided
opportunities to work at several sites in the area.
When new housing in Tijeras Canyon was sched
uled for construction over an archaeological site, I
volunteered to help excavate this small site. A
pueblo on Bureau o f Land Management property
south o f San Isidro also provided a few weekend
experiences. Excavation at the Kyte site in the
Salinas District added new friends and experi
ences. Membership in NMAC and annual m eet
ings o f ASNM were held at various cities through
out the state, and over the years I met many o f the
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Figure 10.
Examining tree rings in the
Redwood Forest, 1988.

people.
Later I would become an ex-officio
trustee o f ASNM , assist as a mem ber o f the
Scholarship Committee, and encourage the vari
ous societies to document their history and make
their records available in public repositories. This
continues into the present.
All requirem ents for the Ph.D. were completed in
the sum m er o f 1981. Because I held a cooperative
graduate student appointment w ith NPS, I was eli
gible to become a perm anent NPS employee. I
took a position as archaeologist w ith NPS; it last
ed through September 2005. Over the years, I had
num erous assignm ents.
A m ong them were
review ing and updating inform ation on the Chaco
sites listed on the National Register and participat
ing for a year on a committee to design a national
archaeological computerized database. As a gov
ernm ent archaeologist, I contributed to a number
o f resource management plans, and other manage
rial documents.
Fieldwork took me to Lake
M eredith, W hite Sands N ational M onum ent,
Pecos N ational Historical Park, Petroglyph Park,
and Aztec National Monument.

Because I had joined NPS after the fieldwork in
the canyon had been completed, I treasured the
opportunity to spend several weeks excavating at
Pueblo Alto one summer to provide data that
addressed answers to specific questions. A trench
across a road near the southwestern corner o f the
site was dug. One o f the most interesting projects
was preparation o f a historic structure report for
the site of Kin Nahasbas in Chaco Canyon. The
latter involved working with Tom Windes in clear
ing the floors o f a great kiva located on the slopes
o f the north mesa near Una Vida and mapping fea
tures prior to backfilling o f the structure for
preservation. What we discovered was an earlier
pithouse beneath the great kiva; the latter had been
rebuilt and expanded slightly during its remodel
ing. Also present was an undocumented great
house on the slope just above the great kiva. Some
o f the sherds indicate use in the Early Bonito
Phase and contemporaneously with Una Vida.
By 1982, NPS managers assumed the Chaco
Project should have completed its work except for
some analyses and publication o f final reports.
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Figure 11.
In Bandelier National
Monument, 1990.

The temporary appointments held by most of the
Chaco Project archaeologists were not renewed.
Most o f them moved into different positions in
other agencies or contract offices. Judge started to
shift the research to Bandelier National Monument
where major survey was needed. Robert Powers
assumed leadership of this project and the few
remaining archaeologists were to assist on various
aspects o f the research. My contribution would be
a history o f prior research on the Pajarito Plateau,
which led to increased examination o f Pueblo cul
ture during Pueblo IV, the period after the Chaco
florescence and demise when population shifted
out of the Four Corners area if the Southwest and,
in part, into the Rio Grande Valley.
By 1985, the Chaco Center had evolved into a sub
division of the Southwest Regional Office. Survey
at Bandelier and writing and publication of reports
on Chaco Canyon research that began in 1976 con
tinued. For the latter, numerous volumes were
published by the Government Printing Office.
Several Remote Sensing and Chaco Project staff
members were general editors o f the formal series
through time. During the early 1980s, Judge had
assigned me the task o f completing one volume;
this work was similar to what I had done in

Remote Sensing with Lyons.
W hen Judge
announced his resignation from NPS in 1985, he
assigned me the duties o f general editor o f the two
Chaco publication series: Reports o f the Chaco
Center and Publications in Archeology, Chaco
Canyon Studies. Much o f my time during the next
20 years would be spent guiding publications from
early drafts through final copy.
Jerry Livingston, the Scientific Illustrator, Windes
and I realized the importance o f completing the
publications o f the Chaco Project and formed a
team to carry out this endeavor. As I worked
closely with Livingston, I began to learn more
about the formal procedures for NPS publications.
Because we recognized that most archaeologists
had little idea o f the various steps required to bring
a manuscript in draft form to final publication, dis
tribution, and preservation o f the m aterials,
Livingston and I prepared a set o f guidelines for
authors in the Southwest Region.
In 1986 while Larry Nordby was chief o f the
Branch o f Cultural Research, as we were then
called, a decision was made to move all personnel
to Santa Fe and leave the artifacts at the University
of New Mexico under the care o f a curator who
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Figure 12.
With family (Jim,
Joan, Mom, and Jim)
on vacation in
Arizona, 1992.

reported to the C hief Curator o f the Southwest
Region. Separating a researcher (Windes) from
his data, an illustrator (Livingston) from his maps
and other graphic materials, or an editor (Mathien)
from the authors, as well as other material needed
to com plete the publications, posed a challenge.
The three o f us m aintained work space at UNM in
offices that are under a cooperative agreement
betw een the University and NPS. The location o f
my space was changed several times. By the
1990s my office was located in the Chaco Archive
in Zim m erm an Library at UNM where I had
access to all the materials accumulated by the
Chaco Project.
D uring the 20 years that I was responsible for pub
lications, there were many challenges. Some were
financial, e.g., lack o f adequate funds to cover
expenses for authors to finish their reports; graph
ic artists to assist with illustrations and layout,
especially after Livingston retired; and even funds
to cover expenses o f printing by the Government
Printing Office. Creative financing became a
necessity, especially after the NPS Washington

Office disbanded its publication division and left
this process to regions or parks. The distribution
o f publications to repositories and interested
archaeologists fell upon the producer o f the vol
umes. At this time, Southwestern Parks and
M onuments (now W estern N ational Parks
Association) ran concessions in some o f the parks;
Chaco was among them. We entered into a work
ing arrangement under which we paid for the dis
tribution to repositories and archaeologists and
SPMA sold additional copies in the park. By pri
oritizing our mailing lists to those institutions or
archaeologists who needed Chaco data for their
research, this reduced the NPS costs, yet provided
sufficient copies to the public. In conjunction with
the University o f New Mexico Maxwell Museum
o f Anthropology, Windes and I also gave tours of
Chaco Canyon.
Funds supported additional
research analyses needed to finish the reports and
publications costs.
Another challenge was staying focused on Chaco
publications so that they would be completed in a
timely manner. With none o f the archaeologists
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Figure 13.
The Mansfields in
Chaco, 2002.

who held temporary appointments remaining on
the staff, the completion o f chapters on analyses of
materials for the various site reports took longer
than management would have liked. My col
leagues were employed in full-time positions in
other institutions and had numerous responsibili
ties. Asking them to keep returning to Chaco data
for almost two decades, and often for no remuner
ation, was difficult. All of them were gracious.
Because they too recognized the need to complete
the reports, they willingly gave up their free time.
Here I must acknowledge how much I appreciate
their efforts; without them, my job would never
have been finished.
Side tracks did occur. One o f them was an assign
ment from Jerry Rogers, then NPS Southwest
Regional Director, in 1995 to produce a brochure
that would inform people about the need to pre
serve our treasures and government regulations
regarding the possession and sale of antiquities.
Working with Jane Harvey, NPS writer-editor, and
Judy Chetwin, NPS illustrator, we embarked on
what would become “Our Fragile Legacy.” As part
o f our assignment, we interacted with Native
Americans, merchants who sold Native American
objects, archaeologists, and other interested par

ties. Our goal was to educate the public about fed
eral and state laws in a non-threatening manner
and promote preservation and respect for Native
American cultures. As part o f this endeavor, we
entered into partnerships with the Colorado
Council o f Professional A rchaeologists, the
Archaeological Society o f New M exico, and
Southwest Parks and Monuments Association.
The brochure was made available to all federal,
state, and local parks as well as Native American
groups, tourist information centers, and other pub
lic facilities. It is still available today, a decade
after it first appeared in print.
Throughout the mid-80s and 90s, Judge’s assign
ment to write a synthesis o f the Chaco Project was
always present in my mind. Once most o f the
reports on Chaco had been completed, it was time
to address a comprehensive volum e on the
research carried out as part o f the project for over
a decade (1969 to 1985). By this time, 25 years
had passed since the inception o f the project, and
the theoretical and methodological concepts under
which it had been conceived were no longer cur
rent. Because this had been a multidisciplinary
research project which included a number o f nat
ural resources studies, as well as several projects
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to finish it before retirement, but 1 am pleased that
the volume was available by September 2005.
As the twentieth century drew to a close, new
opportunities arose. In 1991 I married James H.
Mansfield, a businessman I met through the New
Mexico Cross Country Ski Club. Our love o f the
outdoors takes us on hikes, bicycle rides, and ski
trips in the Southwest. Throughout our marriage,
Jim has been supportive o f my work. He accom
panies me to some conferences and goes on field
trips. We hope to continue our excursions in
archaeology and adventures with nature for many
years to come.

that used different databases to reconstruct envi
ronm ental changes through time, there was an
enorm ous amount o f inform ation to be included in
a volum e that would also acknowledge prior
research. How does one also place the Chaco
Project w ithin a contem porary understanding o f
Southw estern archaeology?

By 2000 Stephen Plog o f the University o f
Virginia worked with the School o f American
Research (now School o f Advanced Research) to
establish a digital database that would be available
to scholars to address unsolved issues resulting
from research by Chaco Project archaeologists and
others working in the San Juan Basin. I became a
member of the steering committee o f the Chaco
Digital Initiative that would select five sites of
interest for which data would be gathered and
made available to all investigators.

The task o f presenting Chaco Project results to
colleagues and the public received enormous help
from colleagues. Dabney Ford, the Park’s cultural
resource manager, Robert Power, Steve Lekson,
Tom W indes, and I discussed the problem. As a
result, Lekson spearheaded the Chaco Synthesis
Project, a series o f conferences on specific topics
that were held over a period o f two years (1999 and
2000) and culminated in the capstone conference
(2002) in which all aspects o f Chaco were revisit
ed and placed within a contem porary archaeologi
cal framework. In the meantime, I addressed the
work that the Chaco Project had accomplished and
placed it w ithin the cultural ecology setting o f the
tim e in which it was done. Even so, a thick vol
um e resulted (Culture and Ecology o f Chaco
Canyon and the San Juan Basin). There was a race

Throughout the decades, my personal research foci
remained. I am especially interested in methods to
source turquoise and evaluate the hypothesis that
Chaco was part o f a long-distance trade network
with Mesoamerica. Sourcing turquoise proved not
to be an easy task. I had worked with Helene
Warren during the 1970s; we collected specimens
from source areas in the Cerrillos Mining District
and from Orogrande. She taught me some geolo
gy; Rich Loose and Betty Garrett also provided
some instruction to a willing student who had very
little formal background in this field. We initially
sent some turquoise artifacts to Brookhaven
National Laboratory that were part o f a larger
study using neutron activation conducted by
Garman Harbottle and Phil Weigand. Their results
suggested Chaco participated in a trade network

Figure 14.
The Mansfields, April 18, 1991.
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that linked sites in Mexico and in Chaco Canyon to
the Cerrillos Mining District. Over the years I also
worked with others (Bart Olinger, Suzanne Young
and David Phillips) who were interesting in differ
ent sourcing techniques. It was not until the 1990s
that I met Mostafa Fayek, who shared my interest
and fully understood the geochemistry o f this min
eral. We were able to combine interests in a long
term project that investigate oxygen, hydrogen,
and copper isotopes in sourcing studies.
Working in the museum facility and having
archival material available to examine for over two
decades led to the recognition that a better under
standing of the work done during the Chaco field
schools during the 1930s and 1940s was needed.
By the time retirement came in 2005, therefore,
there were unfinished research goals to pursue.
An opportunity was at hand to think about what to
do after completion of the major Chaco publica
tions, especially the comprehensive volume that
documented the research of the Chaco Project.

RETIREMENT
What does a retired archaeologist do and where
does her research take her? Two years later I am as
busy as ever. Proposals presented to the park to
continue research on the Chaco field schools
(1929-1942, and in 1947) as well as sourcing of
turquoise were approved. I am now an official vol
unteer with Chaco Culture National Flistorical
Park. I also am an Adjunct with the Department o f
Anthropology and a Research Associate with the
Maxwell Center for Anthropological Research at
the University o f New Mexico and a Research
Associate with the Office o f Archaeological
Studies o f the Museum of New Mexico.
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With Joyce Raab, the retired NPS Chaco archivist,
I initiated an oral history project that includes as
many Chaco field school students that we can
locate. We recognized that such interviews should
have been conducted decades ago when more stu
dents were alive and could tell us about their expe
riences. Thus, we also are conducting oral histories
o f Chaco Project colleagues who are now
approaching retirement age. In conjunction with
the study o f the field school, my membership on
the Chaco Digital Archive steering committee con
tinues; thus Joyce Raab and I are currently gather
ing available data on two sites excavated during the
field schools (Chetro Ketl and the Talus Unit) that
will be added to the database (see
The turquoise sourcing project is ongoing. With
Mostafa Fayek, a National Science Foundation
grant was obtained; it provides funds to support a
graduate student, to collect turquoise source data
and to analyze a small number o f turquoise arti
facts. Sharon Hull has completed her M.A. which
verified that the method offers potential for sepa
rating turquoise sources. She is currently working
on her Ph.D. at the University o f Manitoba. Within
the next few years she will have characterized
many turquoise sources and compared artifacts
from Chaco sites with the source data to help
understand prehistoric trade networks. Results o f
this work will be included in an exhibit at the
Museum o f New Mexico in the next several years.
These projects will continue into the future, hope
fully with good results. By the time they are com
pleted, I am sure that once again new opportunities
will arise to peak my interests, even if they will be
carried out at a slower pace.
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NORTH PEOPLE AND SOUTH PEOPLE:
ETHNOHISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR
THE ORIGINS AND ORGANIZATION OF TAOS PUEBLO

IN TRO D U CTIO N
he Native A m erican community that
became known as Taos Pueblo is one o f the
most commonly recognized pueblo com
munities o f the North American Southwest. Its
multi-storied roomblocks on the north and south
sides o f the Rio Pueblo are often seen as typical of
Puebloan community organization and its archi
tectural manifestations; superficial similarities
have suggested, to some observers, connections
between historic Taos and prehistoric communities
o f the Colorado Plateau. But, it is the contention
o f this paper that the transition from “prehistory”
to “history” with regard to Taos Pueblo began not
in the 16th century, but actually with the move
ment o f Puebloan peoples into the far Northern
Rio Grande Valley in the 11th century. The paper
examines similarities between archaeological and
ethnohisto rical evidence for the origins o f the
communities that became Taos Pueblo, origins that
are evident in the historic and modern structure of
the Pueblo.1 Understanding the structure o f the
historic Taos Pueblo community rests first on
understanding the processes by which that com
munity was formed in prehistory.

T

TAOS ORAL HISTORY
Beginning with Taos oral history, Bodine
(1979:256-257; brackets added) states bluntly:
It is apparent that Taos differs considerably
from the rest [of the Pueblos], which is not

to deny the cultural similarities with the
other Tanoan, Keresan, Zuni, and Hopi
towns. The uniqueness o f Taos requires a
consideration o f those elements that have
shaped and molded Taos culture...
One o f those elements is that the aggregate popula
tion that became known as Taos Pueblo is formed
from a number of groups o f people who migrated,
independently according to tribal traditions, into the
Taos Valley over a period of time (although see
Whiteley 2002). Those groups had different histo
ries and their descendants have different views o f
their consolidation into a single village:
One important caution to keep in mind when
reviewing migration stories is that the story
will change depending on which kiva
group’s or society’s story is being told. At
Taos, this is because various groups o f Taos
people entered the valley at different times
and each has a somewhat different story
(Greiser et al. 1990:42).
A complete correlation o f the various published
Taos migration stories is well beyond the scope o f
this examination, and may not be possible in any
case. However, specific aspects o f those stories
may both inform on and be informed by the appear
ance o f early Puebloan groups in the Taos Valley.
There are two common themes among the migra
tion accounts. First is the emergence o f the people
from a world below the one in which they, and we,
now live. This, o f course, is a common theme in
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Puebloan oral traditions. All recorded accounts of
Taos origins point to emergence from a lake north
or northw est o f the Taos Valley. The earliest pub
lished account, the Gaschet (1892) account, has
them em erging from a lake in the “Don Juan”
Valley (G aschet 1892:191). Ellis (1974:33-34)
assum es this to mean the San Juan River region,
and m ore specifically the M esa Verde area north of
the San Juan River, although she specifies no rea
s o n ^ ) for m aking that assum ption.
O ther
accounts point to a location in the San Luis Valley
near Mt. Blanca (Stevenson 1906; Grant 1925;
C urtis 1925; Espinosa 1936; Parsons 1936); Miller
(1898:42-43) m entions only a lake in southern
Colorado.
Stevenson’s (1906, Folder 2.19:11)
inform ant(s) stated that two groups, one that
Stevenson identified as the Summ er People and
that corresponds to P arso n ’s (1936) Feather
People, and the Water People, em erged from a hot
spring in the Taos Valley, while the other groups
em erged from the lake in Colorado.
The people emerged one group at a time. One o f
P arson’s (1936:112) informants told her, “The
people came up with their kiva groups, ‘just as
they are now. With their names, as they are, they
all cam e up. They brought with them different
ways o f speaking’.” The Stevenson (1906) and
Espinosa (1936) accounts agree that each group
came w ith its own name, and with different lan
guages. We see here the recognition that the Taos
people are made up o f groups o f people that orig
inally had different identities and languages. This
is confirm ed by the accounts o f the post-emer
gence travels o f those groups. For instance, some
people were led east to the Plains, where they
apparently lived near the upper Arkansas River
before crossing back over the mountains to the Rio
Grande Valley (Curtis 1925; see also Parsons
1936). Although this is not clear from the pub
lished accounts, these may have been the group
known at Taos as the Old Axe People.4 Others
traveled south through the Rio Chama and Rio Ojo

Caliente Valleys.5 In the Grant (1925) account,
they then traveled south to the Black Mountains.6
After being struck by disease, they started north
ward, building a village south o f the Taos Valley.
One group broke off and settled at Picuris while
the others moved on to the Taos Valley.
The second common theme has to do with the iden
tification of the earliest Puebloan immigrants into
the valley. According to the Espinosa account, the
first group to emerge was the Feather People
(Fiadaina), who moved into the southern Taos
Valley in the Rio Grande del Rancho area (Figure
1). Again, the Stevenson (1906) account has the
Feather People emerging from a hot spring in the
Taos Valley. In this account, however, the Feather
People did not emerge first— though they would
have liked to do so— but third, following the emer
gence o f the Ice/Winter People (Bianba turna) and
the Painanna, both o f whom are identified as
“nomadic” foragers. The Feather People are associ
ated with LA 1892, Jeangon’s (1929) Llano site, a
Pueblo referred to by the Taos as “the place where
the Feather People lived” and considered directly
ancestral to the Feather People kiva at Taos Pueblo.
LA 1892 is located near the hot spring identified
with the Feather People emergence in the Stevenson
account. In the Espinosa and Parsons accounts, the
Feather People were farmers who raised deer as
pets, but did not eat them; in the Stevenson account,
their clothes were made o f plant rather than animal
materials. This may suggest that their economy
emphasized farming over foraging, particularly
hunting.
In the Espinosa account, the second group to
emerge was the Shell People (Holdaina), who
moved into the northern Taos Valley, settling near
the Red River (Rio Colorado) (Figure 1). A correla
tion can be made with Gaschet’s account o f people
building a village along the Red River, the ruins of
which were extant in 1887 (Greiser et al: 1990:43,
46) and may be the “pueblito” site located near the
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Figure 1.
The southeastern quadrant of the Taos Valley, showing the locations of the North and South Peoples as indicated
by Taos Pueblo oral history. The location of Taos Pueblo is included for spatial reference.
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Questa cemetery. This is Ellis’ (1974:105) site 43,
which she identifies as ancestral to the Day People
kiva at Taos Pueblo; in the Stevenson (1906, Folder
2.19:11) account, this site is associated with the
Ice/Winter People. Thus, there is a correlation
between the Ice, Shell, and Day People; Greiser et
al. (1990:48) state, “The Shell people.. .were one of
the original groups within the Sun, or Day, kiva,”
and Stevenson (1906, Folder 3.1:3) states that the
Ice People kiva is comprised o f the Sun, Day, and
“Very Small Oliva Shell” Peoples. The Shell
People were, according to the Espinosa and Parsons
accounts, hunters, rather than farmers, and did not
eat plant foods. In the Stevenson account, their
clothing was made o f animal skins rather than plant
materials. Over time, their settlement area shifted
south from the Red River to the area north o f the
Rio Fucero (Figure 1) following an attack by a giant
or giants. Greiser et al. (1990:44) suggest an
unknow n Plains Indian group as the giants,
although there is little reason to argue for other than
indigenous inhabitants opposing the immigrants.
The Shell People may be the same people whose
m igration account is recorded by M iller
(1898:42—43). Some time later, how much later is
not known, the Shell People and the Feather People
began to live together, following a conflict or peri
od o f conflict in which the Feather People prevailed
(Stevenson [1906, Folder 2.29] provides the most
detailed account, although she identifies the con
flict as between the Winter/Ice and the Summer
People). The Feather People apparently were con
vinced to eat deer meat and the Shell People, pre
sumably, began to eat plant foods (Parsons
1936:113; Ellis 1974:37; Greiser at al. 1990:43).
This may well be a reference to the aggregation at
the location o f Taos Pueblo.7
The next group to emerge was the Water People
(Badaina or Pataina), who came out, either from the
lake or from the hot spring, as fish. In the Espinosa
account, they swam down mountain streams to the
Santa Fe River. From there, they swam back up the

Rio Grande to its junction with the Rio Grande del
Rancho, which they followed to the settlement o f the
Feather People. According to Greiser et al.
(1990:45), during their travels, the Water People
moved as far south as the Sandia Mountains, then
north through the Galisteo Basin to the Santa Fe
area, and on to a location near Picuris. After moving
into the Taos Valley, they made several stops. This
account bears resemblance to Grant's (1925), in that
the people moved down river valleys far to the south
before turning north again. Fike the Greiser
account, the people in the Grant account stopped
south o f Taos and there is a reference to Picuris,
with some people moving north into the Taos Valley.
It is possible, therefore, that the Grant account refers
to the Water People, a notion supported by
Stevenson’s (1906, Folder 2.19:10) account. Once
they arrived in the Taos Valley, the Water People
were made into humans by the Feather People and
lived with the Feather People for a period of time
before moving to other locations, particularly Pot
Creek Pueblo (FA 260), which is considered ances
tral by the Water People at Taos. During the course
o f their migrations, the Water People are specifical
ly described as having lived in underground houses,
a probable reference to pit structures (Greiser et al.
1990:46). Stevenson (1906, Folder 2.28:1) states,
“When the Summer people came up to this
world...they and the Water people after they came,
built houses by digging into the earth in the Little
Rio Grande Canyon. These houses were much like
the present kivas.” The Fittle Rio Grande is a com
mon local name for the Rio Grande del Rancho,
near which are located FA 1892 and Pot Creek
Pueblo.
Apparently after the advent o f the Water People,
the Big Earring (Fialusladaina), Dagger or Knife
(Chiadaina), and Sun ( Tholdeddaine or
Pheholdeddaina) or Day ( Theedaina) Peoples
moved into the Taos Valley, as did the Old Axe
People (Fiadaikwaslauna). However, with the
possible exception o f the connection between the
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Day and Shell Peoples mentioned earlier, pub
lished migration accounts do not include specific
histories of these later groups, although, as noted,
the Old Axe People may have moved into the val
ley from the Plains east o f the Rocky Mountains.8
Published accounts do discuss the combination of
these groups o f people into two larger groups with
directional identities. Greiser et al. (1990:45-49)
provide the following summary. The Winter, Ice,
or Cold People were hunters who lived in the Rio
Hondo area north o f the Rio Pueblo and Rio
Lucero. They included or assimilated the Shell
and Day Peoples; whether other identified groups
were included in the early years is not clear. In the
southern valley were several “clans”9 o f the
“ Summer People,” farmers who included the
Feather People and, perhaps, the Water People
after they moved into the valley. It is important to
note, however, that, although the Taos community
recognizes two large directional divisions, the
North and South sides, the community is not orga
nized by seasonal moieties such as those that char
acterize the Tewa communities, and, indeed, the
Taos directional moieties do not function organi
zationally, a point I will discuss later.

EARLY PUEBLOAN
ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE
TAOS VALLEY
A review o f the archaeology o f the earliest
Puebloan sites in the Taos Valley reveals several
patterns that are significant in comparison with
Taos oral history. These sites date to the late
Developmental period, known in the valley as the
Valdez phase (Wetherington 1968; Green 1976).
The Valdez phase is best dated between about AD
1050 and 1225 (Boyer 1997). Sites from this
phase commonly consist o f deep (2.5 to 3 m below
modern ground surface) pit structures with associ
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ated surface work areas and, sometimes, with
small surface structures o f jacal or adobe con
struction (Blum enschein 1956, 1958, 1963;
Wolfman et al. 1965; Peckham and Reed 1963;
Luebben 1968; Wetherington 1968; Loose 1974;
Green 1976; Woosley 1980, 1986; Boyer et al.
1994; Boyer and Urban 1995). Most sites contain
only one or two pit structures, although sites with
several pit structures have been investigated
(Loose 1974; Green 1976). W hether any o f the
structures at these sites were actually contempora
neous is not known, though, and the sites cannot
be described as hamlets or villages. Although
most pit structures were probably houses, some
also probably functioned as kivas (Adler 1993;
Boyer 1995), and at least three excavated sites
included structures that were probably fully ritual
in nature (Loose 1974; Green 1976; James L.
Moore, personal communication, 1996). Ceramic
types commonly associated with Valdez-phase
sites include a plain, neck-banded, or incised gray
or brown ware known as Taos Gray, and a mineralpainted type known locally as Taos Black-onwhite, which is a variety o f Kwahe’e Black-onwhite (Lent 1991). The presence o f several
imported ceramic types at Valdez-phase sites has
also been reported (Wilson 1995).
Detailed examination of tree-ring, archaeomagnetic, radiocarbon, and obsidian hydration dates from
Valdez-phase sites shows that Puebloan peoples
entered the Taos Valley after AD 1050 (Boyer
1997). No Puebloan sites have been dated before
AD 1050, and only one dated site falls between
AD 1050 and 1100; the others date after 1100.
These data support the oral accounts o f Puebloan
migration into the valley, rather than in situ devel
opments from a Basketmaker-like base, as pro
posed by Green (1976) and Rudecoff (1982).
Further review o f Valdez-phase sites reveals two
major groups o f those early sites, one in the north
ern valley and the other in the southern valley
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(Figure 2). Although the groups are in part
defined by the selection and excavation strategies
o f archaeologists, they are, at the same time, clear
ly differentiated by a variety o f site and artifact
characteristics. In particular, there are significant
differences between the two groups o f sites in pit
structure shape (for instance, over 80 percent o f
excavated pit structures in the southern valley are
round, while over 80 percent o f excavated pit
structures in the area north o f Taos are rectangu
lar), pit structure size, pit structure hearth size, and
pit structure construction. There are also differ
ences in frequencies o f ceramic types recovered
from the two groups o f sites, although, unfortu
nately, a lack o f published data makes it difficult to
investigate differences in vessel forms and design
styles corresponding to the ceramic type differ
ences observed in the two groups o f sites (Boyer
[1994] provides a detailed discussion of architec
tural, artifactual, and site structural similarities
and differences between the northern and southern
sites; Boyer [2000] provides a discussion o f the
organization o f the “communities”). The architec
tural and artifactual differences, and data on pit
structure abandonm ent processes and surface
structures and features, suggest that the two
groups o f sites represent “ com m unities” o f
Puebloan settlers in the valley, one north o f the Rio
Pueblo and the other south o f the Rio Pueblo.10

firm s economic differences between them. The
two groups o f sites can be distinguished on the
bases o f chipped and ground stone artifacts and pit
structure food-related features (Boyer 1994).
Specifically, northern site assemblages average
11.2 times more projectile points, 3.7 times more
scrapers, 10.7 times more knives, and twice as
m any drills as southern site assemblages.
Conversely, southern site assemblages average 1.4
times more manos and mano fragments and 1.6
times more metates and metate fragments than
northern site assemblages. Similarly, southern pit
structures average 2.6 times more floor cists, 1.3
times more jars buried in floors, and 3.5 times
more flat rocks embedded in floors near hearths
than northern pit structures. These differences
indicate that storing and processing plant foods
was more common at southern sites than at north
ern sites, while procurement and processing of
animal products was more common at northern
sites. Unfortunately, data on faunal remains are
inadequate to add to these conclusions, although
limited excavations at the El Pueblito site (LA
12741) near Arroyo Hondo in the northern area
yielded an unexpectedly high frequency o f large
mammal remains (Boyer and Mick-O'Hara 1991;
see also Mick-O’Hara 1996). These data support
Taos oral history accounts identifying northern
hunters and southern farmers.

Taos oral history specifically differentiates the
early Puebloan residents o f the valley into two
groups o f people and associates those two groups
w ith specific economic differences: the Feather
and W ater People were farmers who lived in the
southern valley near the Rio Grande del Rancho,
and the Ice/Winter, Day, and Shell People were
hunters who lived, at first, north o f the Rio Hondo
but spread south to the vicinity o f the Rio Pueblo
and the Rio Lucero (Figure 1). Those areas corre
spond closely to the locations o f the northern and
southern “com m unities” o f Valdez-phase sites
(Figure 2). A review o f those groups o f sites con

Given these patterns, there is good reason to concur
with Greiser et al. (1990:48), who identify the
“south community” sites with the Feather or
“Summer” People (possibly including the Water
People) and the “north community” sites with the
Shell or Winter/Ice People. Although Taos migration
stories have some groups of people entering the val
ley before others, Valdez-phase chronometric dates
show no significant differences in dates between the
two groups of sites, leading to the conclusion that
calendric differences in timing of the movements of
the two groups of people were minimal (Boyer
1997).
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Figure 2.
The southeastern quadrant of the Taos Valley, showing the locations of the northern and southern “communities”
of archaeological sites. The location of Taos Pueblo is included for spatial reference.
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There is not good reason, however, to concur with
Greiser et al. (1990:49) that the arrival o f the Water
People coincided with the introduction o f Santa Fe
Black-on-white pottery and the beginning o f the
Coalition-period Pot Creek phase. My disagree
ment is based largely on the Taos traditions that the
Feather and Water Peoples lived in pit
structures, a signal characteristic o f the late
Developmental period in the Northern Rio Grande,
including the Taos Valley. While the beginning of
the Pot Creek phase around AD 1225, with its atten
dant new pottery types, seems to be associated with
a settlement shift to small “unit pueblos,” there is no
evidence for the appearance of a new group or
groups o f pit structure sites in the AD 1200s.
Changes in architecture, ceramic types, site struc
ture, and presumably other aspects o f the archaeo
logical record do seem to signal changes in relation
ships between the Taos Valley and Puebloans to the
south, and may be evidence for additional immigra
tions into the Taos Valley at this time (Cordell
1995:209-210), as there probably were in the early
AD 1300s (Crown 1991). However, oral tradition
tells that several other groups o f people also moved
into the valley and were finally incorporated into the
Taos Pueblo community8. Rather, the initial immi
gration o f the Water People is probably obscured
archaeologically by their association with the
Feather People, at least at this early time.
The point to be made here is that the archaeology of
the earliest Puebloan sites in the Taos Valley largely
collaborates the oral history accounts of the origins
o f the Taos Pueblo community. In turn, the oral his
tory accounts are critical for conveying aspects of
the organizational structure o f the community.

NO RTH PEOPLE, NORTH
CO M M UNITY; SOUTH PEOPLE,
SOUTH CO M M UN ITY
Taos Pueblo is loosely organized in dual direction
al divisions, one on the north side o f the Rio
Pueblo and the other on the south side o f the river
(Figure 3). The looseness o f the divisions is
defined by Bodine (1979:260), who states,
Moiety is expressed at Taos, but it does not
appear to be so important an organizing
principle as it is among the Tewa. While
individuals belong to either the north- or
south-side Pueblos and there is alternative
jurisdiction cerem onially by north- and
south-side kiva groups, residence is not
determined by moiety nor is kiva member
ship so affected.
Associated with the dual divisions, which may be
too weakly integrated to really be called moieties,
are seven kivas. The south side kivas (Figure 3)
include the Feather People kiva, the Water People
kiva, and the Old Axe People kiva, as well as an
“abandoned” (but maintained) kiva o f uncertain
origin perhaps associated with warfare (Parsons
1936:79) and “dedicated to the Mother” who
“gave birth to the divine twins who are now the
moon and sun” (Stevenson 1906, Folder 3.1:8).
The north side kivas (Figure 3) include the Day
People kiva, the Knife People kiva, and the Big
Earring People kiva. Concerning kiva member
ship, boys are given to kivas by their parents and
Parsons (1936:45^16) states,
Choice of kiva is optional with the parents.
They do not choose, necessarily, the kiva
either is associated with, although there is a
tendency for a man to give his son to his own
kiva or to one of the kivas on his side, i.e., in
his own kiva cluster. In the case of two or
more sons, they will be given to various kivas.
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Figure 3.
Plan map of Taos Pueblo.
The same rules apply to membership in the several
societies that cross-cut kivas and kiva member
ships: “Ordinarily, boys are given by their parents
to this society as to the other societies for no special
reason...” (Parsons 1936:75). The flexibility with
which moiety, kiva, and intra- and inter-kiva society
membership is organized undoubtedly reflects the
need to maintain community cohesion in the face of
the tendency of the disparate original populations
that formed the community to split apart.
The plan of Taos Pueblo is a map of the organiza
tion of the community (Figure 3). It is also, in
fact, a map o f the origins o f the community. Seen

in the plan o f the Pueblo are the northern people,
whose ancestors were Winter/Ice, Shell, and Day
People, hunters living north o f the Rio Pueblo
(Figure 1). Archaeologically, the northern Valdezphase sites (Figure 2) were occupied by people for
whom hunting was perhaps a more significant
economic activity than farming. Also seen in the
plan o f the Pueblo are the southern people (Figure
3), whose ancestors were Feather and Water
People farmers living south o f the Rio Pueblo
(Figure 1). Archaeologically, the southern Valdezphase sites (Figure 2) were occupied by people for
whom farming was perhaps a more significant
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econom ic activity than hunting. The prehistoric
and ethnohistoric dividing line between the two
groups o f people, the Rio Pueblo (with its tributary
the Rio Lucero; Figure 1), is also the dividing line
betw een the directional divisions at Taos Pueblo
(Figure 3). Stepping out past the limb, the data
could be interpreted to suggest that this was,
indeed, the reason that Taos Pueblo was estab
lished where it was, on both sides o f the Rio
Pueblo, representing the origins o f the community.
I f this is correct, then the plan o f the Pueblo is a
m icrocosm map o f the Taos Valley as it reflects the
organization o f Puebloan settlement and land use,
both prehistoric and historic. Or, looking from the
other end o f the timeline, the archaeology o f the
earliest Puebloan sites is predictive o f the organi
zation o f the community that became Taos Pueblo.
In addition to the locations o f kivas in the village,
the econom ics o f early Puebloan settlement in the
valley are represented in the economics o f Taos
Pueblo. For instance, Parsons (1936:19, 75) notes
that the Taos communal rabbit and deer drives 11
were organized by the “hunt chief,” who was the
head o f the Day People kiva on the north side o f
the village. The hunt chief was responsible for
building a hunt fire at a location south o f the vil
lage and, in the case o f the deer hunts, for talking
(i.e., praying) to the deer before the hunt. For his
efforts, “the first two deer to be killed went to the
H unt c h ie f...” (Parsons 1936:19). Similarly, indi
vidual deer hunters who shot more than one deer
“w ill take one o f their deer to a kiva (presumably
D ay kiva) to which all the kiva chiefs are bidden,
to a feast o f venison, the deer m eat having been
boiled in the kiva” (Parsons 1936:20; parentheses
in original, italics added). The significance o f the
ancestral northern hunters was thus maintained in
19
the organization o f the communal hunts.
The organization o f farming activities at Taos
seem s less regularized than hunting activities, per
haps because farming activities are more individ

ual or family-oriented than communal in nature
(note that the hunting activities regulated by the
head o f the Day People kiva were the communal
rather than individual hunts). Further, Parsons
(1936:116), in comparing weather-control rituals
at Taos and Zuni, states, “An abundance o f game
animals made or kept the men o f Taos hunters as
well as farmers, and probably hunting ritual does
not lend itself to as elaborate a development of
weather ritual.” This should not be taken to suggest
that hunting was a more important economic activ
ity than farming to the Taos. Nonetheless, it seems
apparent that community activities associated with
farming are also associated primarily with southside kivas. For instance:
Old-axe People function distinctively in the
summer rain ceremonies, which they always
initiate, also in the Earth Mother (or SunMoon) ceremonies o f spring, and in the
spring, when the winds are high, this kiva or
kiva chief and another kiva or chief selected
by him “have two days work against the
wind.” People are “afraid o f the wind; it
spoils the snow, drying it up.” It is the Oldaxe chief who watches the summer solstice.
(Parsons 1936:77; see also 85 and 98. Note
that the “abandoned” kiva on the south side
is associated with the “Mother” who “gave
birth to the divine twins who are now the
moon and sun” [Stevenson 1906, Folder
3.1:8]).
Parsons (1936:96) also describes the spring-time
activities o f the Corn Mother society, whose mem
bers are found within the north-side Knife People
kiva and the south-side Feather People and Old
Axe People kivas.
During the time o f these
activities, a design similar to a sand painting,
which Parsons calls a “ground altar,” is made. The
design is o f a corn plant emerging or growing from
the lake. A similar ground altar design is made by
two other societies, the Fall People and the Corn
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Tassel People, about which Parsons was unable to
learn anything else. Although Parsons' informants
told her that all the kivas had a springtime cere
mony involving prayer to Earth Mother, it seems
evident that agriculturally-focused activities that
involved the community (i.e., weather and sea
sons) were more commonly associated with south
side kiva societies.
I am by no means suggesting that the structure and
organization of the historic community o f Taos
Pueblo are so strongly defined by their prehistoric
origins that they have not been affected by the
myriad o f other tangible and intangible factors
introduced by Euroamericans beginning in the
16th century. However, it is clear that the structure
and organization o f historic Taos Pueblo both
reflects and is reflected in the structure and orga
nization o f the earliest Puebloan sites in the Taos
Valley. Therefore, if the impacts o f the protohistoric and historic periods on Taos Pueblo are to be
understood, they must be viewed within the con
text o f the processes operating prehistorically that
produced the Taos Pueblo community from a num
ber o f immigrant populations. This underscores
Kent Lightfoot's (1995:200) statement that “any
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historical anthropological study that attempts to
understand the long-term implications o f culture
contact must consider the archaeology o f pre-contact contexts.” Whiteley (2002: 413) goes further
in asserting:
In its approach to history, scientific archae
ology contrasts sharply w ith .. .classical
archaeology— hardly a field lacking analyti
cal rigor. If it is seriously concerned to
deepen explanation, prehistoric archaeology
o f native North America (for one) might well
learn from the approaches o f its classical
sibling. In such a light, the very possibility
o f examining a ruin without consulting the
archived histories in oral traditions and other
cultural modes o f encoding the past would
be inconceivable. It would be like excavat
ing prehistoric Roman ruins without con
sulting any Latin sources. And oral tradi
tions, if treated seriously, may yield whole
new areas o f inquiry.
And that is why we can assert that, in the Taos
Valley, the protohistoric period began in the 11th
century.

ENDNOTES
1. In writing and rewriting this paper, I have ben
efited from numerous and on-going conversa
tions with a number o f people, particularly—
but not exclusively— my colleagues at the
Office o f Archaeological Studies (OAS).
Although only minimally explored in this
paper, Jim Moore and Steve Lakatos have pro
vided and continue to provide valuable archae
ological perspectives on Tewa origin stories
and archaeology, and similarities with those o f
Taos. Regge Wiseman vocalized the notion of
the Taos Pueblo “microcosm map” when I was

struggling with how to say what I was seeing.
Regge, Tim Baugh, and Linda M ick-O ’Hara
have encouraged a more intensive examination
of connections with the Plains. Like the Tewa
connections, those with the Plains are only
minimally examined in this paper, but they,
too, demand study. Perhaps most importantly,
a friend from Taos Pueblo read an early draft o f
the paper and straightened me out on a couple
o f important points. Without his patient help,
I would likely have made some glaringly
wrong statements. I may have anyway, but, if
so, they are my own and do not reflect the
counsel o f my friends and colleagues.
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2. Stevenson’s (1906) notes consistently refer to
the Feather People as the Summer People. I sus
pect that this reflects, on Stevenson’s part, an
assumption o f considerably greater similarity
than is actually present between the relatively
well-known, seasonal moieties in operation at
the Tewa Pueblos and the less-well-understood,
directional m oieties at the northern Tiwa
Pueblos. The Taos do not recognize “Summer
People” either as a kiva society or as a name for
one geographic side o f the community, although
they are aware o f the seasonal moiety names at
the Tewa Pueblos.
3. This apparent discrepancy may be both less and
more meaningful than it appears. On the one
hand, Parsons (1939) makes it clear that many
Pueblos consider all bodies o f water to be con
nected underground and, hence, essentially part
o f one; for that reason, it is neither conceptual
ly difficult nor inconsistent for Puebloans to
identify “different” bodies o f water— lakes,
springs, and rivers— as origin locations for the
same group o f people. An excellent example is
Taos Pueblo’s affinity for Blue Lake, which is
also the source of the river that runs through the
Pueblo. The Llano Quemado hot springs, which
Stevenson’s informant(s) identified with the
emergence o f the Feather and Water People,
may represent the same sort o f substitutionary
identification. On the other hand, or perhaps in
addition, the Feather People are directly associ
ated with the hot springs since their ancestral
village, LA 1892, is located near the springs;
the Water People are also associated with the
hot springs in other stories because it was at the
Feather People village that the Water People,
who had been fish, emerged from the Rio
Grande del Rancho and became humans.

4. Definite associations between the Old Axe
People and origins on the Plains are not speci
fied in the published migration accounts or in
ethnohistories, and, indeed, there is a discrepan
cy between Stevenson (1906) and Parsons
(1936) regarding identification and naming of
the Old Axe People. However, as discussed in
Endnote 12, there is an association between the
Old Axe People and buffalo hunting. Further, in
her discussion o f dances borrowed from or rep
resenting non-Taos people, Parsons (1936:95)
states, “Some of the kiva groups are associated
with particular dances. Old-Axe People will
regularly dance a Sioux dance (with roached
hair).” We should not assume that this implies a
Siouxan origin for this kiva society. Indeed,
Paterak (1994: 112, 138) asserts that hair roach
es were uncommon among the Sioux, although
they were worn by Santee Sioux warrior men
after the mid-19th century. Her examination of
Plains tribes showed that roached hair was the
most common hairstyle for Pawnee men
(Paterak 1994:130), making the Pawnee unique
in this regard. Among other Plains tribes,
roached hair (including artificial roaches) was
sometimes used by men during warfare situa
tions. Among tribes east o f the Mississippi
River, roached hair was a common style among
Sauk, Fox, Miami, and Iroquis men (Paterek
1994:52, 56, 61, 73); three of these groups lived
in the Illinois-Indiana area along the eastern
side of the Mississippi. Roaching, including the
use of artificial roaches, was practiced in many
other eastern and southeastern tribes, but usual
ly in warfare situations.
Identification of the dance associated with
roached hair—actually an artificial roach at
Taos—with the Sioux may represent substitionary assignment of identity rather than accu
rate identification, as may have been done with
Jicarilla Apache (see Endnote 5). In any case,
however, it is interesting that the Old Axe
People are associated with Plains Indian eco
nomic and ritual activities.
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5. Interestingly, Ortiz (1969:16) records that the
Ojo Caliente Valley is important in Tewa origin
stories because it was there, at the village of
Posi, that the Tewa formed their first unified
community. Although Greiser et al. (1990:45)
point out that published Taos oral history does
not include references to Tewa-speakers, they
also note that M indeleffs (1891) work at the
Hopi-Tewa village o f Hano indicated that Tewa
was spoken at Taos. Clearly, this is not the
case and probably was not in the 1880s, but
when combined with the significance o f the
Rio Chama and Ojo Caliente Valleys in both
Taos and Tewa origin stories, it allies the Taos
with other northern Tanoans, probably at a
time before there were obvious distinctions
between Tiwa-speakers and Tewa-speakers.
6. Could this be a reference to a MogollonTanoan connection?
7. Greiser et al. (1990:49) feel that the aggrega
tion occurred prior to moving to the location of
Taos Pueblo, perhaps at Pot Creek Pueblo (LA
260), although the origin accounts do not pro
vide corroborating evidence for this possibility.
8. The Stevenson (1906) account points to two
Keresan-speaking groups among the groups
making up the Taos Pueblo community, as well
as several Apachean-speaking groups.
It
seems likely that the latter either reflect the
assignment o f Apachean identity to immi
grants from the Plains or the confusion o f time
depth in the assignment o f Apachean identity
to original groups because of historically close
relationships between Taos and Jicarilla
Apaches. It is unlikely that Jicarilla Apaches
appeared in the region in significant numbers
before the early 1700s, when they were pushed
into the Sangre de Cristo Mountains by the
movement o f the Comanches onto the south
ern Plains.
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Concerning the K eresan-speaking peoples,
Stevenson's informants linked them to the Big
Earring People. Two societies within the Big
Earring People have “shell” or “bead” in their
names, suggesting to Greiser et al. (1990:47) a
connection with the Keresan-speakers at Santo
Domingo Pueblo, known for their shell-bead
jewelry. However, we should note that the
Tiwa name o f the Big Earring People can also
be translated as Abalone Big Earring People,
apparently a reference to abalone earrings
once worn by some men in this society
(Parsons 1936:74). The shell-bead jewelry
made at Keres Santo Domingo is commonly
made o f olivella shell rather than abalone.
This does not, o f course, discount a connection
between the Big Earring People and Keresanspeakers, and Parsons (1936:95) states, “Big
earring People will dance Mialtana or Keresan
dance” and “The Big-earring People are regu
larly referred to as Keres, Miale'mo. In their
kiva, dances borrowed from the Keresan pueb
los will be presented.” It is interesting, how
ever, that in the Taos stories, the second people
to move into the valley were the Shell People,
who no longer are recognized as a separate
people. Although Greiser et al. (1990:48)
argue that the Shell People were subsumed into
the Day People, it seems possible that they
were actually or also subsumed into the Big
Earring People. Whether or not they were
Keresan-speakers remains to be argued. Ford,
Schroeder, and Peckham (1972:34-35) and
Moore (2002) have the Keres living in the
upper San Juan Basin and Four Corners region
prior to the mid-13th century. M ajor move
ment from these regions after the mid-13th
century is too late to tie them to the earliest
peopling o f the Taos Valley by Puebloans. This
may be one reason why G reiser et al.
(1990:49) suggest that “the Keresan-speaking,
Big Earring People” arrived in the valley after
the abandonment of Pot Creek Pueblo in the
early 1300s.
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9. The Taos consistently refer to kiva societies as
“clans,” a term probably introduced by anthro
pologists, but not to be confused with more for
mal Puebloan clans, as in the Hopi communi
ties.
10. Excavations by the OAS in 1996 along the
west side o f the lower Arroyo Seco valley
(B lueberry Hill Road), north o f the Rio Pueblo
in the approxim ate center o f the region,
revealed four pit structures that were round in
plan, resembling those in the southern “com
munity.” Unfortunately, the project could not
be completed. Analyses o f ceramic artifacts
from the sites are being conducted by OAS
volunteers, analyses o f other artifacts and
m aterials have yet to be performed, and a final
report can only be hoped for. Consequently, we
cannot, at this time, accurately assess the sites
w ith regard to their similarities and differences
w ith those in the northern and southern areas.
Excavations at LA 53678, the Blinking Light
Site, located im m ediately north o f the
B lueberry Hill Road sites, revealed a rectan
gular pit structure that resembles, in plan,
those in the northern area. Interestingly, the
structure was about 0.5 m in depth, the only
shallow, Valdez-phase, pit structure so far
excavated in the Taos Valley (Bullock 1999).
11. A lthough M iller (1898) states that the Taos did
not practice communal deer hunting, Parsons
(1936) is clear that this was a practice at Taos,
although she implies that it had ceased before
her work there. Community deer hunts are
practiced by the Taos, although the extent to
which they could be called “communal” is not
clear to me.
12. Parsons also presents interesting information
concerning buffalo (bison) hunting, which was
once an im portant activity at Taos Pueblo.

While deer offerings were made to the head o f
the Day People kiva, “on the return o f buffalo
hunters, the fat o f the buffalo was given to the
Day people or the Old Axe people, also, I infer,
the buffalo heads” (Parsons 1936:20; see also
Parsons 1936:75). Parsons (1936:76; paren
theses hers) also states, “Buffalo dance is also
associated with the Day kiva (as having hunt
ing ritual) and, for no reason I could learn,
w ith Old Axe kiva” (see also Parsons
1936:93-94). While the importance o f the
north-side Day People to the buffalo hunts
seems evident, the significance o f the Old Axe
People is not so clear, since their kiva is locat
ed on the south side o f the village among those
kivas whose ancestors were the southern farm
ers. However, the offerings presented to the
Old Axe People takes on importance when we
see that their origins may have been the Plains
east of the mountains. If so, then they may
have brought with them to the Taos Pueblo
community the knowledge o f buffalo hunting.
13. The role o f the Old Axe People in these southside farming activities is interesting and con
fusing, considering their apparent association
with buffalo hunting and the Plains (see
Endnotes 4 and 12). If, indeed, Old Axe
People ancestors were Plains buffalo hunters,
their early economic and ethnic differences
with the north side Puebloan hunters in the
Taos Valley may have been too great to bridge
by incorporating them with the Taos hunters,
so they were incorporated with the south side
people. After all, the Feather People on the
south side had a history o f accepting and
assimilating others, specifically the Water
People, who, being originally fish, were so dif
ferent that they weren’t humans until moving
into the Taos Valley.
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS AND VISUAL ANALYSIS OF THE
PERTOGLYPHS OF THE CRESTON AND GALISTEO DIKES,
GALISTEO BASIN, NEW MEXICO

IN TRO D U CTIO N
hese preliminary observations compare petroglyphs that were recorded between 1997
and 2007 in the Galisteo Basin on two sim
ilar igneous landforms: the 4-m ile long Creston
Dike and the 7-m ile long Galisteo Dike (Figure 1).
I also discuss some o f the distinctly different phys
ical and physiographic qualities o f those two
prominent formations that I believe account for
some o f the visually qualitative differences that
were observed among the petroglyphs on the two
dikes.

T

The petroglyph inventories were made by volun
teers sponsored and supported by the Archaeolog
ical Society o f New Mexico, the Albuquerque
Archaeological Society and the Friends o f
Archaeology o f the Museum o f New Mexico
Foundation (Brody and Brody 2006). In addition,
a large portion o f the Galisteo Dike project was
supported during 2005 and 2006 by a grant from
the Historic Preservation Division o f the New
Mexico Office o f Cultural Affairs.
About 12,650 images, including many that are
markedly dissimilar from each other, were recorded
at those two neighboring formations. The most
prominent were made during the Rio Grande
Classic period (1325-1600), most likely by people
from the partially contemporaneous Tano-speaking
Galisteo Basin communities o f Pueblo Blanco, She,
Pueblo Colorado, Galisteo, Las Madres and smaller

Figure 1.
Map of Galisteo Basin: Creston at bottom,
Galisteo Dike at top Creston Dike.
nearby villages (Figure 2, large figure, Creston;
Figure 3, large figure, Galisteo Dike). In addition, a
significant number of petroglyphs on the Galisteo
Dike seem to have been made between about 1600
and 1780 and numerous non-pueblo petroglyphs
were recorded at both locations that are identified,
sometimes tentatively, as having been made by
Archaic, Plains Indian, Hispanic, and Anglo people
at different times over the last six thousand years.
Curiously, few seem attributable to the Puebloan
people who are known to have been in the area
between Basketmaker times and the Rio Grande
Classic.
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Creston Dike is located about 16 km (10 miles)
south o f the Galisteo Dike. It is an igneous forma
tion in a more-or-less east-west alignment o f four
hogbacks w ith a total length o f 7.15 km (3.9
miles). The m iddle two are the longest and the
w esternm ost the shortest. Pueblo Blanco, a large
Rio Grande Classic Period village, is immediately
north o f the westernmost hogback and more than

7.3 km (4 miles) from the eastern end o f the dike.
Two other large and contemporaneous pueblos,
Pueblo Colorado and She (Chey, Shay) are each
about 5 km (3 miles) east and northeast o f the east
ern end o f the dike. Those three communities were
the southernmost o f the Tano Pueblos and all were
abandoned under pressure from a group o f
nomadic Plains raiders called the Teya. Pueblo
Blanco is generally identified as the uninhabited
village that the Coronado expedition visited in
1540 that was described by Castenada as having
been “destroyed” about 16 years earlier by the

Figure 2.
Large figure of a man, pecked, facing east, wears
eagle-feather headdress. This is a relatively rare
example of super-positioning at Creston: the snake
was drawn later and his left arm overlaps with an ear
lier image of a face or mask.

Figure 3.
Galisteo Dike, large figure of a man facing south-east
and wearing a horned and feathered headdress. A
jumble of super-positioned figures can be picked out
beneath and above the lightly pecked and heavily
abraded main one.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE
CRESTON DIKE PETROGLYPHS

J. J. BRODY

Teya. (Hammond and Rey 1940:257-258). She and
Pueblo Colorado are thought to have been aban
doned by about 1550.
Most Creston petroglyphs are on the south face of
the dike and tend to catch direct sunlight in the most
dramatic fashion possible. Shadows cast by that
light can be harnessed to track such seasonally pre
dictable solar and stellar manifestations as the sol
stices and equinoxes. Further, natural fracturing of
the rock left many large, relatively smooth, south
facing boulders that are generally a warm gray in
color and make ideal surfaces on which to peck
images. In contrast the boulders on the north face of
the dike are generally in shadow, are lichen-covered
and were rarely used as petroglyphic surfaces.
Although the basaltic rock is quite hard, it seems to
have been pecked with relative ease allowing the
artists to create strong lines and solid masses that
expose the inner core of rocks that vary in color
from pale gray to honey-yellow.
There are exceptions (see Figure 2) but in general,
few images at Creston have other motifs superim
posed upon them or are otherwise modified by later
human intervention. The south face of the dike as

Figure 4.
Creston, west end near
Pueblo Blanco. Priapic,
flute-playing rabbit,
birds, face or mask, fac
ing southwest, south and
southeast.
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well as its unobstructed east- and west-facing boul
ders offered many opportunities for the creation of
large, dramatic visual images and many of these
were done with skill and confidence (Figure 4, priapic, flute-playing rabbit).
About 5,050 human-made features (or “elements” to
use the rock art recording terminology) were noted
on the Creston Dike. Roughly 4,700 of these were
petroglyphs thought to date from the Rio Grande
Classic period. The remainder include a few identi
fied as Archaic, about 700 considered to be historic
and a handful thought to be either Plains or
Athabascan. About 115 other archaeological features
were recorded, including grinding slicks, the walls of
stone shelters that butted up against the dike and
stone walls that blocked gaps along its crest.
Analyses by Milford Fletcher (2004) and Jean Brody
(2007) identify the easternmost and westernmost hog
backs as having the greatest number of images. Other
large petroglyph clusters are located on either side of
the three gaps that separate the hogbacks from each
other, and some of these gap concentrations are
notable for having one or several large, well-made and
dramatic figures on them. The west side of the gap
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Figure 5.
Creston, east end, armed
warriors high up on the dike,
facing south and visible from
more than 100 meters away.

between the two easternmost hogbacks (called
“Comanche Gap”) probably had one of the thickest
concentrations of images, but many were destroyed
when the gap was widened for railroad tracks in 1902
or 1903 (Myrick 1970:49-55). Even so an impressive
number of petroglyphs can still be seen there on the
high south wall of that west side.
About 125 different iconographic motifs were sys
tem atically classified and recorded during the
course of the project. Milford Fletcher (2004), using
a GIS program, analyzed the distribution of 25 o f the
most commonly used motifs and demonstrated that
even though many of them are found from one end
o f the dike to the other, they are distributed differen
tially. For example, shield figures, “star faces”, other
four-pointed stars, rattlesnakes, eagles and other
motifs associated historically with Pueblo warfare
societies are proportionately most likely to be found
at the east end of the dike (Figure 5, shield figures).
Conversely, more benign subjects such as katsina
motifs that are associated in the Pueblo world with
ancestors, fertility, precipitation and the general
good are proportionately more common at its west
end (Figure 6, katsina faces).

Figure 6.
Creston, west end, facing east: katsina figures.
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OBSERVATIONS O N THE
GALISTEO DIRE PETROGLYPHS
The Galisteo Dike, just north o f the modern village
of Galisteo, is an igneous formation that is geolog
ically older than Creston. State Road 41 (SR 41)
runs between the two longest of its three major hog
backs and a series of smaller outcrops located just
west of the westernmost hogback is considered here
as a “collective” fourth hogback. Including those
outcrops the total length of the dike is 9.65 km (6
miles) with the second hogback from the east being
by far the longest at 5.3 km (3.3 miles). The dike is
oriented along an east-northeast axis curving
toward the north; as at Creston, most petroglyphs
are on the south (in this case the south-east) face of
the dike and only a few are on the north side.
Because of the orientation of the dike, most of its
petroglyphs face southeast rather than south and
consequently tend to lose the dramatic benefit of
sunlight-cast shadows after about noon.
Galisteo Pueblo and its neighbor, Las Madres, are
both north of the dike near the mid-point of its
longest hogback. They are the two nearest large Rio
Grande Classic pueblos but several others, includ
ing San Cristobal and San Lazaro are within 5-10
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km (3-6 miles) o f either end o f the dike. Several
smaller contemporaneous sites are nearby as well as
earlier pueblo sites, and there are surface indica
tions of even earlier use o f the area by Archaic and
Paleo-Indian people. The Classic period Galisteo
Dike communities survived raiding pressures by the
Teya, the Querecho Apaches who replaced them in
about 1580, and the Comanches who replaced the
Querechos from the 1680s to the 1780s. A Spanish
mission church was established at Galisteo Pueblo
during the 1620s, and in 1680 that town and others
in the Galisteo Basin were among the leaders o f the
successful Pueblo Revolt. Not long afterward most
pueblo people had left the Galisteo Basin, but in
1706, after the Spanish reconquest, about 200 from
Galisteo Pueblo were induced to re-occupy their
town. It remained active until the early 1780s.
The Galisteo dike is comprised o f a stone that
seems harder then that o f Creston but, perhaps
because of its greater age, tends to fracture more
easily. It seems not to be easily pecked which may
account for the prolific use there o f abrading to
enhance pecked lines (see Figure 3). There are pro
portionately fewer light- or warm-colored boulders
at Galisteo then at Creston and many more that are
dull-gray. Because so many boulders are fractured,
there are proportionately many more small ones
than at Creston and fewer with
large, relatively smooth and
easily pecked surfaces. Further,
the natural displacements o f
small boulders created many
relatively dark, shallow crevi
ces and alcoves where petro
glyphs are often partially hid
den and in shadow (Figure 7,
west side). Collectively, those
Figure 7.
Galisteo Dike, west hogback, east
end, agglomeration of small
images, many subjects.
(Photograph by Maynard Merkt)
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Figure 8.
Galisteo Dike, boulder on top of dike near the east
end of the longest hogback. Images range in age from
Archaic (repatinated linked circles at center above the
curvilear light-colored swastika. The light-colored
images are Rio Grand Classic or early historic, those
that are intermediate in color may be Coalition period
or earlier. The barely visible engraved images seem to
be either Athabaskan or Plains (see Figure 12).

attributes may account for the relative paucity of
large, dramatic images on the Galisteo Dike when
compared to Creston, to the dominance at Galisteo
o f small motifs, and to the use there of heavily
abraded lines (see Figure 3). However the common
and very ancient use there o f super-positioning and
the occasional creation o f miniaturized images
seems best explained in terms o f cultural practices
and o f history (Figure 8, “Palimpsest” rock, Figure
9, miniature face or mask).

Figure 9.
Galisteo Dike, east end of longest hogback, miniature
face or mask about 6 cm. high.

About 7,600 elements have been tallied so far for
the Galisteo Dike, but integration o f the full range
o f field documents into a computerized data
base/GIS program is still a work in progress.
Therefore, no systematic comparative analyses
have yet been made. Nonetheless, some tentative
conclusions are suggested by the initial tallies. For
example, Galisteo Dike has many more Archaic,
Athabaskan, Plains, Hispanic and other historic
elements then were found at Creston and, unlike
Creston where no scratched or engraved elements
were recorded, about 40% o f those documented on
the Galisteo Dike are scratched or engraved
(Figure 10, linear pattern [Archaic?] Figure 11,
shield-bearer [Rio Grande Classic], Figure 12,
recurved bow from Figure 8). Some engraved
motifs are similar to pecked ones, but most are lin-
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Figure 10.
Galisteo Dike, west end of west hogback. Fully
repatinated (Archaic?) engraved series of elon
gated triangles that resemble a long, bundle of
yucca leaves.
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Figure 12.
Detail of Figure 7 centered on the re-curved bow.
ear configurations unlike any pecked images; variations in
their patination suggest a time frame ranging from the
Archaic to the 18th century. Experimentation with steel
knives and graver-like chert chips that are commonly scat
tered along the south face o f the dike (excepting only its
easternmost hogback) demonstrates that very nearly all
scratched (engraved) elements were engraved with a
chipped-stone graver, thus lending support to our assump
tion that most were native-made (Figure 13, profiles o f
knife and graver marks).
Gross distributions o f petroglyphs along the dike can be
characterized. The greatest concentration is on the western
third of the longest hogback with a secondary concentra
tion for about three-hundred meters south o f Galisteo
Pueblo and Las Madres. Another concentration that seems
to have significantly different iconographic content is on

Figure 11.
Galisteo Dike, west end of west hogback.
Engraved image of a shield bearer about 20
cm. high. Rio Grande Classic?

Figure 13.
Groove marks of engraving
tools. Left, steel knife leaves a
shallow, even-sided groove that
is “V”-shaped at the distal end;
chert graver leaves a deep,
“V”-shaped groove.
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the easternmost 200 meters o f the hogback just west
o f SR 41. Petroglyphs decline in number dramati
cally to the west o f that concentration. A similar
radical decline in numbers occur on the last 200
meters at the east end o f the longest hogback and,
for practical purposes petroglyphs are absent from
the most easterly formation.

G EN ERAL C O N SID ER A TIO N S
For now, beyond the observations noted above, we
can only offer impressions and suggest issues to be
investigated. Among those, questions about the
distribution o f engraved petroglyphs in New
M exico seem important, interesting and at least
partially subject to immediate investigation. We
already know that they occur on several basaltic
sites in the Galisteo Basin to the west o f the
G alisteo Dike and at La Cieneguilla along the
Santa Fe River further west and north (personal
observations; M unson, personal communication
2006). They have also been noted as present but
uncom m on at M esa Prieta north o f Espanola in the
Rio Grande valley and are fairly common at a site
near Placitas just north o f Albuquerque (personal
observations). They have never been reported at
Petroglyph N ational M onument or, apparently, at
other Rio Grande Classic locations. Therefore
there is an impression that, except for the Placitas
area, engraved elements are not found south o f the
Galisteo Dike and that their greatest concentration
in New M exico is in that area. But because
engraved elements on dark, igneous rock may be
unexpected and difficult to see and are both easily
m issed and too easily dismissed as a kind o f m od
ern vandalism, that impression is probably incor
rect and should be rigorously tested.
W hen the GIS data become available other ques
tions can be pursued relative to the engraved
m otifs on Galisteo Dike. For example, what pro
portion o f them overlaps with motifs that are more

commonly found there and elsewhere as pecked
and/or abraded elements? What proportion are
only associated with the engraved (scratched)
technique? And, perhaps most difficult and imme
diately important, are the iconographic and techni
cal criteria (such as judgments about re-patination)
that are used to establish rough chronologies and
cultural affiliations o f the pecked or abraded ele
ments appropriate for the engraved ones?
It should be unarguable that the differences in exe
cution and content o f the petroglyphs at the two
sites are real and visible. Considering how close
and superficially similar they are to each other and
the many historical and cultural relationships that
existed among the people o f the Galisteo Basin
whom we believe created most o f the petroglyphs,
those differences remain surprising and signifi
cant. Suggested explanations for some o f them are
offered above based upon observations o f physio
graphic and other qualitative differences between
the two sites and they may be convincing and valid
but are only partially explanatory. They do not
touch upon many other differences that were cer
tainly a matter o f cultural values and social or idio
syncratic choices tempered by local history.
I close by listing here a few o f many questions that
remain open, seem interesting to me, and are con
ceivably subject to fruitful examination. For exam
ple, can it be determined:
•

If different social values were given to petro
glyph production at each place?

•

If petroglyphs as public art served different
functions for each?

•

If defiance by Tanoan Pueblo people o f
Hispanic religious persecution, economic
exploitation and political hegemony was a
factor in producing the smaller and more
cryptic images at Galisteo?

•

And, finally, can non-pueblo petroglyphs and
motifs be definitively recognized?

). J. BRODY
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David M. Brugge

ROBERT W. (BOB) YOUNG,
LINGUIST AND ANTHROPOLOGIST

hen most of us think of the old Chaco field
schools, we think only of archaeology, but
there was a broader anthropological aspect
to the schools that gets forgotten. Students in ethnol
ogy were usually included and ethnologists such as
Clyde Kluckhohn and Leland C. Wyman were faculty
members. Student projects were varied and included
physical anthropology, psychology and linguistics in
addition to ethnology (Brugge 1980:437, 448-50,
453,459, 461).

W

One of the students engaged in linguistic work was
Robert W. (Bob) Young and his interest in the Navajo
language was to lead to a lifelong endeavor.
Bob was born 18 May 1912 in Chicago. His parents
were Dr. James M. Young, a medical doctor but then
still in medical school, and Nellie Stevenson Young,
both Illinois natives. His father began his medical
practice in Annawan, a small town about 160 miles
west of Chicago toward the Iowa state line. By 1919
Dr. Young was well enough established in his career
that he built and operated a small hospital in Annawan
(Covault n.d.; Iverson 1994:255; L. Young 2007).
Young Bob had exposure to both small town and rural
life for both sets of grandparents had farms nearby. In
time he had two younger sisters, Eleanor and Dorothy.
In many ways his childhood was not too different
from that of any boy growing up in early 20th centu
ry America in such an environment. He learned to
hunt and fish and perhaps other skills of farm life and
participated with pals in such teenage pranks as tip
ping over neighbors’ outhouses on Halloween night.
There were differences, however.

Sometime in his teens his parents divorced, a rare
event in those days. He and his sisters went to live
with his mother in Geneseo. It may also have been
about this time that he was enrolled in a military
school (L. Young 2007).
His was an unusual family for that time in another
respect. Both his parents were college graduates and
not only he, but both sisters received college educa
tions and had professional careers (Anonymous 2006;
L. Young 2007).
A more individual side of his growing up was getting
to know the immigrant Mexican families of track
maintenance workers on the nearby Rock Island rail
way. From them he learned Spanish and even a little
Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs. He heard other
languages in the local community as well, for there
were many immigrants from European countries
(Iverson 1994:255-56; Mathien 2004; L. Young
2007).
Following graduation from high school, he attended
Augusta College in Rock Island for one year, then the
University of Illinois. Again languages were among
his interests. He studied both ancient and modern
Greek and French and took at least one course in
Spanish literature. In addition, he found inexpensive
lodging in the Cosmopolitan Club where many stu
dents from Latin America stayed and he had ample
opportunity to keep up his Spanish. When it came
time for graduate school, he planned to attend the
University of Mexico, but a friend in Mexico wrote
that the school was closed due to political rioting.
He looked at a map and decided on the University of
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New Mexico, traveling to Albuquerque on his Harley
Davidson motorcycle (Iverson 1994:256; Mathien
2004; L. Young 2007).
He graduated from the University of Illinois in
January 1935 and began classes as a graduate student
in Anthropology at the University of New Mexico in
the spring semester.
He enrolled in the Jemez Field School that summer
and spent most of his time doing archaeological sur
vey on the mesas above Jemez Springs (Anonymous
1935; Mathien 2004).1

paper, “The Catholic Religion in the Culture of the
Aztec,” in El Palacio in 1936.
Following another year of graduate school, in the
summer of 1937 he was again at Chaco Canyon as a
research associate and probably also as a graduate stu
dent. His varied duties placed limits on his time for
socializing with the other students, but a gossipy and
tongue-in-cheek account of student doings that year
notes that one young woman seems to have taken a
liking to him, “Bob Young, well what would Uberta
have done without him, she suffering from fainting
spells too” (Anonymous 1937a:71).

At the end of this session he and a fellow student
made a trip “from Cuba into Navajo country...I
remember going across Washington Pass, but beyond
that I can’t remember where we went.” He bought a
Navajo rug for his mother at a trading post (Mathien
2004:3).
He was at the University of New Mexico during the
1935-36 academic year and 1936 was his first sum
mer at Chaco Canyon. He was there as a graduate stu
dent, but also as a research associate of the School of
American Research under the direction of Edgar L.
Hewett (Anonymous 1936:78; Hewett 1937:12).
It was during that summer, during which he worked
with Tomacito Padilla, an elderly Navajo singer, and
Monte Lope, a Navajo who spoke English, that he had
a serious introduction to the Navajo language and
struggled to comprehend a grammar far different
from that o f any European language. He had found a
linguistic challenge that matched his talents and inter
ests so well that he would never let it go (Iverson
1994:268; Mathien 2004:4).
He was in part funded by Depression Era money and
had other duties, applying his Spanish to recruit work
ers for the construction of new field school facilities,
driving Hispanic workers into the Jemez Mountains to
fell trees for use in roofing and interpreting for them
in the construction work. He also assisted in archae
ological surveys (Iverson 1994:258; Mathien
2004:3^l)'2 Bob also published his first formal

Figure 1.
Bob when a young man. The photo is undated,
but his moccasins and beaded belt suggest that it
might have been taken during or shortly after his
work among the northern Athabaskans.
(Courtesy of Linda S. Young)
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The research/field school buildings had been con
structed. Bob shared a hogan with Wesley Hurt and
the two of them did surveys in side drainages. On
Escavada Wash they found a ruin still partially stand
ing, probably Bis Sa’ani, where they disturbed a large
owl in his daytime haunts (Mathien 2004:809).

Chipewyan, Sarcee and Sicanee (Tsekani) peoples
and Dr. William Siboleth shared with him word lists
of the more distantly related Na-Dene languages,
Tlingit and Haida. These were to provide him with
valuable insights later in his career (Iverson
1994:262; Young var.).

There were two events of note in Bob’s life that year.
Hewett introduced him to John P. Harrington, an
eccentric linguist who had been contracted by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to develop a practical
orthography for writing Navajo. Bob began work
under Harrington’s supervision, aided by Adolph
Bitanni, a Navajo fellow student. He also published
his first paper in linguistics, “Language: Interesting
Side Views of its Study” (Anonymous 1937b:87;
Iverson 1994:258; Young 1937).

In the meantime, following completion of the orthog
raphy, Bob and Willie began translating manuscripts
of works to be used in the schools in Navajo country.
Harrington was involved in a few of the first of these.
They included primers, children’s stories, geography
and other subjects. This remained a continuing activi
ty for both men for many years thereafter. Bob was
now involved in a career with the BIA that would
divert him from further graduate studies (Iverson
1994:262-63; Young 1993:53).

In the fall of 1937 Bob took a job with the govern
ment’s Sheep Laboratory at Fort Wingate where he
met William (Willie) Morgan, Sr. a 1936 graduate of
Fort Wingate High School. Their job was studying
wool from different sheep breeds and hybrids under a
microscope, but he and Morgan began work on the
Navajo orthography as well (Iverson 1994:260-62).
Working evenings, Willie would tell Bob how to say
things in Navajo and Bob would write them down
(Henderson 2001).

Another event, far more personal, was the marriage of
Robert W. Young and Olga Maloni, daughter of Italian
immigrants. They had met when both took a Spanish
course on Don Quixote at the University of Illinois
some years before. Clearly the hapless Uberta’s flirtaceous swooning did not long distract Bob (L. Young
2007).

An additional assignment was to search for a
Southwestern version of the wool dogs that supplied
wool for tribes on the Northwest Coast. This was an
unsuccessful pursuit, but Bob traveled throughout
Navajo country and gained a strong personal attach
ment to the Navajo people as well as to their language
(Iverson 1994:261).
Harrington and the BIA parted company, leaving the
work on the orthography to Bob and Willie.
Harrington did not break off his guidance of Bob into
linguistics, however and in 1939 took him along to
Canada to become acquainted with some of the
Northern Athabaskan languages with which Navajo
and Apache share a common ancestry. Bob personal
ly collected vocabularies from the Beaver, Carrier,

The Young and Morgan team continued their work
translating school texts into the early years of World
War II. Young converted a typewriter for use with
their Navajo orthography by substituting to Navajo
characters the r and f keys and adapting ways to type
the diacritical marks for tone and nasalization. He
also personally typeset these early publications, work
ing at the press at the Phoenix Indian School. Morgan
also moved to Phoenix where they worked together
evenings. They published their first dictionary in
1943 with a first printing of 500 copies, not nearly
enough to meet an unforeseen demand that soon
developed (Dinwoodie 2003:429-440; Henderson
2001; Iverson 1994:263-64; L. Young 2007; Young
and Morgan 1943).
In 1945 Harry Hoijer, a linguist then at the University
of California, Los Angeles, published a review of the
dictionary that was critical. Young himself was quite
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modest about it in later years, but as Iverson remarks,
it was a “first step” in the creation of the magnificent
Young and Morgan dictionaries to come (Hoijer
1945; Iverson 1994:264).
The resistance to what is best termed the Young and
Morgan orthography had deep roots in competition
among several ways of recording the Navajo lan
guage used by people with differing objectives and
motivations.3 Father Berard Haile, OFM, worked
closely with the linguist Edward Sapir who had orig
inated the process of phonemicization and was first to
recognize the importance of tone in the Navajo lan
guage. Sapir and his student Harry Hoijer were also
concerned with tracing the relationships of different
languages and inferring the histories implied by these
relationships. Harrington most desired to record
enough o f as many native languages as possible in
order to preserve knowledge of those that were des
tined to be lost. Clyde Kluckhohn and Gladys
Reichard, like Haile, wanted a method of writing
Navajo as an aid to learning about Navajo culture.
Various Protestant missionaries wanted to be able to
teach Navajos to read about Christianity in their own
language. When the government desired a method to
teach Navajos to read their own language primarily to
assist in teaching Navajo children better about
English and other subjects, a new element to stimu
late competition was introduced. The BIA originally
contracted with Haile and Sapir to create a simplified
practical orthography, but they also hired Reichard to
teach Navajo literacy. When Sapir and Hoijer took
too long in doing a very detailed analysis of Navajo
phonology, the BIA gave the job to Harrington who
retained Young as his assistant because the latter was
far more familiar with the language. Thus Young and
Morgan fell heir to a rivalry both academic and
applied (Iverson 1994:159-262; Lyon 1987:4-9;
24-26; Lyon 1989:150-54) 4
Despite Hoijer’s criticisms, the new orthography was
far better adapted to general use than those previous
ly devised and it was not only used immediately for
government publications, but was adopted by many

Figure 2.
Typesetting at the Phoenix Indian School.
(Courtesy of Linda S. Young)

missionaries as well.5 More significantly, Navajos
themselves began to use it in writing letters to each
other (Anonymous n.d.; John 2007:4; Young 1993a:
53).6
Young’s employment by the BIA was interrupted dur
ing World War II. He enlisted in the Marines where
he attained the rank of sergeant and distinction as an
“Indian interpreter.” His duties were with the trainees
for the Navajo Code Talkers, doing recruiting on the
reservation and probably participating in their train
ing as well (Iverson 1994:266; Robertson 1945).
He returned to work for the BIA following the war,
initially engaged in writing in, and translating to,
Navajo and once more working with Morgan. They
published jointly and separately many works for use
in education and administration as well as translating
the writings of others. In 1945 Young and Morgan
began to publish a Navajo language newspaper,
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Adahoonilign. Young had to travel to the printing shop
at the Phoenix Indian School to set type himself for
each issue which was published on the first of each
month (Iverson 1994:265).
The first several years following the war were an
extremely hard time for the Navajos. The return of
the Navajo servicemen and those employed in
wartime industries meant not only a loss of income
for the people, but an increase on dependency on the
land far beyond its ability to provide the support of
the growing population. To add to their distress, the
federal government revived the stock reduction pro
gram that had been relaxed during the war. Young and
Morgan found their skills in demand to try to help the
people deal with creation of grazing regulations that
would recognize the needs of the Navajo communities
(Iverson 1994:266-67; Young 2001).
Young took on research intended better to serve the
Navajo people such as a survey of work and living
conditions for Navajos employed outside Navajo
country for which he traveled widely throughout the
four-corners states (Young 1948:1949).
Bob and Olga’s only child, Linda Sue, was born 8
March 1949 (L. Young 2007).
As the 1940s drew to a close, changes in the election
procedures for the tribal council and passage of the
Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act of 1950 involved
Young and Morgan as a team to assist the Navajos and
the government to understand each other. Young
designed a method for secret ballots in Navajo elec
tions. The Navajo-Hopi Rehabilitation Act provided a
total of $88,570,000 to relieve the distress of the
tribes. In conjunction with development projects
undertaken, Young compiled and edited a series of
reports beginning in 1952 called the Navajo
Yearbooks, authoring much of the content himself
(Iverson 1994:266-67; Young 1961, 2001).
He had risen in the federal bureaucracy to the position
of Assistant to the Area Director and was receiving
responsibilities far beyond those inherent in his role
as a linguist. While he continued to do linguistic
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research and writing, he was again doing much of it
on his own time in cooperation with Morgan, who
himself was advancing in his career outside the BIA,
working with the Indian Health Service and Cornell
University’s Many Farms Project to develop methods
more congruent with Navajo culture and social struc
ture in providing medical services (Dinwoodie 2003;
Henderson 2001).
The yearbooks stimulated Young’s curiosity about
other matters and he began to publish on Navajo his
tory as well as language. He wrote reports for many
administrative purposes and was consultant, editor
and translator of many documents for both the BIA
and the Navajo Nation (Young var.,1958, 1968, 1983).
In the early 1960s the BIA assigned him to monitor
the ability of interpreters for the testimony of elderly
Navajos’ testimony in court for the Navajo Land
Claim and the boundary dispute with the Hopi Tribe
and checking my own transcriptions of Navajo per
sonal and place names for the court reporters. He was
ever attentive to Navajo concerns, helping disqualify
one incompetent interpreter and finding my use of his
orthography satisfactory.
During most of the years of his work for the BIA he
lived with Olga and Linda in BIA housing in Window
Rock, then the headquarters for federal workers in
Navajo country as well as the Navajo people’s own
capital. When the Navajo Area office was moved to
Gallup, the family moved there also. In 1966 the gov
ernment transferred him to Albuquerque. Upon retire
ment in 1971 he took a position as adjunct professor of
Navajo linguistics with the University of New Mexico
where he taught courses in Navajo and was co-director
of the Navajo Reading Study (Young var.).
Throughout the years after publication of their initial
Navajo dictionary in 1943, he and Morgan continued
to publish improved dictionaries, beginning with A
Vocabulary o f Colloquial Navajo in 1951, which has
seen two reprints by Hippocrene Press. The 1943 dic
tionary has also been re-issued (Henderson 2001;
Young and Morgan 1951; 1962; 1994; 2003).
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The continuing demand for Navajo dictionaries led to
the Navajo Dictionary Project which Young directed
and a new dictionary published by the University of
New Mexico Press in 1980, with a revised second
edition in 1987. Young and Morgan continued to
work on a completely new sort of dictionary with the
assistance o f Sally Migette then with the Linguistics
Department at UNM, from 1980 to 1991. This new
concept, the Analytical Lexicon o f Navajo, was also
put out by the University of New Mexico Press. With
1,466 pages, this is an accomplishment far beyond
their earlier work, but also more expensive than many
students can afford. Three years later Navajo
Community College issued an abridged edition for
the use of their students (Young and Morgan 1980,
1987; Young, Morgan and Migette 1992, 1995).7

This accomplishment capped the careers of the two
men who had devoted so much of their lives to the
study of the Navajo language. Both received numer
ous awards in their later years, including honorary
doctorates. Their partnership was celebrated by
Wayne Holm, director of education for the Navajo
nation, in an article entitled “On the Role of
‘YounganMorgan’ in the Development of Navajo lit
eracy” (L. Young 2007; Holm 1996).8
Morgan died in 2001. Young continued to write
about the Navajo language almost until his final ill
ness. His last publication saw print in 2006. He was
ever ready to help colleagues who needed to know
how to spell Navajo words or wanted to hear about
the past among the Navajos.9 He died February 20,
2007 (Jojola 2007; Young 2001, 2003; Yurth 2007).
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END NOTES
1. There is confusion in the several sources as to just
when Young began at the University of New
Mexico and which was the first field school he
attended. In part this appears to be due to Young
not making the sequence entirely clear in his two
interviews, that with Peter Iverson in 1990
(Iverson 1994) and that with Joan Mathien in
2004. The list in El Palacio for 1935 definitely
establishes his participation in that year in the
Jemez Field School. This school was jointly spon
sored by the Anthropology Department at the
University of New Mexico and the School of
American Research in Santa Fe.
2. His two summer sessions at Chaco Canyon seem
to have been conflated in his memory later in life.
My reconstruction for these years best fits the
data I have available.
3. Other designations such as the “HarringtonLaFarge orthography,” the “Collier-Beatty
orthography” and the “government orthography”
are misnomers based on poor knowledge of the
details of its creation (Young 1972, 1977, 1993a).
4. This is a far more complicated story than can be
written here. See the sources cited for other
aspects of the story. See also Frisbee 2007.
5. Hoijer’s review was primarily critical of details of
grammar and spelling and he did admit that the
orthography met the objective of serving “the
practical purposes of the layman.” That it failed
to satisfy the needs of scientists was his real con
cern, something the English orthography that he
used to write his review does far less well than
that created for Navajo by Young and Morgan.
That he failed to make this distinction clear in
criticizing Young and Morgan’s work at such
length indicates that he did not understand the
importance of their accomplishment.

6. My own friendships with Navajos in the late 1940s
revealed varying reactions to written Navajo, both
complaints that the alphabet was too complicated
(which I am not sure was entirely with reference to
the Young and Morgan system) and a preference
for receiving letters in their own language.
7. Even this dictionary is now out of print. At a
recent session of the New Mexico State Legisla
ture a request was made for funds to support a
reprinting.
8. Holm (1995:401) laments the decline in teaching
Navajo literacy in the early post-World War II
years. He was aware of only one person doing so
in that era, John Watchman with classes for adults
in the mid-1950s. I knew of one more, Zhunie
Yellowhair, as a college student in Albuquerque
about 1950 who worked part-time as an attendant
in the boys’ dormitory at the Albuquerque Indian
School. On his own initiative he taught an extra
curricular course to those Navajo boys who
showed an interest in learning to read and write
their own language. He had served as a military
scout in New Guinea during the war but was
apparently not a member of the celebrated Code
Talkers. Serving with two Navajo companions,
however, he doubtless experienced the values of
his language in wartime and may well have been
aware of the Marine’s code talker program. There
were doubtless other Navajos whose efforts to
teach Navajo literacy during these years have
escaped formal notice.
9. Finally, already long retired he no longer went to
his office on campus regularly. He sometimes had
lunch with old colleagues such as Ossy Werner,
Paul Zolbrod, Frank Morgan, Steve Kunitz and
myself. Olga was lost in the mist of Alzheimer’s
disease, but Linda lived with him and cared for his
needs as his health declined. In time we were lim
ited to visiting him in his various hospitalizations
and stays in rehabilitation centers.
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CHACO PANACHE: FEATHERS AND
11TH CENTURY POLITICAL POWER

oday, we think o f feathers, at best, as deco
rative. Feathers are fluff, feather-weight,
inconsequential— metaphors for light
regard. But in the ancient Southwest, feathers
were o f enormous consequence. We suggest that
archaeology has underemphasized the importance
o f bird feathers, especially the feathers o f the scar
let macaw, in modeling the development and oper
ation o f the Chaco regional system. Macaws and
macaw feathers were imported into Chaco
Canyon, and, we argue, were manufactured into
ritual objects that were then used as prestige goods
for exchange or award. Our argument relies on
recent theory concerning specialized production
and inter-societal interaction, as well as data on the
use of birds and bird feathers among ancient and
modern Pueblo people. Feathers are highly valued
by Pueblo people today and, in fact, were highly
valued by indigenous people throughout much of
the western hemisphere (Brumfiel 1998; Costin
1998; Levine 1991; Smith 2003).

T

Archaeologists attempting to understand the devel
opment and operation of the Chaco regional sys
tem have tended to focus on the production and
exchange o f durable goods, such as turquoise
ornam ents (Judge 1989; see M ills 2002 for
overview o f Chaco models; see Mathien 2001 for
turquoise production). While turquoise was cer
tainly an important ritual material, we believe that
macaw feathers, because of their distant origin
may have been even more highly valued. Using
models proposed by Helms (1998) and Kristiansen

and Larssen (2005) we suggest that procuring
macaws from western M esoamerica and the pro
duction o f macaw feather objects were avenues to
social power. Direct, personal, yet esoteric knowl
edge o f distant places and materialization o f this
knowledge in the form o f ritual objects made o f
macaw feathers were likely used by Chaco elites to
gain status. Macaw feather objects then became
highly valued goods used in the creation and oper
ation o f political alliances with great house com
munities throughout the Chacoan regional system
(Lekson 1999:50-53).
We begin by presenting recent theory concerning
craft production and its importance in the creation
o f power and status. Next, using ethnohistoric
data, we discuss the importance o f feathers in
Mesoamerican and Pueblo society demonstrating
that in both o f these groups, feathers were used in
the restricted and highly technical production o f
ceremonial goods. Archaeological evidence for
the import o f macaws to Chaco Canyon and the
use o f feathers in the production o f ceremonial
objects is then discussed. We suggest that the part
o f the power o f macaws and their feathers may
have been related to long distance travel o f highly
placed Chacoan individuals who gained powerful
esoteric knowledge on journeys south to procure
macaws and their feathers. Finally we argue for
the use o f macaw feathers in a prestige goods
exchange that linked outlying great houses to
Chaco Canyon.
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NEW APPROACHES TO CRAFT
PRODUCTION AND THE
CHACO REGIONAL SYSTEM
The prim ary question driving m uch Chacoan
research is the level o f complexity achieved by the
Chaco regional system. Some scholars see Chaco
as a society lacking a complex political organiza
tion (M ills 2002; Wills 2000) while others argue
that the Chaco regional system was a small, sec
ondary state (Lekson 2006, in prep). Most Chaco
scholars agree that Chaco Canyon was the center
o f a regional system, but they do not agree on the
nature o f the system or the reasons for its develop
ment. A lthough many models see control over
m aterial goods as a key to the development and
operation o f the system, there is no firm evidence
to date that Chaco was a m ajor locus o f production
and distribution for any particular type o f good.
N onetheless, in the 1970s and 1980s, archaeolo
gists began looking for indicators o f the presence
o f craft specialists in Chaco because craft special
ists were one o f the traits conventionally thought to
be indicative o f either a chiefdom or state level o f
social organization. Studies searching for evi
dence o f specialized production o f ceramics (Toll
2001), turquoise (M athien 2001), and chipped
stone (Cameron 2001) each describe some special
forms or elaborately crafted goods but none found
evidence o f full-time, attached specialist produc
tion which might have confirm ed a high level o f
com plexity for Chaco.
John Clark (2007) argues that we should put aside
our fascination with craft specialization; especially
the endless arguments that attempt to distinguish
full-time from part-time specialization, and rethink
the nature o f production from the point o f view of
practice theory. He emphasizes that the social and
symbolic value o f goods is subjective and cultural
ly dependent. In other words, the value o f objects
comes from the memory and meaning that a culture

bestows upon them, rather from any intrinsic value
o f the materials they are made of or the labor that
went into producing them. Flad and Hruby (2007)
maintain that archaeologists studying the produc
tion o f ancient goods have tended to emphasize
efficiency, scarcity o f raw materials, and labor
expenditure. However, they argue that the value of
an object is also dependant on: 1) the identity o f the
producer, 2) the esoteric knowledge she or he pos
sesses, and 3) production as performance (Flad and
Hruby 2007:7). As we argue below, these character
istics seem likely to have been involved in the cre
ation o f value for Chacoan ritual objects made of
macaw feathers.

THE SOCIAL SIGN IFICAN CE
OF FEATHERS
Western culture places highest values on metals
and minerals, such as gold, silver, and turquoise.
Pueblo and Mesoamerican peoples placed a simi
lar high value on bird feathers (McKusick 2001;
Tyler 1991). We believe that the Pueblo prehistory
o f the 11th through 13th centuries should be
understood in the context o f Postclassic
Mesoamerica. Mesoamerica and west Mexico,
during Chaco's era, were as relevant— and perhaps
more relevant— for our understanding as are
Pueblo societies o f the 19th and 20th centuries
(discussed below). In both the Southwest and
Mesoamerica, feathers were used in many con
texts, but some o f the most spectacular feathered
objects and artifacts signified social and political
power. Thus, in Mesoamerica feather ornaments
were a “key commodity” o f the Postclassic period.
“Elaborate feathered ornaments (such as head
dresses, fans, and capes) and warrior costumes and
shields required complex production procedures
with exotic materials. Their high value contributed
to their uses as elites’ status markers and as signals
o f warriors’ achievements” (Smith 2003:125). We
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know more about Aztec use o f feathers than that of
other M esoamerican societies and among the
Aztecs, feathers were a restricted material. Anawalt
(1981:27, emphasis added) reports: “Aztec society
was sharply stratified, and the appropriate apparel
for different levels of the social hierarchy was pre
cisely controlled by explicit sumptuary laws...the
decoration, colors, and amount o f featherwork on
these costumes were clearly specified.” Townsend
points out that, elaborate featherwork among the
Aztecs was “reserved for the nobility and the high
est ranking officials” (Townsend 1992:182).
Furthermore, in accounts o f Aztec merchants,
feathers were the most valuable commodity dis
cussed (Hassig 2001:110-111). Aztec feather
working was a skilled craft and feather workers
were elite specialists who sent their children to tem
ple schools, practiced human sacrifice, and had
other behaviors that mimicked those of the nobility
(Brumfiel 1998).
As in Mesoamerica, feathers were tremendously
important to the Pueblo people of the Southwest.
Even in the earliest Puebloan periods, feathers,
especially from turkeys, were used for the manu
facture of warm, water resistant robes (fragments of
feather robes were found at Pueblo Bonito [Judd
1954:72], and throughout the Four Corners), but the
most important use of feathers historically and
almost certainly prehistorically was ceremonial. In
his study of the place of birds in Pueblo Indian life,
Hamilton Tyler says that “Bird feathers are signs to
men, as well as messages to gods and abstract spir
it forces” (1991: 1). Among the modern Hopi,
feathers symbolize clouds (and rain) from the asso
ciation of birds with the sky (Stoller 1991). They
are used on altars, prayer sticks, fetishes, and kachina masks; they may be placed under stones or cast
into lakes or streams as offerings (Tyler 1991).
Ladd (2001:12) reports that at Zuni Pueblo, 72
species o f birds were recognized. Feathers were
used to create the numerous prayer sticks used by
tribal members in ceremonies and offerings each
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year. Ladd (2001:12) notes “ ...each Zuni must
“plant” from 16 to 80 prayer sticks annually, using
from 80 to 400 feathers o f various kinds”.
Charmion McKusick’s (2001) comprehensive study
o f the birds in the Southwest uses both ethnograph
ic and archaeological data to define different uses
o f birds. First, birds were captured or kept so that
their feathers could be used to produce blankets and
ceremonial or ritual objects, including dance
masks, dance costumes, prayer sticks, and other
objects. Significantly, the use o f feathers o f some
species of birds seems to have been restricted to
specific persons or groups (McKusick 2001:2).
Second, birds could be raised for sacrifice. They
were generally sacrificed at the time o f their prime
plumage; for example for the scarlet macaw, this
would have been when their long tail-feathers were
fully mature (McKusick 2001:4).
M cKusick
(2001:4) suggests that they were plucked o f their
feathers before sacrifical burial.
Among the Pueblos, the plumage o f particular birds
is required for specific ceremonial or ritual uses
and Puebloan knowledge o f ornithology is exten
sive (Ladd 1963; McKusick 2001; Stoller 1991;
Tyler 1991). Ladd (2001) reports that at Zuni
Pueblo, the feathers o f geese, ducks, turkeys, and
hawks are used ceremonially and ritually, but the
feathers of raven, crow, turkey vulture, and owls are
used only for making ceremonial masks. Exotic or
introduced species, such as the macaw, pheasant,
guinea hen, and domestic chicken are used only in
making ceremonial mask decoration at Zuni, but
not for ritual use, as in making prayer sticks.
O f special significance to Pueblo people is the
bright plumage o f the macaw. Macaws come from
the south and for Pueblo people represent the Sun
(McKusick 2001:77; Tyler 1991:13). McKusick
suggests connection o f this idea with M esoamer
ica, showing images of a macaw as Sun god
among the Maya before AD 1 (2001:64). The red,
yellow, and blue feathers o f the scarlet macaw also
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represent m ulti-colored Indian corn, the funda
m ental elem ent o f Pueblo subsistence. Tyler (1991:
13-38) provides abundant evidence o f the impor
tance o f these birds in Pueblo mythology and cer
emony. Thick-billed parrots and military macaws
are found in the southern-m ost part o f the
Southwest and beyond (1991:14). Apparently their
green feathers were less highly prized by prehis
toric Pueblo peoples than the red, scarlet, and
crim son feathers o f the scarlet macaw which is
found only in the tropical lowlands o f southern
M exico. In a 1970 study, Hargrave found that
alm ost 70 percent o f the birds recovered from
archaeological sites in Arizona and New Mexico
that had been identified as either macaw or parrot
were Scarlet Macaw.

BIRD S IN C H A C O CANYO N
In Chaco Canyon, more than 30 scarlet macaws
were reported from Pueblo Bonito; three other
great houses in Chaco Canyon produced a few
macaws or their feathers and one small site had a
few macaw elements (Akins 1985:328; Hargrave
1970; M cKusick 2001:72). Both George Pepper
(1920) and Neil Judd (1954:264) found rooms at
Pueblo Bonito in which scarlet macaws clearly had
been kept. M ost were young birds (Akins
1985:328) but there is little evidence to suggest
that they had been bred in Chaco Canyon. This
age distribution seems to fit M cKusick’s sugges
tion that the birds were used in ritual sacrifice,
although her suggestion that they were plucked
before burial means that their feathers were avail
able for use in the manufacture o f ritual objects.
Additional evidence o f the importance o f birds,
especially macaws, to Chacoan people includes a
spectacular set o f wooden objects recovered from
a rear room at Chetro Ketl in 1947 (Vivian et
al.1978). These objects were apparently part o f an
altar, or perhaps a ritual “m obile” (as seen on

Mimbres pottery; see Davis 1995:173).1 Many of
the more than 200 fragments were elements o f bird
effigies, including a parrot head, bills, tails, and
wings. In a survey o f wooden objects found at
other Southwestern sites, Vivian and his col
leagues (1978) found that birds were a frequent
motif. Significantly, very similar objects were
found at Aztec Ruins (Webster 2007).
In spite of less than perfect preservation, Judd's
excavations at Pueblo Bonito (1954:261-279)
found numerous objects that he associates with rit
ual practices: prayer sticks, ceremonial sticks,
altar-stick tassels, fragments o f altars, wooden
cylinders, and cedar-bark torches. Judd (1954:
262-267) discusses the use o f birds and bird feath
ers under the topic o f “prayer sticks,” but based on
ethnographic uses discussed above, bird feathers
likely had far more extensive uses in Chacoan cer
emony, some o f which were restricted to ceremo
nial practitioners or an elite class.

DISTANCE, RITUAL, AN D POWER
Scarlet macaws or their feathers were obtained
from M esoam erica from distances probably
exceeding 1000 miles (the range o f the scarlet
macaw is from the lowlands o f Tamaulipas on the
east coast o f Mexico to Brazil; Akins 1985:328).
Judd (1954:265-6) discussed trade for macaws
with “Mexican tribes” and, based on early historic
accounts, believed that turquoise was exchanged
for the colorful birds: the expeditions o f Nuno de
Guzman in 1530 and Cabeza de Vaca in 1536 both
reported the exchange o f Southwestern turquoise
for tropical birds. The association between
macaws and turquoise is strengthened by the mod
ern Pueblo symbolism in which the scarlet macaw
is associated with the sun deity which is associat
ed with turquoise; red, the predominant color of
the scarlet macaw is the Pueblo color for south or
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southeast (Lang and Harris 1984:117 cited in
McKusick 2001:77).
The volume of movement of macaws and their
feathers is exceedingly difficult to estimate
because only a tiny proportion o f prehistorically
used feathers can be expected to have survived in
the archaeological record. For example, even at
Pueblo Bonito with its deep, dry deposits and
extensive excavations, only 4 feathers were recov
ered (Judd 1954:266, fig 70). It is productive,
however, to consider the meaning that objects from
such a great distance might have had for Chacoan
people. Kristian Kristiansen and Thomas Larssen
(2005), following Mary Helms (1988, 1998), argue
that travel and trade with the outside world is
essential for establishing and maintaining sacred
and political power. Helms (1988) demonstrates
that horizontal distance can be perceived as sacred
or supernatural, just as vertical space and distance
is given sacred or supernatural meaning (as it is,
for example in Western society). As a result,
knowledge acquired from distant places (which
could include artistic skills, technological knowl
edge, songs, stories, and ceremonies) can be used
by travelers when they return home to achieve sta
tus (Kristiansen and Larssen 2005:39). Goods
obtained from distant places witness esoteric and
potentially powerful knowledge in material form.
Furthermore, Kristiansen and Larssen (2005) link
skilled crafting with travel’s ability to cross bound
aries— to transform things from one state to anoth
er (see also Helms 1993). As a result o f such
transformations, raw materials often gain super
natural powers.
A key question for Chaco is who traveled between
Mesoamerica and the Southwest (see Nelson 2006
for a recent evaluation of connections between
Chaco and Mesoamerica)? We most often imagine
itinerate traders, such as pochteca, moving up from
the south carrying goods north, or movement of
goods from hand to hand. Trade in live macaws must
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have been difficult as they required careful care and
feeding. McKusick (2001:75) reports “Macaws, in
order to be kept successfully, must be removed from
their nest in the wild at an age of about seven weeks.
They are fed, often by mouth, such foods as chewed
hominy. They must be kept warm in baskets, and
quickly become human imprinted” (see also DiPeso
1974:276-8). Who had the skills necessary to trans
port macaws and where was this skill acquired?
Consider the possibility that young men from promi
nent families in Chaco Canyon or from outlier com
munities traveled to the great centers of the south in
order to gain powerful esoteric knowledge. Brandt
(1994, cited in Spielmann 1998) shows that among
modern Puebloan groups, access to ritual knowledge
is more important than material wealth. Trade in the
ancient past was not exclusively economic. As
Kristiansen and Larssen argue chiefs are likely to
“ ...organize trading expeditions and host skilled
artisans to produce and bring back wealth from dis
tant chiefdoms or ritual centres to support their pres
tige and their reputation” (2005:56).
We see each of Flad and Hruby’s (2007) three ways
in which distant goods gain value in operation on
macaws and their feathers at Chaco Canyon. First,
we believe that individuals who brought macaws
back to Chaco Canyon may have been from leading
families connected to Chacoan rulers who sponsored
their travels—or the sons of those rulers themselves.
In other words, macaws from distant lands were
important partly because of the importance o f the
person who procured them. The fact that macaws
were found almost exclusively in great houses in
Chaco Canyon suggests elite control of these ani
mals and their feathers. Second, returning travelers
brought not only goods, but also special knowledge
of Mesoamerican language, myths, and ritual; they
would have brought knowledge of how to handle live
macaws, how to create unusual feather objects, new
ritual meanings for macaws, macaw feathers and
objects made of feathers. Rather than search for full
or part-time specialists in feather working, we might
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consider the power of the individuals who returned
with the macaws and the knowledge of how to care
for them and how to weave their feathers into pow
erful ritual objects. In an examination of the pro
duction o f ritual craft items in middle range soci
eties, Spielmann (1998) has shown that ritual practi
tioners often produce the objects that they use in
their rituals themselves, rather than seeking the ser
vices of craft specialists. This allows them to control
both the ideas and materials associated with ritual
and eliminates the need for attached craft specialists.
For Chaco Canyon, we might suggest that the elite
who made their homes in the great houses also craft
ed objects made o f feathers. Third, although it is dif
ficult to gage performance archaeologically, the
presence o f live birds, iconic images o f those birds in
several media, and representations on Mimbres pot
tery (dating to the same time period as the Chacoan
regional system) o f rituals featuring live birds (Creel
and McKusick 1994) suggests that exotic birds were
displayed and incorporated in public performances.
An important aspect of performance with macaws is
the bird's ability to vocalize: macaws speak, and it
seems likely that people listened, even if the birds
were speaking in southern tongues.
The extraordinary symbolic value that Pueblo peo
ple apparently placed on feathers suggests that
objects made from feathers would be highly val
ued. I f so, it is likely that objects made o f feathers
w ould be prim ary objects in prestige goods
exchange. Lekson (1999) suggests such roles for
a macaw feather sash dating to the Chaco era
found in a Utah cave (Figure 1; Borson et al.
1998), as well as seventeen “feather holders” that
have been found only at Pueblo Bonito and at sev
eral G reat Houses to the north. The sash was defi
nitely made in the Four Corners (Borson et al.
1998) and quite possibly at Chaco. McKusick
(2001:79-80) notes a similar sash illustrated on an
Aztec warrior-king (Time-Life Books 1992).
The presence o f elaborate macaw feather objects
support Lekson’s (1999) ideas o f a political pres-

Figure 1.
This scarlet macaw feather sash was found in a
cave in southeastern Utah. The backing is made
from the pelt of a sub-species of tassel-eared
squirrel which ranges through northern New Mexico,
but not into southeastern Utah. The sash has been
dated to AD 1080-1110, at the height of the Chaco
era. Photo by Steve Lekson. Courtesy of Edge of
the Cedars State Park and Kent Frost.
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tige network with Chaco Canyon at its center. In
Chaco Canyon, control o f ritual knowledge formed
a power base for religious specialists and their
manufacture and use of ritual objects helped reaf
firm their political status (see Mills 2002 for a
summary o f these positions; see Mills 2004 for an
alternate reading o f ritual and political power at
Chaco). It is possible that manufacture o f durable
objects made o f shell or turquoise may not have
played nearly as important a role in the develop
ment and maintenance of Chacoan elites as did the
exchange o f highly valued macaw feathers. One o f
the most important pieces o f evidence for this
position is that access to macaw feathers seems to
have been restricted to the most powerful individ
uals in Chaco Canyon: the residents o f Pueblo
Bonito and a few other Great Houses.

C O N C LU SIO N S
Birds and feathers were highly significant to the
Pueblo people o f the Southwest and to the ancient
people o f Mesoamerica. We believe that these
similar interests were not coincidental. In both
areas, feathers were used in the production o f ritu
al objects and in ceremonial costuming. In both
places, feathers seem to have been restricted to use
by elites. We argue that in Chaco Canyon, ritual
objects, especially those made with macaw feath
ers, may have been produced by Chacoan religious
leaders themselves, allowing them to control
directly all aspects of ritual display. These leaders
apparently restricted access to macaw feathers and
presumably the distribution o f the ritual goods pro
duced with them. Following Lekson (1999) these
goods may have operated as elements in a political
prestige network that maintained the hierarchical
social and religious system that formed the
Chacoan Regional System, although we recognize
that no single explanation may be sufficient to
explain the broad scope of the entire regional sys
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tem. Full participation in a Chacoan hegemony
may have been restricted to Great Houses close to
Chaco, those in the Chuska Mountains, or those to
the north, where Chacoan elites may have moved
when the Regional System ended (Lekson 1999).
Further study o f outlying great houses may allow
us to distinguish the ways in which different parts
o f the large Chacoan region participated in the
Chaco Phenomenon.
At the beginning o f this paper, we noted Flad and
Hruby’s (2007:7) determinants o f the value o f prod
ucts which include 1) the identity o f the producer,
2) the esoteric knowledge she or he possesses, and
3) production as performance. We believe that, at
Chaco, (1) elites controlled macaws, as they are
found primarily at Pueblo Bonito and a few other
great houses. Those elites or their followers had (2)
esoteric knowledge: they kept macaws alive, for a
while, and they had procured them from long-dis
tances. We think macaws figured into (3) perfor
mance: live birds, effigies (perhaps on “mobiles”
for public display), images o f rituals on pottery, and
the birds’ ability to speak all suggest roles for
macaws in public performance.

ENDNOTE
1. Perhaps Mimbres was an intermediary between
Chaco and Mesoamerica (Lekson 1999; see
also DiPeso 1974:267-307 for a discussion o f
macaws at Paquime): Mimbres had macaws
(Creel and McKusick 1994) and copper arti
facts (Vargas 1995). We believe, however, that
features such as the Chetro Ketl colonnade indi
cate that Chacoan leaders adopted or mimicked
Mesoamerican symbols o f kingship, probably
through direct observation.
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PROFILES AT POTTERY MOUND:
THE 1979 UNM TEST UNITS

IN TRO D U CTIO N
ottery Mound (LA 416), the large and
important Pueblo IV site on the Rio Puerco
o f the East, is most famous for its spectacu
lar kiva murals and secondarily for the abundance
and diversity of its glaze paint decorated pottery.
Pottery Mound is not well-dated, which hampers
understanding its place in regional social networks
during a time o f demographic upheavals and social
change that included the formation of large, aggre
gated communities among Ancestral Pueblo popu
lations. This paper concerns excavations in midden
deposits at Pottery Mound carried out under the
direction o f Linda Cordell by the University of
New Mexico (UNM) summer field school in
archaeology in 1979 (Cordell 1980). We present
stratigraphic profiles of the 1979 field school
excavation units that had been mislaid and pre
sumed lost by the Maxwell M useum o f
Anthropology at UNM. Ceramics from the 1979
test units were analyzed separately by Suzanne
Eckert (2003, 2007) and Hayward Franklin
(2007a, 2007b), and the fauna by Tiffany Clark
(2007). The ceramic analyses by Eckert and
Franklin address settlement chronology at Pottery
Mound, give information about the site in regional
context, and are basic to other interpretations.

P

The most extensive excavations at Pottery Mound
were undertaken by the late UNM Professor, Frank
C. Hibben. Woefully under-published and understudied in Hibben’s lifetime, the site and its enor

mous information potential have been resurrected
largely through the dedicated efforts o f Polly
Schaafsma and her colleagues resulting in two
recent symposia and the fine edited volume
New Perspectives on Pottery M ound Pueblo
(Schaafsma 2007a, 2007b). Participants in the
symposium volume present interpretations based
on the 1979 UNM field school test units. Their
inferences were harshly criticized by David Wilcox
(2007), the conference discussant. Wilcox raised
questions that could not be addressed, let alone
resolved, without the 1979 profile drawings or
field notes. The profiles, reproduced here with
permission o f the Maxwell Museum, were found
three months after the publication o f New
Perspectives on Pottery M ound Pueblo.

THE 1979 U N M FIELD SC H O O L
The late Kathryn (Kit) Sargeant was field supervi
sor for the work at Pottery Mound. The summer o f
1979 also brought the late Elizabeth (Betty) Garrett
to work at Pottery Mound. Garrett joined Sargeant
and the students during the field school as a volun
teer lending to the project her expertise in ceramic
analysis and petrography. Another member o f the
field school staff, the late A. Helene Warren, pro
vided consultation in geomorphology in addition to
organizing the field school laboratories.
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All o f the current and on-going analyses o f the
im portant ceramic collection from Pottery M ound
(E ckert 2007, 2008a, 2008b; Franklin 2007a,
2007b) begin with the test units excavated by the
1979 UNM field school and not with collections
am assed during the 1950s, 1960s or 1980s. The
reason for this is that the 1979 test units are the
only ones that were excavated in m idden deposits
w ith docum ented stratigraphic control. Pottery
M ound is not well-dated. There is one archaeom agnetic date o f 1400 +/- 33 (Schaafsm a
(2007a:2) and four non-cutting tree ring-dates, of
1381v, 141 lv, 1418v and 1427v, collected in the
1960s and dated by Florence Ellis (Eckert 2003;
Schaafsm a 2007a:2) for a site w ith an estimated
500 room s (Adler 2007). The recent ceramic stud
ies have, in part, been motivated by a need to
establish a better chronology for the site.

Prior to excavations, the 1979 field school staff
prepared a topographic base map o f the site show
ing cultural features such as exposed walls and
areas o f disturbance including looter’s pits, push
piles from the backhoe trenches, backdirt piles, the
berm Hibben had constructed to mitigate sheet
erosion, and natural piping that threatened the
river bank. The site map in Figure 1 is based on the
field school map. Note that the stippled areas are
disturbance. Hibben’s datum, established some
time before 1979, was used by the field school for
consistency. The field school selected units to be
excavated with three considerations in mind: (1)
Excavations were to be parallel to the bank but 10
meters from the bank for safety reasons. (2) The
area would have surface indications o f enough
depth o f cultural fill to be amenable to stratigraph
ic interpretation. (3) In consultation with Hibben,

Figure 1.
Sim plified 1979 Contour map o f LA 416, Pottery Mound. Original Map prepared by Jeff Boyer.
(Courtesy o f the Maxwell Museum o f Anthropology, UNM)
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an area was chosen close enough to his salvage
excavations to be useful for interpretation o f both
areas. The unit established was labeled
30.75N/3.78W, initially a 5 m by 5 m, square with
the southeast corner set 30.75 m North and 3.78 m
West of the site datum (Figure 1). The SE corner of
the grid was designated the principal sub-datum
and elevations o f each o f the corners from datum
were recorded (Southeast = 10.7 m BD; Southwest
= 7.5 m BD; Northwest = 10.8 m BD; and
Northeast 8.4 m BD). The surface of the grid con
sisted o f disturbed deposits that appeared to be
backdirt from previous excavations. In view of
this, the first level was excavated to even the grid
surface to 20 cm below the Southeast datum.
Excavation proceeded by hand with all fill
screened through 1/4-inch mesh (Cordell 1980).
Sargeant anticipated that adobe walls would be
encountered in the test unit in part because adobe
walls were clearly visible on the surface in unex
cavated portions o f the site. A total o f five 20 cm
levels was excavated in the 5 m x 5 m grid, and no
architectural features were found. After complet
ing five levels, the excavation continued in only
two quadrants o f the test unit, because it seemed
most reasonable to obtain controlled stratigraphic
data with as much depth as possible (Cordell
1980). The decision was to excavate the Northeast
and Southwest quadrants o f the original grid. Each
excavation unit then became 2.5 m x 2.5 m. The
expectation was that by selecting diagonally
opposing quadrants, we would obtain the most
spatially informative sample. There was no reason
to have selected one or the other o f the diagonally
opposing quadrants. Excavation was carried out in
20 cm arbitrary levels.
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THE PROFILES
The profiles (Figures 2 through 11) have been
modified only to clean up background grid lines
and smears. Not knowing exactly how clearly
these will reproduce, we do not suggest using the
profiles for research. The original profiles should
be consulted for any detailed examination o f
stratigraphy or the features recorded. Presumably
this will be possible, because the originals have
been found and scanned. Figures 2 and 3 are the
short profiles o f the two opposing excavation units
that were not excavated beyond 5 levels or 100 cm
(Figure 2 = East wall o f the Northeast Quadrant /
Figure 3 = West wall o f the Southwest Quadrant).
In Figure 2, it appears that the north half o f the
profile is relatively flat, consisting primarily o f
gray sand that may have accumulated against ashy
deposits sloping in from the south. Figure 3, is the
short profile diagonally across from the profile in
Figure 2. In Figure 3, layers from the South are rel
atively flat. Please note that the key to the profile
drawings is the same for all profiles. To conserve
space, the key for all profiles is presented only in
Figure 2.
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 are the profiles o f the
Northwest Quadrant. This is the quadrant Eckert
used for her ceramic analysis. She selected this
quadrant in part because the strata were described
in Sargeant’s notes as being relatively flat, which
they are. There are two aspects o f concern in the
profiles o f the Northwest Quadrant. The first is the
designation “floor” in Figures 6 (East Wall o f the
Quadrant). The second is the angled deposits o f
clay in the test trench on the left in Figure 6. In
Sargeant’s weekly report o f July 16, 1979 (on file
at the Maxwell Museum), she wrote:
In level 11 (200-220 BSD) we began
encountering a thin horizontal layer o f fine
clay. At first we thought we might have come
upon a floor surface, but soon discovered
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Key
1 adobe chunk
2 orange sand
3 med ash sand
4 charcoal lens
5 light ashy sand
6 light grey sand
7 white ash
8 sherd
9 gypsum flakes
10 dark ashy sand
11 light orange
12 cross bedded windblown sand
13limonite
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14 bone
15 clay
15.1 grey
15.2 brown
15.3 green
15.4 red
16 hard cemented sand
17 rock
18 medium brown sand
19 medium gray sand
20 light brown
21 hole
22qravel

NE quad
East wall
= rodent hole
= charcoal flleck
* *' # ••#
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° = gypsum flakes
= sherds
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Figure 2.
East Wall profile o f N ortheast Quadrant o f 1979 UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W. A total o f five, 20 cm
levels excavated. Original drawn 7/23/79 by Rick Nesbitt and Ellen Diethelm.
(Courtesy o f the Maxwell Museum o f Anthropology, UNM)

that this was only the first o f many waterdeposited clay lenses. Only the upper lens
can be observed in the south wall o f the
quad, while all the others below tend to peter
out into the sand, short o f reaching the south
wall. These sediments can only have been
deposited in a ponding situation and the suc
cessive clay lenses would indicate a repeat
ed cycle o f deposition.

No room floors or prepared plaza surfaces were
found in the units she excavated. The nature o f the
ponded sediments troubled Sargeant, because the
clay layers suggested periodic flooding o f parts of
the site, and she and Warren debated how that
might have occurred. Sargeant favored the idea
that the Rio Puerco o f the East had been a braided
stream, with Pottery Mound having been built in
or near marshy deposits. Warren thought the river
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7/25/79
Amaro/Roberts
see Figure 2 for key
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Pottery Mound
30.75N/3.78W
SW quad
West wall

Figure 3.
West Wall profile of Southwest Quadrant o f 1979 UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W. A total o f five, 20 cm
levels excavated. See Figure 2 for key. Original drawn 7/25/79 by Frank Amaro and Alexa Roberts.
(Courtesy o f the Maxwell Museum o f Anthropology, UNM)
was at the same level today as it had been five hun
dred years ago, and all erosion was from sheet
wash. The angled deposits are pure clay lenses
(labeled 15.1) about midway across Figure 6, in
the lower levels o f the unit. A ccording to
Sargeant’s field notes o f July 20, 1979, “These
clays could result from several possible causes 1)
river flooding against a sloping bank, 2) ponding
in a natural wash, 3 ) damming o f a natural wash by
occupants for domestic water supply or irrigation,
4) excavation of a pit by inhabitants for water— or
clay for use in pottery making or house building.”
In addition to new geomorphological studies, addi
tional information from student notebooks and
especially the field photographs should be helpful
in sorting this out.
Figures 8 through 11 are the profiles o f the
Southeast Quadrant, which was not used in
Eckert’s analysis but is a component o f Franklin’s.
O f the two quadrants, the Southeast Quadrant is

closer to both disturbed portions o f the site and
architectural features. The profiles generally show
fairly flat strata except for those in the east wall o f
the Quadrant (Figure 10). The cyst in Figure 9 was
a prepared burial pit.
In 1979, a number of visitors, including Julio
Betancourt, David Love, and Thomas Lyons,
offered opinions about the geological setting o f the
site. In all, Pottery Mound and its setting should be
subject to new geomorphological analyses. It is
important as well to note that the field school
excavated, and the Maxwell M useum now curates,
an abundance o f organic material, especially corn
cobs and pieces o f fiber artifacts that could be
used for radiocarbon dating. Carefully selected
with reference to their archaeological contexts,
dates from this material would be valuable to inter
pretations o f how the deposits were formed and
provide information about the cultural chronology
o f the occupation.
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North Wall profile of Northwest Quadrant of 1979 UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W. A total of 17, 20 cm levels
excavated. Original drawn 7/25/79 by Frank Amaro and Alexa Roberts. See Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, UNM)
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Figure 5.
South Wall profile of
Northwest Quadrant of
1979 UNM test pit
30.75N/3.78W. A total of
17, 20 cm levels excavat
ed. Original drawn
7/25/79 by Kit Sargeant
and Betty Garrett. See
Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy of the Maxwell
Museum of
Anthropology, UNM)

see Figure 2 for key

30.75N/3.78W
NW quad
South wall

Figure 6.
East Wall profile of
Northwest Quadrant of 1979
UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W.
Original drawn 7/26/79 by
Frank Amaro and Alexa
Roberts. See Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy of the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology,
UNM)

see Figure 2 for key

LA 416
Pottery Mound
30.75N/3.78W
NW quad
East wall
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Figure 7.
West Wall profile of Northwest Quadrant of 1979 UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W.
Original drawn 7/25/79 by Alexa Roberts and Frank Amaro. See Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, UNM)
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Figure 8.
North Wall profile
of Southeast
Quadrant of 1979
UNM test pit
30.75N/3.78W.
Original drawn
7/26/79 by Ellen
Diethelm and Rick
Nesbitt. See Figure
2 for key (Courtesy
of the Maxwell
Museum of
Anthropology,
UNM)

7/26/79
D ieth elm /N esbitt
see Figure 2 fo r key

CERAMIC ANALYSES
Both Eckert and Franklin used ceramics from the
UNM 1979 test units, and both acknowledge that
using pottery excavated from arbitrary stratigraph
ic levels is not ideal, as these levels will inevitably
cross-cut levels representing discrete natural
and/or cultural events. Neither Eckert nor Franklin
had access to the profiles before undertaking their
analyses. Eckert was able to consult Sargeant and
Hibben and had comparative information from her
own excavations at Hummingbird-Chaves Pueblo
(LA 758), a purported sister site o f Pottery Mound
(Adler 2007). There are unresolved questions
about the size o f Pottery Mound. Hibben (cited in

P o tte ry M ound
3 0 .7 5 N /3 .7 8 W
S E quad
N orth w all

Adler 2007:33) gave two estimates o f 2 acres and
7 acres. The 1979 UNM field school excavations
were limited to an area o f 5 m by 5 m. By 1979,
there was no area o f the site surface that had not
been severely disturbed by previous excavations,
authorized and unauthorized; the surface o f the
site consisted o f backdirt and the eroded remains
o f previously excavated rooms (Figure 1). The
1979 field school excavations cannot be assumed
to represent the subsurface stratigraphy o f Pottery
Mound as a whole.
Eckert (2003, 2007, 2008a, 2008b) used the
ceramics from the 1979 tests to explore two lines
o f inquiry: 1) building chronology for the Pueblo
IV landscape around Pottery M ound through seri-
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LA 416
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SE quad
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I = 5 sq cm
see Figure 2 for key

Figure 9.
South Wall profile of
Southeast Quadrant of
1979 UNM test pit
30.75N/3.78W. See
Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy of the
Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology, UNM)
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Figure 10.
East Wall profile of Southeast Quadrant of 1979 UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W.
Original drawn 7/24/79 by Ellen Diethelm and Rick Nesbitt. See Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, UNM)
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7/25/79
Diethelm/Nesbitt
see Figure 2 for key

LA 416
Pottery Mound
30.75N/3.78W
SE quad
West wall

Figure 11.
West Wall profile o f Southeast Quadrant o f 1979 UNM test pit 30.75N/3.78W.
Original drawn 7/25/79 by Ellen Diethelm and Rick Nesbitt. See Figure 2 for key
(Courtesy o f the Maxwell Museum o f Anthropology, UNM)
ation, and 2) understanding the social dynamics o f
residents at Pottery M ound in terms o f immigrants
and indigenous groups. All data for Eckert’s
research come from the N orthw est Quadrant,
because o f its mostly horizontal stratigraphy, and
because the Northwest Quadrant was also the
deepest controlled excavation unit from the site.

To build a chronology for the Pueblo IV region
around Pottery Mound, Eckert (2003, 2008b) used
three different analytic dimensions to study sherds
from Pottery Mound and Hummingbird-Chaves
Pueblo. The first recorded fifteen different techno
logical and decorative attributes on all sherds. The
second dimension noted the Rio Grande rim form
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(A -F) for all decorated bowl rims in the Mera
(1933) classification. The third dimension
assigned each sherd to one of twenty-one ceramic
types. Eckert then used well-established statistical
techniques for seriation (Eckert 2003) o f each of
these different data sets. For the purposes o f creat
ing a time-sensitive seriation, Eckert found the
best approach was one based on ceramic types,
followed by the attribute analysis. A seriation
based on Rio Grande rim forms did not work,
because rim forms did not cluster into groups that
corresponded with stratified trash levels at either
Pottery Mound or Liummingbird-Chaves Pueblo.
The latter were excavated at Lfummingbird-Chaves
by Eckert herself following natural levels. Eckert
suspects that Rio Grande rim forms did not seriate
for three reasons: (1) Rim forms are less common
than body sherds, so there were sample size prob
lems from some excavation levels; (2) Pottery
Mound had some unusual rim forms that do not
easily fit into the rim form typology, and (3) some
Rio Grande rim forms may not be as temporally
sensitive as originally believed (Snow 1997).
Using ceramic types, Eckert argued that at least
two temporal phases were represented in the
Northwest Quadrant, excavation levels 15-17 were
assigned to an earlier phase, while levels 1-14
were assigned to a later phase.
Eckert (2003, 2008a, 2008b) also investigated the
possible presence o f immigrants at Pottery Mound.
Ultimately, she has argued that two groups o f
immigrants lived at Pottery Mound with indige
nous groups. This argument is based upon two
lines o f ceramic evidence in production technolo
gy, and decorative style. She identified two combi
nations o f ceramic traits that reflect both techno
logical and decorative style and argued that these
combinations are typical of the region around
Pottery Mound dating back to the 10th century.
Eckert then identified two combinations o f ceram
ic traits that appear at Pottery Mound, new to the
region in the 14th century, and can be traced to the
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Western Pueblo region. She argues that the combi
nation o f bright white and red slips, sherd-tem
pered sherd temper, specific design motifs, and
application o f a thick well-polished slip is associ
ated with immigrants from the Zuni region. The
combination o f a yellow slip, no temper, an asym
metrical design layout, and specific design motifs
is associated with immigrants from the Hopi
Mesas.
Tentatively assuming the rate o f deposition in the
Northwest Quadrant, Eckert (2007) argued that
immigrants moved to Pottery Mound after the ini
tial construction of the village. They arrived in two
waves with Flopi immigrants coming before Zuni
immigrants. Although the timing o f such immigra
tion requires a stronger chronology than is cur
rently available for Pottery Mound, Eckert argued
that the social dynamics o f immigrant and indige
nous relationships at Pottery Mound reflect the
complex dynamics that villagers throughout the
14th century Pueblo landscape were negotiating.
Understanding these dynamics is vital to under
standing the development o f historic Pueblo iden
tity, political organization, and ritual practice.
Unlike Eckert, Franklin analyzed ceramic sherds
from all 1979 excavation units. Although combin
ing levels from the two quadrants may have intro
duced some additional mixing o f strata, Franklin’s
sample size was increased to 38,500 ceramic
sherds. Franklin’s goal, similar to Eckert’s, were to
refine the chronology of Pottery Mound and to
better understand relations o f trade and interac
tion. Franklin recorded pottery type, variety, vessel
form, rim shape, rim diameter, arc degrees, and
paste and temper attributes visible under a micro
scope. Currently, the aspects o f classification
(Franklin 2007a) and chronology (Franklin 2007b)
are complete, and his other studies continue.
Franklin’s analysis confirm that the major types,
their order o f appearance, and the order o f time of
maximum popularity, in the stratigraphic sequence
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are, as expected: Agua Fria Glaze-on-red (G/r),
Cieneguilla Glaze-on-yellow (G/y), San Clemente
G laze-polychrom e (G /p), and Pottery M ound
G laze-polychrom e (G/p).
Franklin’s and Eckert’s analyses concur in noting
Pottery Mound was founded after Rio Grande glaze
paint ware was well-established elsewhere. Franklin
and Eckert also agree on the approximate end date
at Pottery Mound, at about 1500, or slightly later. In
Franklin’s case, the terminal date is based on occur
rence o f Glaze D rim forms. Franklin did not find a
break in the occupation continuum at Pottery
Mound. Because Eckert suggests that the break she
found may have been due to a small number o f rims
in her sample, it is possible that Franklin’s results
derive from the larger size o f his sample. Ultimately,
a re-examination of the complex stratigraphy o f the
site is necessary to resolve the question of continu
ous occupation. The evident persistence o f occupa
tion at Pottery Mound as late as 1500, is noted by
both Franklin and Eckert (and see Mera 1940:18).
Understanding how much o f the site was occupied
continuously from the 14th into the 16th century
will require re-examination o f both the horizontal
and vertical stratigraphy o f Pottery Mound.
In addition to the refinement o f the general ceramic
sequence, Franklin found two interesting trends
within it. One is the extent o f temporal overlap
among the types. Whether seeing actual production
time, or total usage time spans (which may be dif
ferent), it is appears that multiple types and styles of
pottery were typically “in effect” at any given time.
This means that the local ceramic scene was a com
plex one, even within Agua Fria, Cieneguilla, San
Clemente, and Pottery Mound types.
Like Eckert, Franklin found a lack o f synchronicity
between the attributes o f design-style and rim form.
Franklin’s analysis shows that design styles spanned
more than one rim form. For example, glaze paint
on red slip, together with the typical design motifs,
and layout are to be found, not only on bowls with

Glaze A rims, but occasionally on bowls with Glaze
B and C rims as well. Although most “Agua Fria
G/r” occurs on bowls with Glaze A rims, there are a
few that are identical except for a B or C rim.
Rather than assigning separate type names to each
of these (i.e. Largo G/r) as was done by the Eighth
Ceramic Seminar (1966) and by Eckert in her study,
Franklin retained only one rubric (such as “Agua
Fria”), and then specified Glaze A, B, or C rim
forms as a variety within that type.
Franklin found, as did Eckert, that rim forms did not
seriate. Each type, Franklin defined as a designstyle, may include rim forms from A thru C. Pottery
Mound G/p, for example, occurs on 60 percent of
bowls with A rims, almost no bowls with B rims,
and 40 percent of bowls with C rims. In sum, the
basic sequence of types is verified stratigraphically,
and the early and late bounds of the sequence are
delineated. Both the traditionally defined “types” as
well as their rim forms are shown to progress
according to the accepted Mera chronology.
Internally, the evolution of types and varieties was
complex, however, and involved overlap among sev
eral local design styles, each o f which underwent
changes in rim form thru time.
Franklin is in the process of incorporating petro
graphic analysis into his continuing study. We note
that Eckert (2003) used and also reanalyzed 78 pet
rographic thin sections made by Garrett from the
1979 test units. Garrett’s thin-sections, and her notes
are available at the Laboratory of Anthropology at
the Museum o f New Mexico. Franklin’s preliminary
evaluations concur with Eckert’s in finding consid
erable trade in pottery occurring with contemporary
Puebloan centers over a wide area. Based on temper,
pottery produced in the Zuni area, the Hopi area, the
Mogollon area, the Northern Rio Grande, the
Galisteo Basin, and the Central Rio Grande, was
recovered from the 1979 test units. By far the great
est ceramic trade, however, was with Acoma and
Zuni and secondarily with Hopi.
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reveals a complicated and fascinating assemblage.
In terms o f the locally-made glazewares, as well as
the extensive trade relations around the Southwest,
Pottery Mound evidences a very high degree o f
diversity. The implications for exchange, ceramic
design influence, internal social /functional units,
and population movements are suggested in on
going analyses. In sum, bringing out New
Perspectives on Pottery Mound Pueblo (Schaafsma
2007a) does not close the book on Pottery Mound
but publishes the first chapters in new ways o f
understanding and appreciating Pottery Mound
and its place in Ancestral Pueblo history.
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE
AND ARCHAEOLOGY

IN TR O D U CTIO N
ne of the first paid positions Joan Mathien
had in her career with the National Park
Service (NPS) was working in what was
then designated the Division of Remote Sensing, an
NPS unit, stationed at the University of New
Mexico (UNM). Its research paralleled and supple
mented that done by the other NPS unit at UNM the
Division of Cultural Research, or more widely
known as the “Chaco Center.” While Joan worked
there, the Division of Remote Sensing would be
downgraded to the Branch of Remote Sensing, then
become absorbed into the Chaco Center, and, by
1985, cease to officially exist. Its functions contin
ued exist, however, even after the transfer of the
Division of Cultural Research from UNM to the
NPS Southwest Regional Office in Santa Fe. The
Southwest Regional Office was combined with the
Rocky Mountain Regional Office to form today's
Intermountain Regional Office. The Division of
Cultural Research itself merged with the other
archeological operations in Santa Fe, being later
designated the regional Anthropology Project, and
now the regional Archeology Program. It seems
appropriate to discuss here one of the techniques
developed in remote sensing that can benefit cul
tural resource inventory surveys and studies, even
before going into the field: aerial photography
analysis or photo-interpretation. Seven NPS pro
jects using this technique will be discussed here and
a related University of Colorado project using dif
ferent aerial photography analysis techniques will
be presented.

O

PHOTO-INTERPRETATION
Photo-interpretation is a technique used to find
and evaluate resources on photographs, most com
monly aerial photographs. Colonel Roy M. Stanley
II (US Air Force), an ex-assistant director o f the
U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency, discussed the
importance of aerial photography and photo-inter
pretation to the war effort in his book, World War
II Photo Intelligence. * According to him (1981:
13), aerial photography was “a source o f informa
tion that needed a translator (the photo-interpreter)
to derive the data upon which operational planning
and decisions could be based.” This is equally true
for the photo-analysis in the projects to be dis
cussed here. Lyons and Avery (1977:8) define
photo-interpretation as “the art o f identifying
objects on aerial photographs and determining the
meaning or significance o f these objects.” They
further describe a good photo-interpreter (1977:8)
as “one who successfully combines a sound sub
ject matter background with an above-average
ability to observe, recognize, and draw meaningful
inferences from various patterns and tones that are
imaged on the photographs.” Stanley (1981 :x)
describes photo-interpreters as “usually cau
tious— stating positively only when incontrovertibly sure and otherwise loading on the caveats and
disclaimers,” and “The most common hedgebettors...are ‘probable’ and ‘possible’.”
* Excerpts from pp. x, 13, and 257. Reprinted with the permission of Scribner,
an imprint of Simon & Schuster Adult Publishing Group, from WWII PHOTO
INTELLIGENCE by Roy M. Stanley II. Copyright (c) 1981 by Roy M. Stanley II.
All rights reserved.
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It is possible to view and analyze photos one at a
time, or monoscopically. However, viewing photos
stereoscopically improves the analysis's effective
ness dramatically. The reason for this is the inter
preter is viewing photography three-dimensionally, the well-known 3-D effect. In order to achieve
the 3-D effect, the area being examined must show
up in two photographs o f approximately the same
scale. Such photographs are called stereo-pairs
and contain an area o f overlap, which produces the
stereo-m odel, the three dimensional mental image
the interpreter sees. W hen aerial photography is
being acquired for m apping or photo-interpreta
tion, it is specified that each photograph on the
line o f flight will overlap the next one by 55% to
65% (forward overlap) and those on either side by
15% to 30% (sidelap). W hen viewing the resultant
photographs w ith a stereoscope, the photo-inter
preter has the same three-dimensional view the
photographer had when he took the photographs.
However, the vertical dimension usually becomes
exaggerated by a factor o f three. It is this vertical
exaggeration that aids in cultural resources photo
interpretation. Even sm all, very low mounds
becom e quite obvious and slight depressions
becom e craters. However, not all cultural resources
are discoverable through photo-interpretation.
Locations w ith some type o f structure will usually
be visible. Other sites, such as prehistoric lithic or
ceram ics scatters, will not be. Historic trash dumps
are occasionally visible.
U ntil sites can be positively identified, they are
generally referred to as anomalies. One factor
governing anomaly visibility in aerial photography
is the scale o f the photography, the larger the scale,
the easier it is to recognize them. Another reason
which may affect the visibility o f the anomaly is
the angle from which the stereo-pair was pho
tographed. Since the overlap forming the stereo
pair is optimally 60%, preceding and succeeding
stereo-m odels will contain 20% o f the middle
stereo-model. The effect o f this same factor is

often more obvious in the sidelap areas. An anom
aly located in the sidelap area may not be visible
on the photographs on the same flight line but
becomes visible when viewing stereo-pairs from
adjoining flight lines.
It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that
photo-interpretation is merely that-interpretation,
what the interpreter thinks is there. Attributes that
photo-interpreters searching for cultural resources
look for are: mounds; depressions; apparent stand
ing walls; vegetative, soils, and cover-type patterns
that contrast with the surrounding area; and regu
larities— naturally occurring objects are less likely
to have regular shapes than man-made ones.
Stanley (1981:257) felt that shape was possibly the
most important active factor in imagery analysis:
“A surprising amount o f intelligence could be
deduced from some objects even when small scale,
poor image quality, obscuring shadows degraded
the photo until only general shapes when dis
cernible.”
Not every anomaly seen and recorded by the
photo-interpreter is a site. It is advisable, there
fore, for someone, preferably the photo-inter
preter, to visit the area to field check the anomalies
seen on the photographs, if possible. During the
Warm Springs Special Study photo-interpretation
project I did not record every anomaly I saw. To
have done so would have doubled the number
anomalies and my confidence that all were o f cul
tural origins was insufficient to justify doing so. I
did, however, record samples o f each kind I saw.
Lyons and Avery (1977:51) are very specific when
emphasizing that photo-interpretation, and remote
sensing in a larger sense, “is not [emphasis in the
original] an alternative to archeological field
work; it is an additive tool that can complement
field examination and assist in making more effi
cient use o f time spent on sites.
The method used to record anomalies is relatively
simple. With the exception o f the first and last
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frames o f photography in a flight line, each photo
graph forms a stereo-pair with the frame preceding
it and the frame succeeding it. Thus it is possible
to record anomalies discovered in either stereo
model on the middle frame. Therefore, every other
frame o f photography was photocopied. Stereo
scopic viewing is possible even using photocopies
o f stereo-pairs.
Once an anomaly is located using the actual pho
tographs, the photocopy was substituted and the
anomaly location was marked on the photocopy.
The location was later transferred to a copy o f the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5' quadrangles
of the area. Each anomaly was assigned a unique
number consisting o f the flight line number, the
frame number, and order of discovery on that
frame. Thus, the sixth anomaly found on the eighth
frame in the third flight line would be 3-008-6.
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The scale from the former date is 1:20,800 and
that o f the latter is 1:32,000.
Twenty-two anomalies were identified in the
photo-interpretation. Three anomalies were not
checked, two were not sites, one was natural, one
was natural but had a small structure on it, one was
a well pad, and fourteen were indeed sites. O f the
sites, the more important ones were “Foundation
House,” “Turkey House,” a Basketmaker III site on
the mesa top on the south side o f the canyon, two
pueblitos, and a previously reported but forgotten
Great House.
Petroglyph N ational M onum ent
Bom bing Targets— 1990

E ast Chaco Project— 1988

As part o f the initial feasibility study done for the
proposed Petroglyph N ational M onument, the
National Park Service contracted for black-andwhite aerial photography o f the area at a scale o f
1:3000. This aerial photography was acquired in
January 1987. Twenty-seven flight lines o f varying
lengths from 15 to 62 photographs were flown, a
total o f 1,250 photographs.

Surprisingly, given all the research that had been
conducted within Chaco Culture National Historic
Park proper and the addition lands, very little was
known about the area between Pueblo Pintado and
the east boundary o f the park in 1988. Tom Windes
was determined to remedy this oversight. Using
volunteers: John Schelberg, US Army Corps of
Engineer archeologist; Ron Brown and me, NPS
regional office archeologists; and his son, Conner,
Tom organized a two-day reconnaissance o f the
“East Canyon.” Prior to the reconnaissance, exist
ing USGS mapping photography, some o f which
had previously been used in the discovery o f the
prehistoric Chacoan Road system, was analyzed,
looking for anomalies possibly representing cul
tural remains. The twelve photographs used were 9
inch by 18 inch (cut into 9 inch by 9 inch) blackand-white aerials taken on 6/17/58 and 9/15/65.

In 1990, it was learned that Diane Souder, then
Project M anager at Petroglyph N ational
Monument, had never been inform ed by the
Southwest Region's planners o f the existence o f
such photography. Knowing such imagery was
available was not enough. For Diane to be able to
adequately utilize the imagery, she needed a flight
line map to show the location o f the photographs
but no such map existed. To create a flight line
map is reasonably simple project but, with 1,250
photographs, somewhat tim e-consum ing. The
method to do this is simply to find the center o f
each photograph and plot its location on a map, in
this case the compilation o f four U.S. Geological
Survey 7.5' quadrangles: Los Griegos, Albuquer
que West, La Mesita Negra SE, and Volcano
Ranch. Once the centers o f all photographs in a
flight line had been plotted, a line could be drawn
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from the center o f one photograph to the center o f
the next one in line. The shortest flight lines had
less than two dozen photographs while the longest
ones had over 60 photographs.
In the process o f creating this flight line map, what
appeared to be an enorm ous bulls-eye target on the
ground about 1,350 feet east o f Bond Volcano was
discovered. The target consists o f four concentric
circles. Each circle is about 12 feet wide and it
appears that the vegetation and topsoil were bull
dozed only a couple inches deep. The diameters o f
the circles are: approximately 200 feet, 400 feet,
550 feet, and 975 feet. A visit to the site in 1991
confirm ed suspicions that the area was indeed a
bom bing target and probably dated to World War
II. The rings o f target are not easily visible on the
ground except in a few places.
A bout 100 feet east o f the center o f the target some
sheet metal in the shape o f a bomb was found.
Inside the nose o f the bom b was some degrading
concrete and a small pile lay next to the bomb as
well. The nose section o f another sheet metal
bom b was located on the center o f the target but
probably had been placed there long after the
bom bings had taken place.
Another 13 reinforced concrete bombs or cores
were found about 40 feet southwest of the target's
center. Some were reasonably intact but most had
broken into two pieces. Each was about 30 inches in
length and about 7 inches in diameter. A metal cap
with a short metal tube protruding from it was bolt
ed to the aft end o f the bomb and a small cylindri
cal cavity in the aft end o f each bomb.
The discovery o f this bulls-eye led to the discovery
o f another target. Located 1.4 miles northwest of
the bulls-eye target, outside the monument and in
the midst o f what had once been an antenna field
just north o f Double Eagle Airport, is another,
slightly different target. This one looks like the
crosshairs o f a telescopic site on a rifle, consisting
o f a single circle, about 190 feet in diameter, and

two perpendicular lines crossing at the center o f the
circle. Each line is about 1,000 feet in length and
one line is aligned 10-15 degrees east of north.
Other NASA 1970s color infrared aerial photogra
phy o f the West Mesa area, contained in the
Rem ote Sensing Photographic Archives, was
examined. The scale o f these photos was
1:120,000. The first two targets plus three more
are visible on these aerials.
One is a three ring target about 2,600 feet westsouthwest o f the second target. The rings have
diameters o f 190 feet, 310 feet, and 625 feet and
there may have been a fourth ring with a diameter
o f 950 feet.
A fourth target is located just east o f the shooting
ranges at Shooting Ranges State Park, about 8,000
feet west o f the southwest end o f the northeastsouthwest runway at Double Eagle airport. This
target contains three rings and crosshairs. The
rings are 375 feet, 500 feet, and 875 feet in diam
eter and the crosshairs are about 1,000 feet in
length. The crosshairs are basically aligned northsouth. This target has been impacted by develop
ment on and around it.
Still another target is located about 2 miles westnorthwest o f the second target. It is very different
than the others, consisting o f two parallel east-west
lines with five lines connecting to the first two
lines. The west end curves up from the bottom and
around to the top line while the east end slants
down from the top line southeast to meet the bot
tom line. The target is about 1,000 feet long and
310 feet between the top and bottom lines. This
target has been suggested to have been part o f a
model oil refinery.
Inquiries made to Albuquerque's Kirtland Air
Force Base concerning these targets resulted in the
knowledge that a bombardiers' school had been
based at Kirtland from 1943-1945. The base his
torian knew o f the targets but all records o f their
locations had been lost. Therefore, an Air Force
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explosives ordinance demolition (EOD) team,
accompanied by NPS and City o f Albuquerque
archeologists visited the targets in 1991 and
declared them safe. However, archeological
resources inventory surveys conducted by NPS
from 1992-1994 located an unexploded practice
bomb, which an Air Force EOD team disposed of.
The surveys also determined that a small but dis
tinctive volcanic cone containing a prehistoric site
had also been used as an informal target. The
Albuquerque Journal (Schoellkopf 2004) reported
that a live 250 lb., high explosive bomb had been
found ini 996 during construction o f the Paseo del
Volcan extension, north o f Double Eagle airport.
The Internet also provides sources o f information
that were not easily available when the initial
research on these bombing targets was begun.
Exam ination o f im agery available on the
TerraServer website shows all five targets are vis
ible and 1996 and 2002 imagery. Information on
other bombardier training schools, such as existed
at Kirtland Air Force Base, and the aircraft used
there, is available from a number o f web sites:
• http://www.kirtland.af.mil/
• http://www.uxoinfo.com
• http://www.wpafb.af.mil/museum/
• http://www.twinbeech.com/at-l lpagel.htm
and
• http://www.afa.org/magazine/1990/
1290bombardier.asp.
Lt. Col. (ret.) Dallas Lynch's website, http://www.
scpr.com/Lynch/photogallery/midland.htm shows
photographs o f bombs and bombing targets at the
Big Springs (TX) and San Angelo (TX) bombing
ranges identical to those found in Albuquerque and
is especially useful.

Warm Springs Special Study—1990
Public Law 100-559, the Warm Springs Special
Study Act o f 1988, passed by the U.S. Congress,
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authorized and directed the Secretary o f the
Interior “to conduct a study o f the culture that
evolved around Warm Springs, Southwestern New
Mexico, to determine its significance in illustrat
ing and commemorating American frontier m ili
tary history and the development o f American
Indian policy.” This special study was to be con
ducted by the National Park Service and specifics
o f the study included an evaluation o f the history
o f the Warm Springs band o f the Chiricahua
Apache in Victorio's War and an evaluation o f the
other historic and prehistoric resources surround
ing the Warm Special. As part o f the cultural
resources evaluation of the Warm Springs Special
Study, more than 210 frames (13 flight lines) o f
black-and-white aerial photography was acquired
in May 1990 at a nominal scale o f 1:6,000 and a
photo-interpretive analysis o f the aerials was con
ducted to locate possible cultural resources prior to
a pedestrian archeological reconnaissance survey.
The aerial photography was also used during a nat
ural resources reconnaissance survey as well as
during the pedestrian archeological reconnais
sance survey.
The Warm Springs Special Study Area is approxi
mately 4,680 hectares in southwestern Socorro
County, about 90 kilometers northwest o f the city
o f Truth or Consequences, New M exico. It
includes the land around several warm springs,
Ojo Caliente, the remains o f the Indian Agency
which serviced the Warm Springs Apache band in
the late nineteenth century, and the land about four
miles east and west o f the warm springs along
Alamosa Creek. The area west o f the warm springs
consists o f the confluence o f two flat, 800 m-wide
valleys bordered by low terraces rising less than
100 m above the valley floors. Immediately east of
the warm springs is a volcanic extrusion through
which Alamosa Creek has cut to form a narrow
(20-100 m wide) canyon called the Monticello
Box. The sheer canyon walls rise 120-150 m
above Alamosa Creek. The canyon remains narrow
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for approxim ately four kilometers before widening
into arable, 500 m-wide floodplain. North and
south o f the canyon are rugged hills, the foothills
o f the San M ateo Mountains.
Culturally, the study area is extremely interesting.
A lam osa Creek, as it flows southeasterly through
the area, drains the Plains o f San Augustin, which
were hunting grounds for the Paleoindian occu
pants o f New Mexico. The study area itself con
tains later sites from two o f the best known prehis
toric cultures o f the A m erican Southwest, the
A nasazi o f northw estern New M exico and north
eastern A rizona and the M ogollon/M imbres o f
southw estern N ew M exico and southeastern
Arizona. During the historic period, the study area
was hom e to the Warm Springs band o f Apache
until they were removed by the U.S. Cavalry, first
to Florida as prisoners o f war and then to Ft. Sill,
O klahom a, where the m ajority o f them still reside.
The analysis o f the aerial photography yielded 208
anomalies. One hundred seventeen were visited by
the photo-interpreter, the natural resource special
ist, or archeologists during their pedestrian survey.
Sixty-four o f the 117 were determ ined to have cul
tural origins. Twenty-one o f the 35 anomalies were
visited and determined to be natural mounds creat
ed by rodents, m ost likely prairie dogs.

Big Bend National Park, Mariscal Mines—1996
B lack-and-w hite aerial photography o f the
M ariscal M ines area o f Big Bend National Park
was flown on January 7, 1995, at two different
scales: 1:3,000 (1"=250') — 4 flight lines o f 11
frames each, and 1:6,000 (1"=500') — two flight
lines o f six frames each. The purpose for the
acquisition o f this aerial photography was to pro
vide the base data to produce photogrammetric
m aps o f that area at a scale o f 1:1,200 (1 "=100')
w ith a contour interval o f 5 feet. Crews from the
Denver Service Center set out ground control tar
gets prior to the overflights and surveyed in the

locations of each control point in three dimen
sions. The contractor hired to create the pho
togrammetric topographic maps could not find all
the targets in the aerial photography and requested
assistance. Analysis by a photo-interpreter at
Remote Sensing, assisted by Big Bend National
Park staff in the field, located all o f the targets.
The resulting aerial photography serves other pur
poses beyond that for which it was originally
intended, for example, vegetation studies, erosion
studies, etc. Because the southwestern United
States is arid and vegetation is minimal, aerial
photography becomes an efficient yet inexpensive
means of inventorying an area for structural cul
tural remains. Discussions with park staff indicat
ed that the knowledge o f the locations o f all the
mine shafts, adits, and prospect pits in the area was
not complete. Therefore, it was an excellent candi
date for a cultural resource inventory through pho
tographic interpretation.
Some 21 abandoned mine portals were to be exam
ined for closure in 1994 (Haecker 1994). However,
not all were relocated during that field inventory.
The maps and numbering system used during the
1994 re-inventory (Haecker 1994:8) were original
ly developed by Higgins and Burghardt (1989).
These same maps were referred to during the photo
interpretation project and the numbering system has
been used in trying to identify which mine portals
have been relocated on the photographs.
Usually, an anomaly is something the nature of
which the interpreter is unsure o f but, in the case
o f the Mariscal Mines area, the anomalies were
generally pretty apparent as to their nature.
A vertical shaft is an opening in the ground whose
bottom could not be seen. A horizontal shaft is an
opening in the ground that generally can’t be seen
in the photograph but the trench leading to it can.
A pit is an opening in the ground whose bottom
can be seen. A tailings pile is the dirt removed
from the shaft or pit and piled up around or below
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it. A dugout is a structure that has been dug into a
hillside or arroyo bank. Masonry/concrete, wood
en, and adobe structures are pretty much selfexplanatory.
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buildings/ruins, nine within the park and 10 out
side; fences, seven within the park and two out
side; and one waterline within the park.

Sand Creek Massacre Special Study—1999
Eighty anomalies were recorded during the photo
interpretation. The mine portals designated S-9, S10, S-l 1, S-12, S-13, S-14, and S-15 and the adit,
A-2, plus the Scott’s furnace complex and the
other buildings in that area are not included in
these 80 anomalies. Recorded within the 80 anom
alies are: 13 vertical shafts, 25 horizontal shafts,
46 pits, 60 tailings piles, 44 dugouts, 25 mason
ry/concrete structures, five wooden structures, and
six adobe structures and several miscellaneous
structures that do not fit into any o f the preceding
categories.

Fort Bowie National Historic Site—1997
A similar photo-interpretation was conducted at
Fort Bowie National Historic Site. Again, a num
ber o f abandoned mines needed to be closed for
safety reasons. Four flight lines o f 19-25 frames
each of 1:3000 color aerial photography and two
flight lines o f 11 frames each o f 1:6000 color aer
ial photography were acquired. The purpose o f
photo-interpreting of this aerial photography was
to locate the mines, prospect pits, and other cultur
al resources known in the area o f the park and per
haps locate others as well. Some 88 anomalies
were noted on the aerial photography. This number
does not include main roads, two-track roads, or
trails, nor does it reflect the majority o f the struc
tures in the core area of the fort, i.e. those struc
tures that show up on the USGS 7.5' quadrangle,
the notable exceptions being the cemetery and the
two ruins north of it. The photography covered
properties outside the NPS land but anomalies
were recorded, regardless o f land ownership. The
anomalies fell into seven categories: prospect
pits/spoils piles, 14 within the park and 28 outside;
vertical shafts, none within the park but two out
side; adits, none within the park but five outside;

The purpose of the interpretation of the aerial pho
tographic record for the area around where the Sand
Creek Massacre was reported to have taken place in
1864 was not to locate the actual massacre site,
which is ephemeral at best, but rather to try to locate
other features, such as aboriginal trails or wagon
roads, that might have been related to the massacre
or to the Cheyenne and Arapaho village itself. Such
trails are not unknown. The Chaco roads are one
example. Another case was investigations done
jointly by researchers at the University o f North
Dakota and NPS's Southwest Cultural Resources
and Midwest Archeological Centers on the Bad Pass
Trail on the west rim of Bighorn Canyon at Bighorn
Canyon National Recreation Area on the
Wyoming/Montana border. This trail has been sug
gested to have been a travois trail and grooves creat
ed by the horses' hooves and travois poles were still
visible on the ground in 1971-1972, when the
research was being done, which was. In the area
around Fort Fyons and Bents New Fort, west of
Famar, the Santa Fe Trail is clearly visible in the aer
ial photography.
The aerial photography analyzed for this project
was from four different time periods, covering a
time span o f nearly forty years. This long span pro
vides the ability to see changes over time. These
are remarkably few and are reflected by the
increase in the number o f homesteads and the
amount o f land under cultivation.
1936/1937Aerial Photography
Even in the 1936/1937 aerial photography the area
along the Big Sandy Creek is criss-crossed by linear
features. The 1936 photography used consists of
eight flight lines of seven, 16, three, four, four, three,
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four, and four frames respectively, while the 1937
photography has three flight lines o f three, seven,
and five frames each. At a nominal scale o f
1:20,000, it is sometimes difficult to determine what
some o f these linear features are. Some are obvious
ly fence lines and/or perhaps two-track roads or live
stock paths that paralleled fence lines. Others
are/were 20th century roads and railways, and a few
were canals coming off Big Sandy Creek.
1954 A erial Photography
The 1954 aerial photography's scale o f 1:60,000
provided the benefit o f being able to view a larger
area and to see more quickly the relationships of
some o f the anomalies. There are four flight lines
o f three, five, 12, and 11 frames each. The down
side o f the extremely small scale is that it made
distinguishing some o f the anomalies noted in the
1936/1937 aerial photography difficult and, in
some cases, impossible. It also means it was even
m ore difficult to make any conjectures as to what
the anom alies viewed m ight be and those made
were very tenuous.
1975 A erial Photography
This aerial photography had nearly the same scale
as the 1936/1937 photography-1:21,000. This col
lection o f aerial photographs contains four flight
lines o f three, three, two, and two frames each. It
covers the area o f Dawson's Bend; the area around
the spot known as the N orth Bend; and an area that
I was unable to identify as to location. The major
anom alies noted in the 1936/137 and 1954 aerial
photography are also seen in these aerials as well,
but some o f the less im portant anomalies are not
seen, although other new ones are visible.
Interpretive Results
O f the numerous anomalies recorded on the 1936
aerial photographs, only seven are of major interest.
The series o f photographs from 1936 missions AG
358 and 359 are o f the Fort Lyons/Bents New Fort
area on the A rkansas River, west o f Lamar,

Colorado. The location o f this set o f photographs
was puzzling for some time until it was realized
that Bents New Fort was fairly prominently dis
played on Frames AG 359-82 and -83. Without a
report published privately by Tom Baker in 1998
on the Sand Creek Massacre, this would not have
become clear. His oblique aerial photograph on
page 23 gave the needed reference point.
The Santa Fe Trail can be traced across AG 358-82
and AG 359-62 for more than 5 miles. Several
probable fords at a large arroyo are also noted. It
appears that the Santa Fe Trail may have forked at
these fords and a possible parallel branch o f the
trail is visible about 1,200 yards upslope from the
main trail. At the west end o f the Santa Fe Trail on
Frame 359-62, there appears to be another trail
heading south to the Arkansas River. If it indeed
was a trail, there probably was a ford across the
river at that point.
The Santa Fe Trail passes by both Bents New Fort
and the older section o f Fort Lyons. Again, a debt
is owed to Tom Baker's earlier report in which he
shows the locations o f eight o f the buildings at the
old Fort Lyons (1998:28-29). These are also visi
ble on Frames AG 358-82 and -83. Several roads
are visible around Bents New Fort and probably
were associated with its occupancy. Baker
(1998:23) suggests one o f these to possibly be the
Smokey Hill Trail. However, further analysis
reveals that this road merges with the Santa Fe
Trail and then may have swung back south toward
the river. A better candidate for the Smokey Hill
trail is just to the west o f the Baker's suggestion.
For some reason it just barely shows up in Baker's
oblique photograph. This road crosses the Santa Fe
Trail and continues north-northeast before becom
ing invisible in cultivated fields.
All the other major anomalies occur in the pho
tographs o f the Sand Creek area itself. The first of
these is a linear anomaly that was first seen com
ing southwest out o f Dawson's Bend. Nine seg
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ments of this can be traced across seven pho
tographs in the 1936 AG 298-18 to -33 series for
7.5 miles. In discussions with members o f the
Special Study Team, it was discovered that some
local landowners had mentioned an old wagon
road running past their property. One segment o f
this anomaly passes this property.
Another linear anomaly was traced for 11.75 miles
northwest along the north bank of Big Sandy
Creek from just north of Dawson's Bend to north
of the North Bend. This anomaly crosses five
flight lines. Again, discussions with team members
indicated the presence o f an old wagon road on the
north bank o f Big Sandy Creek.
Segments of another linear anomaly come south
west out of the first large bend in Big Sandy Creek
below the North Bend. This anomaly starts directly
across the creek from numerous parallel anomalies.
These were seen in the 1936 aerial photography and
discounted as likely being created by livestock
going down to the creek. However, when reviewing
the 1937 aerial photography, which covers this area
and further north, it was realized some o f these
anomalies could be traced for up to three miles,
being interrupted occasionally by cultivated fields.
This indicated these might not be stock trails.
Although some team members will disagree, it is
suspected this may be the Three Forks area o f the
historical record.
Yet another linear anomaly starts on the west side of
the North Bend, runs southeast for a little over a
mile, then south-southwest for 2.2 miles, and final
ly south-southeast for 1.4 miles before running out
of the 1936 aerial coverage. Based on the directions
this anomaly and the one running southwest out of
large bend southeast of the North Bend were fol
lowing when they ran out of the aerial coverage, it
is assumed they converged about a mile further
south. Based on the map, it can be further suggest
ed they probably continued southeast along Rush
Creek to its confluence with Big Sandy Creek.
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The 1937 aerial photographic coverage was limited
to the North Bend area. Virtually all the anomalies
seen in this area on the 1936 photographs were also
visible on the 1937 photographs. Because this cov
erage extends a little further north, one or two more
segments of the wagon road on the north bank o f
Big Sandy Creek were noted and one other possible
road was noted running more than 2 miles northeast
from the first big bend north o f North Bend before
the coverage ended.
The analysis o f the 1954 aerial photography, as
previously mentioned, was extremely difficult due
its extremely small scale. In some cases, the 1936
aerial photographs had to be used to locate seg
ments o f the major anomalies seen in the 1954
photographs. While the Santa Fe Trail was still vis
ible, Bent's New Fort was barely visible, and the
remains o f the building at old Fort Lyons were not
visible. The westernmost segments o f the Santa Fe
Trail had to be viewed monoscopically because the
stereoscopic coverage didn't extend far enough
south. The westernmost three flight lines were
viewed from north to south in order not to bias
choices as to which anomalies might be targeted.
As a result, 52 previously unrecorded anomalies
were noted on those three flight lines, some o f
which appear to be associated with each other.
The northernmost frames in the third and fourth
flight lines covers the same area as the 1936/1937
aerial photographs. The possible wagon road on
the north bank is still quite clear. However, the ear
lier imagery was needed to locate the anomaly
coming out o f the North Bend and the wagon road
coming out o f Dawson’s Bend. Less o f the wagon
road is visible in the 1954 photographs and the
anomaly coming out o f the first big bend east o f
the North Bend is not visible at all. The anomalies
suggested to be Three Forks are still visible but
cultivated fields have obliterated many o f them.
Some new anomalies were noted at the northern
end o f the fourth flight line but many are suspect
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ed to be associated with homesteads not there in
the 1930s. Eighteen more anomalies were noted
south o f the last segment o f the north-south wagon
road but the significance o f these did not become
apparent until a photo index was created. Only
then did a pattern appear. It appears the road may
have forked a mile south o f the last segment o f the
w agon seen on the 1936 photographs. One branch
continues south for 5 more miles. This branch may
have forked again after the first mile because par
allel linear anomalies are visible. These merge
again after 4.5 miles. The branch appears to start
trending to the southwest. Three and four miles
southwest o f the last segment o f this part o f the
road, if indeed it is the road, two more parallel sets
o f linear anomalies are visible. The southeastern
branch continues southwest for 5.5 miles, after
which there is a gap o f slightly more than 2 miles,
and then another set o f segments 5 miles long. Two
miles to the northwest is the other branch. It runs
southwest for 3.5 miles, after which there is a gap
o f 4 m iles, and then another series o f segments 3.5
miles long. The area in the gap contains many
lakes, including Neeskah and King Reservoirs. At
the southwest end o f these two branches, the
branches are less than 0.3 miles apart and have
begun to trend more to the south-southwest. Only
a slight change in direction to the south would take
these branches into Fort Lyons/Bent's New Fort, 9
miles away. W hat may be a third branch is located
about 2 miles further southeast and appears to run
6.5 m iles toward Famar.
Four segments o f a linear anomaly passing to the
southeast o f Neegronde Reservoir deserve brief
mention. Although it is something o f a stretch, 13±
miles, these segments could connect with the west
ern branch o f the first fork noted on the northsouth road from Dawson's Bend.
The north-south w agon road com ing out o f
Dawson's Bend is only slightly more visible in the
1975 aerial photography than in the 1954 aerial

photography and not as visible as in the 1936 pho
tographs. Two other linear anomalies that are visi
ble in the 1936 aerials but not visible in the 1954
photographs are noted on the 1975 photographs.
O f the five anomalies noted on Frame 2-17, four
are also visible on either the 1936 or 1954 aerials.
The fifth anomaly is visible in the 1954 aerials but
not the 1936 ones.
In the second and third flight lines, which cover
the North Bend, the possible northwest wagon
road, the anomaly running south-southwest from
the North Bend, the anomaly running southwest
from the first big bend east o f the North Bend, and
some o f the anomalies suggested to be Three Forks
are visible. The last have been severely impacted
by the creation o f the cultivated fields.
Nothing was recorded on the fourth flight line.
Conclusions
More than 180 anomalies were recorded on the
aerial photography from 1936 and 1937 (US Soil
Conservation Service), 1954 (Army Mapping
Service), and 1975 (US Geological Survey). Over
105 o f these are segments o f six major anomalies
or known features: the Santa Fe Trail, the northsouth Dawson's Bend wagon road, the north bank
wagon road, the suggested Three Forks, the south
west trail from this Three Forks, and the North
Bend south trail. What makes these six features
important and lends credence to them actually
being true features and possibly worthy o f further
research is the number o f segments comprising
them and the distances each can be traced. The
ability to trace these features for more than short
distances suggests that their segments' association
is more than coincidental.
O f the probably hundreds o f other linear features
that were visible, perhaps some should have also
been included in the list recorded. A different
photo-interpreter might well have chosen different
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features. Generally, there were solid reasons for
not including them: too straight-more likely a cur
rent or former fence line or road or stock trail par
alleling such a fence line; location-starting or end
ing at a fence comer or water source; or dimensions-too wide or too narrow. Sometimes the rea
soning was a little less solid-just a gut-feeling
something just didn't seem right.

West Chaco Canyon Reconnaissance -200L
Portions o f the area analyzed during this project
have been previously examined either by ground
survey, particularly the land around the Kin
Klizhin Ruins, or by photo-interpretation o f the
prehistoric Chaco an road system and “Outlier”
communities, such as Padilla Well, Kin Klizhin,
Mesa Tierra, Casa del Rio, and Lake Valley. Still
much o f the area has either never been examined
or only cursorily so. It was felt, on the basis of
what had been discovered between the Park's east
boundary and Pueblo Pintado, that photo-interpre
tation o f the existing USGS mapping photography,
poor as it is, might yield some information on
archeological sites not previously recorded.
Indeed, this project has recorded 22 anomalies,
some o f which may represent sites about which
nothing is known. These 22 anomalies do not
include Padilla Well, Kin Klizhin, Mesa Tierra,
and Casa del Rio. Some o f these 22 anomalies can
be identified as historic, probably Navajo, and one
was identified as a small roomblock by an earlier,
on-the-ground archeological survey. Obvious
structures, such as the dams on Kin Klizhin Wash
were not included among the anomalies. Neither
the stock tank west of Kin Klizhin Ruin nor the
Navajo homestead north o f that ruin was recorded
for this report. The prehistoric Chacoan roads and
associated structures recorded in the earlier photo
interpretations were also not included.
For whatever reasons, the quality of the photogra
phy used in this analysis does not appear to be as
good as that used in the 1988 East Chaco Project.
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This photography was grainier and may have been
somewhat smaller scale. The photography's con
trast also may not have been quite as good.
Although the mesa tops on either side o f Chaco
Wash were viewed, the majority o f the emphasis
was placed on the lowlands on either side o f the
Chaco and Kin Klizhin Washes. The greatest num
ber o f anomalies was noted around M esa Tierra,
with the second greatest concentration to the
northwest and north of Casa del Rio. The anom
alies were referenced using the same technique o f
flight line number, frame number, and sequential
number o f each anomaly seen in a stereo-pair. The
photographs examined were flown on September
25, 1963 at an approximate scale o f 1:31,414.
Little can be said about most o f the anomalies
without conducting a ground check. However,
some o f the anomalies lend themselves recogni
tion. One can be positively identified as a Navajo
homestead with several structures, possibly a
hogan, and 3M corrals and another anomaly looks
like two rectangular corrals. Twelve anomalies can
best be described as dark-colored areas and may
have other features associated with them. Two are
mounds, five are anomalous features, and one was
identified by a previous ground survey as a
roomblock.
One very interesting anomaly is located on top of the
mesa on the north side of Chaco Wash closest to La
Vida Mission. This is a triangular dark-colored area
at the junction of six linear features extending out to
the southwest, south-southeast, east-southeast,
southeast, east, and north. Just north of the triangu
lar dark-colored area is a relatively barren area that
contains a square feature, possibly a house, and 15 m
to the west of the triangular dark-colored area is
another square feature, possibly also house. The
“Tanner Lake” USGS 7.5’ quadrangle map shows an
historic road coming into this site from the northnortheast and two houses at this location. This road
is shown on the map to continue southwest more or
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less parallel to where the southwest linear anomaly is
seen and ends near a house not far from the edge of
the mesa. Also associated with the triangular darkcolored area are three features: a circular structure, a
truncated oval structure and a semi-circular struc
ture. If the square features are the houses shown on
the map, the dark triangle might be a shallow stock
tank and two of the structures might be corrals. It
also appears that there might be a rectangular struc
ture within the dark-colored area. If the area is a
stock tank, this might be a feed trough of some type.
The circular structure might be the remains o f a
hogan. The road coming in from the north-northeast
enters the barren area just east and south o f the
northernmost house and splits at the southwest
comer o f the barren area. Each fork passes on either
side o f the southernmost house and the circular
structure and continues on to the southwest.
The linear anomalies have a signature similar to
what have been recorded as prehistoric roads. If
these linear features are indeed prehistoric roads,
then the truncated oval structure and the semi-circu
lar structure might be herraduras. On the edge o f the
mesa top, near the south end o f the southwest linear
anomaly and about 80 m south o f other possible her
raduras, is another semi-circular structure that could
also be a herradura. There are, however, other fainter
linear features converging on the junction that do
look like stock trails. Located on a southwest-north
east trending ridge at the base o f the talus slope
below the possible herraduras are four segments of
linear anomaly that continue intermittently for about
1,100 m to the Chaco Wash bottom. This has a nar
rower appearance than the linear anomalies at on the
mesa top. The width is closer to that of the historic
road and this may well be a jeep-trail.
Another anomaly is a dark-colored area that appears
to have structures within it and a possible house to
the west-southwest. As noted above there is another

structure on the mesa edge about 80 m to the south.
A Navajo homestead is visible in October 1997
USGS aerial photography at this location.

Canada Alamosa Project Pinnacles Ruin,
LA 2292-2003
Under the direction o f Dr. Stephen H. Lekson,
University o f Colorado graduate student Devin
W hite employed remote sensing, digital image
analysis, and ground exam inations to try to
achieve three goals: attempt to determine the
architectural extant o f a prehistoric site, Pinnacles
Ruin (LA2282), to document the architectural
variability at the site and to estimate the number of
rooms at the site. He scanned a single frame o f the
aerial photography acquired for the 1990 Warm
Springs Special Study at high resolution and used
several photographic enhancement and filtering
com puter programs and the Geographical
Information System (GIS) program, ArcView, to
complete these tasks.
From a map generated in GIS showing rubble den
sities, the distribution o f staff cholla (a cactus that
seems to prefer disturbed soils), oblique digital
photography taken in the early morning from
across Alamosa Canyon, and geologic consultation
data, White was able to determine that the site's
extent was far greater that previously thought.
Analysis o f rock sizes in standing walls and rubble
on the slopes o f the site indicated non-geologic
sorting of the rocks o f a type that would not have
occurred in the natural exfoliation o f the rock out
crops on the pinnacle.
Finally, White concluded that the room count of
the site was around 350 rooms, based on dimen
sional data about the extent o f the site generated by
one o f the analytical computer programs.

ARTHUR K. IRELAND
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David T. Kirkpatrick

WHAT’S FOR LUNCH? TIN CANS AT AN ATLANTIC
AND PACIFIC RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION SITE,
MCKINLEY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO

ite LA 18783 is a multicomponent site near
Bluewater, McKinley County, New Mexico.
The site, located in the proposed right-of-way
for the Star Lake Railroad, was discovered and
recorded during a cultural resources management
survey (Kirkpatrick and Duran 1981). The primary
component is associated with the original construc
tion of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad in late 1880
and early 1881 and subsequent construction and
maintenance activities by the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railway. Analysis and interpretation of the
historic artifacts and historical documents revealed
information on subsistence activities by railroad
construction workers as well as construction details.
This paper will focus on activity areas and subsis
tence practices as inferred from spatial patterns of
artifacts, primarily tin cans and historic accounts of
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad surveyors.

S

DESCRIPTION OF SITE LA 18783
The site consists primarily o f a broad scatter of
historic artifacts with a sparse scatter o f prehis
toric ceramics and flakes. The site, as recorded, is
primarily within a 150 ft wide right-of-way of the
proposed Star Lake Railroad. The length o f the
site, approximately 3,700 ft, was determined by
the proposed location o f the new railroad bed. This
study was limited to the area within the proposed
right-of-way though artifacts appeared to be pre
sent outside the right-of-way to the north.

The site is situated in an area o f lava referred to as
the Malpais at an elevation o f 6,690 ft (2039 m).
There are three large basalt lava exposures near the
site as well as smaller exposures. A linear stack o f
broken lava is present, the result o f lava being
removed to construct the railroad bed. An old rail
road bed lies north of the modern bed and the arti
fact scatter is north of this railroad bed. The arti
facts are spread across the surface o f the site in the
form o f sheet trash. The largest artifact concentra
tion is near a cut through the lava flow, probably
reflecting a longer time o f occupation and/or
greater size work force needed to remove the lava
for the roadbed. The remains o f several black pow
der kegs were found in this area, indicating the
need for explosives to create a cut through the lava
flow to make a level railroad bed.

Artifact Assemblage
The historic artifact assemblage consists o f holeand-cap and sanitary seal cans, wire hoops from
wood kegs that held railroad spikes, metal black
powder kegs, coffee pots, wire handles from pails,
sherds o f refined whiteware and porcelain cups,
and plates, and glass from bottles and jars. The few
faunal remains were oyster shells and mammal
bones. A detailed description and analysis o f the
artifact assemblage is presented in Kirkpatrick and
Duran (1981). The following discussion focuses
on the tin cans from the site.
Numerous small clusters o f cans, pails, glass, wire,
and other metal artifacts were observed across the
site (Figure 1).
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Figure 1.
Typical Artifact Scatter
around Photographic
Point No. 5

Hole-and-cap Cans. Hole-and-cap cans were the
m ost com m on type o f tin can present on the site
(Figure 2). A typical cluster consists o f hole-andcap food and beverage cans (Figure 3). Round cans
were the predom inant form. There was a wide
range in the size o f the cans and the diameter o f the
caps.

both small and large holes, while the larger fruits
and vegetables would need a bigger diameter hole.
Grocery lists from grocery companies and mail
order houses (Greeley, Burnham, and Company
1878, 1882; Montgomery Ward and Company
1886, 1894, 1905) did provide data on the possible
contents of these cans. These include fruits such as

The 56 round hole-and-cap cans thought to contain
solid food were cans that were cut open to remove
the contents. Because o f the soldered cap, the top of
the can is very difficult to open so nearly all the
cans were opened at the bottom of the can. The
method o f opening the bottom o f the cans varied,
including a complete circular cut which removed
the entire can bottom, a nearly complete circular cut
resulting in a single flap, and two “X ” cuts across
the bottom resulting in four flaps.
Since the caps sealed the hole to fill the can, the cap
size is a relative indicator o f the nature o f the con
tents. Cap diameters ranged in size from 23/32 in.
to 2 1/2 in. Literature from the canning industry
does not address the relationship between cap size
and the contents o f the can. It is logical that small
er diameter items such as peas could pass through

Figure 2.
Hole-and-cap can (from Duran and McKeown
1980:Figure 7.2).
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Figure 3.
Close up of Artifact
Scatter around
Photographic Point No. 5.
B is a hole-and-cap
beverage can. F is a
hole-and-cap food can.

apples, berries, cherries, pears, peaches, plums, and
pineapple while vegetables were baked beans, corn,
peas, and tomatoes.
The 124 hole-and-cap round beverage cans proba
bly held condensed milk. The cans were opened by
punching holes and/or making small cuts in the bot
tom of the can and at opposite sides of the bottom
of the can. The holes varied in shape from elongat
ed, probably a knife, to round possible a nail or awl,
to triangular where a knife blade was inserted and
twisted to one side. Sixteen cans were opened by
cutting a single hole across the can bottom. Fifteen
of these cans were probably opened by the same
person who used a large knife or small axe, as the
cut was approximately lA in wide and tapered to a
narrower cut at the opposite side of the can.

American Can Company. They have crimped
seams instead o f folded and soldered seams
(Figure 4). A total of 86 sanitary seal cans were
found, 77 round cans and nine rectangular cans.
The round cans probably held the same fruits and
vegetables as the hole-and-cap cans. The rectangu
lar cans were in very bad condition. One sardine

There were two rectangular and two key-strip holeand-cap cans. These cans probably held a meat
product. The cans were not rectangular sardine
cans, which are usually three piece solder seal cans.

Sanitary Seal Cans. The sanitary seal cans found
at Site LA 18783 post-date the original construc
tion of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad bed.
Sanitary seal cans were introduced in 1903 by the

Figure 4.
Sanitary seal can (from Duran and McKeown
1980:Figure 7.3).
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style can w ith “NORV G E” em bossed on the can
bottom , indicating an im ported product, probably
from Norway. The other rectangular cans probably
held m eat products. These cans were associated
w ith early 1900s and later construction and m ain
tenance activities.

Other Cans. Three pry-out lid cans and one lid
were recovered. The cans possibly held baking
powder. The cans were all the same size. None o f
the cans or the lid had any identifying embossing
as to contents or manufacturer. It was not possible
to assign a date to these cans.

Pails. Seventeen pails, 11 complete, were found at
the site along with 34 pail-size slip-on lids. It was
not possible to determine if these pails were associ
ated with the original construction activities or later
activities. It was difficult to measure the pails
because o f their condition. Pails with a tapered
body often held lard while pails with cylindrical
bodies held coffee and tea (Yena 1972). Pails also
held peanut butter, jelly and jam , and other non-liq
uid consumables (Clark 1977). There appeared to
be a lack o f measurement compatibility between
diameter o f the pail tops and that o f the pail lids. It
appears the pail lids did not go with the pails though
this could be a measurement problem. O f the 34
pail lids, 24 were 5 in. in diameter and had a
punched design in the lid. It is not known what the
exact function o f the holes was, but sometimes pails
were recycled as lunch boxes for school kids, and
the nature o f the design on the lid identified the
owner o f the lunch pail. Perhaps the same behavior
was being used by some o f the railroad workers.

H IST O R IC SU BSISTEN CE
D E SC R IP T IO N S
The source o f the following historical descriptions
is the Santa Fe Splinters, a 37-volum e collection
o f railroad documents, including fiscal statements,

progress reports for construction projects, and
facility inventories, plus newspaper and magazine
articles, and other publications. These documents,
the majority o f which are typescript, were assem
bled by Joseph Weidel as part o f the valuation
process for the Santa Fe system by the Bureau o f
Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission
(www. atsfry. com/ Splinters/index.htm).
To interpret the artifact concentrations found at
Site LA 18783, Kirkpatrick and Duran (1981)
looked for historical accounts describing the
nature o f camp life for the graders and track layers
along the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad across New
Mexico. None were found in the excerpts of
Volumes 13, 14, and 15 (volumes relate to the
archaeological project area and time period) that
were provided to the author by Santa Fe Railway
personnel or in published histories o f the Santa Fe
Railway (Bryant 1974; Marshall 1945). However,
the two following accounts by Lewis Kingman and
Henry Allen Tice provide information on camp life
and the fresh, dried, and canned foods provided to
the survey crews. These accounts were used in the
interpretation o f the archaeological data.
The first account is by Lewis Kingman, who in his
reminiscence o f construction o f the Atlantic and
Pacific, provides a description o f the surveyor’s
work in locating a route west from Isleta, New
M exico to the Colorado River, Arizona. His
description reflects the start o f surveying the rail
road right-of-way work in the Rio Grande Valley
sometime between late February and mid March
1880. As one travels north on Interstate 25, the
remains o f the Isleta railroad bed can still be seen
on the north side o f the modern tracks.
After arranging matters, I went to Albuquer
que and started surveys from there west on
the 35th Parallel Railroad known as the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. I first located
three lines as far as the Rio Puerco, one via
Isleta and two over the M esa directly
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towards the west. The Isleta line was finally
decided the best, and was built. After locat
ing to the town o f Laguna I received order to
push forward as fast as possible and make a
preliminary location, get through to the sun
set crossing o f the Little Colorado and make
a permanent location from there on. I had
good mule teams and a saddle horse, was
well supplied with provisions, had tents, a
cook stove and water barrels. I kept a good
cook, and served good meals. My rule was
to have breakfast at sunrise, reach the end of
the line as soon as we could, work until 12
o ’clock, give the boys an hour for dinner,
usually hot coffee and have a good basket of
cold lunch and a few canned good for relish;
then work in the afternoon until 5 or 5:30
P.M. quitting in time to reach camp just
before sundown. (Lewis Kingman: n.d.:l in
Weidel 1940: Vol. 15)
For his surveying project, Kingman requested a
variety of supplies including 2 Gurley transits, a
Philadelphia rod, 100 ft of chain, and a drafting
table. Other supplies were tents, tin plates, knives,
forks, and spoons and a hash knife plus several
revolvers, carbines, and 700 cartridges (Weidel
1940:Vol 13 :no pagination).
A second description of camp food is provided by
Henry Allen Tice (1965) in his account o f his early
years as a surveyor laying out the route for the
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. Tice originally wrote
this account titled A Long, Long Trail under the
pseudonym of Allen Kearny (Rittenhouse 1965:vvi) which is included in the Santa Fe Splinters
(Weidel 1940: Volume 15). Tice describes the work
on the Isleta right-of-way in March 1880.
We had but occasional variations from the
monotony incident to the work required of the
transitmen, levelmen, chainmen, rodmen,
flagmen, and topographers. Every camp was
in many respects, except for scenery, the coun

terpart of previous camps; the same hard
ground to sleep on, the same alkali water-possibly worse as we went west-the same tin
plates and cups, steel knives and forks, the
kitchen variety and not of the stainless steel
pattern, the same sort of grub, the some cold
nights and hot days.
Our commissary included ham, bacon, salt
pork, coffee, sugar, beans, rice, canned corn,
tomates (sic), green gages, and third-grade
peaches, prunes, raisins, dried apples and
dried peaches. We had flour, of course, and the
cook made biscuits, flapjacks, and sour bread.
We also had syrup that smarted when it got
into a cracked lip. We assumed it had been
made of old boots, sulphuric (sic) acid and
molasses. We could have had more of a variety
and better food if our chief had ordered it.
I learned afterward that the chief engineer had
intended and expected that we should be pro
vided with the best and plenty o f it. We had no
canned milk or cream, and as for butter fresh
fruits or vegetable, they would soon spoil in
the hot climate, so they were not furnished. We
had a butter substitute that was more than a
mystery. We didn’t undertake to name our
brand of coffee, because it wasn’t. (Tice
1965:37-38)

ACTIVITY AREAS
One of the research goals was to determine the loca
tion and nature of different activity areas for each
period of occupation. It was anticipated that eating
and living areas could be identified, based on the
assumption that Site LA 18783 was a construction
camp. Unfortunately it was not possible to accurate
ly identify activity areas by periods o f occupation.
Most of the artifacts, especially hole-and-cap tin
cans, were in common use from 1880 to the late
1920s. Hole-and-cap cans were manufactured and
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Table 1.
Combinations of food related artifacts in artifact clusters.
Combination
Hole-and-cap can, food/ hole-and-cap can,beverage
Hole-and-cap can, food/ hole-and-cap can, unknown
Hole-and-cap can, unknown/ hole-and-cap can, beverage
Hole-and-cap can, food/ hole-and-cap can, beverage/
hole-and-cap can, unknown/ sanitary seal can, unknown
Hole-and-cap can, unknown/ hole-and-cap can,
beverage/sanitary seal can, unknown
Hole-and-cap can, food/ sanitary seal can, food
Hole-and cap can, beverage/ sanitary seal can, food
Hole-and-cap can, food/ sanitary seal can, unknown
Hole-and-cap can, food/ can fragments
Hole-and-cap can, beverage/ tobacco tin
Hole-and-cap can, unknown/ tobacco tin
Hole-and-cap can, unknown
Hole-and-cap can, food
Hole-and-cap can, beverage
Hole-and-cap can, food/ ceramic vessel
Hole-and-cap can, food/ glass
Hole-and-cap can, beverage/ glass
Hole-and-cap can, beverage
Sanitary seal can, food
Sanitary seal can, food/ sanitary seal can, unknown
Sanitary seal can, unknown
Total

used into the 1920s though mostly by home canners
in the later years (Powell 1919:44-52) before being
totally replaced by sanitary seal cans which were
introduced in the early 1900s.
There were no architectural features observed at
the site. It is not known if camps were established
along the railroad line and if so, did these resem 
ble the camps o f the surveying parties. Railroad
construction crews were often housed in boarding
cars (W heeler 1973:84-85, 96-97), but none were
being used as o f July 29, 1880 on the construction
o f the Atlantic and Pacific west o f Isleta (Weidel
1940: Volume 14). I f boarding cars were used dur
ing the first construction phase, then this would
explain the absence o f any camp features. On the
other hand, if camps were moved every few days,

Occurrences
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
25

there might not have
been sufficient time to
physically disturb the
landscape and create
artifact scatters that
might indicate a camp.
In fact, the artifact
assemblage o f a short
term camp might only
be a widely dispersed
scatter o f trash.

The analysis o f the arti
facts revealed that food
related artifacts domi
nated
the
artifact
assemblage. These arti
facts included food and
beverage cans, bottles,
pails for lard, coffee,
and other consumables,
and a few food prepara
tion and storage items
(spoon, ceramics, cof
fee pot). The large
number and variety of
tin cans provided a
unique opportunity to study this often neglected
artifact. While it was not possible to correlate spe
cific food to specific can sizes, the literature o f the
canning industry provided some interesting data.
For example, only California packed fruits were
canned in a No. 2 1/2 can (can measurements not
known) from circa 1878 until circa 1924.
Tomatoes were the only exception to be packed in
a No. 2 1/2 can.
The artifact clusters at Site LA 18783 consisted of
food and/or beverage related artifacts (Table 1).
The clusters of tin cans and tin cans and bottles
probably reflect individual meals (e.g., food can,
beverage can or glass beverage bottle). It is possi
ble these were noon meals where canned goods
provided some variety to the meal as suggested in
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Kingman’s account. The food cans may have held
fruit although it is possible that meat and vegeta
bles were also eaten. However, none o f the cans
showed evidence o f being heated over a fire nor
were hearth areas observed. The beverage cans
probably held condensed milk while the glass bot
tles may have contained juice, carbonated bever
ages, or possibly beer. Unfortunately the fragments
o f glass bottles did not have diagnostic marks to
infer contents. There are a few instances where
both hole-and-cap and sanitary seal cans were
found in the same location. It is not possible to
determine if these cans were opened at the same
time in the early 1900s when both cans were being
used or if the sanitary seal can was deposited at a
later date at the same location as the hole-and-cap
can. Either way, the pattern suggests, regardless o f
time, that canned foods and beverages were being
consumed as part of a meal.
Regarding the milk cans, the original construction
o f the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad took place in
December 1880 and January 1881, the dead of
winter months. This area would be very cold and
windy with rain and snow storms. The coffee
would have been a very welcome drink to help stay
warm. The condensed milk could have been added
to the coffee, providing additional calories.

TRADE CATALOGS
AN D GROCERY LISTS
The Amador Family Papers (Rio Grande Histor-ical
Collections, New Mexico State University) contains
an extensive collection of wholesale and retail cata
logs known as the Amador Trade Catalogs collection
(archives.nmsu. edu/rghc/ Amador2/Amador. html).
The trade catalogs were sent to Martin Amador, who
operated a mercantile store in Las Cruces, New
Mexico. Archival research found several grocery
lists from the 1870s into the early 1900s (Greeley,
Burnham, and Company 1878, 1882; Montgomery
Ward and Company 1886, 1894, 1905). These gro
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cery lists provided useful data on the types of food
being canned as well as names of cans (e.g., No. 1,
No. 2, and No. 3), but no can measurements were
provided that could be compared with the archaeo
logical cans. A problem with using such grocery lists
is that can sizes, names, and contents changed
through time (Kirkpatrick and Duran 1981) and
these changes are not well documented. Grocery lists
from Greeley, Burnham, and Company (1878, 1882)
include a variety of canned fruits, vegetables, fish,
and meat products. The increased popularity of
canned goods is reflected in the grocery lists by the
introduction of new can sizes and a wider variety of
canned goods than listed in previous catalogs.
The most common canned items were fruits, vegeta
bles, soups, fish and meat which were canned in No.
1, No. 2, and No. 3 cans. Some fish products were
canned in No. 5 cans. California fruits were canned
in No. 2 1/2 cans. It is unfortunate that measure
ments for these numbered cans are not known prior
to 1912, nor are the changes through the years since
(Kirkpatrick and Duran 1981:Table 8). Today, the
canning industry measures cans by diameter then
height using inches and sixteenths of an inch. A can
with a 3 and 6/16 diameter can is referred to as 306.
If the names of some of the early 1900s tin cans may
be inferred (with lots of caution) back to the 1880s,
the contents of some of the cans at Site LA 18783
can be suggested. The No. 2 can (306 x 409) with 33
examples could have contained apples, berries, cher
ries, pears, peaches, plums, and pineapple.
Vegetables in No. 2 cans included baked beans, corn,
peas, succotash, and tomatoes. The No. 3 can (403 x
413) contained the same products as the No. 2 cans.
It was common practice to refer to can size as a
quantity in pounds. For example, the No. 2 can
was referred to as a 2 pound can. M ontgomery and
Ward Company (1911:27) clarified this by stating:
We list canned fruits as No. 2, No. 2 1/2, No.
3 and No. 10 size cans, although everyone is
accustomed to refer to them as 2 lb., 2
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A case o f 2 dozen No. 2 1/2 size cans weighs
about 60 lbs.

Pails are often assumed to hold lard but pails also
held coffee, peanut butter, candy, and salted
peanuts (Clark 1977; Yena 1972). One o f the pail
lids was embossed with “Ridenour-Baker Grocer
Company Wholesalers Coffee Roasters Manufac
turers Importers Kansas City, Mo.”

A case o f 2 dozen No. 3 size cans weighs
about 70 lbs.

C O N C LU SIO N S

1/2—lb, 3 -lb , and Gallons. The cans we use
are the cans that are universally used, all
packers using the same size cans. A case o f
2 dozen No. 2 size cans weighs about 45 lbs.

A case o f 2 dozen No 10 size cans weighs
about 100 lbs.
If one divides the weight o f a case by the num
ber o f cans in the case, it is easy to see why the
cans were referred to by pounds and not size.
The No. 2 can weighs about 1 lb., 14 oz, No. 2
1/2 can weighs about 2 lbs 8 oz., a No. 3 weighs
2 lb 15 oz, and the No. 10 can weighs approxi
m ately 8 lbs. 5 oz.
The use o f a num ber to specify a standard can size
(i.e., No. 3 can) apparently caused confusion about
the quality o f the product. The Greeley-Burnham
G rocer Company (1882:5) stated: “The following
goods are quoted by number, instead o f by pounds,
in accordance with the standard adopted by the
N ational Canned Goods A ssociation. N um ber
does not refer to quality but to the size of the can.”
This statement also indicates that canners were
beginning to use standard sizes and names of cans as
early as 1882. Unfortunately, it is not known what
the standard sizes were prior to 1912 (Bitting 1912).
The rectangular shaped hole-and-cap cans probably
contained a wide variety o f canned meat product.
Unfortunately, these are listed in round can sizes,
such as No. 2 and No. 3. Some of the can sizes are
listed as No. '/4-lb. and No. 1/2—lb. These cans held
potted and deviled chicken, game, ham, Vienna
sausage, tongue, and turkey. The rectangular No. 4
can probably held corned beef. No other fruit, veg
etable, or meat products were canned in a No. 4 can
(Greely-Burnham Grocery Company 1882:6).

While the analysis o f activity area was hampered
by the relatively homogenous nature o f the arti
facts and by the common use o f hole-and-cap and
sanitary seal cans from 1903 through the 1920s,
the same pattern o f food consum ption that
occurred in 1880-1881 also took place at later
dates. This pattern was to include canned food and
beverages as part o f the meal if not as the entire
meal. The canned foods probably included toma
toes, peaches and other fruits. Since none o f the
cans showed evidence o f heating, it is unlikely that
beans, corn, and other vegetables, and fish and
meat products were being eaten. There was no evi
dence o f hearths at the site so that the canned food
was most likely eaten cold. The condensed milk
may have been consumed directly from the can or
in a tin cup or mug carried by the laborer.
Many of the clusters and isolated hole-and-cap
cans probably date to the original construction o f
the railroad. However it was not possible to sepa
rate these early cans from the post-1900 hole-andcap cans. Clusters of sanitary seal food cans and
hole-and-cap beverage (condensed milk) cans
were noted on the surface o f Site LA 18783. These
clusters post-date 1903 but it is not known if they
are associated with 1) the post-1896 rebuilding of
the railroad bed, 2) construction o f the north track
in 1924-1925, 3) post 1903 maintenance activi
ties, or 4) Navajo sheep herders.
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THE SPIRALS OF CHACO CANYON

pirals appear in rock-art throughout the
world. In the United States they are scattered,
appearing singularly or in small groups
although usually not more than a few to a region.
The greatest concentration of spirals in rock-art is
in the Southwest and within this area the greatest
abundance may be located in Chaco Canyon. It is
the most common element in the Canyon.

S

Chaco Canyon is situated in an east and west ori
entation. A ten mile long section o f the canyon is
protected within the confines of national park
fencing; however, the canyon continues east for
approximately another ten miles. Most o f the pre
historic rock-art is located on the cliff faces along
the north side of the canyon thereby facing south.
Side drainages also contain rock-art, but predomi
nantly on the west side facing east. This is a com
mon setting for the rock-art o f the people known as
the Anasazi or the now preferable, more respectful
term to the Puebloan descendants, as Puebloan
Ancestors. Most o f the cliff faces decorated by
rock-art capture sunlight in the morning, providing
warmth in winter, and shade in the afternoon when
heat radiates off the canyon walls. The Chacoans
built the largest and most finely built architecture
in the prehistoric United States. In addition they
created a complex road and signaling system. The
densest concentration of rock-art appears in close
conjunction with what are referred to as great
houses and a concentration of other sites locally
known as “downtown Chaco.” In downtown Chaco
there is rarely more than a meter or two of empty

cliff wall space without rock-art. The greatest con
centrations here and throughout the canyon appear
at the mouths o f side drainages. Few panels were
placed at the head o f these rincons. Occasionally
images are found on boulders, especially very
large ones. In some cases rock-art elements were
placed on surfaces before they fell from the main
cliffs. Often the most complex and skillfully exe
cuted panels are located far above the base o f the
cliffs at places that were impossible to reach with
out ropes, ladders and/or scaffolding, perhaps
requiring the assistance o f others.
Polly Schaafsma (1992:13) posed that the
Ancestral Puebloan rock-art o f the four corners
area o f the southwest has a general distribution
throughout the region with little distinction
between sites. She hypothesized the majority was
created between A.D. 900 and 1300 at the peak o f
Ancestral Puebloan civilization.
Spirals occur throughout Chaco Canyon. They are
positioned at the often preferred rock-art location at
the mouth of rincons, gathered together on wall
panels, and placed in complex panels high or low
on a cliff face. Some spirals are hidden beneath
overhangs, in narrow crevices and rock shelters,
apparently created for private viewing. Others con
spicuously stand out for viewing by the populace.
Public images may be placed on patinated surfaces
while more private figures are placed on surfaces
where they are indistinguishable from the back
ground.
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Com plex rock-art panels in Chaco Canyon usually
include at least one spiral. Associations in these
panels often include a splay-legged life form
and/or a zoom orph (Figures 1 and 2). Spirals do
not appear to be situated close to any other partic
ular elements.
Spirals are the single m ost common complex nonrepresentational rock-art element found in the
Canyon. Out o f the ten thousand prehistoric rockart elem ents recorded w ithin the boundaries o f
Chaco Culture N ational Historical Park, over five
percent o f them are spirals. Concentric circles,
often confused with spirals, num ber fewer than
fifty. Lines and random or unidentifiable peck
marks are more numerous, but they are simpler
and appear in an unending variety o f examples.
A bstract elements in Chaco are three times as
num erous as the representational figures.
H ohokam peoples inhabited part o f the area to the
southwest o f Chaco. Todd Bostwick (2002:153)
stated that seventy percent o f the rock-art sites in
the South M ountain Hohokam region o f Phoenix,
A rizona contain spirals. Spirals proliferate
throughout Ancestral Puebloan lands. According
to Sally Cole (2004:29-33) fifty-five percent o f
docum ented rock-art sites in M esa Verde National

Figure 2.
Chacoan rock-art panels rarely contain
examples of superimposition.
Park contained at least one spiral or circle. In
Chaco over 550 spirals were found in seventy-six
percent of documented sites.

Figure 1.
Panels often include other common Chacoan elements
such as hands or feet and flute players.

Spirals do not seem to favor a particular location,
but rather are found on all surfaces previously
mentioned (Figure 3). Forty-three percent o f indi
vidual spirals are clockwise and fifty-seven per
cent counter clockwise. Individual spirals are eas
ier to create starting from the inside working out
ward. When space is limited, the number o f turns
would be also be limited, as rarely is superimposi
tion used in ancient Chacoan rock-art. Working
from the outside inward is more difficult to control
and determines the number o f possible turns.

JANE KOLBERAND DONNA YODER

Figure 3.
A number of spirals were created to incorporate nat
ural features in the rock, such as holes and cracks.

Pueblo Bonito to Chetro Ketl areas, twenty-two
percent and nineteen percent respectively. In a
sample o f 211 panels containing spirals, thirty-one
percent o f them are on boulders and sixty-nine
percent are on cliff faces. One hundred thirty-four
panels (64%) face east or south and forty-three
(20%) face north or west. Eighteen panels (9%)
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Figure 4.
This complex panel is positioned on an east facing
sloped surface.

under overhangs and one faces downward.
Although the majority of panels face south or east,
the number facing north or west is contrary to the
perception that almost all Ancestral Puebloan rock
art images face south and east. Spirals are found
alone or in groups (Figure 4) o f as many as thir
teen (Figure 5). The latter panel can be viewed
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Figure 6.
Tails of spirals often end
in a definite shape as on
this panel.

from the petroglyph trail between Pueblo Bonito
and Chetro Ketl.
O f the 550 spirals recorded within the boundaries
o f the Park, interestingly none o f them are painted.
M ost are pecked with a few incised versions. Care
in execution ranges from sloppily, quickly made to
geom etrically exacting, accurate curves with pre
cise edges. Bostwick (2002:153) pointed out the
difficulty in forming an evenly spaced continuous
line to create a spiral. The Fajada Butte “ Sun
D agger” may be the largest spiral. It is approxi
mately 50 cm across (Zeilik 1982:70) and has 19
turns (Fairchild, et al. 2006:4-5); however, after
view ing several photographs produced by
researchers, the num ber o f turns appears to be
approxim ately thirteen or fourteen (Sofaer
1978:125). The smallest is one swirl (Figure 5).
Spirals are found in many configurations. The
m ajority are singular (Figure 6). Some have dots or
curved or angular tails (Figures 6 and 7). Others
form scrolls (Figure 8) or are connected to more
spirals or other elements both abstract and repre
sentational (Figure 9). Tails o f animals which spi
ral over their backs or trail out behind them are not

face behind a great house.
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Figure 8.
Scrolls are formed with much variation in approach.
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Figure 9.
Exploration of the possibilities of representing the
spiral is displayed in many configurations.

Figure 10.
Spirals are used in
representational figures
as well as abstract ones.

uncommon (Figure 10). One of the bird images
has a spiraled beak (Figure 11). Spirals as
appendages to or decorating the bodies o f anthro
pomorphic and biomorphic figures (Figure 12) are
also present in the rock-art. Squared spirals are

shown with curves converted into angles (Figure
13). Other variations in spirals include those that
loop back upon themselves, those that begin with
a circle in the center and those that close on the
outer ring (Figures 6-8 and 14). It is possible that
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since spirals were so dominant in the rock-art, con
centrated effort was made to elaborate and explore
the form to its utmost. The Chacoan characteristic
o f excellence in manufacture found in their archi
tecture may have, in addition, been applied to their
creation o f spirals.
A fter observing examples o f pottery, it appears
that spirals as a dominant rock-art feature rarely
occurs on this other form o f visual expression o f
the Chacoans (Figure 15). Interlocking or hooked
designs appear more frequently (Figure 16). Cole
(2004:22-23) reported ceramics decorated with
spirals or circles in five out o f fifteen sites with
im agery found in both rock-art and ceramics at
M esa Verde. Several questions arise regarding this
dichotomy. Does this imply gender specific roles
in the manufacture o f ceramics and rock art? Does
it imply a specific use or interpretation for this
symbol? Is it possible ceramists purposefully left
the spiral out? There are other possible explana
tions. The evidence provokes impetus for further
exploration.
As many divergent interpretations have been given
to the spirals in Chaco as have probably been given
to other rock-art spirals o f the world. The afore
m entioned renowned “ Sun Dagger” spiral (Sofaer,
et al. 1978:115-125) is located high on a lone
butte where three boulder slabs lean against the
cliff face behind which the spiral is positioned. On
the sum m er solstice light entering the space
betw een the boulders created a slash o f light down
the center o f the spiral. At the w inter solstice two
slashes bracketed the spiral. Zeilik (1982:72)
thought it was a sun shrine rather than a calendrical device marking solstices and equinoxes. The
phenom enon appears to have been purposefully
created although recent visitation to the site prob
ably caused the slabs to shift so that the light no
longer interacts with the spiral during solstices as
it did previously. A fter the Archaeological Society
o f New Mexico Rock A rt Field School document-

Multiple manufacturing techniques of pecking,
abrading and incising were combined in order
to produce this image.

Organic features have been attached to some spirals.
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Angular spirals are usually found in attached
pairs, sometimes consecutively and sometimes
in mirrored opposition.

There seemed to be no limit to variations of spirals
and their combination with other shapes.

Figure 15.
These examples show similarity to possible
textile or pottery designs.

Figure 16.
Although true spirals are not often
found on Chacoan pottery, these examples
of interlocking hooks are found in both
Chacoan rock-art and pottery.
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ed the Fajada Butte site and its subsequent inter
pretation by Sofaer, others have given astronomi
cal rationales for many spirals in Chaco and
throughout the Southwest. N ot all claims o f astro
nom ical significance o f spirals are well substanti
ated. This does not m ean spirals were not used for
astronom ical purposes, but it is not as wide spread
as the proliferation o f purported examples.
Numerous other differing interpretations exist. The
dotted and tailed spirals may represent snakes which
are frequently encountered (Figures 6-7 and 4).
On a guided tour o f rock-art in Chaco a group of
Hopi government officials and elders showed inter
est in the spirals and pointed out they indicated
signs o f migration. Patterson (1992: 185-186)
noted varying interpretations o f the spiral. Jane
Young mentioned that the historic Puebloans said
that spirals represented wind, water and creatures
associated with water such as snakes and snails. She
also said that the Zunis described the spiral as “a
journey in search o f the center” (Young 1988:136).
Waters (1963:103^1) described spirals as migration
symbols with a scroll showing both the going and
returning. M allery (1893:604-5) cited Mr. Keam’s
manuscript describing the single spiral as a symbol
for a Hopi deity who manifests his power by the
whirlwind and is the keeper o f the air one breathes.
Dennis Slifer (2000:84) points to the spiral as a pos
sible sign o f emergence, birth and life forces. Fie
later states that spirals have “symbolized energy,
renewal, and cycles o f time since the Paleolithic
era.” Slifer (2000:126-128) relates how the spiral
and the direction it takes is indicative o f fertility.
Fie also mentions spirals as being seen as entoptics
and hallucinogenic figures. Others point to con
centrations o f supernatural power. Bostwick
(2002:155-157) adds the concepts o f duality, direc
tional markers, the path o f the sun across the sky
and underworld, a journey to the center, water, rain
and clouds, corn, serpents, the heart, wind and fire
as possible decodings.

Although the spiral may be more abundant among
the Puebloans, there are examples o f it throughout
the country. When members o f the O ’odham
Nation visited Hohokam rock art sites, one man
(personal communication 2006) talked about how
his people used the spiral mound for growing with
the three sisters method o f planting: the corn in the
center with the beans growing up around the corn
and the squash further below growing outwards.
He also referred to the man in the maze image as
a spiral that traces life from birth to death and
repeats again.
The spiral is a curious configuration, one o f the
first images drawn by a child and one employed by
peoples all over the world. There are many expla
nations and interpretations o f the spiral. Each one
is relevant to different cultures and individuals.
The spirals in Chaco Canyon probably have as
many diverse origins and purposes and lack o f pur
poses depending upon the time, the culture and the
individual thoughts o f the creator. The ability to
assign one to a specific purpose or meaning con
tinues to elude us. However, the importance o f the
spiral in the world o f the Ancestral Puebloan is
clearly evident.
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RETHINKING THIRTEENTH TO FOURTEENTH CENTURY
MIGRATION INTO THE NORTHERN RIO GRANDE

IN TRO D U CTIO N
When the San Juan region was abandoned in the
late thirteenth century, the pueblo people who
lived there moved in many different directions.
Part o f this population is thought to have migrated
into the Northern Rio Grande, but the way in
which that movement occurred and its timing
remain unclear. While archaeologists have long
looked for indications o f direct movement o f San
Juan peoples into the Northern Rio Grande, only
indirect evidence o f this postulated movement has
been found in Coalition period sites (AD 12001325), including the appearance and proliferation
o f Mesa Verde ceramic design styles and the devel
opment o f ethnic markers and boundaries
(Habicht-Mauche 1993). However, no sites con
taining assemblages that are primarily composed
o f San Juan ceramics have been found in the
Northern Rio Grande, and sites o f this nature
would be expected if San Juan peoples moved
directly there from their homeland in the Four
Corners region. How, then, do we track this postu
lated migration o f San Juan peoples into the
Northern Rio Grande?
Since no direct evidence for this migration has
been found, an alternative explanation must be
sought. The idea explored in this paper is that this

movement was punctuated rather than direct, with
stays along the periphery o f the San Juan region
occurring before eventual movement into the
Northern Rio Grande. Some changes in material
culture were adopted during those sojourns on the
periphery, especially in pottery styles, that helped
mask the earliest presence o f San Juan peoples in
the Northern Rio Grande.
Information used to build this model comes from
several sources. Research conducted by Eastern
New Mexico University along the Middle Rio
Puerco o f the East provides detailed information
on population and ceramic trends in that area.
These data are amplified by studies conducted in
adjacent areas by the Archaeological Society o f
New Mexico and the Museum o f New Mexico,
among other institutions. The Pueblo II communi
ties o f the Middle Rio Puerco are the closest out
posts o f the San Juan regional system to the
Northern Rio Grande. By examining ceramic and
population trends in that area, we are able to con
struct a preliminary model o f thirteenth century
population movements. That model can then be
applied to data from the Pajarito Plateau, allowing
us to see how the postulated pattern o f movement
may have occurred.
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POTTERY A N D POPULATION IN
TH E PUERCO VALLEY
The Rio Puerco o f the East (Figure 1) lies at the
southeast edge o f the San Juan Basin. This is one
o f the few areas directly west o f the Rio Grande
that is well enough known to provide detailed data
on population trends associated with collapse o f
the San Juan organizational system and migration
o f part o f that population into the N orthern Rio
Grande. M ost o f the ceramic and population trends
discussed here are summarized from reports by
H urst (2003) and Baker (2003).
The Pueblo I occupation o f the Middle Puerco
Valley grew out o f an earlier Basketmaker popula
tion, and may have been relatively sparse. The
types o f decorated pottery used between AD 600
and 900 suggest influence from both the northwest
and southeast, w ith mixtures o f San Marcial,
W hite M ound, and La Plata black-on-w hites
occurring in m ost assem blages. San M arcial
Black-on-white tends to dominate assemblages
betw een AD 600 and the mid-800s, while later
assem blages tend to be dom inated by W hite
M ound and La Plata Black-on-white. Red Mesa
Black-on-white appeared by the mid-800s, and
becam e dom inant by the second half o f the ninth
century. Kana'a Gray appeared after the mid-800s,
and by the 940s Red M esa and Kana'a together
com prised 94 percent o f analyzed assemblages.
The growing dominance o f the Red Mesa-Kana'a
ceram ic complex coincided with a large increase
in local population, m arked by a 245 percent
increase in the estimated num ber o f rooms after
AD 900 (Baker 2003). This increase may have had
two causes. A community was developing around
G uadalupe Mesa, and seems to have attracted
local, related peoples, as demonstrated by the vir
tual abandonm ent o f areas further south along the
Rio Puerco at this time (Peckham 1976, 1987). The

population increase also occurred as the central
M esa Verde region was losing much o f its popula
tion and the Chaco area was gaining people. This
trend was probably related to depopulation o f the
large Pueblo I villages that existed in southwestern
Colorado in the 800s, which may have contained a
third to half o f the contemporary Pueblo people, a
population level that was probably attributable to
immigration as well as natural increase (Varien et
al. 2007:289; Wilshusen and Van Dyke 2006).
M ost of that population had left southwest
Colorado by AD 900, and population levels in the
Chaco area began to dramatically increase at about
the same time (Judge 1989; Lekson et al. 2006:74;
Varien et al. 1996:91; Wilshusen and Van Dyke
2006:221). It may be no coincidence that the
Chaco system was getting started just as the
Northern San Juan was being depopulated. Indeed,
many archaeologists feel that these events were
linked, with southward movement o f people from
the Mesa Verde area sparking the beginnings o f the
Chaco system (Varien et al. 1996; Wilshusen and
Van Dyke 2006; Windes and Ford 1992). Whether
part o f this population also moved to the Middle
Puerco Valley at this time is uncertain, but does
not seem completely outside the realm o f possibil
ity.
By AD 940, the Puerco Valley was firmly integrat
ed into the early Chaco system. Numerous closely
spaced structures were built and occupied at the
base of Guadalupe Mesa, and a great house was
constructed atop the mesa by AD 960 (Durand and
Durand 2000; Hurst 2003). A second sizeable pop
ulation increase seems to have occurred after this
time, with the estimated number o f rooms rising
by nearly 149 percent by the 990s (Baker 2003).
Gallup Black-on-white first appeared in local
ceramic assemblages between 969 and 990 and
was dominant from about 1017-1055 until around
1126. Population growth continued in the
Guadalupe community until the mid-1050s, and
the local population remained concentrated in that
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area until the second half of the eleventh century,
when some movement to the south began and the
Salado community was founded, probably repre
senting an expansion of the Guadalupe community
into other farmable parts of the region (Durand and
Baker 2003:179). If this is correct, both population
clusters probably represent parts o f the same inte
grated community rather than an influx o f new
comers. The decorated pottery assemblage through
out this period was fairly standardized and limited,

being dominated by Chaco styles including Red
Mesa and Gallup Black-on-white. Tradewares were
uncommon, and the few that occur suggest ties to
both the northwest and southeast.
Steady population growth continued until ca.
1092-1126, when the estimated number o f rooms
dropped by nearly a third. At that time, the Middle
Puerco Valley entered a period o f flux in popula
tion size, ceramic series affiliation, and direction

Figure 1.
North-central New Mexico showing the locations of communities
and topographic features mentioned in the text.
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o f trade. This was almost certainly connected to
reorganization o f the Chaco system in the early
1100s, and the beginning o f the McElmo phase at
Chaco Canyon. The period between 1130 and 1160
saw the beginnings o f dominance for Rio Grande
ceramic types in the Middle Puerco Valley, as well
as a surge in the number and types o f imported
wares. Population growth resumed after 1126,
returning to nearly the same level as the previous
peak by 1165-1194. Chaco-style pottery declined in
use, while wares similar to or influenced by types in
the Northern Rio Grande grew in popularity; Santa
Fe Black-on-white from the Northern Rio Grande
was very common, as were types from further south.
For this short period the Middle Puerco Valley
seems to have been drawn into the Northern Rio
Grande sphere o f influence, at least ceramically.
Rio Grande wares continued to grow in popularity,
with Chacoan wares pretty much disappearing by
around 1200. An early variety o f Santa Fe Blackon-white became dominant by that time, and a late
Chaco McElmo variant appeared between 1165 and
1194. Named Loma Fria Black-on-white in the
M iddle Puerco Valley, this type was further evaluat
ed and redesignated as San Ignacio Black-on-white
by Bice (1994). Most ceramic imports by this time
were from the Rio Grande and southern Cibola
areas, and M esa Verde and Kayenta trade wares
were conspicuously absent in the sample examined.
Some observations concerning Santa Fe Black-onwhite and San Ignacio Black-on-white are relevant
to this discussion. Hearst (2003:114) notes that
San Ignacio Black-on-white has the technological
look and feel o f M cElmo Black-on-white, but is
stylistically more similar to Santa Fe Black-onwhite and other Coalition period Rio Grande
types. H earst (2003:81) also notes that early Santa
Fe Black-on-white from the Middle Puerco Valley
“ ...lo o k s and feels like a version o f Chaco
M cElmo Black-on-white with Santa Fe Black-onwhite designs.” Thus, there seems to have been a

blending of San Juan and Northern Rio Grande
decorative styles and manufacturing techniques.
Though San Ignacio Black-on-white is considered
a local variant o f Chaco McElmo Black-on-white,
Bice (1994:31) notes that it differs from Chaco
McElmo Black-on-white in some important ways,
mainly in decorative styles and temper, though
there are also differences in rim shape.
Descriptions o f decorative elements provided for
San Ignacio Black-on-w hite by Bice et al.
(1998:6-3) are virtually identical to those for
Santa Fe Black-on-white. Thus, a few changes in
vessel construction technology would probably
result in a pottery type that was indistinguishable
from Santa Fe Black-on-white.
Population size, as reflected by estimated number
o f rooms, peaked between 1195 and 1216, and
remained near this level until about 1257. Santa Fe
Black-on-white continued to dominate local
assemblages in the Middle Puerco Valley until
around 1240, with San Ignacio Black-on-white
increasing in popularity until it became the domi
nant type after that date. Since Mesa Verde wares
occur in some assemblages dated between 1217
and 1257, contact with the north was undoubtedly
continuous, despite the lack o f wares imported
from that region as noted above. While Santa Fe
Black-on-white also continued to occur after this
time, it became less common than imports o f
White Mountain Red Wares (Hurst 2003:113).
The final ceramic period was between 1258 and
1275+, when Middle Puerco Valley assemblages
became dominated by a mainstream Mesa Verde
whiteware ceramic complex. Population levels
dropped through this period, with the estimated
number of occupied rooms declining by 45 percent,
probably reflecting a major decrease in population.
Though San Ignacio Black-on-white continued to
occur during this period, it remained a subjectively
distinguishable variant of the Mesa Verde tradition.
Santa Fe Black-on-white also continued to be used
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in small quantities. Most of the study area was aban
doned by the end of this period, though occupation
may have continued at a few sites into the early
1300s. Population aggregation began in the early
thirteenth century and culminated in at least 103
occupied sites that contained up to 95 rooms.

SUM M ARIZING CERAMIC AND
POPULATION TREN DS FOR THE
M IDDLE PUERCO VALLEY
Ceramically, the sparse Basketmaker III and
Pueblo I population of the Middle Puerco Valley
was affiliated with two different traditions— one
centered to the northwest in the San Juan region
and characterized by White Mound and La Plata
Black-on-white, and a second centered to the
southeast and east along the Rio Grande and char
acterized by San Marcial Black-on-white. By the
early 900s the ceramic assemblage became domi
nated by Chacoan wares and there was an influx of
population into the Guadalupe community, culmi
nating in the full integration of the Middle Puerco
Valley population into the Chacoan organizational
system by at least 960.
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tury, though at a low level. In the interim, contact
between the Middle Puerco Valley communities and
the Rio Grande undoubtedly continued. Chacoan
white-wares are common at late Developmental
period sites in the Northern Rio Grande, and many
were probably imported (Sundt 1987). Indeed,
many of the Red Mesa Black-on white sherds
recovered from late Developmental period sites
along US 84/285 between the Pueblos o f Tesuque
and Pojoaque contain tempers linking them to the
Guadalupe community (C. Dean Wilson, personal
communication), which was also suggested by ear
lier studies at LA 835 by Wiseman and Olinger
(1991). The Middle Puerco Valley communities
were the nearest source for these goods, and proba
bly received commodities like turquoise in
exchange for pottery. Thus, it is doubtful that con
tact between the two regions ever ceased, even
when the Chacoan system was at its strongest.
When that system began to reorganize, the Middle
Puerco Valley communities seem to have increased
their interaction with peoples along the Rio Grande.

The Chacoan period was a time of stability in the
Middle Puerco Valley. Continued population
growth led to the founding of a second, related
community in the south part of the study area in
the second half o f the eleventh century. This peri
od of stability continued into the early twelfth cen
tury, when the Middle Puerco Valley communities
entered a period of flux coinciding with a period o f
major reorganization in the Chacoan regional sys
tem. Llowever, rather than directly participating in
reorganization of the Chacoan system, the Middle
Puerco Valley communities seem to have drifted
off on their own.

By 1200, the Middle Puerco Valley ceramic assem
blage was dominated by Rio Grande types, both
locally produced and imported. Some population
movement from the Rio Grande into the Middle
Puerco Valley may have accompanied this change,
but this is uncertain and unlikely except at a low
scale. Elowever, contact with the reorganized San
Juan regional system, now centered in the Mesa
Verde region, also did not cease. This is indicated by
the manufacture of a local variety o f McElmo
Black-on-white defined as San Ignacio Black-onwhite. This pottery type was probably manufactured
by about 1180, and entered its period of greatest
regional popularity by 1220 (Bice 1994:38). During
this same period the population of the Middle
Puerco Valley increased greatly, reaching its highest
levels and remaining stable until around 1250+.

Though ceramic influence from the Rio Grande
seems to have temporarily disappeared in the early
1000s, it was re-established by the end of the cen

Both population aggregation and development of a
local variety of McElmo Black-on-white are proba
bly indicative of small-scale population movement
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into the Middle Puerco Valley from the northwest,
mixing with and being assimilated by the existing
population (Hurst 2003:114). This type of move
ment may be evidenced by the development and
eventual dominance o f San Ignacio Black-on-white,
and the consequent declining popularity o f Santa Fe
Black-on-white.
By the middle o f the thirteenth century the situation
again changed. After 1250 there appears to have
been a large-scale movement o f M esa Verde people
into the valley, and pottery assemblages became
dominated by true M esa Verde and McElmo blackon-whites, though San Ignacio Black-on-white con
tinued to have a strong presence. Santa Fe Blackon-white still occurred in very small amounts, and
the quantity o f tradewares dropped precipitously.
Rather than the movement o f small groups or indi
viduals that probably characterized the first half o f
the thirteenth century, this period was marked by
site unit intrusions, either joining the extant popula
tion or forming their own villages.
It is difficult to determine whether the Puerco
Valley was abandoned by the Santa Fe-San Ignacio
Black-on-w hite producing population just before
the M esa Verde people moved there, or if they
were still occupying the valley at that time. A like
ly scenario is that the influx o f people from the
northw est began to push many o f the indigenous
residents out. As noted earlier, the dominance o f
M esa Verde wares coincided with evidence for a
large decline in population. W hile the number o f
occupied architectural sites decreased from 103 to
40, the average num ber o f rooms per roomblock
in creased from 14 to 21 (B aker 2003:158).
Structural sites were larger during this period than
at any other time in the occupation o f the Middle
Puerco Valley, suggesting a change in community
organization. M uch o f the original population
probably left the area before the M esa Verde immi
grants arrived, w ith those that remained being

absorbed by the new residents. Indeed, the pres
ence o f a related population in the Middle Puerco
Valley may have served as a magnet, attracting
M esa Verde immigrants.

RELATED CO M M U N ITIES
IN THE REGION
Eastward movement out of the Middle Puerco
Valley toward the Rio Grande seems to have begun
as early as 1160, when a new community was estab
lished in the Canada de las Milpas, a tributary of the
Jemez River. At its peak, that community contained
at least 49 pueblos, though only the largest site (AS8) continued to be occupied into the early 1300s
(Bice et al. 1998). Ceramically, the Milpas commu
nity was nearly identical with the contemporary
community in the Middle Puerco Valley. A second
population influx into the Milpas area occurred
around 1220, and a new community was established
near Raton Springs (Bice et al. 1998; Bice and
Sundt 1972). At about the same time, other similar
communities were developing in the region.
Wiseman (2001) summarizes the results of four
small surveys along the Arroyo Piedra Parada, a
tributary o f the Lower Jemez River, which identi
fied 22 prehistoric structural sites including prob
able pithouses (4), small pueblo room blocks o f
4 -6 rooms (5), and field houses o f 1-2 rooms (13).
These few data suggest that the heaviest occupa
tion o f the tributary occurred ca. 1200-1325, and
was characterized by the probable use o f San
Ignacio Black-on-white in combination with Santa
Fe Black-on-white (Wiseman 2001). While the
area seems to have been used before 1100, no evi
dence for use between 1100 and 1200 was found
(Wiseman 2001). In general, the ceramic trajecto
ry in Wiseman's study mirrors those in the Milpas
and Prieta Vista communities, though with some
variation and at a different occupational scale.
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Other related communities were identified on the
Bernabe Montano Grant, just south o f the Middle
Puerco Valley study area. This area was surveyed
by Peckham (1976), and is discussed in more
detail by Peckham (1987) and Roney (1995,
1996). Peckham’s (n.d.) unpublished analytic notes
provide further useful data. Three occupational
localities, probably indicative o f different commu
nities, were defined by Peckham's study—
Cuervo, Ojito, and Coot Ridge. Since there are dif
ferences in site counts by period and locality
between Peckham's initial report and later article
(Peckham 1976, 1987), we rely most heavily on
the initial report.
The Cuervo locality contained 12-14 Basketmaker
III structural components, 1 was found at Coot
Ridge, and a possible Basketmaker III/Pueblo I
structural component was identified at Ojito. Thus,
while there was Basketmaker III use of all three
areas, habitation sites tended to cluster in only one.
Although Pueblo I components were less common
than were those o f the Basketmaker III period
(Peckham 1976, 1987), tentative room counts sug
gest a slightly larger population during this period,
with 7-8 Pueblo I structural components at
Cuervo, 1 at Coot Ridge, and 5 at Ojito. Thus,
while the Cuervo locality continued to contain the
main population cluster, a second cluster seems to
have begun developing at Ojito.
Few Pueblo II structural components were found
by Peckham— two were initially identified in the
Cuervo locality and none were found at Coot Ridge
or Ojito. Tentative room counts suggest that the
area was mostly, if not entirely, abandoned during
this period, and Peckham (1987:94) feels that the
people from this area were attracted to the devel
oping community at Guadalupe at a time when that
community was undergoing rapid growth.
The Pueblo III period marks a sudden change in
the pattern o f occupation for this area. Not only
was this period marked by a 600 percent increase
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in estimated rom count over the Pueblo I occupa
tion, the mean number o f rooms per component
also increased radically, indicating that a different
settlement system was also used. Since no Pueblo
IV components were found, this area also seems to
have been abandoned by the early AD 1300s.
There are some indications that San Ignacio
Black-on-w hite was probably com m on in
Peckham's study area. Peckham (1987:94) notes
that a local variant o f McElmo black-on-white was
common on his Pueblo III sites, and remained
common until the area was abandoned. His ceram
ic notes (Peckham n.d.) record the type as
“McElmoid B/W.” Limited ceramic data exist for
30 o f the Pueblo III sites recorded by Peckham
(n.d.), and a combination o f Santa Fe Black-onwhite and McElmoid Black-on-white was found
on a third o f them, while the McElmo Black-onwhite variant occurred without Santa Fe Black-onwhite in 60 percent o f these assemblages. This is
rem iniscent o f the relationship betw een San
Ignacio Black-on-white and Santa Fe Black-onwhite a little further north in the Middle Puerco
Valley and along the tributaries o f the Lower
Jemez River. This, in addition to a juxtaposition o f
the Cuervo locality, the Prieta Vista community,
and the Salado community, suggests that Peckham
examined related communities.
Some evidence suggests that related communities
were also established in and around modern Zia
Pueblo at about the same time. Ellis (1966) tested
middens at Zia and Punamesh Zia, with the latter
providing the most relevant data to this discussion.
The earliest deposits at Punamesh Zia produced a
pure Santa Fe Black-on white assemblage, except
for some tradewares including a “Chaco variant”
(Ellis 1966:810). Re-examination o f these materi
als showed that the “Chaco variant” is a San Juan
white ware sherd that could be San Ignacio Blackon-white, but cannot be typed for certain (Dean
Wilson, personal communication, 2007). However,
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the associated assemblage o f utility wares has
m ore o f a San Juan than a Rio Grande character
(D ean W ilson, personal communication, 2007).
B arnett (1973) recovered a mixture o f black-onwhite and glaze wares from a site he excavated
near San Ysidro. The black-on-white wares includ
ed some Santa Fe Black-on-white and a type simi
lar to M cElm o Black-on-white. Both o f these
cases are rem iniscent o f the ceramic assemblages
in the M iddle Puerco Valley, Milpas, and Prieta
Vista communities, suggesting that the original
occupants o f both sites might have come from one
or m ore o f those communities.
A lim ited amount o f comparable data are also
available for the M esa Portales, Jones Canyon, and
H eadcut Reservoir areas in the Piedra Lumbre
Valley to the north o f the M iddle Puerco Valley
study area, though much o f it remains anecdotal.
R ecent surveys by the BLM have recorded numer
ous sites on M esa Portales. The north part o f this
area is dominated by G allina sites, most o f which
appear to have been burned (Anthony Lutonsky,
personal communication). The south part o f the
area contains sites w ith mixtures o f Cibolan and
Rio Grande wares, sometimes with a later overlay
o f Gallina wares. The character o f the sites and
ceramic assemblages changes in the Jones Canyon
area, a bit south o f M esa Portales (Anthony
Lutonsky, personal communication). Pure Gallina
sites are rarer in this area, though Gallina pottery
occurs in many assemblages. M ost sites contain a
m ixture o f late Cibolan and Rio Grande wares,
with M cElm o and Santa Fe Black-on-white com
m only occurring. Some ceramic assemblages in
this area also contain a few sherds o f Mesa Verde
Black-on-white, and several sites (mostly in defen
sive locations on high points) contain nearly pure
M esa Verde Black-on-white assemblages. Dates
for these sites seem mostly to be late Pueblo II to
Pueblo III. Small sites in the Headcut Reservoir
area contain ceramic assemblages similar to those
found in Jones Canyon. However, the author has

seen least 7 large pueblos containing pure Mesa
Verde Black-on-white assem blages, again all
occurring on defensible high points.

M O D ELIN G SAN JUAN
M OVEM ENT INTO THE
N O RTH ERN RIO GRANDE
One o f the most significant problems encountered
by archaeologists trying to trace the initial move
ment o f San Juan peoples into the Northern Rio
Grande is a lack o f villages with assemblages
dominated by San Juan pottery. The movement o f
San Juan peoples into the Northern Rio Grande is
generally thought to have begun sometime during
the Coalition period (ca. AD 1200-1325), but no
direct evidence o f this movement has been found.
While Mesa Verde ceramic design styles were
widely adopted in the Northern Rio Grande during
the Coalition period, no sites containing pure San
Juan ceramic assemblages have been found. Does
this mean that San Juan peoples never really
moved to the Northern Rio Grande, or have we
been looking for the wrong types o f evidence?
The Middle Puerco Valley and the related regions
discussed above provide an important ceramic
bridge between the San Juan and Northern Rio
Grande. By comparing data from these communi
ties we can derive an expanded understanding of
regional population and ceramic trends that can be
contrasted with data from the N orthern Rio
Grande. This should also help us to understand
how San Juan peoples moved into the Northern
Rio Grande, and why there is no good ceramic evi
dence for this movement.
Much of the regional population began concentrat
ing in the northern Middle Puerco Valley by the
early 900s, forming the Guadalupe community by
940 and building a great house there by 960, mark
ing the community’s full integration into the emerg
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ing Chacoan system. This trend may have actually
begun earlier, since the Pueblo I population in the
southern part of the Middle Puerco Valley study
area left around 860 and presumably moved north.
The veritable lack o f Pueblo II sites in the Bernabe
Montano Grant localities is particularly illuminat
ing. The Guadalupe community seems to have
attracted most (or all) of the Pueblo I population of
that area, and perhaps also drew people from the
north and east, though this is unclear.
The few ceramic data available for the Piedra
Lumbre drainage suggest that there may have been
an early, pre-Chacoan population in that area.
Early Chacoan wares like Red Mesa Black-onwhite are not common, but later Chacoan wares
(Gallup and Escavada Black-on-white) are fairly
common. Tentatively, this could mean that the
early Pueblo residents o f that area were also drawn
to a developing community, though whether this
was Guadalupe or another undefined locale is
impossible to say. This area seems to have been
densely occupied by late Pueblo II or early Pueblo
III times and, like the development of the Milpas
community, this process may have been linked to
reorganization o f the Chacoan system.
The Classic Chacoan era, lasting from the mid900s to the early 1100s, was a period o f ceramic
stability and continued population growth in the
Middle Puerco Valley, with a major change in the
settlement system occurring in the second half of
the eleventh century when the Salado community
was established to the south, and which probably
remained ritually and perhaps administratively
connected to the Guadalupe community. The
establishment o f the second community was
indicative o f a growing population that had out
stripped the carrying capacity o f the Guadalupe
area, necessitating the use o f new farming areas.
Overall, there was a sharp decline in the popula
tion of the Middle Puerco Valley in the early
1100s, coinciding with a period o f systemic reor
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ganization characterized as the McElmo phase
(Judge 1989; Vivian 1990). The population o f both
clusters probably dropped, though most o f the
decline was felt in the Guadalupe community.
While the population at Guadalupe continued to
decrease until the mid-1100s, the population at
Salado was sharply rising. These opposing trends
are probably indicative o f an internal population
adjustment, with people moving from Guadalupe
to Salado, perhaps augmented by emigrants jo in 
ing (or rejoining) the community. W here
Guadalupe had been dominant in terms o f popula
tion before 1100, by the mid-1100s Salado was
dominant and remained so until the region was
abandoned. Between the mid-1100s and about
1200 the population o f both clusters mostly
increased, with population peaking at Salado
shortly before it did at Guadalupe.
The Bernabe Montano localities and the areas stud
ied along tributaries of the Lower Jemez River
remained unoccupied until the mid-1100s, though
some use o f those areas for collecting resources and
perhaps farming cannot be ruled out. There is also
some ceramic evidence for occupation o f the Piedra
Lumbre area by the mid-1100s. This was when the
population o f the Middle Puerco Valley was experi
encing its second period of growth after the decline
of the early 1100s. This was also a time o f popula
tion decline in the San Juan Basin, with some
degree of emigration from that region almost cer
tainly occurring in the mid-1100s (Judge
1989:248-249; Roney 1995:172; Vivian 1990:344).
Roney (1995:172) notes that, rather than an aban
donment, this movement represents a marked shift
in the settlement pattern to better watered areas.
Some of that population probably moved to the
southeast, joining the Middle Puerco Valley com
munities and perhaps establishing new communi
ties at the southeast edge o f the San Juan Basin.
The late twelfth century establishment of Pueblo
communities in the Piedra Lumbre drainage was
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probably unrelated to population trends in the Middle
Puerco Valley, though they seem to have followed a
similar trajectory. However, the communities estab
lished in the Lower Jemez Valley and on the Bernabe
Montano Grant were probably very closely related to
those in the Middle Puerco Valley. The Milpas,
Cuervo, Coot Ridge, and Ojito communities were
probably established after ca. 1150 (Bice et al. 1998,
Peckham 1987), though Roney (1996:152) suggests
that Ojito and Coot Ridge could have been estab
lished as early as 1130, with the Cuervo community
dating after 1200. Unfortunately, the only dates avail
able for these communities are derived from surface
pottery types and are not very precise. However,
Roney's (1996) dates are interesting in that they place
the establishment of two of these communities at a
time when Guadalupe was losing population and
Salado was expanding. The Milpas community was
also settled during this general time period, and a
close similarity in ceramic assemblages to those of
the Middle Puerco Valley suggests that it represents a
colony o f the latter. Thus, depopulation at Guadalupe
in the first half of the 1100s could have contributed
to population increase at Salado and establishment of
at least three other communities—two to the south
(Ojito and Coot Ridge) and one to the east (Milpas).
The latter is very important, because it may indicate
the first movement of San Juan peoples toward the
Rio Grande.
Population increase in these communities during
the late 1100s is indicative o f a large-scale move
m ent o f San Juan peoples into the region. After
partial depopulation o f the M iddle Puerco Valley
in the early 1100s there was fairly rapid growth
until about 1180, when population levels literally
skyrocketed to a new high by the early 1200s,
rem aining stable until the mid-1200s. The new
high represented a nearly 50 percent increase in
num ber o f rooms over the Chacoan peak, and for
the Bernabe M ontano Grant the estimated number
o f room s increased from about 20 to over 600. Add

to this the establishment o f the Milpas community
and probably two to three other communities in the
Piedra Lumbre drainage, and we're talking about a
lot o f people moving into this area at the edge o f
the San Juan and Rio Grande regions.
Until the mid-1200s, most o f this population used
and produced a mixture o f San Juan and Rio
Grande pottery styles. The temporal relationship
between Santa Fe and San Ignacio Black-on-white
is particularly interesting. Bice (1994:38) notes
that the popularity o f San Ignacio Black-on-white
increased between 1200 and 1300, while the pop
ularity of Santa Fe Black-on-white declined during
the same period. Flurst (2003) noted a similar trend
in the Middle Puerco Valley, with San Ignacio
Black-on-white reaching its apogee there in the
1240s and 1250s. There may be a close relation
ship between the population influx and the grow
ing popularity o f a San Juan variant over a Rio
Grande ware— the people moving into this area
were from the San Juan region, and naturally made
and preferred San Juan types. Though assimilated
into communities that initially used and produced
both wares, as more San Juan peoples moved into
the Middle Puerco Valley the use o f Rio Grande
wares declined. However, it should be remembered
that, stylistically, San Ignacio Black-on-white is
very similar to Santa Fe Black-on-white. Thus, the
technology o f pottery vessel construction swung
back toward the San Juan, but a Rio Grande influ
ence remained in the types o f designs applied to
the exteriors of vessels. This could indicate an
influx of San Juan peoples who made pottery the
same way they always had, but were applying a dif
ferent suite o f decorative styles that were more
closely related to Santa Fe Black-on-white, reflect
ing the styles that were used by the people they had
joined. In other words, the immigrants were assim
ilating local pottery decorative styles, but were
making pottery using the techniques they brought
with them.
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As many have observed in the past, the Rio Puerco
Valley is a perfect highway for movement between
the San Juan and Rio Grande. Large sections of
this part o f north-central New Mexico seem to
have been unoccupied during the Chacoan era,
with the population clustering in communities
rather than spreading across the landscape. This
left room for more people from the San Juan
region to move in. Some areas may have been left
unoccupied as buffers between the Chacoan popu
lation and other groups. This sort o f gap between
groups was common in the American Southeast
during the Mississippian period, and frequently
corresponded to linguistic differences (Thornton
2004:48). A similar situation may have prevailed
in the Southwest, for a time at least. If so, the
buffers began to break down in the early- to mid1100s as the San Juan population began to shift to
better watered areas (Roney 1995:172). Pueblo
peoples began to occupy parts o f the Middle
Puerco Valley that were abandoned when the
Guadalupe community began forming in the early
900s. For the first time they also began moving
east into the Lower Jemez Valley, perhaps violat
ing a buffer between San Juan and Rio Grande
peoples. Further north in the Piedra Lumbre
drainage, the area available for settlement by San
Juan peoples was limited by the presence o f a
Gallina population. Numerous burned sites on
Mesa Portales may attest to conflict that arose
when San Juan emigrants began competing with
the resident Gallinas.
After 1250 the picture becomes more muddied. In
the Middle Puerco Valley there was a drop in pop
ulation just as a new wave o f San Juan peoples was
moving into the region. Whether this indicates that
the earlier residents had left, were driven out, or
were partly assimilated by the newcomers is uncer
tain. The newcomers represent a classic Mesa
Verde whiteware-using population. Similar sites
occur in the Jones Canyon and Headcut Reservoir
areas, but appear to be absent from the Lower
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Jemez Valley and Bernabe Montano Grant. Except
perhaps for the Piedra Lumbre drainage, the late
1 lOOs-early 1200s movement o f San Juan peoples
into the region seems to have been at a low scale.
Numerous small groups o f people probably moved
into the region, were absorbed into existing com
munities, and presumably began manufacturing
the same styles o f pottery. The movement o f Mesa
Verde groups into the region in the late 1200s was
at a larger scale and represents site unit intrusions,
with groups from the northwest moving together
and forming new communities. Many o f these
Mesa Verde villages, especially the larger ones,
were located defensively. The presence o f Mesa
Verde Black-on-white on sites that were estab
lished earlier may indicate that at least some o f the
region was still occupied by related peoples when
the Mesa Verdeans moved in, which in turn could
account for the frequent selection o f defensible
locations for the new settlements.
The existing late twelfth and early thirteenth cen
tury communities in the Middle Puerco Valley and
adjacent areas probably could not absorb all o f the
people moving there from the San Juan region
proper. Indeed, as more and more people entered
the region, they undoubtedly pushed some o f the
original occupants out, contributing to the spread
o f San Ignacio Black-on-white. Though the move
ment o f people from the Middle Puerco Valley
toward the Rio Grande involved a relatively short
distance, it was an important development because
it may have resulted in the violation o f a long
standing informal boundary between the occu
pants o f the San Juan region and the unrelated peo
ples occupying the Northern Rio Grande. San Juan
peoples were probably pulled toward the Middle
Puerco Valley because it was occupied by people
who spoke the same language, possessed similar
beliefs and rituals, and were organized along
similar lines. They were also most likely parts o f
the same w idespread com m unication system.
Knowledge o f environmental conditions along the
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C om m unities founded by em igrants from the
M iddle Puerco Valley between 1150 and 1200
would have had ceramic assemblages dominated
by a com bination o f Rio Grande wares, especially
Santa Fe Black-on-white, and San Juan wares with
Rio G rande-influenced design styles. If these com
m unities m aintained only a low level o f contact
w ith the M iddle Puerco Valley communities and
their nearby offshoots, they would not necessarily
have followed the same developmental trajectory.

helps explain that lack. The Middle Puerco Valley
was occupied by a San Juan population that was
making and using Rio Grande wares by the second
h a lf o f the tw elfth century. This population
expanded outward during that same time period,
establishing new communities. Some o f the new
communities remained closely linked to ceramic
trends in the Middle Puerco Valley, but others
undoubtedly did not. A few changes in vessel con
struction technology in the direction o f Santa Fe
Black-on-white would have resulted in a ceramic
assemblage that did not in the least look like it was
from the San Juan region. Indeed, such technolog
ical changes were probably necessitated by use of
the different clays that were available in the
Northern Rio Grande, which varied in source and
composition from those that were used in the San
Juan region. Communication with occupants of
the Northern Rio Grande would have provided
information on the availability o f land for new set
tlements, and ties gained through trade or inter
marriage probably provided a way in. This process
would have resulted in small San Juan villages in
the Northern Rio Grande that would be invisible
from surface examination alone, because they
would possess the same (or nearly the same)
ceramic assemblage as their Northern Rio Grande
neighbors. These small settlements may not have
initially been viewed as a threat, but as people con
tinued to move into places like the Middle Puerco
and Piedra Lumbre valleys, the new settlements
that encroached on the Northern Rio Grande
would in turn act as magnets, attracting excess
population that was in some way related to them.
If these villages lacked pottery that was distinc
tively San Juan in nature they would be virtually
indistinguishable at a coarse-grained level from
their Northern Rio Grande neighbors.

One o f the largest obstacles involved in getting
San Juan peoples into the N orthern Rio Grande is
the lack o f sites in that area with ceramic assem
blages dom inated by San Juan wares. This scenario

Evidence for this type o f movement is available
from limited excavational data on the northern and
southern Pajarito Plateau. The dividing line
between these areas is Frijoles Canyon, and Kohler

southeast edge o f the San Juan region was proba
bly instrum ental in pulling people into the Middle
Puerco Valley as the population o f the San Juan
region redistributed itself.
The same level o f ties did not exist between em i
grants into the M iddle Puerco Valley and peoples
living in the N orthern Rio Grande. Thus, there was
no sim ilarly strong pull to that area. However,
there was a longstanding tradition o f communica
tion betw een the occupants o f the N orthern Rio
G rande and M iddle Puerco Valley that extended
back to Basketm aker III times. At the very least
this involved the exchange o f goods, especially
pottery and turquoise. There may also have been a
certain degree o f population exchange through
interm arriage or the relocation o f families who
were dissatisfied or were seeking new opportuni
ties. These connections with the N orthern Rio
G rande probably provided people in the Middle
Puerco Valley with a pull for siphoning off surplus
population and malcontents. W hile many o f these
people could have m oved into N orthern Rio
Grande villages and stopped identifying them 
selves as San Juan people, some formed new com
munities. This process o f expansion began by at
least the m id-1100s when the M ilpas, Ojito, and
Coot Ridge communities were founded.
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and Root (2004:169) suggest that the ethnic differ
ences visible between the occupants o f those zones
in the fourteenth century were already beginning
to develop in the thirteenth century. The southern
Pajarito site is Casa del Rito (LA 3852), which was
occupied in the early 1200s (Kohler and Root
2004:150). This site has a southeast-oriented kiva
which lacks an ash pit and a four-post roof support
system— characteristics typical of a San Juan style
pitstructure (Lakatos 2006). The northern Pajarito
site is Area 2 o f Burnt Mesa Pueblo (LA 60372),
which contained a room with the east-oriented
hearth-ashpit-ventilator complex (Kohler and Root
2004:160) that is typical for the Northern Rio
Grande (Lakatos 2006), as well as a possible ritu
ally-used surface room similar to above-ground
southeast corner kivas elsewhere in the Northern
Rio Grande (Steen 1977:40-41; Wendorf and
Reed 1955:145). The section o f Burnt Mesa
Pueblo o f interest to this discussion was occupied
from the mid- to late-1200s.
Variations in structural footprints and artifact
assemblages suggest that these sites were occupied
by different ethnic groups using similar ceramic
assemblages. Casa del Rito appears to have been
occupied by San Juan peoples as evidenced by the
layout o f the pitstructure excavated there, the
structure of the ceramic assemblage, and ties sug
gested by the types of materials identified in the
chipped stone assemblage. Conversely, the same
types of data suggest that Area 2 at Burnt Mesa
Pueblo was occupied by people who were indige
nous to the Northern Rio Grande. Thus, these sites
appear to fit the model presented above. Casa del
Rito may represent a location occupied by San
Juan peoples using Rio Grande style ceramics—
just as the model proposes. Burnt Mesa Pueblo
Area 2 seems to have been occupied by an indige
nous Northern Rio Grande population— feature
types and orientation represent a continuation of
late Developmental period characteristics, and the
surface ritual room may also be descended from
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late Developmental period features. Kohler and
Root (2004:170) feel that, even as the occupation
o f the Pajarito Plateau began, San Juan peoples
tended to settle in the south and Rio Grande peo
ples in the north, and these sites appear to be
indicative o f that process. Two other Coalition
period sites in the Northern Rio Grande exhibit
characteristics similar to those seen as Casa del
Rito, and are probably also indicative o f the move
ment o f San Juan peoples using Northern Rio
Grande ceramic styles into the region. LA 12119
in the Cochiti Reservoir flood pool (Zier 1982),
and Saltbush Pueblo (LA 4997) in Frijoles Canyon
(Snow 1974) both appear to represent villages that
were initially occupied by Northern Rio Grande
peoples who were augmented or replaced by peo
ple who used San Juan style ritual structures and
Northern Rio Grande styles o f pottery.
The characteristics shared by these sites suggest
that San Juan peoples did not move directly into
the Northern Rio Grande; rather, their movement
into that area was punctuated. Had this movement
been direct, we would expect to see obvious intru
sive sites built in defensive locations, similar to
late Mesa Verde sites in the Middle Puerco Valley
and adjacent areas. But no such intrusive sites have
ever been identified in the Northern Rio Grande.
Instead, we see people moving into the Northern
Rio Grande who retained canonical information
concerning what it meant to be a San Juan person,
and expressing that information in how they built
their homes and ritual structures. However, the
suite o f ceramic styles that had originally accom
panied this identity was apparently altered by a
sojourn along the periphery o f the San Juan
region, where ceramic styles (at the very least)
were much influenced by the N orthern Rio
Grande.
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C O N C L U SIO N S
Though speculative, this m odel provides an expla
nation for the ceramic invisibility o f early San
Juan peoples in the N orthern Rio Grande. Rather
than a direct m igration from the San Juan region
we see a punctuated m igration that created a domi
no effect. M ovement out o f the central San Juan to
its m argins probably overloaded places like the
M iddle Puerco Valley. The local population, with
long established ties to the N orthern Rio Grande,
had the ability to move into nearby parts o f that
region that were not heavily populated. The wide
spread adoption o f new ritual and organizational
system s like the kachina cult further muddied the
picture. W hen the last o f the M esa Verde migrants
finally moved in with their cousins along the Rio
G rande, m ost o f the material trappings that would
have identified them as originating in the San Juan
region were gone or obscured.

Evidence for this type o f migration must be sought
at a deep cultural level. A suite o f data sets may be
required in this search, encompassing behaviors
that reflect cultural affinity and underlying cos
mology. These might include topics such as
domestic spatial organization, utilitarian pottery
making techniques, and methods o f textile manu
facture (Blinman, pers. comm. 2002; Clarke 2001;
Lakatos, pers. comm. 2002). Migration is seldom
a simple process, and migrant populations may
undergo quite a bit o f change during their journey
(Clark 2001). Lacking evidence for direct move
ment o f Mesa Verde peoples to the Northern Rio
Grande, we must look to a process that involved
intervening populations with existing ties to the
Rio Grande.
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ADOBE AND SANDSTONE: CONCHAS DAM,
CLYDE TINGLEY, AND THE NEW DEAL

IN TRO D U CTIO N
s Joan Mathien implied during her 2007
remarks at the Chaco Museum Collection
opening at the Hibben Center for
Archaeological Research, University o f New
Mexico (UNM), archival research is both reward
ing and tantalizingly frustrating. Her work with
U N M ’s Chaco Canyon archaeological field school
records, interviews with participants, and the
Civilian Conservation C orps’ Chaco’s records, is
an ongoing project that simultaneously answers
questions and poses riddles. For the recent past,
excavation o f archival records frequently is more
useful than archaeological excavation and provides
context and background otherwise unseen through
archaeological methods.
The nominal 75th
anniversary of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
New Deal, UNM ’s involvement in Chaco Canyon
and the Chama River Valley, and the Corps of
Engineers’ construction o f Conchas Dam occurs
during the next few years. While Conchas Dam
still functions, there are only remains of graveled
streets and concrete pads at the Conchas construc
tion town site once containing almost 90 buildings.
This paper sketches the background of the circum
stances leading to the town’s construction and
demise.

A

The U.S. Army Corps o f Engineers (Corps) has a
long, intermittent, history o f involvement in New
Mexico. During the 1850s—1870s the Corps of
Topographical Engineers was involved in scientif

ic and engineering explorations o f the western
United States searching for transportation routes,
natural resources, and constructing roads. It is less
well known that these expeditions included anthro
pologists, geologists, botanists, ornithologists,
paleontologists, and artists, among others. In
1849, artist and draftsmen Edward and Richard
Kern, and Lieutenant George H. Simpson, Corps
o f Topographical Engineers, were the first Anglos
to describe and sketch many o f the largest ances
tral Pueblo ruins in Chaco Canyon (Simpson
1852). They were a part o f the larger Colonel John
M. Washington expedition that subsequently trav
eled to Canyon de Chelly and returned to Santa Fe
by way o f Inscription Rock where the Kerns made
tracings and added their names. Notes concerning
the area around the confluence o f the Arroyo de
Los Esteros and the Pecos River were taken by
both Captain Flenry B. Judd in 1850 and Brevet
Major James H. Carleton, who also cached sup
plies there, in 1852 (Levine 1987:50). This loca
tion is now within the C orps’ Santa Rosa Lake.
During the 1874-1875 Lieutenant George M.
Wheeler, Corps o f Engineers, expedition that tra
versed the Chama River Valley, Utes and Jicarilla
Apaches were photographed at the village o f
Abiquiu by T.H. O ’Sullivan (many o f these photos
are in the Museum o f New Mexico archives). H.C.
Yarrow, surgeon and zoologist, recorded the ruins
o f Poshuouinge, three miles east o f Abiquiu.
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(Yarrow 1875; Jeancon 1923). Internationally
know n paleontologist E. D. Cope discovered fos
sils on what would later become Ghost Ranch.
The ranch’s owners, A rthur and Eleanor Pack, fig
ured into the 1934-1936 U N M ’s excavation at
R iana Ruin and graduate student Frank H ibben’s
future (H ibben 1937; Preston 1995:70). Riana
Ruin is situated adjacent to a portion o f the Chama
River now within the C orps’ A biquiu Reservoir.
Following the conclusion o f the W heeler expedi
tion, the Corps would not return to New Mexico
for m ore than 50 years and then only as a result o f
the m achinations o f G overnor Clyde Tingley,
President Roosevelt, and the New Deal.

grams for writers, artists and teachers. New
Mexico was one of the most destitute states in the
Union even prior to the onset o f the Depression
(Arrington 1969:311-316), and the Conchas Dam
construction project was specifically justified as a
means to bring wage paying jobs to an area of great
unemployment. Fabor- intensive methods, such as
hand-made adobes and hand-quarried local sand
stone blocks, were employed during the construc
tion o f an entire town supplying the needs o f labor
ers and managers. These and other non-mechanized
techniques employed as many as possible in the
destitute portion o f the United States comprised by
New Mexico and the Texas panhandle.

Conchas Dam, located 35 miles northwest o f
Tucumcari, New M exico, in San Miguel County,
was constructed by the Corps between 1935 and
1939. It is situated in the South Canadian River
approxim ately one-quarter mile below its conflu
ence w ith the Conchas River and occupies a por
tion o f the 1824 Pablo M ontoya Grant that had
been purchased by the Bell Ranch. Construction
was approved by President Franklin D. Roosevelt
in July, 1935, as a part o f the Works R elief
Program under the Emergency R elief A ppropri
ation A ct o f 1935. It was adopted by Congress in
the Flood Control Act o f 1936 to provide flood
control, irrigation, and municipal water supply. In
addition to building the dam, the Corps was also
designated as the perm anent project operators in
the Flood Control Act o f 1938, not coincidentally
relieving the State o f New M exico from the task.

Numerous obstacles, both national and local, had
to be overcome prior to any actual construction. In
many respects, the issues were the same— budgets,
resistance to governmental assistance or interfer
ence, and loss o f vested self-interest. The struggles
at the national level have been extensively chroni
cled (e.g., Schlesingerl959; Feuchtenburg 1963).
Above and beyond the philosophical and political
struggles were the practical concerns, such as costbenefit ratios. The initial 1931 construction cost
estimate of over $11,600,000 was rejected by the
Corps and Congress as not economically justified.
The word “destitution” from a 1933 report,
“Unemployment and D estitution in Certain
Sections o f Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado,
and New Mexico” is an excellent summary o f the
conditions in New Mexico. Not until 1935 and
only with the possibility o f using ERA relief work
ers was the dam considered economically viable.
Ultimately 2,500 people worked on Conchas Dam,
many for as little as $0.25 per hour. That small
sum did not preclude a continuous waiting list of
applicants and, in accordance with ERA provi
sions, 90 percent o f the employees were listed on
relief rolls and 10 percent on the Civil Service
Commission registry. O f the former, 80 percent
were from New Mexico and 20 percent were from
the Texas panhandle. Most skilled workers were

The project is a consummate example o f the New
Deal in New Mexico and involved essentially every
N ew Deal program created by the Roosevelt
Administration from the 1935 Federal Emergency
R elief A ct (ERA) to the term inal Civilian
C onservation C orps (CCC).
Both the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) and the Public
Works Administration (PWA) were involved, as was
the Works Projects Administration (also WPA) pro
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from California and the mid-west due to the
absence o f skilled workers in New Mexico (Welsh
1985:22-32).
While “destitution” is one New Mexican descrip
tive, “isolated” is another. The earliest Anglo visi
tors commented on lack of material goods and
primitive technology. The factors impeding the
growth o f New Mexico in the second half o f the
19th century were also responsible for few if any
requests o f direct involvement from outside o f the
state. The “Old Guard” (Kammer 1994), or the
“ Santa Fe Ring” (Welsh 1985), the group o f Santa
Fe businessmen, lawyers, and politicians not wish
ing interference with their goal of self-enrichment,
did not request outside scientific or technological
federal support (Welsh 1985:19—21). Prior to
Governor Clyde Tingley's election, the conserva
tive, usually Republican, goal o f New Mexican
state government was not long-range planning but
rather balancing the budget; even as state revenues
were declining the existence o f problems was
denied. This conservative leadership dominated
the Territorial and early state legislatures and was
committed to the status quo of maintaining their
personal wealth which resulted from investing in
banking, mining, ranching, land speculation, and
merchandising. They saw little reason for public
capital improvements. Exceptions to this philoso
phy occurred only in order to provide tangible
proof that the Territory o f New Mexico was ready
for statehood by beginning to develop colleges and
charitable public institutions in the two decades
prior to 1912 (Kammer 1994:6-7). New Mexico's
applications for statehood were rejected more
times than those o f any other state in the union for
numerous reasons combining race, language, reli
gion, and backwardness.
Republican Governor, Richard C. Dillon, 1927 to
1931, noted that ideal state government was effi
cient and run “ ...on sound business principles.”
Successful government resulted from the volun
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tary cooperation o f individuals. This laissez-faire
philosophy, characterized as “entirely innocent o f
administrative theory", resulted in the exercise o f
few regulatory powers and little responsibility for
any role in public services (Kammer 1994:7). As
a direct result, capital improvements were essen
tially nonexistent; the value o f farm, livestock, and
taxable properties declined drastically in the
1920s. The state's revenue was based on property
tax. While state budget appropriations were cut in
the late 1920s, the tax base supporting the remain
ing governmental functions declined more rapidly
than any savings generated by the cuts (Kammer
1994: 8). Welsh (1985:20) noted that by the height
o f the Depression approximately 50 percent o f
New Mexicans were unemployed and only one
percent o f the irrigable land was actually under
cultivation.
In December, 1932, Governor A rthur Seligman,
a tw o-term fiscal conservative, requested
$90,000.00 from the Federal R econstruction
Finance Corporation (RFC); in his January, 1933,
address to the legislature he praised the modesty o f
his request. Yet within two months, fully one-third
o f the state’s citizens required some form o f relief
merely to subsist and in the spring the RFC pro
vided $465,000.00 in an attempt to mitigate some
effects o f the state's economic catastrophe. Even
as farm prices dropped and farm foreclosures
spread in eastern New Mexico, Seligman’s plan to
fight the Depression was economic restraint.
Officials at the state capital ceased to plan pro
grams and many departments did little except cre
ate budgets. As the economic crises worsened,
Seligman's inactivity alienated even the moderate
Republicans as he refused to work with them to
devise ways to stimulate the state's economy
(Kammer 1994:11-19).
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shade, Hollied was promoting rose and vegetable
gardens (Kammer 1994:27-28).

Seligman died on September 25, 1933, and fellow
conservative Andrew Hockenhull completed the
rem ainder o f his term. The latter was carried along
by the increasing pace o f the federal relief pro
gram s, and he presided over initial expansion of
state relief bureaucracy, the State Planning Board’s
creation, and a legislative session’s creation o f a
state park com m ission and a state sales tax.
However, Federal policy makers saw that state
adm inistered programs were responding too slow
ly and the economy was not recovering.
In
N ovem ber, 1933, Roosevelt created the Civil
Works A dm inistration (CWA)— a Federally oper
ated program with offices throughout the states;
however, as this was a stopgap program through
the winter, many projects were limited to repairs of
existing facilities. As the CWA publicized New
Deal goals, New M exican's resistance began to
break down and resulted in the first wide-spread
projects in New Mexico. Repairs to schools, play
grounds, outhouses, roads, irrigation systems, city
halls, courthouses, plazas, and parks were under
taken; however, Federal planners realized that
m ajor construction projects were required to
em ploy large num bers o f w orkers (K am m er
1994:20-27).

The unrealistic approach o f New M exico’s govern
ment left the state totally unprepared to deal with
the ramifications o f the Depression. In this con
text o f state and national economic collapse and
the inability o f the state’s leadership to develop
meaningful relief programs, the ensuing response,
forged by the interaction between President
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal Programs and
Governor Clyde Tingley, forever changed the
structure, scope, and character o f New Mexico's
government and built environm ent (Kammer
1994:14-17).

During the Seligman/Hockenhull gubernatorial
term , 1932-1934, A lbuquerque M ayor Clyde
Tingley becam e intimately fam iliar with the incip
ient New Deal programs by bringing CWA pro
jects into the city o f Albuquerque, including the
17-acre Roosevelt Park near UNM, Tingly Beach
adjacent to a flood control channel and the Rio
Grande, and others. Over 200 men with hand tools
constructed Roosevelt Park, named by Tingley in
honor o f the President. The park was designed by
Clarence E. Hollied a form er superintendent of
greenhouses at Cornell University, and while
Tingley distributed thousands o f Siberian Elms for

Compared to the small number o f New Mexico's
government-sponsored capital improvements, the
projects completed through New Deal programs
are nothing short o f profound. New Mexico is
ranked fifth among all states (behind Nevada,
Montana, Wyoming, and Arizona) in per capita
expenditure o f New Deal money from 1933-1939.
New Deal programs administered separately by
the Indian Service raise the total within New
M exico even higher (Kam m er
1994:2).
Contrasted with the 294 federal and nonfederal
PWA projects in New Mexico are the almost 4,000
WPA projects divided essentially equally between
two categories, service and engineering or con
struction. The 64.3 million dollars spent on WPA
projects in New Mexico made dramatic changes in
public capital improvements.
In 1934, the New Mexico State Planning Board
advocated the Spanish-Pueblo Revival Style as a
locally derived type in harmony with its surround
ings by featuring simplicity o f design, and correct
use o f mass, color, and wall space. The Territorial
Revival style was also favored. The State Planning
Board worked with John Gaw Meem, Willard C.
Kruger, James F. Zimmerman, and WPA staff
architects to promote the wide-spread use o f this
regional style just as the New Deal money was
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becoming available to New Mexico. The SpanishPueblo and Territorial Revival Styles received
more attention as an example o f the New Deal's
support for a regional architectural heritage in the
Southwest than any other style in the country
(Kammer 1994:32). One o f the lasting New Deal
legacies was establishing these two regional con
struction styles for the governmental buildings
with a quasi-official status which remains in use to
this day. Many of these buildings, some o f adobe,
are illustrated in Groben (1941) while adobe is the
theme o f El Palacio (1972).
Following his gubernatorial election, Tingley,
1934 to 1938, was prepared to plunge into the New
Deal with the goal o f improving New Mexico by
expanding governmental services - a fundamental
tenant o f the New Deal. He assumed office on
January 1, 1935, and shortly thereafter was noti
fied by federal administrators that the state would
be required to carry greater financial responsibili
ties. In response, Tingley made personnel changes
and presided over the 1935 legislative session. To
insure that New Mexico fully utilize New Deal
programs already in existence he prepared bills
which reorganized components o f the state gov
ernment and provided the statutory power to use
the programs.
One result o f the personnel
changes, some o f which were overseen by the
regional FERA administrator sent to New Mexico
by Harry Hopkins (WPA), was that the state’s
WPA administration became an independently
constituted administrative board rather than a
politically appointed component o f state govern
ment.
In the summer o f that same year,
Roosevelt's new work relief program, the WPA,
began. Under Tingley’s guidance. The WPA, put
thousands o f New Mexicans back to work on pro
jects which resulted in unprecedented public capi
tal improvements (Kammer 1994:36-41).
During this time Tingley not only whole-heartedly
embraced the New Deal, he maintained a special
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relationship with President Roosevelt. In Septem
ber, 1932, Tingley accompanied Roosevelt and his
campaign train through a portion o f New Mexico.
During his terms as Governor, he made 23 trips to
Washington, D.C. to lobby for New Deal pro
grams. His “down-to-earth” personal political
style, gregarious nature, and intense drive facilitat
ed his quest to save the state from its self-induced
ruinous depression (Kammer 1994:2,57,59).
Through his tireless efforts to improve conditions
throughout the state by promoting most, if not all,
of the available New Deal programs, Governor
Clyde Tingley built a record o f public works
unparalleled in the state's history. His undertak
ings were assisted by an alm ost com pletely
Democratic slate o f New Mexican New Deal loy
alists (Senators Carl Hatch and Dennis Chavez and
Congressman John Dempsey) and by the fact that
New Mexico was such an impoverished state even
prior to the onset of the Depression that it was an
obvious target for Federal support (K am m er
1994:1- 2). His administration completely changed
the character o f state politics and government from
highly fractionalized, self-serving, special interests
to a process o f coordinating the executive and leg
islative branches to accommodate Federal New
Deal policies. During his two two-year terms as
Governor, the projects included 2,916 miles o f
road improvements, 277 new schools, many high
way district buildings, institutional buildings and
hospitals; public parks, water and sewer systems,
and several dams (Kammer 1994:76).

CLYDE TINGLEY A N D
CO N CH A S DAM
It required the Roosevelt Administration's New
Deal programs to entice the Corps back into New
Mexico, and it took the intensely determined and
gutsy personal involvement o f Governor Tingley
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to keep the Corps in the state. In 1932 Franklin D.
Roosevelt was elected and immediately set about
to provide employment to the nation. Roosevelt
and Hopkins realized that large Federally spon
sored and funded projects would employ more
people than small local repairs or improvements.
In 1933 they requested the Corps to reassess the
econom ic merits o f the large flood control and irri
gation projects denied during the Hoover adminis
tration. The Corps concluded that by using relief
work payments for 2,500 laborers the Conchas
project might be viable. The New Mexican delega
tion and Governor Tingley, in particular, worked
tirelessly to turn hope into reality. With the eco
nom ic ju stificatio n provided by using R elief
Workers, the Corps was poised to return to New
M exico. There were, however, two major problems
to overcome: monetary and bureaucratic. New
M exico had no money for its share o f the project
cost, the legislature would not meet for eight
months (early 1936); and Harold Ickes, director o f
the PWA, did not believe in the project’s econom
ic viability (Welsh 1985:21—24).
Governor Tingley, the consumm ate New Deal
Democrat, whole heartedly embraced the Conchas
Dam project and pledged his support to request
any amount o f funds from the State Legislature. In
May, 1935, Tingley was told that $54,000.00 were
needed to purchase rights-of-way from the East
Coast absentee owners o f the huge 40-square mile
Bell Ranch where the dam was to be built. In July
1935, the PWA recommended Conchas Dam for
construction, and the ERA was signed in August.
Tingley conducted an elaborate scheme to acquire
Federal funds by speaking on behalf o f the
Legislature and the Bell Ranch— without the
know ledge o f either party. Tingley prom ised
W ashington that New M exico would purchase
rights o f way while attempting to convince the
ranch owners to accept a good faith 90-day note
w ithout payment. The state legislature would not
m eet until the following January; no money could

be appropriated until then. Captain Hans Kramer,
the Corps' District Engineer in charge o f the pro
ject, threatened to withdraw Federal support when
he learned o f the situation. The manager o f the
Bell Ranch allowed as how: “The governor is in
quite a ja m b ...” (Welsh 1985: 20-25).
Discussions between Kramer and Tingley resulted
in a condemnation suit for 1,100 acres o f the Bell
Ranch for the dam, townsite, and road easements.
The State had no legal authority to initiate con
demnation proceedings because an impasse had
not yet been reached; however, the Bell Ranch was
trapped in an awkward position due to the “fever
heat” gripping the populace at the thought of
wages. Bell Ranch initiated legal challenges, and,
w ithout telling the Governor, local businessm an/w ater com m issioner Arch Hurley o f
Tucumcari suggested to the ranch owners that they
pressure the Corps for water and free electricity to
pump it to 3,000 highland acres in exchange for
17,000 acres for the dam. All the while, Tingley
was attempting to raise $100,000.00; the Corps
believed $234,000.00 to be more appropriate, and
Hopkins (WPA) and Ickes (Interior) were debating
the project’s merits (Welsh 1985:26).
Given the increasingly bleak prospects for
Conchas Dam, Tingley decided on a more direct
course of action. He took the train to the dedica
tion o f Boulder Dam on the Colorado River and
met with his friend President Roosevelt in the lat
ter's railroad car. The result was Roosevelt's sup
port for federal purchase o f the rights-of-way with
the understanding that New Mexico's legislature
would purchase them in January 1936. Conchas
Dam was the only one requiring federal purchase
o f the rights-of-way to be included in the
Emergency Relief Appropriations Act o f 1935.
Ickes was always suspicious o f New Mexico's
politician’s motives; he confided to Bell Ranch
officials that he released the Conchas funding
early in order to force New Mexico's elected offi
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cials to acquire their share o f the costs or lose the
project. In early October, 1935, Tingley learned
that the Corps would abandon it if the rights-ofway funding was not raised by the 22nd o f
October. He continued raising money and in spite
o f additional difficulties, breaches o f confidential
ity, and threats o f a second countersuit by the Bell
Ranch, Tingley eventually prevailed. Without his
undying efforts, the construction o f Conchas Dam
would never have occurred (Welsh 1985).
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Given that the location for the dam was in the m id
dle o f a vast empty space 35 miles from the rail
head and 60 miles from Tucumcari, the entire
undertaking was a much more complicated enter
prise than simply the difficult construction direct
ly associated with the dam; a complex project con
sisting o f the main concrete dam and seven addi
tional structures. (Figures 1-3). M ajor compo
nents necessary for the dam construction were fab
ricated on site: the concrete aggregate plant two
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Figure 2.
Conchas Dam, overview of the project. Taken from Corps of Engineers (1939b).

Figure 3.
Conchas Dam.
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miles downstream o f the dam, a two-mile long aer
ial tramway to transport the aggregate to the con
crete batching plant, heaters to keep the aggregate
and the concrete from freezing during winter aeri
al transportation, a secondary aerial cableway to
carry the buckets of concrete to the point for
dumping, haul roads for removal of excavated
material, a short railroad, and machine and vehicle
maintenance shops (Kramer 1941: Vol.I).
An entire town was created by constructing virtu
ally every facility and amenity imagined as being
associated with life in the 1930s. Everything had
to be arranged for or created— roads, domestic and
construction water supply, housing for single and
married personnel, stores and churches, the most
modern hospital in New Mexico, schools and
teachers, a movie theater, recreation hall, offices,
police, and doctors. It required the Roosevelt
Administration's New Deal programs to entice the
Corps into New Mexico, and it took the intensely
determined and gutsy personal involvement of
Governor Tingley to keep the Corps in the state.
The result was approximately 88 buildings con
structed between the fall o f 1935 and summer o f
1936 by about 2,500 workers at a cost o f
$1,500,000.00. He compared the engineering,
logistical, social, transportation, and administra
tive difficulties in a remote local with a harsh cli
mate and an inadequate water supply to those of
maintaining an army in the field during a time o f
war (Kramer 1941:Vol.I).

ADOBE BRICKS AND
SANDSTONE BLOCKS
One of the fundamental tenants of the New Deal
programs was to provide employment, and as soon
as the protracted negotiations for rights-of-entry
and land acquisition were completed, people were
put to work on the access road from the railhead at
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Newkirk, 35 miles south o f the dam site. Initially
hand tools such as shovels, pry bars, and horsedrawn Fresnoes were used as no mechanical equip
ment was available and few locals were able to
operate such machines. Many more people could
be employed if hand tools were used. During the
entire project, even when mechanized equipment
was on-site, men with hand tools and horses were
used to dig trenches and foundations. Fresnoes
were commonly used for road and ditch construc
tion (see for example construction o f the Middle
Rio Grande Conservancy District Riverside Drain
in Albuquerque in 1935, Figure 17, Dodge and
Santillanes 2007). Hand tools were a necessity for
another reason. The majority o f the available work
ers were unskilled but required immediate employ
ment; relying on hand tools was the fastest way to
provide assistance to the most people. Once the
work was underway, and in order to provide a life
long benefit, Captain Kramer instituted training
programs throughout the four years o f construction.
These provided skills necessary for the current and
future jobs (Welsh 1985:22—32).
The poverty o f New Mexico was such that there
was never a lack o f people seeking work, in spite
o f the low wages for the unskilled ($.25 per hour)
and limits o f 20 hours per week so that even more
people could be hired (Kammer 1994:64). In addi
tion to road, levee, and foundation construction,
Captain Kramer made use o f the unskilled laborers
in an ingenious manner. Many otherwise unskilled
employees were familiar with the manufacture of,
and building with, adobe bricks. Free dirt from
their own land was virtually the only building
material most New Mexicans could afford. Not
only was this a labor-intensive method which
would employ many workers immediately but it
was also a mechanism to overcome the lack o f
available construction materials in the area and the
high transportation costs associated with import
ing the requisit quantities o f manufactured brick or
milled lumber. Even such necessities as culverts
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Figure 4.
Lot C Brick, testing with five percent lime
by volume, 1936.

Figure 5.
Lot D Brick, testing with 10 percent lime
by volume, 1936.

and tim bers suitable for bridges were not locally
available and had to be imported.

available sandstone into blocks for use in the con
struction. In addition to the 745,266 adobe bricks,
216,850 cubic feet o f sandstone were excavated.
The result was 50 adobe buildings, 29 stone build
ings, and one combination o f adobe and stone
completed at a cost o f $0.19 per cubic foot. The
unit cost for the adobes was $0,037 and the cost
per cubic foot o f the quarried sandstone was $0.08.
These buildings provided dormitory quarters for
1,320 men and apartments and houses for 141
families (Corps o f Engineers 1937; Kramer 1940:
60-63, and 1941:355-362; Foote 1937:265-268).
Three metal warehouses and several wood frame
buildings were eventually constructed.

Over 745,000 m olded adobe bricks were m anufac
tured for use in the buildings o f the construction
town; the standard size was 12 inches by 12 inch
es by 4 inches. Prior to mass production by hand,
experim ents were conducted to establish which
com binations o f soil, additives, and water would
result in the strongest bricks. Using a University
o f A rizona Bulletin reporting the results o f adobe
testing as a basis, Corps employees compared the
shrinkage, cracking, and compressive strength in
adobes. Soil was taken from six and eight differ
ent locations in two different fields. The investiga
tors determ ined the varying percentages o f clay,
silt, sand, and gravel in the samples; and used dif
ferent lengths o f straw, differing percentages o f
lime, and raw well water versus distilled water in
order to guarantee the highest rate o f successful
adobe brick manufacture (Figures 4 and 5). In
order to prevent breakage, the bricks were loaded,
unloaded, and stacked by hand, and they were
transported and stacked on edge to minimize
breakage and the effects o f weathering (Corps of
Engineers 1937).
W hen it was too cold in the w inter to make adobes,
the workers were sent to quarry and shape locally

By late August 1936, an entire town characterized
by wide gravel streets and buildings o f typical
Southwestern architecture was created to support
the construction project. The typical Southwestern
architecture ultimately became known as Pueblo
Revival and that style is the quasiofficial architec
tural style o f the New Mexico governmental build
ings. It is a direct result from the state's involve
ment in the New Deal. The construction included
roads, gas and power lines, and a sewage system.
In addition to the 36 dormitories and 132 individ
ual houses and duplex apartments, the following
structures were also built: a mess hall capable o f
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Figure 6.
Mess hall under construction, December 1935.
feeding 1,500 employees (Figure 6), an adminis
tration building, a 24-bed hospital which was one
o f the most modern in the state, a filling station, a
business building (which housed a drug store, a
restaurant, a dry cleaning and tailor shop, a barber
shop, a pool hall, a grocery store, and a beauty par
lor), a grammar and high school (average each
year o f 50 in grammar school and 100 in high
school), a town hall which also contained the post
office, a service building, a guest house, a concrete
and soils laboratory, and a sewage disposal plant.
A few months following the major construction
effort a movie theater capable o f seating 700
patrons, three 8-car garages, nine single houses,
and a Catholic church were added. Due to the
unsuitably high saline content o f the well water,
four 2,200,000 gallon water storage tanks, a com
plete water purification plant, and a complete
power house with six 285-kilowatt natural gas
engine generating units were constructed. The
requisite natural gas for cooking, heating, and the

power house was supplied by a six-inch, 30-m ile
long, pipe line constructed by relief workers.
Telephone, telegraph, and a post office were pro
vided. A WPA grant for three grade school teach
ers for the 1936-1937 academ ic year was
acquired; the following academic year, the New
Mexico Board of Education established a grade
school and a high school at the site as there were
more than enough pupils to justify the action.
While the New Deal is well known for the construc
tion projects undertaken throughout the country, it is
less well known that there were also artists and writ
ers projects established to provide support for the
humanities. Two paintings were done of the Conchas
Dam construction by the WPA artist Odon
Hullenkremer. He was probably born in Budapest,
Hungary, in 1889, immigrated to the United States in
1912, and moved to Santa Fe in 1933. He studied art
in Budapest, Paris, Berlin, and Munich. The larger of
the two paintings, six feet by twelve feet, portrays
individuals who were working on the project at the
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time (Cohea, 1976). The smaller
1936 painting, approximately
four feet by eight feet, is proba
bly a rendition o f the town.
The
Civilian
Conservation
Corps (CCC) was established on
April 15, 1933, and was a pro
gram to employ people in con
struction o f roads, trails, build
ings, fences, and environmental
ly related projects including ero
sion
control, reforestation,
revegetation, and facilities in
recreation areas.
They also
undertook archaeological exca
vation, as in Chaco Canyon. The
$101.00 spent per capita o f the
entire population o f New
Mexico ties New Mexico with
Arizona as the fourth highest
overall in the country.
The Construction town was
located on land leased to the
Federal Government by the Bell
Ranch but only for the duration
o f the construction after which it
was to be demolished and any
salvaged materials sold to other
Corps Districts or Government
agencies. Following the usual
bureaucratic entanglements be
tween the Corps, the State, NPS,
and the Bureau of Reclamation, the construction
town was demolished. However, neither adobe nor
sandstone could be profitably sold or transported
great distances; therefore, much o f the demolition
was done carefully by hand as a decision was made
to reuse the adobes to construct the Corps’ adminis
tration building (Figure 7) and houses (Figure 8) for
the personnel operating the dam. Again, the adobes
were loaded and unloaded by hand. The town was

Figure 7.
Conchas Dam administrative building.

Figure 8.
Conchas Dam housing.
taken down by the CCC, and in 1939 five houses and
an administration building were built by a combina
tion of the CCC, and government and contractor
employees. The administration building and the
houses are still in use (in 2007) some 68 years later.
As per the agreements the land that the town sat on
reverted to its private owner and is still (in 2007) in
private ownership.
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The administration building and the residences are
essentially unaltered outstanding examples of the
New Deal Pueblo Revival architecture in New
Mexico. At the time of construction, the concern
that the buildings represent the Pueblo Revival Style
was such that the following instructions were issued:
The exterior plaster shall be...uneven and
wavy... lac king in uniformity and mechani
cal workmanship...to harmonize with the
Pueblo style o f architecture. Generally the
effects strived for are not to be produced by
effort but by workmen using only small
trowels, no straight edges, and their eye for
plum bing and leveling. (Specifications:
Permanent Facilities, 1939)
One single house o f six rooms and four duplex
apartment buildings were constructed; all have
patios, concrete footings, basements and a garage
constructed in the same style. All o f the houses
and the administration building are o f adobe, with
stucco exteriors, plastered interiors, and viga ceil
ings in the living rooms, public spaces, and front
porches. The living and dining room house floors
and the administration building floors are white
oak; the porch floors and walkways are o f locally
quarried sandstone. Each has a kiva fireplace with
a flagstone hearth. The canales were copper lined.
The interior window sills are one-inch thick white
marble (Corps o f Engineers 1939a). In keeping
with the CCC spirit trees were planted throughout
the administrative area and a small park was estab
lished adjacent to the administrative building.
In the end 2,500 people worked over 10,000,000
hours to construct not only a complex dam, but a
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completely modern town o f adobe and sandstone.
Construction o f the town began in the winter o f
1935, and by the time it was completed in the sum
mer o f 1936, over 2,500 relief workers had been
involved at a cost o f $1,500,000.00. In general,
during the entire undertaking, 1,300,000 cubic
yards o f material were excavated, while 836,000
cubic yards o f concrete, 2,900,000 cubic yards
of earth fill, and 785,000 cubic yards o f rock fill
were placed. The estim ated total cost was
$15,000,000.00.
It took the effects o f the depression, the dust bowl,
the New Deal, and Governor Tingley for New
Mexico to emerge from isolation. The role that the
New Deal played in changing the built environ
ment o f New Mexico from 1933 through 1942 is
nothing short o f profound. New Mexico is one o f
the highest ranked states with respect to benefitting the most from New Deal programs, especially
those concerned with building and conservation.
Not only was New Mexico poor but it lacked agen
cies capable o f delivering social services.
However, the Federal agencies created by the
efforts o f the New Deal to stimulate the American
economy and to alleviate widespread unemploy
ment through work relief projects forced states
with few state agencies and services to create them
in order to receive the large amounts o f Federal aid
being made available. The programs o f the New
Deal essentially created the existing New Mexico
state government, confirm ed the architectural
style o f the governmental buildings, and the entire
process brought New Mexico from the dark ages
into the modern era.
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OWEN SEVERANCE

Owen Severance

PREHISTORIC MIGRATIONS WEST OF
RECAPTURE WASH, SOUTHEASTERN UTAH

everal episodes o f migration into and out of
the area west o f Recapture Wash in south
eastern Utah occurred between Basketmaker II and the final abandonment o f the area
during late Pueblo III. A primary attraction for the
migrants was the large area on Milk Ranch Point
in the upper part o f the South Cottonwood
drainage that was suitable for farming. Based on
the numerous small sites that have been recorded
there, it was a preferred location, possibly as early
as Basketmaker II. Because most o f the sites were
used for a relatively short period o f time, the
ceramic assemblages at Basketmaker III and later
sites allow them to be placed in narrower time cat
egories than the generic Pecos classifications. In
turn, this leads to a better understanding o f the cul
tural dynamics that took place in this part o f south
eastern Utah.

S

BACKGRO UND
This paper is an expansion o f the discussion o f
ethnic, or cultural, diversity within the Mesa
Verdean culture that was presented in a previous
paper (Severance 2003). In southeastern Utah west
o f Recapture Wash (Figure 1), which is outside o f
the core area o f Mesa Verdean culture, an affilia
tion with the core area is determined primarily by
the pottery at archaeological sites. While many
different clays were used to make pottery, the tem
per that was added to the clay is typically used to
determine the cultural association. The temper

most often found in Mesa Verde pottery is crushed
igneous rock (Breternitz et al. 1974:vii) that is
made from cobbles that were readily available
along the San Juan River, in most o f its northern
tributaries, and in other scattered areas. The pres
ence o f crushed igneous rock temper in pottery
may be a convenient way to identify a Mesa
Verdean cultural affiliation, but such a broad defi
nition can be deceiving in this western area. The
cultural differences between the people who lived
west o f Recapture Wash in southeastern Utah and
those living east o f there and in the core Mesa
Verde area, as described in Severance (2003), are
significant and call into question cultural relation
ship between the people in the two regions. For
convenience, the people who lived in the western
area and used igneous rock temper in their pottery
will still be referred to as M esa Verdean people,
but that designation may change in the future when
more information is available. Their movements
into and out o f the area west o f Recapture Wash
are discussed below.
James Allison’s 2004 paper on “ Red Knobs”
(42SA259), a site about 10 km (6 miles) north o f
“Cottonwood Falls” (42SA5222) in the South
Cottonwood drainage (Figure 1), includes a
ceramic analysis that indicates to me that the occu
pation o f the area west o f Recapture Wash is more
complex than previously thought. A llison’s paper
prompted additional research into the pottery from
sites in the area, which has produced more infor
mation about the region’s prehistoric population
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Southeastern Utah and places discussed in the text.
dynamics. It now appears that instead o f just one
group o f people, identified as M esa Verdeans by
the igneous rock temper in their pottery, moving
into the South Cottonwood drainage during the
early part o f Pueblo I and expanding their occupa
tion from there, a second, apparently unrelated,
group o f people, also called M esa Verdean because
o f the tem per in their pottery, moved into the
Comb Wash drainage during late Pueblo I. These
two occupations followed different scenarios until
southeastern Utah was abandoned by A.D. 1300.

Much of the new information came from the Milk
Ranch Point area on the Manti-La Sal National
Forest which was intensively used for prehistoric
farming, starting, perhaps, as early as
Basketmaker II. Most o f the farming on this eastward-sloping area occurred from an elevation o f
2,376 m (7,800 feet) down to about 2,071 m (6,800
feet) in an area o f about 41 sq km (16 square
miles). Field houses and other seasonally occupied
sites dominate the features that were recorded in
that area (DeBloois 1975). In order to determine
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lack o f tree ring dates for establishing the time o f
use for ceramic types in southeastern Utah
requires using published dates from southwestern
Colorado, even though they may need to be modi
fied when better information is available from
Utah. The dates in Breternitz et al. (1974) were

when the sites were occupied, I analyzed the pot
tery from 196 sites where at least 20 sherds were
collected.
Table 1 shows the time divisions that were estab
lished using the ceramic data from these sites. The
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

M e s a V e rd e B /W

X

A D 1 2 0 0 -1 3 0 0

A D 7 0 0 -9 5 0
B lu f f B la c k -o n -re d
A D 7 5 0 -9 5 0
D e a d m a n s B la c k -o n - re d
A d 8 7 5 -1 0 0 0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

A D 1 1 8 0 -1 3 0 0

L a te P u e b lo III

L a te P 11/E a rly P 111

X

M c E lm o B la c k -o n - w h ite
A D 1 0 7 5 -1 3 0 0

A b a jo R e d -o n -o r a n g e

A D 1 0 7 5 - 1 180

M id d le /L a te P II

X

X

A .D . 9 8 0 -1 3 0 0

A D 1 0 0 0 -1 0 7 5

E a rly /M id d le P II

X

M a n c o s G ra y
A D 8 7 5 -9 8 0

A D 5 7 5 -9 0 0

A D 9 2 5 -1 0 0 0

M id d le /L a te P I

A D 8 2 0 -9 2 5

A D 7 7 5 -8 2 0

E a rly /M id d le P I

A D 7 5 0 -7 7 5

E a rly P u e b lo I

B M III p rio r to

C e ra m ic T y p e

A D 725

Table 1.
Mesa Verde ceramic types used to determine occupation periods
west of Recapture Wash.
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used w ith the following exceptions that are based
on ceramic assemblages at sites in southeastern
Utah. W hite Mesa Black-on-white has a longer time
span than the dates o f AD 825-925 published by
Hurst et al. (1985). I use AD 775-1000 because the
initial appearance o f this type on Milk Ranch Point
is at sites with M occasin Gray which has a starting
date o f AD 775, and it is also found on sites that
were occupied as late as AD 1000 in the Brushy
Basin drainage (Figure 1). Mancos Black-on-white
can be found on late Pueblo III sites (Brew 1946;
Severance 2004); therefore its end date has been
changed to AD 1300. Unlike the case in southwest
ern Colorado (Bretemitz 1974:vi, vii) Mancos,
Dolores, and M esa Verde Corrugated jars can all be
found on both Pueblo II and Pueblo III sites west o f
Recapture Wash. The beginning and end dates have
been adjusted accordingly. Finally, Abajo Red-onorange and B luff Black-on-red can both be found
on early/middle Pueblo II sites on Milk Ranch
Point; therefore their end dates have been extended
to AD 950.
In previous papers (Severance 2003, 2006) I have
discussed pottery made with clay from the Chinle
Form ation that is exposed at the western base o f
Com b Ridge. This clay turns dark gray or black
w hen fired in a neutral or reducing atmosphere.
The distinctive “black paste” pottery made with
this iron-rich clay can be used to help determine
the movement o f people over time in southeastern
Utah. The prehistoric potters always had more than
one choice o f clay for their pottery; however, the
percentages o f pottery m ade with Chinle
Form ation clays appears to have depended on the
relative ease o f access to that clay source com
pared to other clay sources such as the Morrison
Formation which is found east o f Comb Ridge. By
observing the percentages o f black paste pottery in
collections from various parts o f the area, it should
be possible to determine some o f the movement o f
these people. Table 2 compares the black paste per
centages at Red ICnobs with those at Cottonwood

Falls. 1 consider Red Knobs to be a village estab
lished by the people who settled in Comb Wash
because o f the high percentages o f black paste pot
tery found there in addition to the prehistoric road
that connects it with Comb Wash (Severance
1999). Cottonwood Falls appears to be a storage
and redistribution center established by the people
who settled in the South Cottonwood drainage dur
ing early Pueblo I (Severance 2004). The differ
ences in black paste pottery percentages between
these two sites are significant and consistent over
time.
The following sections discuss the occupation
sequence west o f Recapture Wash as I interpret it,
starting in Basketmaker II. While earlier use of
this area has been documented (Davis 1989; Geib
and Davidson 1994; Hobler and Hobler 1978;
McVickar 2001), the Basketmaker II occupation
on Cedar Mesa represents the first aggregation o f
a prehistoric population in this area (Dohm 1994).

Table 2.
Black paste percentages; sherd count in parentheses.
Pottery
Type

Red Knobs

Cottonwood
Falls

Chapin Gray

40% (30)

28% (233)

Moccasin Gray

51% (51)

22% (142)

Mancos Gray

31% (196)

15% (149)

Mancos Corrugated

20% (10)

9%

(22)

Dolores Corrugated

14% (29)

6%

(17)

Mesa Verde Corr.

29% (7)

8%

(13)

Mancos B/W

65% (205)

30% (589)

McElmo B/W

77% (115)

36% (151)

Mesa Verde B/W

83% (12)

38% (47)
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M IDDLE/LATE BASKETMAKER II
(AD 200 -4 0 0)
The Basketmaker II period is only briefly men
tioned here because this occupation on Cedar
Mesa has been discussed in detail in Dohm (1994),
Lipe (1970), Lipe and Matson (1978), Matson
(1991, 1994) and Matson et al. (1988, 1990). The
Grand Gulch Phase, AD 20(M ft0 (Matson et al.
1988, 1990), saw the first organized occupation
west o f Recapture Wash. “Cedar Mesa was occu
pied as densely as any area yet reported for that
period and clearly was the residential center for a
substantial occupation” (Matson et al. 1990:XI106). Clusters o f pit structures used by early farm
ers have been identified in several o f the areas that
were surveyed during the Cedar Mesa Project
(Chisolm and Matson 1994; Dohm 1994). On
Milk Ranch point DeBloois (1975) identified 16
aceramic sites that he placed in this period.
A dditional research is needed to determ ine
whether these are Basketmaker II sites or are sites
without pottery from other periods.

LATE BASKETMAKER 111
(AD 650-725)
After a hiatus o f about 250 years, the area west of
Recapture Wash was reoccupied. On Cedar Mesa,
it is called the Mossbacks Phase with dates o f AD
650-725 (Matson et al. 1988, 1990). Thirty-two
sites on Milk Ranch Point date to this period, indi
cating that a substantial amount o f farming was
taking place at this time. It is not clear where these
people came from, but they were well established
by the late seventh century AD. Numerous sites
dating to this time can be found west o f Recapture
Wash; for the most part they are scattered across
the landscape, but they are also found in signifi
cant concentrations in a few areas. Many o f the
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sites above 1,827 m (6,000 feet) do not have asso
ciated pit structures, which suggests that they are
summer habitation sites. Several o f them include
rectangular structures as indicated by room out
lines made o f vertical slabs or a single row o f
rocks. Only trace amounts o f Abajo Red-onorange are found at the sites, indicating that these
people had left the area by the early AD 700s. The
Basketmaker III sites on White Mesa, south o f
Blanding, that were excavated by Abajo
Archaeology (Davis 1985) have a similar lack o f
Abajo Red-on-orange sherds.
It appears that most, if not all, o f the people living
west o f Blanding, including those on Cedar Mesa
(Lipe and Matson 1975:68), migrated to other
locations, leaving the area open to settlement by
outsiders. Why did these people leave, and where
did they go? As Blinman (n.d.:54) observes, the
Dolores Project in southwestern Colorado found a
similar abandonment in that area:
Well-dated structures and ceramic assem
blages are abundant for the AD 690s and for
the AD 760s, but data from the intervening
six decades are scant. The environmental
context is one o f strong droughts at the
beginning and end of this transition period
(Blinman 1988:Figure 2.2; Orcutt et al.
1990), while the climate just before and just
after is benign to idyllic.
Assuming that they didn’t leave all o f their pottery
behind, the distribution of Chapin Gray black paste
pottery gives a possible answer to where at least
some o f them went. The percentage o f this black
paste pottery on Alkali Ridge, east o f Recapture
Wash, is the second highest o f all o f the areas that
I checked (Severance 2003:Table 1). One explana
tion for this high percentage is that at least some of
the people who had been living west o f Recapture
Wash moved to Alkali Ridge and joined the large
late Basketmaker III/early Pueblo I community at
42SA13 (Brew 1946).
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EARLY PUEBLO I (AD 750-775)
A relatively short time after the area was aban
doned, a group o f people who used M esa Verdean
p o ttery m oved into the now vacant South
Cottonwood drainage. They started farming on
M ilk Ranch Point (and probably at other areas in
the higher elevations o f the South Cottonwood
drainage) and spent their winters in the lower ele
vations o f the South Cottonwood drainage and in
the Pueblo I villages along the San Juan River near
Bluff. These people apparently established
Cottonwood Falls as a storage and redistribution
center (Severance 2004), because, at an elevation
o f 1,614 m (5,300 feet), it was relatively snow-free
in the winter. They also created a prehistoric
road/trail between Cottonwood Falls and Milk
Ranch Point to access the farm ing area (Severance
2006). Thirty sites on Milk Ranch Point date to
this period which I define by the presence o f Bluff
Black-on-red and the absence o f M occasin Gray in
the ceram ic assemblage (Table 1). These sites on
M ilk Ranch Point have only trace amounts o f
Abajo Red-on-orange, which indicates that the
people who occupied them did not have close ties
w ith the area where that type was produced—
which was probably in the Alkali Ridge area east
o f Recapture Wash (Brew 1946). The scarcity o f
Abajo Red-on-orange, along with the information
presented in the next section, suggests that these
im m igrants probably came from the area south o f
the San Juan River.
Because Cottonwood Falls was occupied over a
period o f about 500 years, the only feature now
visible that might date to early Pueblo I is Feature
1, a small m idden on the east side o f the site
(Severance 2004:Figure 3). The presence o f one
sherd o f B lu ff B lack-on-red in a typical
Basketm aker III assemblage is the only evidence
that the m idden may date to early Pueblo I rather
than Basketm aker III. It is possible, however, that

the Bluff Black-on-red sherd was dropped at a
later time. Therefore the time when this midden
was created is ambiguous.

EARLY/MIDDLE PUEBLO I
(AD 775-820)
The number o f sites on M ilk Ranch Point
increased to thirty-seven during this period. It
appears that the people who built Cottonwood
Falls are still the only Mesa Verdean people living
west of Recapture Wash because there is no evi
dence of an occupation in the Comb Wash area at
this time (Allison 2004; Matson et al. 1988, 1990).
The years between AD 775 and 820 see the addi
tion o f White Mesa Black-on-white and Moccasin
Gray to the ceramic assemblage. White Mesa
Black-on-white is similar to Kana’a Black-onwhite in the Kayenta area except that it uses the
local crushed igneous rock temper instead o f the
sand temper used in K ana’a Black-on-white (Hurst
et al. 1985). This type is the dominant Pueblo I
white ware west o f Recapture Wash and therefore
another indicator that these people were not from
the core Mesa Verdean area where Piedra Blackon-white was the dominant Pueblo I white ware
(Breternitz et al. 1974:30; Hurst et al. 1985). As
stated in the previous section, these people most
likely migrated into this area from south o f the San
Juan River.

M IDDLE/LATE PUEBLO I
(AD 820-925)
A group o f Mesa Verdean people, apparently unre
lated to the “Cottonwood Falls people,” moved
into the Comb Wash drainage, including Cedar
Mesa, during late Pueblo I. Like the people who
established Cottonwood Falls, White Mesa Black-
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on-white is part of their ceramic assemblage, indi
cating that they probably also came from south of
the San Juan River. They built a large residential
village, including a great kiva, in the South
Cottonwood drainage at Red Knobs and connected
it to Comb Wash with a prehistoric road
(Severance 1999). Red Knobs appears to have
been a winter village for people who were farming
at locations other than Milk Ranch Point in the
upper South Cottonwood drainage if, as I believe,
residential sites with great kivas are winter homes
rather than summer farming residences. Allison
(2004:341) indicates that Red Knobs was “occu
pied intensely during two distinct periods: first
around AD 900, then again in the 1100s”— the
same periods that are seen at Mesa Verdean sites in
Comb Wash and on Cedar Mesa. A comparison of
ceramics between Red Knobs and Cottonwood
Falls shows the percentages o f pottery utilizing
Chinle Formation clays are significantly greater at
Red Knobs than at Cottonwood Falls (Table 2),
suggesting that there was not much social inter
change between the two sites.
Sometime in late Pueblo I, the people who were liv
ing in the Comb Wash drainage appear to have
started farming on Milk Ranch Point, apparently
without conflict, along side the people from the
Cottonwood Falls community. The number of sites
on Milk Ranch Point increases to fifty-three, the
largest number for any period. The new people were
dam builders as demonstrated by the remains of
what must have been hundreds of Pueblo I check
dams located in the small drainages at the western
base of Comb Ridge in Comb Wash. Guilfoyle
(2004) describes the changes that occurred on Milk
Ranch Point during the late Pueblo I occupation.
Among other things, the number of sites with asso
ciated check dams triples and site complexity
increases. I believe that the arrival o f this second
group o f Mesa Verdean people explains the “Late
Pueblo I Changes in Settlement on Elk Ridge” that
Guilfoyle (2004:131-137) describes.
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Although Matson et al. (1988, 1990) indicate that
Cedar Mesa was not occupied from Basketmaker
III until late Pueblo II because they did not find
any sites in their sample units that dated to the
Pueblo I or early/middle Pueblo II periods, their
ceramic data for the Cedar M esa Project show six
sites with B luff Black-on-red which was used only
during Pueblo I and early Pueblo II (M atson et al.
1990: Appendix C). Haase (1983:1) states that sites
dating to “the Pueblo I and early Pueblo II peri
ods” can be found on “the extreme eastern por
tions o f the plateau,” and Benson (1984:Table 3)
found both Pueblo I and early/middle Pueblo II
sites in her Owl Creek block survey on Cedar
Mesa. Besides those sites, I have found late Pueblo
I/early Pueblo II sites in the central part o f Cedar
Mesa. Additional evidence for a late Pueblo I
occupation that lasted into early Pueblo II on
Cedar Mesa is in the ceramic data for several sites
excavated along highway U-95 on the northern
part o f the mesa where they identified Moccasin
Gray, Bluff Black-on-red, Deadmans Black-onred, La Plata Black-on-red, and Cortez Black-onwhite (which probably is White M esa Black-onwhite because Cortez Black-on-white is rare west
o f Recapture Wash) sherds (Plimpton 1974:Tables
15, 17, and 18). These types were in use during
Pueblo I and early Pueblo II. After this occupation,
Cedar Mesa apparently was abandoned until late
Pueblo II.
Also during late Pueblo I, the first residential sites
for the period appear in the vicinity o f Cottonwood
Falls. Apparently the milder winter climate in the
vicinity o f the San Juan River did not exert as
much “pull” as it did earlier in Pueblo I. It is also
possible that more people were needed to guard
the food stored at Cottonwood Falls because o f a
threat from the people who had moved into Comb
Wash.
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EARLY/MIDDLE PUEBLO II
(AD 925-1000)
A general exodus from the Cedar Mesa/Comb
W ash/Red Knobs area took place starting in the
early AD 900s. Allison (2004:348) states that Red
K nobs “probably was not occupied, or only very
lightly used, from about AD 950 to 1050 or 1100.”
O n M ilk Ranch Point, the num ber o f sites dating to
this tim e decreases to twenty-nine, probably due to
the abandonm ent o f part o f this farming area by
the people who had been living in the Comb Wash
drainage.
On the other hand, there is no Pueblo II hiatus evi
dent in the ceram ics at C ottonw ood Falls
(Severance 2004:Table 1), indicating a continuing
occupation o f at least part o f that drainage. In
addition to M ilk Ranch Point, a section o f the
B rushy Basin drainage was also being farmed dur
ing this period. A prehistoric road that would have
provided access to that area goes up the Brushy
B asin drainage from Cottonwood Falls (Severance
2004:Figure 5, 154). M ore than 50 early/middle
Pueblo II field houses and fifteen early/middle
Pueblo II unit pueblos are in an area with few sites
from other periods. M ost o f these unit pueblos
appear to have been seasonally occupied because
they have shallow middens. I also found two great
kiva depressions north o f Cottonwood Falls that
date to this period: one in the South Cottonwood
drainage (18.3 m in diameter), and one in the
Brushy Basin drainage (13.7 m in diameter). The
lim ited ceramic assemblages at these sites consist
o f types found at the field houses and unit pueblos.
Both great kiva depressions appear to have had
jacal structures on their perimeters.
M ost o f the farmers in the Brushy Basin area
apparently spent their winters at lower elevations
in the Brushy Basin drainage and on the mesa east
o f the South Cottonwood drainage. There are

Pueblo II/Pueblo III unit pueblos in the Cotton
wood Falls area that may also have served as win
ter homes during both periods.

M IDDLE/LATE PUEBLO II
(AD 1000-1075)
The ceramic assemblage for this period differs
from the previous period only in the absence o f the
early gray ware types. On Milk Ranch Point, the
number o f sites decreases significantly to eight,
possibly due to a less favorable climate for farm
ing at this altitude. Toward the end o f this period,
Kayentans moved into the Comb Wash/Cedar
Mesa area. As with the Mesa Verde culture, the
Kayenta culture is primarily defined by the temper
in their pottery. In this case, the temper in white
ware and gray ware is sand, while the temper in red
ware is a combination o f crushed sherd and sand
(Colton 1955, 1956). The Cedar Mesa Project
(M atson et al.1990) determined that a Mesa
Verdean occupation preceded the Kayenta occupa
tion in that area; however, none o f the earlier
Kayentan sites were included in the 47 sites used
to develop their ceramic seriation (Matson et al.
1990:Table VII). The Kayentan sites without Mesa
Verde pottery that I have found in Comb Wash and
on Cedar Mesa are easy to recognize: all o f the
pottery is from the Kayenta area with Sosi Blackon-white and Dogoszhi Black-on-white being the
most common white wares while Flagstaff Blackon-white is absent. (Sullivan et al. [1995:180] give
the starting dates for Sosi Black-on-white and
Dogoszhi Black-on-white as AD 1057 and 1064
respectively.) Had there been an existing Mesa
Verdean presence, it should have shown up in the
pottery used by the immigrants shortly after their
arrival. Because there is no evidence o f Kayenta
pottery being produced north o f the San Juan
River, we can assume that broken pottery would
have been more easily and economically replaced
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with Mesa Verde types if they were available,
rather than with imported Kayenta wares. It
appears, therefore, that Kayentans moved into the
vacant Cedar Mesa and Comb Wash area before
the Mesa Verdeans returned. Because the sites do
not have masonry room blocks present, the struc
tures probably were made o f jacal, another charac
teristic o f late Pueblo II Kayenta sites (Dean
2002:132; Lipe 1970:115).

gests that they were descendants o f the earlier
occupants and were reclaiming ancestral land
(Allison 2004:353, 358); and they probably tried
to farm the same areas used by their ancestors.
Allison (2004:339) states that the reoccupation at
Red Knobs occurred in the “early to m id-1100s,”
which may be a little later than when these people
moved back onto Cedar Mesa (Matson et al. 1988,
1990).

One o f the possible routes into the area from the
south crossed the San Juan River near the mouths
o f Chinle and Comb Washes, continued up Comb
Wash, and then ascended the east side o f Cedar
Mesa. I have documented about nine miles o f a
prehistoric road going up the middle o f Cedar
Mesa that I interpret as being built by immigrants
from the Kayenta area because two o f the three
sites in direct association with this road have only
Kayenta pottery. The third, 42SA 18431, “resem
bles a Tsegi Phase central pueblo” from the
Kayenta area (Jeffery Dean, personal communica
tion 2007).

The Kayentans on Cedar M esa appear to have
readily interacted with the returning M esa
Verdeans because they start to use M esa Verde pot
tery along with their Kayenta pottery (Lipe
1970:133-135; Matson et al. 1990). Kayenta
sherds, in contrast, are not very common at Mesa
Verde sites. Allison (2004:349, 352, 353) found
that about 0.3 percent of the sherds at Red Knobs
were from the Kayenta area, which is similar to the
percentage o f imported pottery found at Cotton
wood Falls (Severance 2004:143).

LATE PUEBLO II/
EARLY PUEBLO III (AD 1075-1180)
For this period, McElmo Black-on-white is added
to the ceramic assemblage found during the previ
ous period. The number o f sites on Milk Ranch
Point increases slightly to eleven, with most o f
these being located on top o f earlier sites.
Around AD 1100, Mesa Verdeans started to return
to the Comb Wash area and Red Knobs (Allison
2004:348, 358), and they also moved back onto
Cedar Mesa. The dates for the return o f the Mesa
Verdeans to these areas need to be more accurate
ly determined because the three areas probably
were not all reoccupied at the same time. Their
structures were placed on top o f Pueblo I sites in
many places, including Red Knobs, which sug

M IDDLE/LATE PUEBLO III
(AD 1180-1300)
Mesa Verde Black-on-white is now present in the
ceramic assemblage for the final Pueblo occupa
tion in southeastern Utah. The number o f sites on
Milk Ranch point stays at 11; however, several o f
these sites are the largest in that area.
Allison (2004:351) indicates that Red Knobs was
abandoned by the early AD 1200s; and emigration
also may have been taking place in Comb Wash. In
contrast, Cedar Mesa was not abandoned com
pletely until after AD 1250 (Bloomer 1989; Haase
1983:33-35; Matson etal. 1988:247).
Although I have found a few typical Pueblo III
Mesa Verde unit pueblos on Cedar Mesa, it
appears that intermarriage between the Kayentans
and Mesa Verdeans was common. This resulted in
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a hybrid site consisting o f features typical o f both
cultures that is m ost visible in alcoves in the
canyons. For exam ple, at m any sites, the
Kayentans apparently still preferred jacal walls
over m asonry walls for some purposes; so the AD
1200s occupation features structures that are part
jacal, part masonry. Hobler and Hobler (1978:23)
describe the use o f both types o f construction in
granaries at N atural Bridges N ational Monument:
The first story o f each is stone masonry.
Each story is provided with a small rectan
gular doorway grooved to accept a slab door.
Their second stories are o f jacal and have
walls angled inward from the bottom giving
a m odified conical shape to the structures,
the source o f the local name “Teepee Ruin” .
The doors at these and other granaries in this area
are the same as Lindsay and Dean (1983:165)
describe for door openings on Kayenta granaries
during the Tsegi Phase:
The entries are designed to be closed and
sealed from the outside. The doorway is the
com m oner form and it has a grooved or claym olded lintel, threshold, and jam bs fash
ioned to accept a tight fitting stone slab door
held in place by a w ooden rod passed
through loops set in the m asonry at either
side o f the door.
H obler and Hobler (1978:Figure 20) show a draw
ing o f a granary with loops o f this type for holding
a door slab at 42SA6965 in Natural Bridges
N ational M onument. In addition, Figure 19 in
H obler and Hobler (1978) shows a “clay-molded”
entry in a jacal granary. A t M oon House
(42SA5005), Bloom er reports both Kayenta and
M esa Verde types o f doorways (Bloomer 1989).
The Kayenta entry box complex (Dean 2002:132;
Lindsay et al. 1968:261; Powell 2002:Figure 5.10),
w hich can be seen in a jacal structure at Moon
H ouse, was another K ayenta feature. Dean

(2002:132) states: “This feature originated in the
Pueblo II period and is virtually unique to the
Kayenta branch.” Also, traits from both cultures
also show up in the kivas at Natural Bridges
National Monument. Regarding kiva styles in the
Kayenta area, Dean (2002:139) states:
The infrequent occurrence in sites o f the
Tsegi phase o f novel architectural forms that
are far more abundant and have long devel
opmental histories in the Mesa Verde area
attest to contact between these groups. Kiva
pilasters are an example o f this phenome
non, although the Kayenta ignored the roofsupport function o f these features and raised
flat instead o f corbeled roofs over them
(Morss 1927:32).
Hobler and Hobler (1978:Table 2) list attributes
for 22 kivas with a wide variety o f styles in the
Natural Bridges National Monument area; not all
o f the sites have complete information. The rec
tangular kivas include eight with flat roofs, one
with pilasters and a flat roof, and one with a com
bination o f pilasters and a roof that is part cribbed
and part flat. Four o f the round kivas have flat
roofs. Only one round kiva has pilasters and a
cribbed roof, which is the typical Pueblo III Mesa
Verde style.
In the upper part o f the Grand Gulch drainage, I
found a great kiva complex (42SA24584) which
consists o f an 18.2 m diameter great kiva with a
multi-story room block on the north side and a pre
historic road approaching the great kiva from the
northwest. Two unit pueblos are on the east side;
one has a masonry room block and a midden dom
inated by late Pueblo II/Pueblo III Mesa Verde
ceramics. The other unit pueblo apparently had a
jacal room block. Its midden is dominated by late
Pueblo II/Pueblo III Kayenta ceramics. It appears
from this evidence that these two cultures more
than just coexisted on Cedar Mesa. This great kiva
complex is at an elevation o f 2,010 m (6,600 feet)
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and does not appear to be part o f a winter residen
tial site because o f the lack o f additional habitation
structures in the immediate vicinity. It was more
likely a ceremonial center.
Additional research into the occupation sequence
on Cedar Mesa is needed. I estimate that the sam
ple survey conducted by Lipe and Matson (Matson
et al. 1988, 1990) looked at less than two percent
o f Cedar Mesa. And the Natural Bridges National
M onument archaeological survey (M cYickar
2001) didn’t include the canyons where many of
the late sites and almost all o f the standing archi
tecture are located.
At Cottonwood Falls, Mancos Black-on-white and
McElmo Black-on-white dominate the late white
wares (Severance 2004:Table 1). The additional
presence o f a significant amount o f Mesa Verde
Black-on-white pottery indicates that the late pop
ulation peak might have started in the early AD
1100s and lasted well into the AD 1200s, which is
definitely after Red Knobs was abandoned
(Allison 2004). Numerous late Pueblo II/Pueblo
III unit pueblos in South Cottonwood, together
with the lack o f large late Pueblo III sites, indicate
that the aggregation into large sites that occurred
east o f Recapture Wash did not take place in this
drainage (Severance 2003:197, 198).
It would appear that much o f southeastern Utah
was still occupied in AD 1250 (Bannister
1964:174; Bloomer 1989; Chaffee et al. 1994;
Haase 1983:33-35; Lipe 1970:122-130; Matson
et al. 1988:247; Rudy 1955; Thompson et al.
1988:40—42); however, by the late 1200s, almost
all o f southeastern Utah appears to have been
abandoned when the people apparently migrated
to New Mexico and Arizona.
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PUEBLO IV (AD 1300-1600)
No Puebloan reoccupation o f southeastern Utah
took place after the 1200s abandonment. However,
Pueblo IV Hopi ceramics can occasionally be
found in southeastern Utah, indicating that some
o f the ancestors o f the Hopi probably lived in this
area, and that pilgrimages had been made to ances
tral homes from their present homes in Arizona
(Brew 1946:298; Lipe 1970:137, 138).

D ISCU SSIO N
This paper has been an attempt to give an overview
o f the movement o f the prehistoric people into and
out o f the area west of Recapture Wash. The part o f
southeastern Utah being discussed covers more
than 2,070 sq km (800 square miles); therefore,
much more information should be available to
answer additional questions about the prehistoric
occupation of the region. The archaeological site
density in the area west o f Recapture Wash, while
high in some areas, is low enough in most other
places so that sites used for short periods can be
found without the problem o f later occupations
obscuring earlier ones to the extent that excavation
is required to sort out the occupational sequence.
The seasonally occupied sites on Milk Ranch Point
have been especially valuable in examining narrow
er slices of time than are found in the Pecos classi
fications. Analysis of more o f the existing collec
tions from southeastern Utah west o f Recapture
Wash would add significantly to our knowledge o f
the prehistoric occupation in this area.
At this time, the people who lived in this area dur
ing the two Basketmaker occupations do not appear
to be closely related to the later puebloans.
Therefore, I believe that the Pueblo I period is the
key to understanding the later occupations. While
the Milk Ranch Point area was used for farming,
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possibly from as early as Basketmaker II, immigra
tion into the South Cottonwood drainage by Mesa
Verdean people during early Pueblo I set the stage
for later events. The distances that these pueblo
people traveled on a seasonal basis is unusual. The
straight-line distance from the Milk Ranch point
farming area to Cottonwood Falls is 14.5-19 km
(9-12 miles) and it is about 33 km (21 miles) from
Cottonwood Falls to the Pueblo I villages along the
San Juan River. These first immigrants appear to
have had the area to themselves for more than 75
years before a second group o f M esa Verdean peo
ple moved into the Comb Wash drainage in late
Pueblo I. The two groups do not appear to have had
a close association, even though both groups
farm ed on Milk Ranch Point and at other locations
in the South Cottonwood drainage.

groups living their separate lives in the middle/lower South Cottonwood drainage and the
Comb Wash/Red Knobs area.

The Pueblo II period saw substantial changes take
place in the areas that were occupied. The Cedar
M esa/Com b W ash/Red Knobs communities had
existed for less than 100 years before the people
apparently moved on. The early-middle Pueblo II
occupation associated with Cottonwood Falls con
trasts w ith that abandonment. These Pueblo II peo
ple continued to farm on M ilk Ranch Point and, in
addition, utilized an area in the Brushy Basin area
that was little used before and after that time. It
appears that they spent their winters in the lower
part o f the Brushy Basin drainage and in the gen
eral vicinity o f Cottonwood Falls.

For the Cottonwood Falls community, not much
change is apparent in Pueblo III. Farming contin
ues at higher elevations including Milk Ranch
Point as well as at other areas in the drainage.
Numerous Pueblo III sites in the vicinity of
Cottonwood Falls and downstream from there,
many of which were placed on top o f Pueblo I
sites, probably served as winter homes. It appears
that the area was probably abandoned decades
after Comb Wash and Red Knobs were abandoned.
The Cedar Mesa occupation lasted even longer;
the latest tree ring date at Moon House is AD 1268
(Bloomer 1989:Table 2).

Later in Pueblo II, people o f the Kayenta culture
moved into the vacated Comb Wash/Cedar Mesa
area. Some time after they were established in
these areas, the presum ed descendants o f the Mesa
Verdean people who had abandoned the same area
at the beginning o f Pueblo II returned to reclaim
their ancestral lands. The close association that
then developed between the Kayentan and Mesa
Verdean occupations on Cedar M esa is very inter
esting because it appears to be a much closer rela
tionship than that between the two Mesa Verdean

The people who established Cottonwood Falls as a
storage and redistribution center (Severance 2004)
appear to have been in a more stable situation than
the other group o f Mesa Verdeans who occupied
the area west o f Blanding. Cottonwood Falls and
its companion farming area on Milk Ranch Point
appear to have been used for about 500 years, from
about AD 750 to sometime in the AD 1200s. The
long coherent occupation o f this area was not
unique. Kendrick and Judge (2000:129) discuss
the long term occupation at Lowry Ruin in south

Pueblo III is a very confusing time in southeastern
Utah. Around the time that the Chacoan culture
was collapsing in New Mexico, a large number of
people migrated into parts o f Southeastern Utah
that had seen little Puebloan use previously. By the
AD 1200s, even the area west and northwest o f the
Abajo Mountains and Elk Ridge had a substantial
population (Davis 1975; Rudy 1955; Sharrock
1966; Tipps and Hewitt 1989). In addition, sites
from this period can be found north o f the
Colorado River (Lucius 1976). Also during Pueblo
III, the Kayentan/Mesa Verden occupation on
Cedar Mesa evolved to the point where it is diffi
cult to determine which culture dominates.
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west Colorado which appears to have “spanned
more than 500 years” :
The presence o f pit structures below or in
the immediate vicinity o f the Lowry Ruin
prior to the Chaco era, and the building’s
incremental growth through time, strongly
indicate a local household or lineage was
responsible for its construction.
A similar type o f “lineage” occupation in the South
Cottonwood drainage appears to be responsible for
the construction and use of Cottonwood Falls.
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The prehistoric occupation west o f Recapture
Wash is complex, with many more questions
remaining about the people who utilized this area.
Additional research using existing collections as
well as additional field exploration should provide
some answers.
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APACHE PLAIN AND OTHER PLAINWARES ON APACHE SITES IN
THE EXTREME SOUTHERN SOUTHWEST

IN TRO D U CTIO N
he ways mobile groups use and make
ceramics varies substantially from seden
tary groups. A growing literature on this
topic (Simms et al. 1997; Eerkens 2003) is being
supplemented by protohistoric plainware ceramic
studies in the American Southwest (Hill 2002,
2006; Seymour 2002). At issue are the classificatory tools designed to aid in understanding how
pottery interfaces with time-and-space systematics
and the analytical procedures used to differentiate
pottery of this period. As a prelude to more indepth discussions o f mobile group pottery manu
facture and use (to be discussed in another forum),
this present paper explores a subset o f the topic.

T

Here five points are briefly discussed that relate to
the problem o f defining Apache pottery in archae
ological contexts o f the extreme southern
Southwest.
• Discussion begins by pointing out that the classificatory system devised for Southwestern
Athapaskan ceramics is obsolete because its
structure parallels now-outdated assumptions
about Athapaskan groups in the region.
• Second, the ceramic type “Apache Plain” is
discussed, as is the issue of “micaceous” pot
tery with respect to how imprecisely this
“Apache Plain” “type” is being used and how
recklessly observations are being made regard

ing pottery attributes, including the nature o f
the fabric and forming and finishing tech
niques. “Micaceous” grayware pottery of a
variety o f types is associated with the Jicarilla,
and Apache Plain is a Western Apache grayware that is not specifically micaceous. This is
an important point o f clarification because in
the extreme southern Southwest atypical or
rogue plainwares are referred to as micaceous
Apache Plain when they are neither micaceous
or grayware s.
• I then touch on the issue o f how the type-vari
ety system is inappropriate for mobile groups,
such as the Apache, and discuss how it serves
to mask variability, when in fact an important
part o f the protohistoric plainware message is
encoded in the variability.
• This issue overlaps into the fourth topic which
is that there is an expectation for material cul
ture to occur on Apache sites that did not
belong to them because they were raiders and
traders. This, and the fact o f multicomponentcy, makes it imprudent to consider all spatially
associated artifacts on Apache sites indicative
o f the “Apache” tradition, but instead it tells us
about interaction apd related topics.
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• Each o f these problem s is exacerbated by the
low priority given plainwares or plain-surfaced
utility w ares' in ceramic studies and to the
uncritical eagerness often practiced when
encountering a suspected Apache site. There is
now a complex o f archaeologically observable
traits that define this group based on the pres
ence
o f indigenous m aterial culture.
Recognition o f an Apache presence can be
m ade in the absence o f European-introduced
m aterials (glass and metal) and in the absence
o f ceram ics (Seymour 2002, 2003a, 2004a),
and it is probably wise to rely heavily on these
other indices.
The sine qua non is that pottery from ancestral
A pachean contexts in the south is represented by
paddle-and-anvil-m ade brownwares that are not
specifically micaceous, and for which the mineralogical content o f the clay is highly variable.
M any other attributes are variable as well, but the
working assum ption is they are variable within a
range th at m akes them distinguishable from
regional prehistoric wares. These characteristics
arise from the use o f local self-tempered brown
clays from a variety o f sources by itinerant and
occasional potters who seem to have learned the
technique from their closest neighbors who were
not coil-and-scrape potters.

PLAIN WARE: TH E BANE OF
SO U TH W ESTER N POTTERY
CLA SSIFICA TIO N
The taxonomy for Quemado Grayware and Sangre
de Cristo M icaceous devised at the 1985 Southern
A thapaskan Ceramics Conference (Baugh and
Eddy 1987:Figures 1 and 2; Ferg 2004:Figure 2)
was designed to encompass the pottery made by
A thapaskans in the A m erican Southwest (Figure
1). Inherent in this classification are a series of

assumptions about lineal relationships between
A thapaskan groups, sequence and tim ing o f
migration, and geographic and temporal coheren
cy o f technology. In this scheme ancestral
Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache pottery was
conceptualized relative to the better-known graywares of the Navajo and W estern Apache
(Cibecue, White Mountain, San Carlos) and in
contrast to Jicarilla micaceous wares. The latter
groups have been given primacy and greater atten
tion, largely because they were relatively more
sedentary and more greatly influenced by sur
rounding settled groups and so are more visible
archaeologically. Moreover, the idea o f a single
route o f entry into the Southwest via the Plains had
dominated the literature for some time. As notions
about multiple routes and times o f entry have
advanced, perceptions about pottery have lagged,
perhaps because some of the earliest-known sites
lack pottery, entreating the issue as to whether this
technology was a late addition to the Athapaskan
material culture repertoire.
Research in the extreme southern Southwest in the
territory o f the Chiricahua and Mescalero indi
cates that there is no unified or single tradition that
includes the pottery o f all o f these Athapaskan
groups. Several factors account for differences in
the character o f the pottery and degree o f reliance
on this technology among the various Athapaskan
subgroups. Some o f these factors include the posi
tion o f each group along the continuum o f mobility-to-sedentary lifeway, influence from neighbor
ing tribes, lack o f overarching tribal organization,
geographic separation and occupation o f different
environmental zones, small group size, and differ
ences in, effectiveness of, and focal points of
recruitment practices.
Most o f the intrinsic assumptions about the place
o f Chiricahua and M escalero pottery in the
Southern Athapaskan Ceramics Conference classi
fication have been violated rendering this associa-
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Figure 1.
Previous notions about (or taxonomy for) pottery made by Athapaskans in the American Southwest.

tion inappropriate.
In this latter typology
Chiricahua and Mescalero pottery is classed under
the Oscuro Series with its types unspecified, but
this placement follows the assumption that these
types are graywares (Figure 1). But Chiricahua
and Mescalero pottery is not gray-pasted. More
specifically, southern specimens differ from
Apache Plain and so the local Apache pottery
should not be referred to as Apache Plain because
its attributes do not match the most basic aspects
o f the type description. Nor was Chiricahua and
Mescalero pottery formed by coil and scrape, but
rather all evidence points to paddle-and-anvil
forming techniques. Nor is pottery in the extreme
southern Southwest “micaceous,” as are those in
the Moro Series o f the Sangre de Cristo Micaceous
Ware. Although pottery in the southern Southwest
contains residual flecks o f mica, like local prehis
toric and historic plainwares o f neighboring
groups, this attribute does not overwhelmingly
define its paste as it does for the Jicarilla and
neighboring northern New Mexico Pueblos.

If typology is going to be used and existing names
invoked as an indicator o f cultural affiliation then
it is wise to use the typology in an informed m an
ner. In doing so pottery should be placed with care
into the existing typology or a new or revised
typology should be intentionally constructed that
meets the needs o f the analyst, conforms to obser
vations, and incorporates new knowledge.

BASIC ATTRIBUTES OF THE
APACHE PLAIN TYPE
One use o f typology is as a way to establish a uni
form and consistent terminology to describe pot
tery that shares certain basic attributes (Sabloff
1975). The attributes selected for analysis and dis
tinction can vary depending upon what the analyst
wishes to achieve with the specific classification.
Usually vessel forming techniques (paddle and
anvil versus coil and scrape), paste and inclusion
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characteristics (graywares, brownwares, whitewares), vessel form, and decoration (style) provide
the basis for distinctions (Sabloff 1975; Shepard
1956). Given this, is it useful to examine the orig
inal and subsequently m odified type descriptions
for A pache Plain which can be found in Gifford
(1980:163-164; also see Brugge 1982; Baugh and
Eddy 1987). Apache Plain is the designated
A pache pottery in east central Arizona and west
central N ew M exico; this and other types (and sev
eral varieties) in the Pine Flat Series have been
inferred to be affiliated w ith the Western Apache
(Baugh and Eddy 1987:797; Figure 1).

Brownwares versus Graywares
A pache ceram ics in the extrem e southern
Southwest are brownwares in that they are made of
brow n-firing clay, as apparently is the brown-paste
“A pache Plain” o f the Tonto National Forest
described by Wood (1987). For this reason they do
not fit into the taxonom ies for Quemado Grayware
or Sangre de Cristo M icaceous devised at the
1985 Southern A thapaskan Ceramics Conference
(B augh and Eddy 1987:Figure 2; Ferg 2004:
Figure 2) where all o f the other Southwestern
A thapaskan pottery is situated. In this latter typol
ogy Chiricahua and M escalero pottery is classed
under the Oscuro Series with its types unspecified,
but following the assumption that these types
w ould be grayw ares. B ut C hiricahua and
M escalero pottery differs from Apache Plain
because it is a brownware. Given this, local
A pache pottery should not be referred to as
A pache Plain because its attributes do not match
the m ost basic aspects o f the type description
(including fabric).
M ore to the point, given that locally produced or
used ceramics are not graywares they must be
classed as a different ware than those for the
'y
Navajo, W estern Apache, and Jicarilla that are.
This is only important if we wish to adhere to
established classification standards. In ceramic

typology this brownware versus grayware distinc
tion is fundamental and serves as the basis for
establishing wares and the type-variety system.
For this reason, it is useful to remove the Apachean
brownwares in the extreme southern Southwest
from the Quemado Grayware classification where
the Apache Plain type resides. Southern brown
wares would then be placed in a parallel but dis
tinct ware.
If one wishes to use such classificatory schemes I
suggest Peloncillo Brownware as a ware name
because the Peloncillo Mountains overlap into
both states and across the international border. I
also propose the retention o f Sierra Plain as a vari
ety— the one clearly associated with the Apache
(see Seymour 2002)— in the Malpais type within
the Oscuro series, with a number o f potential vari
eties (Figure 2). Avoidance o f “Apache” in the
type name is advocated because not all pottery
found on Apache sites was made by the Apache
and the Apache seem to have made other types of
pottery. This allows types defined on Apache sites
to be moved into other wares if needed and does
not prematurely assume that a specimen was made
by the Apache or that it was the only type made by
them. There are a sufficient number o f examples
o f brownware ceramics from ancestral Apache
sites throughout Arizona and New Mexico to justi
fy these distinctions (especially given that Gifford
[1980:163] originally defined Apache Plain on
151 sherds, fewer sherds than are present at the
Cerro Rojo Site in the Hueco Mountains alone).
The sample from the south includes sherds and
vessels from the Dragoon, Chiricahua, Peloncillo,
Organ, Hueco, and Sacramento mountains, Otero
Mesa, Tularosa Basin, and San Pedro River Valley,
as well as a subset o f the vessels pictured in Ferg
(2004).
If practitioners feel the need to label the pottery for
ease o f reference then it is incumbent upon them to
establish categories with some meaning and not
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Figure 2.
Peloncillo Brownware and Quemado Grayware classification relative to Apache Plain.

violate existing classificatory boundaries. While
classificatory schemes are tools to assist
researchers in understanding and can be modified
along with research questions, this should be done
with an understanding o f the structure and func
tion o f the classification system. I apply labels as
temporary holding depositories for pottery speci
mens that share certain characteristics, as deter
mined by visual inspection and petrographic
analysis, and use these working categories in a way
that is much like M era’s (1935) original intent for
“sorting names.” The names allow a short-hand
summary o f attributes that facilitates comparison
and communication. This allows me to distinguish
between examples that date to certain time periods
and which share certain replicable and definable
characteristics with the intention of investigating
what those differences may mean.3

Paddle and Anvil versus Coil and Scrape
Gosselain (2000) has pointed out that forming
techniques are fundamental in the learning and
production processes. Fashioning techniques are
some o f the aspects of pottery production most
resistant to change and are therefore most closely
linked to identity (Gosselain 2000:192-193). What
this means is that this distinction between paddle
and anvil and coil and scrape is fundamental and
the observation that the pottery consistently found
on Apache sites in the extreme southern Southwest
is made by the paddle-and-anvil technique is
important. This distinguishes the Chiricahua and
Mescalero Apache groups from their northern
neighbors. It probably tells us something about
from whom they learned pottery-making tech
niques, and it likely informs us about the geo
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graphic focus o f recruitm ent practices that may
have brought potters into their group.
As noted, Quemado Graywares are characterized
by a coil-and-scrape technology. Many o f the
northern settled groups made pottery by the coiland-scrape technique and because many scholars
believe that the more northern Apache learned to
m ake pottery through their associations with the
Pueblos (Brugge 1982) it is assumed that all
Southwestern A pachean pottery was also made by
this same technique (Baugh and Eddy 1987).
Analysis o f the northern graywares would seem to
confirm this assessment, and manufacture by coil
and scrape is an attribute o f the Apache Plain type
definition (Brugge 1982; Baugh and Eddy 1987).
W hile Southw estern A pachean ceram ics are
thought to be made by the coil-and-scrape tech
nique, Gunnerson argued that Ocate Micaceous
pottery was m anufactured by paddle and anvil
(G unnerson 1969:36; B rugge 1982:286, 287;
although see Eiselt 2006). Critics have by their
arguments im plied that all Southwestern Apache
pottery should be made using the same vessel
form ing techniques (Baugh and Eddy 1987), pre
sumably because they assume there was a common
ceram ic-producing
tradition
among
all
Southw estern A thapaskans, as the typology
implies. A gain this basic assumption is faulty as it
appears that pottery was made by small local
groups who learned from their neighbors and
recruited potters from neighboring tribes. “The
A pache” encom pass such a large geographic
expanse that they overlapped the territories o f
m any different contem poraneous groups from
which they could have learned. Moreover individ
ual A pache bands practiced different lifeways that
were characterized by differing degrees o f residen
tial mobility, unequal reliance on raiding, and
recruitm ent o f members from different tribes. It is
likely that individual local Apache groups learned
from coil-and-scrape potters, while others learned

from paddle-and-anvil groups. This means that
this one aspect o f Apache pottery is loaded with an
incredible amount o f social information. Instead of
focusing on the information value o f this differ
ence, practitioners tend to hem-and-haw over the
inability to make it all fit or they simply avoid
addressing the issue o f variability.
Many of the clearly Apachean wares found in the
southern Southwest show the diagnostic attributes
indicative o f paddle-and-anvil construction.4
These attributes include the uneven interior sur
face often referred to as “dimpling.” Some wares
in central Arizona thought to be Apache and
classed as Apache Plain are also paddle-and-anvil
made. In a checklist o f pottery types for the Tonto
National Forest area Wood (1987:115) suggests
that Apache Plain is a paddle-and-anvil-made pot
tery even though the Apache Plain type is specifi
cally defined on the basis o f a coil-and-scrape
technology (Brugge 1982). If this description of
the local Apachean pottery is accurate this would
suggest that the Tonto-area Apache used a vessel
forming technique that differed from their San
Carlos or While Mountain neighbors who pro
duced coil-and-scrape Apache Plain. If so, this is
an important distinction that is not aided by label
ing the Tonto area pottery “Apache Plain.” The
addition o f a new label in this case would serve in
highlighting this distinction that may carry with it
other socially relevant information.

A Note about Micaceous Pottery
Micaceous sherds have been identified as associat
ed with the Jicarilla Apache in northeastern New
Mexico by Gunnerson (1969) who defined Ocate
Micaceous and related micaceous plainwares (see
Brugge 1982; Baugh and Eddy 1987). As I have
noted (Seymour 2002:255, Figure 7.6) mica is
clearly visible in these northern sherds because the
mica is relatively large, abundant, and silver. In
this regard the paste composition is similar to Taos
and Picuris pottery because all used the same clay
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source. As Hill (1996, 2002) and I have (Seymour
2002) have discussed and as Eiselt (2006) has
since indicated, mica occurs naturally in the clay
rather than being added as tempering material.
Many groups (Apaches, Puebloans, Hispanics
with Apache or Pueblo ancestry, and Ute) used the
same self-tempered clay source making their
plainware pottery look similar except in vessel
form and construction and perhaps finishing tech
niques. This source was not used by the Mescalero
or Chiricahua and therefore their pottery should
not be expected to be micaceous, in the sense o f
Jicarilla pottery.
Com plicating this issue with respect to the
extreme southern Southwest is the historical fact
that the Jicarilla visited the Sacramento Mountain
area, and in 1883 some Jicarilla Apache came
south to the M escalero Reservation to live
(Sonnichsen 1986; Hendricks and Timmons
1998:61; Opler 1969:51). In the process they like
ly introduced some o f these micaceous wares to
the archaeological record o f the area (Seymour
2002: 255). Consequently, Jicarillan micaceous
wares might be expected in southern New Mexico,
but these should be distinct from the locally made
pottery and notably similar to those from northern
New Mexico.
The highly micaceous Jicarilla pottery o f the Mora
Series o f northern New Mexico (Seymour
2002:254; Figure 7.6) differs from Apache Plain
and from the ancestral Apachean plainware pottery
in the extreme southern Southwest, including
those that contain little or no mica and those for
which the clay contains residual mica. The latter
contains smaller mica flecks that are o f lower den
sity and often of a different color, but that also nat
urally occur in the clay. The presence of small
amounts o f mica does not make the pottery “mica
ceous.”
This distinction is important because many plainwares in the southern Southwest have been identi
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fied as micaceous with the implication that in
being so they are Apache, by reference to the
m icaceous wares o f the Sangre de Cristo
Micaceous Ware of the north. As I noted at the
2003 Apache conference in Carlsbad, New
Mexico, mica is not a diagnostic index or neces
sary constituent o f “Apache” wares or o f Apache
Plain (Seymour 2002, 2003b, 2003c; also see Ferg
2004:8). By the standards applicable to the mica
quantity in Jicarilla pottery, none in the southern
Southwest is micaceous. While there is a small
amount o f mica in some sherds this constituent
does not distinguish Apachean pottery from that o f
surrounding groups. Perhaps most importantly,
some clearly Apache pottery does not contain
mica; therefore mica should not be used as a crite
rion o f recognition. Thus, mica is irrelevant to and
is not the defining criterion for Apachean wares in
the extreme southern Southwest.
Most relevant is the fact that mica in pottery in the
extreme southern Southwest does not make a
ceramic Apache. Mica is a common naturally
occurring constituent in clays o f the basin-andrange province in the southern Southwest. Mica is
routinely found in the paste o f ceramics that have
been identified with culture groups other than the
Apache, including the ancestral O ’odham and
Hohokam.
Many plainwares in the southern
Southwest naturally include mica flecks in the
paste, among these is the late prehistoric and his
toric Sobaipuri ware referred to as W hetstone
Plain. Whetstone Plain from the San Pedro Valley
in southern Arizona contains gold mica while
sherds from the Santa Cruz River contain silver
mica (Seymour 1993:2). In both, mica occurs in
small amounts but flecks are visible as shiny par
ticles when held to the light. Whetstone Plain from
Alder Wash Ruin (AZ BB:6:9, ASM) on the lower
San Pedro is notable for the abundance o f small
mica flecks (Masse 1980; 1981), a variety that
seems replicated in the late historic native deposits
I am excavating at Guevavi M ission (AZ
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EE:9:132, ASM ) along the Santa Cruz River. Yet,
late-dating “m ica-rich” plainwares at Santa Cruz
del Pitaitutgam and a num ber o f other sites on the
San Pedro seem to be A pachean, introduced
through means o f a later occupation, and may be
distinctive from Sobaipuri wares on the basis of
rim form and surface treatment. Some decorated
wares, such as Babocomari Polychrome, and Vahki
Plain and Gila Plain also contain mica, as does El
Paso brownware in southern New Mexico (for the
latter see Hill 1988).

A CATCH-ALL
FO R U N IQ U E POTTERY
“Apache Plain” has been used (and misused) in a
way that is not consistent w ith the original type
description. There is a propensity to refer to plainware pottery found on apparent Apache sites as
“A pache Plain.” W ithout regard to band affiliation
or geography, pottery that strays from the fold o f
fam iliarity for the particular analyst is classed as
A pache Plain. Yet “unusual” is a relative concept,
defined by the range o f prehistoric (and sometimes
historic) types with which the analyst is familiar.
Ceram icists in New M exico tend to be unfamiliar
w ith A rizona pottery and vice versa, and few have
fam iliarized themselves with the range o f plainwares present. Yet trails traversed both states, cul
ture groups overlapped state and international
lines, and mobile groups such as the Apache trav
eled great distances w ithout regard to modern
archaeological intellectual traditions. It should be
no surprise, then, that some o f the vessels and
sherd samples attributed to the Apache show con
siderable affinities to non-Apachean utility plain
surfaced pottery, suggesting that perhaps they are
not A pachean wares. Count among these some o f
the exam ples illustrated by Ferg (2004:Figures 14,
22, 26, 34) and Gifford (1980:Fig. 125) including
a redware vessel, globular shouldered vessels,

O ’odham shapes, and specimens with folded
rims— all diagnostic attributes o f neighboring
non-Apachean groups. The placement o f these
vessels in rockshelters or museum contexts that lie
within the Apache heartland or hearsay by non
archaeologists familiar with the social, but not
material culture, aspects o f the Apache, has con
tributed to the potentially unfounded impression
that such specimens are Apache. This same prac
tice o f counting the unusual among the suite of
Apachean pottery seems apparent, according to
W hittlesey and Benaron (1997:175), when
Hohmann and Bradley (1988:233, 247) included
sherds from a site near Payson, Arizona despite an
apparent lack o f resemblance to Apache Plain in
surrounding areas.
These examples are taken from among the many,
illustrating that just about any plain-surfaced utili
ty specimen (and some unfamiliar decorated and
slipped examples) that is not clearly a recognized
type will be placed into this “Apache Plain” cate
gory. Insults are cast about as researchers argue
for purist positions that are really not defensible
because too little in-depth analysis has taken place
to understand the range o f variability that should
be included in Apache pottery. Apache Plain, like
the Sobaipuri type Whetstone Plain in southern
Arizona, has also become a catch-all protohistorichistoric category that receives stray plainwares
that are clearly not prehistoric but otherwise defy
identification and classification. Other prehistoric
types north o f the border (El Paso, Alma) are also
made to include considerable (and seemingly too
much) variability because o f the convention that
ignores plain-surfaced utility ware study owing to
an errant perception that they have little informa
tion to convey.

Inaccurate or Absent Descriptions
Disinclination toward careful description is at the
heart of the problem, as is the desire to place pot
tery into existing categories that have somehow
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become set-in-stone, even though these types often
have little connection to on-the-ground observa
tions. Regrettably, this lack o f careful description
and analysis has resulted in the practice o f lump
ing the pottery found in ancestral Apache contexts
in the extreme southern Southwest with those of
the better-understood Athapaskan groups o f north
ern New Mexico and Arizona. The difficult work
o f basic observation and analysis has not always
been conducted. This inattention to observation
and description has also resulted in non-Apache
wares being classed in the Apache Plain category
simply because they are found on Apache sites or
because they do not conform to known prehistoric
types. This is done even though it is widely recog
nized that the pottery o f neighboring Mexico is
poorly understood, that plainwares throughout
northern Mexico and the American Southwest
have been neglected, and that the range o f vari
ability o f protohistoric pottery is not known.
Rarely are Apache pottery experts familiar with
the range o f variability in prehistoric and historic
plain-surfaced and wiped-surface utility wares
found in the “Apache heartland.”
This practice of avoiding careful observation and
description has only added to the confusion.
Because once sherds or vessels are labeled as
“Apache Plain” they are not considered further.
This specific problem relating to the ceramic type
o f “Apache Plain” seems to have been at play at
the most recent Jornada Mogollon Conference
where Sechrist (2007) suggested that an Apache
site in the Florida Mountains, LA 135276, pro
duced “Apache Plain” sherds. In his pronounce
ment he was following Haecker (2002:26) who,
when recording the site, suggested that the plainware was micaceous tempered, noting “over 40
Apache micaceous sherds from one pot drop.” My
analysis o f the so-called “Apache Plain” sherds
from this site indicates that these are neither mica
ceous or Apache Plain, nor are they Apache. The
pottery from LA 135276 is not only not “mica
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ceous,” in the sense o f the northern New Mexico
Sangre de Cristo ware, but it does not even contain
visible mica. Inclusions shine in the sunlight but
these are small angular quartz or white feldspar
crystals, seemingly also occurring naturally in the
clay. The sherds are smudged and polished on the
interior (or fortuitously blackened); smudging is
not a characteristic of Apache Plain (Gifford
1980:163) or other Apachean plainwares in the
region. Rim form is also inconsistent with other
known Apachean pottery (for example, Gifford
1980:Fig. 88). These sherds are probably a
Mogollon brownware.
The sherds from LA 135276 include clay from
organic-rich deposits, such as are found in stillwater marshes. A close inspection of the paste and
the interior or exterior surfaces reveal voids or vugs
where small amounts o f organic material has
burned out. This organic material suggests the clay
was obtained from a marshy or riverine environ
ment rather than from the alluvial fan areas where
many of the other Apachean wares and prehistoric
Jornada wares were made, or that the organics were
accidentally impressed into the clay during manu
facture. The low densities o f organic material in the
sherds from LA 135276 suggest that it was natural
ly in the clay, as opposed to organic material, such
as manure, that was intentionally added as it was in
some late historic O ’odham pottery. However, the
issue o f added temper versus natural content o f the
clay remains unresolved in this specific instance. It
is worth mentioning that many Apachean and earli
er O ’odham specimens show evidence o f incidental
amounts o f burned-out organics, but this does not
make them organically tempered.
The paste of the LA 135276 sherds is dark gray,
although some surfaces are brown. The graying in
this case likely results from the organic content o f
the paste, causing what is commonly referred to as a
carbon streak. Yet, a gray paste is not always a car
bon streak, contrary to popular usage in Arizona,
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and graying may occur as a result o f firing temper
ature, fire clouding, iron content, and a number of
other factors (Shepard 1956). For a specimen to be
classed as organically rich or organic-tempered,
clear evidence o f organic material should be found
in the vugs left as burned-out organic material, leav
ing a distinguishable void in the clay (Figure 3).
Whittlesey and Benaron (1997:177) suggest that their
variety of Apache Plain sherds is characterized by an
“extremely dark carbon core resulting from organic
tempering materials,” but organic tempering is not
common nor is it characteristic of Apache pottery in
the south. Cores of Apache pottery and of Apache
Plain are often dark, but as Ferg (1995:504) notes, fir
ing and presence of fire clouds are often the basis for
variations in color. Gifford (1980:161) suggested that
some o f the Apache Plain sherds in his sample were
probably organic-tempered, but it would be advisable
to examine this issue further, as he advocated. In
doing so it would be useful to investigate whether the
specimens with folded rims are the ones with organic
temper, which might make them inseparable from
many late O’odham examples with folded rims.
Organic-tempered pottery or pottery with abundant
residual organics is not commonly known in the
southern Southwest outside of the O ’odham area, but
occurs among the O ’odham in the post 1770s era,
although, as noted, some Apachean pottery specimens
from the south have occasional voids where inciden
tal organic material burned out that was seemingly
inadvertently present in the paste or was accidentally
pressed into the paste during manufacture.
Protohistoric and historic pottery in this southern
region o f brown clays is often gray even when it
does not contain organics. Graying o f a brown-clay
paste may occur for a variety o f reasons cited
above but one common basis is because o f low fir
ing conditions. This reducing firing atmosphere
accounts for the color. The low firing temperature
and reducing conditions also result in small sherds
after the vessel is broken because the clay does not

Figure 3.
Sherds from LA 135276, Florida Mountains.

fire as hard as it would under higher temperatures
and sherds break down more readily. Firing atmos
phere also likely explains the lack o f sharp breaks
that makes reconstruction o f vessels difficult.
While some are inclined toward pigeon-holing
pottery into existing categories, others have been
quick to assign non-Athapaskan ethnic association
to sherds in the south without adequate considera
tion o f local variability. Sherds that are dissimilar
to the more-familiar Navajo, Jicarilla, or Western
Apache pottery are sometimes relegated to other
non-Athapaskan groups. But it is inappropriate to
extend a Four-Corners Athapaskan template into
this area and it is a substantial leap— that requires
a series o f intermediate, complex inferential
steps— to infer sherds are related to any specific
ethnic or historically referenced group.
Unsubstantiated suggestions are imprudent given
(1) the diversity o f groups known to have used and
lived in this area, (2) the similarity o f many of
these specimens to the utility wares o f document
ed sedentary groups in the region, (3) the docu
mented long-distance raiding and trading activities
o f local mobile groups (and therefore incorpora
tion o f wares o f other groups into their assem
blages), and (4) the diversity o f late plainwares
documented (in part) by Seymour (2002, 2003a,
2004a) throughout the area.
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THE POWER OF A NAME
As noted, the value of typology is that it is a way
to establish a uniform and consistent terminology
to describe pottery that shares certain basic attrib
utes. Problems occur when a common label is
applied to pottery that is actually quite dissimilar.
Not only does such practice mask variability but it
has a series of more far-reaching repercussions.
One of the most insidious ramifications is that the
presence of “Apache Plain” confers legitimacy on
a context, marking it as definitively Apache.
Regrettably, what often follows is the assumption
o f an Apache presence, rather than continual reaf
firming of cultural affiliation and temporal associ
ation through critical analysis o f all the available
data. This has the effect of allowing laxness in
other realms o f recording.
The fallout from this type o f classificatory, obser
vational, and recording imprecision and the impo
sition o f faulty assumptions is that too much inap
plicable variability is introduced. It then becomes
impossible to sort the evidence and make sense out
o f it. When Apache pottery and non-Apache pot
tery is included in the mix it becomes imperative
for each individual investigator to examine the full
range o f variation, in every local and regional col
lection, so that they may discard the irrelevant and
devise a classification in their own minds. While I
am undertaking this work of examining each
known example it is impractical for every
researcher to complete the same level of effort,
making it essential that our initial descriptions are
accurate.

Brownware: Issues of Variation and Overlap
This practice o f including plainwares found on
Apache sites as Apache without much regard to
their composition or manufacture is balanced by
the opposite practice o f not seeing Apache or protohistoric ceramics because o f the pervasiveness of
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and seemingly endless variability in prehistoric
plainwares. The ubiquity o f prehistoric plainwares
sometimes masks the protohistoric occupation
simply by out numbering the Apache pottery
(Seymour 2005). A lack o f sufficient attention to
meaningful variability in local plainwares is at the
root o f the problem.
This lack o f attention to the range o f variation pre
sent in plainware ceramics has resulted in most
pottery being classed as the dominant prehistoric
plainware. In portions o f southern New Mexico
this means that most brownwares are classed as El
Paso brownware, in the same way that undecorat
ed brownware ceramics are attributed to the
ceramic type Alma Plain further to the west and
north. Alma Plain and El Paso have become the
black holes o f indecision and uncertainty for plainware identification. El Paso brow nw are is
bestowed with an all-encompassing range o f vari
ation that subsumes every possible variant.
This practice o f lumping all brownware into El
Paso (and occasionally other prehistoric brown
ware types) is so pervasive that even some plainwares without the coarse-sized white “popcorn”
feldspar and quartz inclusions are mistakenly
classed as El Paso Brownware, owing simply to
their brown-colored pastes (and, presumably, lack
o f mica, even though El Paso brownwares do
indeed contain at least some mica; Hill 1988).
Plainwares recovered from and observed in and
near circular rock rings at the Cerro Rojo Site were
unvaryingly referred to by previous recorders as El
Paso (see Baugh and Sechrist 2001; see Seymour
2002, 2003a, 2004a). Familiarity with protohis
toric plainwares throughout a wider area resulted
in the distinction o f seven working varieties (sort
ing classes) o f plainware that are nothing like El
Paso (Seymour 2002:114; 2004a, 2004b).5
The methodology employed to distinguish these
differences in plainwares was successful in differ
entiating prehistoric wares from protohistoric ones
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by independent measures and may prove useful for
subsequent studies, but only if adequate specimenspecific observations are made. Visual inspection
o f sherds from this site indicated a different paste,
surface treatm ent, thickness, and color for many of
the sherds. The uniqueness o f these sherds was
independently and objectively confirm ed by thinsection petrography, which indicated distinctive
constituents o f the paste. Such procedures are used
on a worldwide basis for distinguishing plainwares, and are even being found useful in under
standing interaction patterns among non-sedentary
groups o f the Kalahari, as was indicated in a recent
(2007) presentation at the University o f Arizona,
A nthropology D epartm ent by Edwin Wilmsen.
The dates obtained on sherds from optically stim
ulated luminescence dating, and from the therm o
lum inescence and radiocarbon techniques from
related contexts also indicated a post-Jornada
M ogollon m anufacture, confirm ing the unique
ness o f these sherds at the Cerro Rojo Site. These
are accepted and widely used techniques for dif
ferentiating plainwares with respect to identifying
distinct clay sources based on mineral content and
distinguishing pottery potentially made by differ
ent groups.
Other samples from other sites for the Conquest and
Concealment pilot study were differentiated on the
basis o f attributes other than composition because
the paste and inclusions were not unique relative to
El Paso brownware. Under such circumstances pet
rographic analysis should not be expected to differ
entiate the paste o f these sherds from El Paso
brownware, presumably because clays used in both
were likely obtained from alluvial fans within the
inland valleys of the Hueco Bolson and Tularosa
Basin.6 Wiseman (2006) and Del Bene and others
(1986) have also shown that a definite Apachean
pointed-bottom vessel in this area contain feldspar
and quartz in a brown paste, making some Apache
pottery difficult to distinguish on this basis from
prehistoric Jornada Mogollon wares because both

were using the same alluvial clay sources. Hill
(1988) has arrived at similar results. This was also
confirmed in our sample for our protohistoric study
(Hill 2002, 2006; Seymour 2002), where when con
sidering temper alone, such sherds could not always
be distinguished from local prehistoric wares. Yet
surface treatment, thinness of sherds, rim form, and
evidence o f vessel construction technique indicated
a different ceramic type, and luminescence dating of
these sherds also confirmed a post-Jornada, some
times even a late historic, manufacture. This work
indicated that the clay and the inclusions within it
vary depending upon where the clay was obtained,
and that some of the clay sources overlapped with
those used by prehistoric potters. Despite this, pot
tery was still distinguishable on the basis of vessel
forming and finishing techniques but in order to iso
late these attributes analysts must consider the range
o f potentially meaningful variation in plainwares
throughout the region.
Regrettably, the proclivity to focus so exclusively
on the paste constituents in the El Paso area has
meant that Apache vessels have not been recog
nized consistently. This has been a problem even
when nearly whole vessels are encountered with
low shoulders and relatively pointed bottoms, as
shown in Figure 4 where the vessel in question was
considered El Paso. The pointed bottom is a decid
edly non-Jornada shape and one that is clearly
associated with Athapaskans. All who are familiar
with Apache ceramics agree that this is a distinct
ly Apache vessel form (low shoulders trending
toward a pointed bottom) in this area (Ferg 2004;
Whittlesey and Benaron 1995:176) and that this
particular vessel is Apachean, even though this
“pointed-bottom vessel” has a relatively flat base,
consistent with many native-made vessels in this
area that date to the post-contact period. Yet this
pointed-bottom brownware vessel has El Paso-like
inclusions consisting o f feldspar and quartz.
Surface treatment is distinctive from El Paso
brownwares, and rim form is consistent with
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Figure 4.
Pointed bottom vessel found in
survey of El Paso area.
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Apachean forms. All o f these characteristics
including its shape, size, and paste and inclusion
composition are similar to another nearly complete
pointed-bottom Apachean vessel found on the
Lincoln National Forest, as petrographically
described by Hill (1996), and to a Sierra Plain pot
break on the Cerro Rojo Site. The Sierra Plain
sherds from the Cerro Rojo Site were lumines
cence dated to A.D. 1700-1760. By all measures
this is long after El Paso brownware was no longer
made. Similar-looking ceramics from adjacent
areas in southeastern Arizona (A.D. 1626-1686)
and east central Arizona (A.D. 1680-1760) have
similarly dated to this late time period suggesting
that this variety or vessel form may be a late addi
tion to the ceramic assemblage (Seymour 2008a).
This finding is consistent with past inferences
about the lateness o f recognized Athapaskan pot
tery (Brugge 1982).
Vessel form is one o f the distinctive aspects of
A pachean wares. However, whole or reconstructable vessels are rarely found, owing in part to
low firing temperatures that result in breakage and
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eroded edges that make reconstruction challeng
ing. Though whole and reconstructed vessels are
preferred by ceramicists who study the pottery o f
sedentary people, complete vessels (and large
sherds) are rarely available for the protohistoric
groups o f the southern Southwest and even less
common among mobile peoples. The low frequen
cy o f pottery overall on Apachean sites means that
pottery in any form, including tiny sherds, is wel
come, though it is sometimes disdained owing to
its diminutive nature. As Ferg (2007) said in a
recent email to me: “you tend to bring in fingernail
size plainwares that are not terribly satisfying!”
Yet, analysis must proceed on these tiny sherds or
most occurrences will be excluded. The sources o f
variability exhibited in attributes o f Apache pot
tery that can be gleaned from sherds must be
understood, despite the problems. The available
data must be studied on its own terms, adapting
our analytical and classificatory procedures to
meet the demands of the data set.
When whole vessels are available it is often possi
ble to assess cultural and temporal affiliation on
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the basis o f vessel shape, rim form, and surface
treatm ent. With sherds it is rarely possible to dis
cern vessel shape (other than ja r versus bowl) but
rim form , surface treatm ent and paste are valuable
indices. By comparing rim form and surface treat
m ent in whole vessels to these characteristics
found on sherds it seems possible to arrive at ini
tial criteria by which to sort these sherds, as I have
done by examining m ost o f the known whole ves
sels attributed to the Western, Chiricahua, and
M escalero Apache. A dd paste and inclusion char
acteristics in the case o f sherds and vessel form in
the instance o f whole vessels and one should, with
a fair degree o f certainty, be able to distinguish
protohistoric pottery from prehistoric and to
understand the range o f variation present. If one
accepts that there will be a high degree o f variation
owing to small group size, high mobility, less for
mal learning frameworks (Crown 2002), and less
experience and practice (Bagwell 2002:90) it
should be possible to differentiate between the
pottery made and used by different mobile groups.

The Type-Variety System and Variability
For those practitioners embroiled in the practical
day-to-day considerations o f contract archaeology
the type-variety system may be essential for short
hand communication o f the range o f material cul
ture encountered that has pre-packaged spatial and
temporal implications. For the researcher, use of
the type-variety system or any other rigid classificatory scheme may inhibit understanding by mask
ing meaningful variability. Reconciling these two
standpoints becomes necessary when attempting to
define for the first time the spatial and material cor
relates o f a previously archaeologically undefined
historically referenced group, such as the ancestral
Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache, if pottery is to
be one o f the defining traits.
A pache pottery and pottery found on Apache sites
is being treated by practitioners as if it is under
stood and the range o f variation is bounded, as is

the pottery o f better-understood culture groups. In
fact, Apache pottery is not yet well enough under
stood to justify suppressing the variability, but this
is what occurs when referring to specimens found
on Apache sites as “Apache Plain” or “Apache pot
tery.” In this sense, classification inhibits the field
archaeologists or analyst in looking, seeing, and
understanding the pottery associated with the
ancestral Chiricahua and Mescalero. Careful and
consistent description is required to understand
which specific attributes distinguish Apache pot
tery from the pottery o f surrounding groups.
The cumbersome and contentious task o f specify
ing types can be avoided by simply describing the
pottery encountered in each context. The disad
vantage o f this approach is that the accuracy of
descriptions has historically varied widely, so a
standard, based on common training, would need
to be devised and adhered to, which is a tall order
at this time when defining culture groups is con
sidered old school. Efforts to describe pottery
found on Apache sites are aided by the fact that
there are a sufficiently small number o f specimens
that descriptions would not be overwhelming. This
variability must be accounted for by describing it,
establishing the limits to the variability, and then
attempting to figure out what it means. Such an
approach would aid in understanding because,
among mobile groups, it seems that the strongest
and perhaps most important message encoded in
the pottery is in the variability. Placing local
plain-surfaced brownwares in a framework of
mobility makes understanding the variability less
daunting.

Some Sources of Expected Variability
The type-variety approach to ceramic classifica
tion may be relatively effective when attempting to
sort and describe the abundant pottery retrieved
from sedentary sites because it can function as a
shorthand way o f summarizing well circumscribed
spatial and temporal patterns and relationships.
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But when studying mobile groups this attempt to
place the variability into set types may obscure the
information the pottery is capable o f conveying
while at the same time failing to capture the kinds
o f information the type-variety system is designed
to isolate. The problem is exacerbated because, as
noted, as a type “Apache Plain” is inconsistently
used, is far too inclusive, and is performing its
function poorly.

northern Southwest. More detailed analysis by sci
entifically oriented ceramic specialists, as well as
more data from additional sites and independent
dates from a wider region will ultimately be need
ed to address these issues. Regardless, what is cer
tain is that typologies focused on pottery manufac
ture and distributions of sedentary groups will be
insufficient to address mobile group pottery pro
duction and use.

Although sedentary groups tend to obtain their
clay from sources within 7 km of their settlements
(Arnold 1985:109; Simms et al. 1997:779), residentially mobile groups range within a wider area.
They reside serially in different ranges and in
camps that focus alternately on the local group and
on communal areas used for large multi-band
gatherings. In the process o f moving across the
landscape they encounter numerous clay sources.
Consequently mobile group pottery is likely to
reflect this source flexibility in the form of highly
variable composition (Simms et al. 1997; Seymour
2004b; 2008b; Hill 2006).

The recognized proclivity o f Athapaskans to borrow
from neighboring tribes (see Kluckhohn and
Leighton 1956) also contributes to technological
variability. Some of this borrowing relates to seeing
and incorporating traits or scavenging tools and
containers, but lack o f consistency seems also to
have been influenced by recruitment practices.
Incorporation o f potters from other groups into
Apache society meant that those potters would be
making Apache pottery because they were now
Apache; even though their pottery might look
Puebloan or O ’odham in certain ways, they had
become Apache. The absence o f a stringent Apache
pottery tradition probably resulted from new potters
being routinely added and their knowledge incorpo
rated in the absence of an existing or dominant tra
dition. This eclectic transformation o f pottery tech
nology makes the signature difficult to pin down.
The high degree of member recruitment among the
Apache lends to an expectation for a high degree of
ceramic production variation, as does small group
size that assured fragmented learning networks and
that precluded the development and transfer of a
highly developed ceramic tradition.

Clay sources were exploited and pottery manufac
turing was approached by mobile groups, includ
ing the ancestral Apache, in a more relaxed way
than among sedentary groups for whom pottery
played a more important role. The thrifty nature
(Borden 1952:32) and inattention to formality and
general crudeness (Gunnerson 1960:167) o f the
Apache assemblage has been discussed, as has the
pragmatic no-nonsense nature of Apache material
culture (Seymour 2002, 2004b). This lack of
attachment to and investment in material culture
likely relates to the fact that, in historic times, nec
essary items were routinely lost by surprise attack
but could be easily restored to the native house
hold by production or raiding. With increased
sedentism this variability in clay sources should
decrease and standardization in pottery manufac
ture, vessel size, and production quality should
increase, as we see among Athapaskans in the

Not all Plain-Surfaced Pottery on
Apache Sites is Apache
W hen considering Apache use o f pottery
researchers should not underestimate the impor
tance o f trading, raiding, and site reuse on what is
found on Apache sites (and on sites o f mobile
group o f other types). Just because pottery occurs
on an Apache site does not mean that pottery is
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A pache (Seym our 2002, 2003a, 2004a, 2004b).
The A pache were raiders and traders and so it
stands to reason that material culture from other
groups is expected on their sites, easily explaining
the diversity o f plain utility pottery found at the
large hill-top Cerro Rojo Site, and the occurrence
o f m ission-m ade Valle Bajo on many Apache sites
in the El Paso region.
Sharing a high degree o f mobility and a raiding
adaptation, the A pache and contem poraneous
mobile groups likely absconded with a wide variety
o f storage vessels that contained food or other items
o f value.7 Ceramic types discovered show signs of
a range o f manufacturing techniques, finishing
treatments, and clay sources suggesting that often
they were not made by the Apache. Many vessels
and sherds erroneously thought to be Apachean are
probably O ’odham, Mogollon, or Puebloan pots.
These are usually plain-surfaced utility wares and
vessels that were most likely to survive transport, as
opposed to the often more fragile decorated types
that sedentary groups might use for exchange or
posturing during feasting. It is important to consid
er, however, that these sedentary-group storage ves
sels effectively define these mobile raiders by their
incongruous occurrence in the mobile landscape.
One should expect the material culture o f neighbor
ing groups on a raider’s site. This pattern is so
prevalent that it may be considered one o f the defin
ing criteria o f later Apache sites.
A heavy reliance on raiding meant that many items
needed for day-to-day use were obtained from out
group sources. As raiding varied in importance, or
as raiding targets shifted, the content o f the native
assemblage likely varied. Most researchers are clear
on the concept that as metal tools and weapons
increased in use stone tools declined, but the pres
ence o f items, such as pottery, from other native
groups is generally not fully conceptualized.
The inability to separate ceramics made versus
simply used by the Apache relates in part to the

fact that static and w ell-defined geographic
boundaries were not the norm during this period.
Thus, knowledge about the plainware pottery of
sedentary groups in surrounding areas up to 600
miles distant would also assist in understanding
those vessels that were obtained by the Apache
(through raiding, trading, and gifts from relatives),
but not made by them. For example, the Sobaipuri
from near Tucson and Benson in Arizona traveled
all the way over to the Florida Mountains near
Deming, New Mexico during raiding expeditions
(see Seymour 2007; also see Forbes 1960). As
another example, a single Apache group might tra
verse 500 or 600 miles, overlapping into the terri
tories of many other groups, potentially carrying
with them the material culture o f other groups or
incorporating scavenged materials into the local
archaeological record (Seymour 2007). Given
these two processes it should be no surprise that
Sobaipuri-looking wares are present in the
Peloncillo Mountains, at Kuykendall Ruin, in the
Organ Mountains, and at Whitlock Cienega, far
outside the Sobaipuri homeland.
W hile the Apache raided into the sedentary world
and took items back to their remote mountain
encampments, the long-distance travel o f other
groups also contributed to the dispersal o f materi
al culture into remote areas that have been defined
as the “Apache heartland.” The Sobaipuri example
has already been cited, but also the Navajo some
tim es traveled into southern New Mexico
(Betzinez and Nye 1959), potentially stashing ves
sels along the way, and the Gila Apache and
Apachean groups from other areas were docu
mented near El Paso (Seymour 2002). Also, a
heavily traveled prehistoric trail extends from West
Mexico to Cibola through Kuykendall Ruin in the
Sulphur Springs Valley o f southern Arizona and
continues through the mountainous Apache heart
land above Silver City, New Mexico. Some trav
elers, who brought unusual pottery vessels up this
route, were likely either attacked by or engaged in
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trade with the Apache, as is suggested in the doc
um entary record (K aras 1954:249; Wyllys
1931:139). This would account for some o f the
unfamiliar pottery vessels in this area that have
been hailed as Apache but which represent nonApache forms and finishing characteristics. One
large Apache site that dates to the prehistoric-his
toric divide practically overlooks this important
trail indicating a substantial Apache presence (see
Seymour 2008a) and potentially accounting for
some o f the ceramic variability observed. Some of
the vessels illustrated by Ferg (2004: Figures 22,
25, 34) likely represent containers that were mov
ing through the area but that were wrenched from
the transport context into the raiders’ coffers and
then ultimately moved into a storage or cached
context. Again, it is important to consider that
when a pottery specimen falls outside the range of
expectation (e.g., it is different) it is considered
Apache but this is not always sound practice. This
is particularly true in areas where major travel cor
ridors are known to have been present. Then there
is always the possibility o f raiders and traders who
took things from other people but whom we might
not know archaeologically.

tains, likely bringing gifts o f vessels or the items
that were contained in vessels. D ocum entary
sources also record various uprisings where native
occupants of the missions fled to the hills, potential
ly transporting valued items such as vessels or the
contents contained therein. Moreover, Apaches vis
ited the presidios negotiating for peace and in turn
obtained food and other valued goods, ultimately
transporting items inland. Thus, the presence o f
period-specific artifacts is o f import even though
they were not made by the Apache because they can
be dated and because they provide information
about with whom the Apache were affiliating.

An important corollary of this is that the unique
pottery found in Apache contexts need not have
been made by the Apache to be potentially useful
as a time marker for cross dating or for lumines
cence dating (Seymour 2003a). Llano plain that
dates to A.D. 1570 ± 50 is distinctive from El Paso
brownwares and from recognized Apache pottery;
its presence at the Cerro Rojo Site could indicate
procurement from neighboring groups just as
probably as it may represent production by ances
tral Apachean groups (Seymour 2002). Similarly,
the occurrence o f mission-made Valle Bajo on El
Paso-area Apache sites is expected because the
Apache raided the missions and ranchos along the
Rio Grande. Also, Apaches and non-Apaches
occupied the mission settlements and then period
ically left to visit their kin or friends in the moun

An intriguing area of continued research relates to
earlier kinds of pottery that are present on ancestral
Apache sites. Pottery is found on ancestral Apache
sites earlier than the 1600s but it exhibits different
attributes (e.g., different surface treatment, different
shades of brown, different paste and inclusions) than
later varieties that are more readily recognized as
“Apache.” Some of this pottery may have been made
by the ancestral Apache and some may not. If some
of this earlier pottery was actually made by the
Apache this may mean that the ancestral Apache
brought pottery making with them when they entered
the Southwest, explaining why some of the Plains
pottery may also be paddle-and-anvil made. Under
such a scenario as time progressed local groups may
have learned new techniques from their new neigh
bors, changing the character of their pottery, as

Familiar Apache Types
As was alluded to above, pottery with certain attrib
utes that has tentatively been called Sierra Plain,
defines Apache in the south, just as Apache Plain
does further north. But these attributes do not occur
until late, presumably in the 1600s. This recogniz
able Apache pottery is seemingly paddle-and-anvil
made in the south (and is easily lost in a Sobaipuri
assemblage) and coil and scrape in the north. This
pattern to forming techniques suggests that pottery
making was learned from the closest neighbors.
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recruitment continually changed group composition
and pottery practices. The later types are recognized
as Apache while these earlier types may not be con
sidered Apache because they exhibit different attrib
utes. It is imperative that we focus on this early plainware (in the 1500s [Seymour 2002, 2003a, 2004a,
2004b] and perhaps earlier), expected to be in sherd
form, found on earlier ancestral Apache sites to dis
cern if it is in fact Athapaskan made.

FINAL STATEMENT
Pottery is usually viewed as a diagnostic index o f
identity, but Apache pottery and pottery found on
Apache sites is a more accurate index o f interac
tion, mobility, and variability in the quality o f
ceramic resources. Through pottery it is possible to
track their role in the social landscape with respect
to recruitment practices, learning networks, and
also trading and raiding patterns.
The tacit assumption that pottery is one o f the best
diagnostic indices o f culture group affiliation
derives from a sedentary society model where pot
tery is abundant and plays a key role in society. For
residentially mobile groups, such as the Apache,
pottery was not as important and it does not occur
in many contexts because it was not used as fre
quently or for as many tasks, and did not permeate
Apachean society as fully. Reliance on this index
has meant that Apache sites cannot be identified
when pottery is absent and since it is not present on
most sites, this means that most sites will go unrec
ognized. Other indices, such as flaked stone and
structural remnants, are much more widespread,
occur in many more instances, and are much more
visible (Seymour 2002). Use of these other indices
will result in the definitive discovery and identifi
cation o f a wider range and greater number of
ancestral Apache sites than will be the case if pot
tery is relied upon as the primary index.

If we are to rely on plainware pottery as an indica
tion o f southernmost Apache culture group affilia
tion we must conceptualize production and use with
models that are appropriate to mobile groups. To do
so means considering that raiders bring the materi
al culture of other groups to their sites, that mobile
groups are likely to reoccupy locations used earlier
in time and so pottery from other groups will be
present, and that pottery was not as important to
these people as it was for sedentary groups (includ
ing other Athapaskan-speaking groups). Conse
quently, the pottery will not necessarily conform to
a widely shared “cultural configuration in its entire
ty,” (Gifford 1960:343) as types are expected to,
because pottery was not as valued, pottery was used
for different purposes that might not have included
social signaling, raw materials were obtained from
widely dispersed sources, members learned from
different neighboring groups, and different
Apachean groups incorporated potters into their
society from neighboring tribes who participated in
different learning traditions. Moreover, not all the
pottery found on Apache sites is necessarily
Apache-made. Many contemporaneous groups
made plainware, some o f which is similar to known
Apache wares, so it is incumbent upon researchers
to strive to become familiar with the range of plainware variation among neighboring groups in sur
rounding areas so that it is clear when the pottery is
actually Apache. To achieve effective results we
must also carefully describe our observations, col
lect sediment with sherds so they can be lumines
cence dated, submit samples for petrographic analy
sis and instrumental neutron activation analysis
(INAA), conduct refiring experiments and X-ray
analysis, and maintain voucher specimens and type
collections so that descriptions are applicable and
our results replicable and verifiable.
The expectations we bring to the field establish how
effectively we are able to conceptualize a problem
and recognize data, and they determine what we
view as “evidence.” With regard to the Apache a
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number o f unrealistic expectations permeate the lit
erature and perceptions, and therefore cannot be
met no matter how many data are collected. These
are often tendered by archivists, ethnohistorians,
and by those who study Athapaskan groups other
than the southernmost groups (ancestral Chiricahua
and Mescalero). One reason why Apache sites and
the associated material culture have defied recogni
tion is because practitioners relying on pottery as an
important diagnostic index of Apache are seeking
plain gray pottery with mica.
One way to surmount this problem of inappropriate
expectations, which are reinforced by misinformed
identifications, is to examine the best instances,
such as (1) pointed-bottom low-shouldered vessels
in an area where such vessel forms were not present
in the prehistoric repertoire or (2) pottery with
unusual mineralogical content. Careful analysis of
such specimens allows recognition of similar spec
imens in other contexts where other material culture
items are associated. Gradual expansion of the list
o f associated attributes allows a template to be
established or a constellation of traits to be associ
ated that are potentially indicative of the Apache
culture group. As suggestive data are added to the
strongest data, and as numerous cases accumulate,
expectations can be redefined that are more in line
with reality and that can be more fully defined
through time. When coupled with archaeological
theory and cross-cultural examples of relevant
recurring contexts it becomes possible to build a
case for the validity of these associations and estab
lish a basis for the particular expression that differ
from other known patterns. Application o f this type
o f approach throughout the extreme southern
Southwest means that past expectations are being
realigned by application of actual archaeological
data. This can be disconcerting for those who con
sider that “knowledge” is being questioned, but the
reality is that the expectations are being challenged
and redefined by data that are more closely allied
with objective perception.
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END NOTES 12
1. The terms plain-surfaced utility wares or plainwares are intended to encompass unpainted,
unslipped, untextured pottery that has a matte,
wiped, or smoothed, but generally not polished,
surface. Examination o f complete and restored
Apache (and Sobaipuri) vessels indicates that a
single vessel sometimes shows each o f these
surface treatment attributes (matte, wiped, or
smoothed) on different portions o f its surface.
2. Personal observation of a subset of pottery in
Western Apache territory that has been labeled
“Apache Plain” suggests that even some o f this
pottery has a brown paste, indicating that per
haps this portion of the typology is in need of
revision or that such specimens have been incor
rectly classified. Gifford (1980:163) comments
that “Apache Plain is rarely brown,” “almost
always dark in color,” “almost always a dull car
bon black throughout the cross-section,” “very
rarely (perhaps accidentally) the reddish-brown
color occurs throughout the core.” Although this
is a region of prehistoric brownwares (Mogollon
brownwares) Apache Plain has been considered
a grayware in existing typologies. Gerald
(1958:8), for example, considered brownware
sherds recovered from a wickiup at AZ V:7:10 to
be prehistoric rather than Apache Plain because
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they did not contain the dark paste color (see
Whittlesey and Benaron 1997:175) and in my
experience Ferg has eliminated plainware speci
mens from the south because they do not possess
dark pastes and other attributes commonly asso
ciated with Apache pottery. (Many other attrib
utes associated with Apache pottery, such as sur
face striations or wiping, fingernail impressions,
and mica, are similarly restricted in occurrence
and not necessarily representative of the range of
Apache pottery.) Further investigation of Apache
Plain specimens might well show that Apache
pottery in this region is made with brown clay,
that is sometimes low fired and so is gray (as are
some Sobaipuri W hetstone Plain sherds that are
clearly brownwares), or perhaps gray from
organic content. Apache pottery in this region
may have been made with clay from variable
sources and properties that fire a range of colors,
rendering fired color an unimportant variable.
3. I am working on devising a database with the
descriptive inform ation contained in these
working categories that can be analyzed inde
pendent o f type labels.
4. Issues surround identification o f paddle-andanvil versus other construction techniques in
pottery manufacture because some attributes
could easily reflect the use o f small clay sec
tions that are overlaid next to each other. While
A rizona archaeologists often feel comfortable
distinguishing paddle-and-anvil pottery on the
basis o f surface characteristics, some ceramic
technologists, David Hill for example, believe
that CAT-Scans or other types o f X-ray study
will be required to investigate this issue more
fully. This latter perspective holds that we lack
adequate tools at present for distinguishing paddle-and-anvil wall thinning from other thinning
techniques. This deficiency is easily remedied
by submitting southern Apache, Sobaipuri, and
H ohokam specimens, all inferred to be paddle-

and-anvil made on the basis o f the same surface
characteristics, for technical analysis.
5. Only limited collections of these pottery types
encountered at Cerro Rojo were made, consis
tent with current views regarding preservation in
place. Collections consisted of a sherd for lumi
nescence dating, a sherd for petrographic analy
sis, and a voucher specimen to be curated. While
in some instances multiple sherds were collect
ed, hundreds o f late-dating (e.g., 1500 and later)
sherds are still present on this site.
Because o f the low density o f material culture
overall (though high density for a mobile group
site), and because items were left in place (pri
mary depositional contexts), more direct study
o f the processes that led to their deposition is
allowed than is often possible on more intensive
ly occupied sites where refuse is redeposited.
Some clusters of distinctive sherds clearly repre
sent a single pot break. In other cases, unique
sherds of a specific sorting type occur in multi
ple, widely-dispersed loci suggesting numerous
vessels o f that type were present. In still other
instances, similarity to affirmatively identified
Apache pottery from other known Apache sites
bolsters other independent measures of their dis
tinctiveness.
Brief and preliminary descriptions are provided
in Chapter 7 of Conquest and Concealment
(Seymour 2002) and in the petrographic obser
vations by Hill (2002), found in an appendix in
that same volume, that should be useful in future
comparisons. These should be considered work
ing categories, sorting names (Mera 1935), or
tentative varieties (Gifford 1960) that facilitate
comparison and communication and ultimately
help us see and sort the relevant aspects of vari
ation.
6. Like the Jornada Mogollon, Athapaskans in the
Tularosa and Hueco basins seem to have used
alluvial fan or geologic clay sources for their
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pottery, as did many mobile groups o f the south
ern Southwest. The basic division between river
ine and alluvial fan clays is an important one,
though not the sole criterion for separating
ceramics and not applicable to all areas. In the El
Paso area this distinction seems important for
distinguishing between the sand-rich paste of the
mission-made Valle Bajo on the one hand and
the highly variable paste of mobile group ceram
ics on the other (Marshall 1997; Seymour 2002).
Yet, many very thin Apachean wares have finesorted inclusions suggestive of riverine sources
and overall they look very similar to Sobaipuri
wares, including, seemingly, in surface treatment
and potentially rim form. Is this because the
Sobaipuri and other sedentary groups made
these pots for the Apache? Did the Apache raid
these pots or trade for them resulting in their
deposition in Apachean contexts? Were
Sobaipuri potters incorporated into Apachean
society as the documentary record suggests? Or
does this similarity result from the fact that there

are only so many ways to make plainware pot
tery coupled with the fact that thin vessel walls
require clays with a higher green-strength?
7. Documentary evidence suggests that initially
raiding was not the violent hit-and-run event that
it became later. As I briefly discuss elsewhere
(Seymour 2002), Cabeza de Vaca’s original
accounts note that settled people fled to the hills
or piled goods in the center of the floor and
turned their backs when confronted with raiders
or unknown visitors. This “pact” would allow
more careful selection o f materials to be carried
off and a more orderly exit while overburdened
with awkward, unmanageable, and breakable
plunder. Regardless, only low frequencies o f
pottery are present in any known Apache context
suggesting that while raiding may explain its
presence, pottery was not important to them and
that they did not transport many vessels to their
sites.
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WHO WERE THE SAN MARCOSENOS?

IN TRO D U CTIO N
hiteley (2004:152) argued recently that
“while ritual is not a direct expression
o f social structure, it is indica
tive.. .[and by] seeking ancestral social forms from
known successors, we might avoid problems creat
ed by wholesale analogical interpolation across a
large temporal gap.” This is not, o f course, a novel
approach in American Archeology, and calls to
mind the frequent caution that the ethnographic
present is not necessarily a mirror into the past.
True, but we are justified, I believe, in asking
when— if at all— and under what circumstances
we might anticipate such a fragmented mirror to
inform? Are there, in the ethnographic “present”
o f the Puebloan Southwest, for example, ritual
structures and associated behaviors that can be dis
cerned from the archeological record? Whiteley
(2004:152) suggested that

W

...m ore systematic use o f ethnohistory is a
highly desirable future aim. Thorough
scrutiny o f the 16th- and early 17th-century
docum ents.. .may provide crucial in-sights,
particularly as regards regional groups and
their differences— political, linguistic, eth
nic, and so on.
I agree, and would add religious behavior and struc
tures. I believe also that efforts to identify Pueblo
social groups (“ethnics”) in the archeological
record is a worthwhile endeavor (Snow 1986), and

my purpose here is to identify the historic inhabi
tants of San Marcos Pueblo based on contemporary
Spanish documents, together with linguistic and
archeological data, for the purpose o f predicting a
singular aspect of kiva architecture there.

TAMOS, TANOS,
TAGNOS, A N D T H A N O S
In his classic work, El Gringo, or New Mexico &
Her People, published in 1856, W.W.H. Davis
(1938) included a “history” o f the Pueblos com
piled from original Spanish documents and anec
dotal and hearsay accounts, in which he makes the
case for continuity between the ‘m odern’ Pueblos
and the numerous ruins he saw and heard about
during his years in the Territory. Here is his take
on some o f those ruins:
One nation, the Tagnos or Tanos, once pow
erful and warlike, has becom e entirely
extinct, and many of the villages o f the four
remaining nations have gone to ruin. O f
those now in decay, and a long time aban
doned...and whose names have come down
to the present day, can be mentioned Pecos,
San Lazaro, San Marcos, San Cristobal,
Socorro, and Senacu.. .There may also be
mentioned the ruins o f Abo, Quarra, and
Gran Quivira, which are undoubtedly the
remains o f pueblos...From all the informa
tion I have been able to obtain concerning
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these latter ruins, from their location, I am of
the opinion that they were villages of the
Tagnos nation.... This people inhabited the
country to the southward o f Santa Fe, includ
ing some villages upon the Galestio Creek.
They are almost due south o f Santa Fe, and no
other locality is found to correspond so well
with the situation o f the ancient Tagno vil
lages; and the towns that formerly stood there
were not unlike the pueblos of the present day
(Davis 1938:314).
Davis' use o f the Italianate spelling, '-gn' (equivalent
to Spanish 'n'), is curious, but not unprecedented—
for example, in reference to a declaration by
Francisco de Anaya Almazan, in 1664, he was iden
tified as the “alcalde mayor and captian a guerra in
the jurisdiction o f Los Tagnos...” (Hackett
1937:247; Hackett's spelling?). Otermin, writing in
1680, also wrote Tagnos.1
Accounts o f the expeditionary force under Antonio
de Espejo (1582-83) recorded “Atamues” for sever
al pueblos between the Rio Grande and the Pecos
River together, specifically with a pueblo there they
called “Tamos” on the approach to Pecos Pueblo
(Hammond and Rey 1966:228- 29). By all inter
pretations the Espejo party did not ascend the Rio
Grande north o f Keres country, failing to reach the
Tewa villages above Santa Fe, and “Tamos” does not
occur in the expedition accounts until they reached
the province they called Atamues and the pueblo of
Tamos. It has been assumed that those terms
referred to the people later called by the Spaniards,
Tanos, Tagnos, and Tanos - the 'm' sound either a
distortion o f the native word, or a scribe's error. 1
believe the following will explain the apparent
spelling difference.
In Santa Clara Tewa, final 'n' (as well as 'ny', 'ng') is
nasalized (Santa Clara Pueblo Tewa Dictionary, n.
d., p. 3); and in San Juan Tewa, 'n' is pronounced
like 'ng' before velar and glottal sounds, at the end
o f an utterance, or as 'm' before labial sounds”

(Martinez 1982:5). The assimilation b y 'm ' before
voiceless 'p' and 'b', is a common occurrence in lan
guage; (Oswald Werner, personal comunication
March 14,2007). Hoijer and Dozier (1949:141), for
example, give Santa Clara Tewa, ?un-pe-ri ~ [?umpe-ri\, 'you went'— the shift from palatal to labial
before voiceless 'p' is clear. Similarly, Tewa na,
'earth', but nambe, rounded earth; po?- 'snow', but
p'ombu'u, 'big snowball', and so on (Harrington
1910, 1916).
In the Tewa dialects, thanpi?yeh ~ thangpiye (as
they are spelled in the dictionaries referred to
above), 'in or toward the east1, consist o f the mor
phemes tha — ’east1 ~ 'sun', and -piye, 'in or
toward' (Harrington 1916:45). Spoken, these are:
tampije in each case.
Thus, Harrington
(1916:41-42) gives 'tampije ('east', in or toward),
’akompije (south, in or toward)— precisely the same
sounds recorded by Bandelier (1890:311). I imag
ine, as a result, that the chroniclers of the Espejo
expedition heard the initial sound [a] +— tarn (for
Atamues ~ Tamos) in a similar context. But from
whom, assuming they did not reach the Tewa world?
I can only surmise that the name tano was in com
mon use throughout the Rio Grande at the time to
refer to those Southern Tewa-speaking people of the
Galisteo Basin, and might have entered into
Southern Tiwa and Keresan as such. I suggest the
possibility, therefore, that the shift to 'm ' before a
labial, or voiceless consonant, was heard by Espejo,
resulting in the spelling Tamos ~ Atamues. Perhaps
tampije-tewa?
As for “thano” as an alaternate spelling of “tano,”
Hodge (1910:686, citing his 1895 field notes) gives
Sandia Tiwa, Tahano, said by his informant to be the
Tano's name for themselves, a form that bears no
resemblance, however, to Southern Tiwa 'east'
(Sandia, haebam, Isleta, habamti; Elizabeth Brandt,
personal
communication
June
4, 2006).
Harrington's aspirated't', in t'anotewa (see below),
presumably is represented by 'h' in thano and
tahano.
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According to Harrington (1916:576), “tano” derives
from t'anuge, “the great plain...south of the Tewa
country,” a term obviously cognate with Hopi-Tewa,
thanu-tewa, their name for themselves (cited by
Goddard 1979a:601); and Harrington used “torn/”
in reference to a ruin said to belong to San Ildefonso
“below” Santa Clara. According to Harrington
(1916:576), T'anutowa, 'live down country people';
T'anuge 'Santa Fe Plain'. The second form [t'anuge]
is regarded as an abbreviation of the first; from it
came Span. Tano, eng. Tano. The name refers to
habitat, not to language, and was applied to Pecos
and Keresan as well as to Tewa-speaking Indians
who inhabited the great plain called T'anuge.. .south
o f the Tewa country.
Harrington's term consists of two morphemes:
t'a - ('sun' or 'east'), and -nu'u, or -nuge ('below',
'place below'; —ge, a locative meaning 'place'),
which might better be glossed, 'down below [us] to
the east'.
In spite o f Harrington's explanation, the Tewa have
a perfectly good word for Keresan-speaking peo
ple: tematowa, 'Keres people' (1916:574) to their
south, and it strikes me as curious, moreover, that
instead o f Tewa initial akon- 'south', Harrington's
informants identify their Tano, or Southern Tewa
kin by the word for east and/or sun— thus, 'eastern'
Tewas, a conceptual shift with interesting ram ifi
cations. In this regard, Harrington (1916:481)
cites a passage from Schoolcraft, in which a Tewa
informant noted that the language spoken former
ly at Galisteo “was very like ours, but not the
same.” a dialectical difference evident from a com
parison o f the Santa Clara and San Juan dictionar
ies cited above (for example, see Naranjo 1995).
As preposterous, perhaps, as Davis’ notion was—
the inclusion of Socorro and Senecu, Abo etc. as
villages of the Tano nation, for example— it clear
ly was correct according to what Harrington
reported.
More to the point, as Harrington
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explained, t'anuge refers to that 'country' identi
fied as the “Santa Fe plain”— which does not refer
to the Galisteo Basin (and citing Bandelier as
source for the definition; 1916:576), a “country”
bounded by the La Bajada escarpment and the
breaks overlooking the Galisteo Basin.
The earliest written occurrence o f the spelling
“Tano,” in Fray Geronimo Zarate Salmeron's
Relaciones o f 1626-27, refers specifically to the
inhabitants o f Galisteo Pueblo (Milich 1966:34);
while Benavides, in the 1630 and 1634 Memorials,
identified the “Tanos” as a separate nation or
province o f five villages (Hodge et al. 1945;
Forrestal 1954), in which he included San Marcos.
The 1598 assignment of pueblos to the various
Franciscans by Juan de Onate, however, does not
identify a Tano province, and there, San Marcos,
San Cristobal, and Galisteo were included with the
Keres “province,” together with Santo Domingo,
San Felipe, Cochiti, the pueblo o f “/a cienega de
C a r a b a ja land others that Bandelier, on the basis
of his Tano informants at Santo Domingo, identi
fied as other Tano pueblo ruins (Hammond and
Rey 1953:345).
Onate (Hammond and Rey
1953:321, 328) noted that Pecos was the province
Espejo called Tamos.
Who, then, were the San Marcosenos? C. T. Snow
(2000:20) characterized San Marcos as an “enigma”
without, however, discussing why that is the case—
but clearly because of indecision among historians
and archeologists about who lived there. The issue of
their identity was raised by Bandelier whose Santo
Domingo informant told him San Marcos was occu
pied by Tanos and not by Keres—an informant, how
ever, Bandelier later accused of being a liar! (Lange
and Riley 1966:364). The “Tanos,” Bandelier
(1892:107) said, spoke a Southern Tewa dialect, and
in his final report, he included San Marcos and the
pueblo of La Cienega with the Tano villages, “pro
vided.” he said, “San Marcos and the Cienega were
inhabited by [Tanos] and not by the Oueres.”
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Subsequent opinions vary. Reed (1943:211) noted
that it was “thought that San Marcos was possibly
Keres (see also Lambert 1954:5),” but he identified
La Cienega— visita o f San Marcos - as a “Keres or
Tano pueblo.” Later, Reed (1954:325) included San
M arcos as one o f the “ Southern Tewa” pueblos of
the Galisteo Basin. Mera (1940) included San
M arcos in his “Tano-Tewa” division of the glaze
ware tradition; and Creamer (2000:11) includes San
M arcos with the Tano-speaking pueblos o f the
Galisteo Basin. In a more recent study, Snead et al.
(2004:27) said that the Galisteo Basin was home to
“ Southern Tewa, or Tano people, as well as some
Keres speakers,” without identifying the latter (but
see Blinman 2000:175). Schroeder (1975), howev
er, was never in doubt that both San Marcos and La
Cienega were Keres pueblos.
It is significant, I believe, that while the rebellious
inhabitants o f Galisteo, San Cristobal, and San
Lazaro pueblos fled north to take refuge among their
Tewa kin, San Marcos people joined the Keresans at
Old Cochiti, or La Cieneguilla as it was called.
Furthermore, the remnants o f Galisteo people, some
50 or so families, having been ousted from Santa Fe,
took up temporary residence with their Tewa kin at
Tesuque Pueblo, opting to be returned, in 1706, to
their former village. Less than 100 years later, dec
imated by Comanche hostilities, the remaining hand
ful o f Galisteo people took refuge at Santo Domingo
Pueblo, rather than with their increasingly hispanicized Tewa kin in the Espanola Basin (Harrington
1916:481). It is likely— though likely no longer sub
ject to proof—that many Galisteo people accompa
nied their former San Cristobal and San Lazaro
Southern Tewa (Tanu-tewa) neighbors to the western
pueblos, ca. 1696.
The A ugust 1680 rebels at the siege o f Santa Fe,
according to Otermin, were “Tagnos, San Marcos,
and La Cienega,” but I do not take this to mean, as
others apparently have, that San Marcos and La
Cienega were Tano pueblos, if for no other reason
than the continuous references he makes elsewhere

to the Tanos o f Galisteo, San Cristobal, and San
Lazaro (Hackett and Shelby 1942:3^1, 11-13,
98)— not o f San Marcos. He wrote specifically,
for example, “the Querez o f San Marcos” (Hackett
and Shelby 1942:25), and a Tano Indian captured
during the retreat from Santa Fe, said the rebels
were those “Los Tagnos, Pecos, and San Marcos”
— reinforcing the distinction between Tanos and
San Marcos people (Hackett and Shelby 1942:24).
Twelve years later, Vargas was told, at the refugee
“Queres” pueblo at “Cieneguilla” (or Old Kotyiti)
that its inhabitants were from “Cochiti, San Felipe,
and San Marcos, and that they had gone to settle
there, abandoning their pueblos because o f fear o f
the raids made upon them by their enemies, the
Teguas, Tanos, and Picuris.” (Espinosa 1940:174).
During his campaign o f 1693, Vargas several times
mentioned the Queres Captain, Cristobal, o f San
Marcos (Kessell et al. 1995:408-09, 417).
That the San Marcos visita o f La Cienega also was
a Keres pueblo is evident from the remark by
Vargas, in 1693, that should “some Queres Indians
wish to return to the pueblo o f La Cienega and set
tle there,” he would provide them with appropriate
land (Kessel et al. 1995:111). Several additional
points argue in support o f San Marcos as a Keres
pueblo:
a) If La Cienega and San Marcos were not both
Keres people, this would be the only instance in
which a priest was faced with trying to learn,
simultaneously, two completely unrelated lan
guages in order to preach Christianity to his
flocks;
b) Vetancurt (1982:102), writing in 1697, cited
first-hand information to the effect that San
M arcos, in 1680, was a pueblo o f 600
Christians o f the Queres nation;
c) San Marcos people are said to have been
among the founders of Laguna Pueblo (e.g.
Reed 1954:326), and I have found no reference
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to a former Southern Tewa contingent at that
pueblo either;
d) AASF baptism al records (n.d.) for Pecos
Pueblo, D ec-Jan 1698-99, recorded the bap
tism of a child whose father was "de nation
Queres del Pueblo de San Marcos
And, last, San Marcos is not really in the Galisteo
Basin, as Nelson (1914:8) noted early on, but
rather it lies at the southern edge o f the “Santa Fe
plain,” overlooking the Basin.

RIO GRANDE RIVAS
IN PERSPECTIVE
Both south- and east-oriented, apparently contem
porary, kivas are reported from such late prehis
toric villages as Pottery Mound, Tijeras Pueblo,
Kuaua, LA 6455 near Cochiti, and Arroyo Hondo,
for example. Review o f approximately 150 kiva
and pit-house orientations at prehistoric Rio
Grande sites indicate that 98 percent o f them, from
ca. AD 1000 through the latest kivas at Pecos, have
the ventilator shaft oriented to the east. Although
this preponderantly east-orientation has been
remarked occasionally by archeologists (Wendorf
and Reed 1955:151-52; Adler 1999:71), apparent
ly no significance has attached to this fact (but see
Snow 1983). The presence o f different kiva orien
tations in a single community, I suggest, is indica
tive of distinct socio-religious precepts that might
well correspond to different social or “group iden
tities” (“ethnics”) in the same community (e.g.
Eckert and Cordell 2004:40).
The ritual circuit among the Tanoan pueblos
begins in the east, while that o f the Keres, Zuni,
and Hopi, begins in the north. Thus, entrance to
kivas in the western pueblos (including those of
the Rio Grande Keres) is from the south side, such
that descent to the floor lands one on the north side
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o f the kiva, from which the ritual circuitry is initi
ated, moving counterclockwise. Insofar as can be
determined— from descriptions, photographs, and
my own visual inspections— descent by ladder (or
doorway) into kivas at most o f the current Tanoan
pueblos is from the western side such that on
arrival on the floor one is on the eastern side o f the
structure— the starting point o f their ritual circuit
ry. There are several apparent exceptions— at
modern San Ildefonso, Isleta, and Jemez.3
It can be argued then, as a working hypothesis, that
south-oriented kivas usually reflect traditional use
by Keresan (or other western Pueblo) people, an
orientation undoubtedly reflected in the unvarying
south-oriented pit-houses and south-facing unittype pueblos o f the San Juan Ancestral Puebloans
(survival o f that former plan, perhaps, is currently
seen at the Keresan pueblos o f Acoma, Santa Ana,
and Santo Domingo).
Identification o f the former inhabitants o f San
Marcos Pueblo as Keresans strongly suggests that
kivas there will be found oriented to the south.
Both kivas at the refugee pueblo o f Old Kotyiti,
excavated by Nelson, are oriented to the south
(Robert Preucel, personal communication January
23, 2007), as expected since it was occupied by
Keresans. Unfortunately, so far, none o f the San
M arcos kivas have been investigated (Ann
Ramenofsky, personal communication 2007).
San Marcos, I believe, appears to belong to an
“Eastern Keres” ethnohistoric group, a “cluster” I
suspect that once included Los Aguajes (LA 5) on
the flank o f Tetilla Peak, an important Cochiti (but
not, apparently, a Tewa) shrine. The Cochiti name,
“Guicu” for La Cienega (unnamed in Harrington's
ethnogeographic locations), and the siting o f San
Marcos Keres people overlooking the Galisteo
Basin, suggest that a 'proto-ethnohistoric' bound
ary m ight have existed betw een Eastern
(“Southern”) Tewa and Keres territories along the
trailing edge o f the “Santa Fe plain.”4
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ENDNOTES
1. Tano and thano, as well, are frequently encountered
in the early literature: Tafios, “...indios que vivian
en la provincia del Chaco!' (!) (Santamaria
1942:129). Gregg (1990) in 1844 wrote Tagno,
while Powell (1880) wrote Tano, as well as Tano.
Villasenor y Sanchez, writing in 1746 (1992:518)
wrote Thanos, as did Escudero, in 1849 (cited in
Florescano 1942:128; Florescano and Sanchez
1976:300), but Vargas consistently wrote Tanos.
2. Pecos baptisms 10/27/1694 (Archives of the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe, folio 5, fr. 29): Diego
Guicui, huerfano, age 12; served as padrino under
name of Juan Diego Quere[s?], and as “el Guico" el
interprete...!' between 1731—43 at Pecos. Pecos
baptisms (Dec-Jan [ 16]97—98): Catalina Quiya y
Lorenso Xualutaquio de Nacion Queres del Pueblo
de San Marcos.3
3. Although it appears that the kivas at San Juan might
be entered from the south as well, Lt. Bourke
(Bloom 1936:263) described the kiva he entered
there in 1881 as having a “small square aperture
near the level of the floor in East wall,” and he
described the “altar or hearth so built that, facing
the fire, you face East.” Douglass described enter
ing a kiva at Santa Clara whose doorway was on the
east side (Hill 1982:206). One Isleta kiva, if
Parson’s (1929:200) informant’s map is accurate,
also appears to be entered from the east side.

Rearrangement of kiva orientation at two sites
around the beginning of the 13th century on the
Pajarito Plateau (Snow 1974, Hubbell and Traylor
1982) appears to reinforce the notion of restructur
ing religious precepts. To what extent this involved
a change in “ethnicity” is an interesting issue
(Habicht-Mauche 1993:87-98)
4. Between 1731-43, serving as padrino to several
children at Pecos Pueblo, was Juan Diego “el
Guico" (also Guyco) “el interpreter and once as
Juan Diego Quere[s?], recalling the Cochiti name
for the present community of La Cienega—guicu—
a name applied to that place at least since the mid18th century. The initial form, gui- is the same as
that given by Bandelier for a former pueblo of Santo
Domingo, “gui-puy,” obviously similar in sound to
the name recorded by the Espejo expedition and,
later by Onate, but I am unable to identify this in
current Keres vocabulary. The initial sound is
described as a “voiceless unaspirated alveo-palatal
stop,” frequently rendered in English orthography as
'g' (Goddard 1979b:388). The occupation of Santa
Fe by Tano Indians from Galisteo Pueblo in 1692
might well reflect an effort by Tewa-speaking peo
ple to reunite a former Tewa world on the “Santa Fe
plain,” encroached upon by Keresans at San Marcos
and La Cienega (and, perhaps, at Los Aguajes?)?
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R. Gwinn Vivian

DOMESTIC WATER AT CHACO:
THE GREAT GAMBLER SPRING

IN TRO D U CTIO N
he interior San Juan Basin and Chaco
Canyon have long been known as a dry
place. William Henry Jackson in the early
spring of 1877 could find no Navajo in the Fort
Defiance area willing to guide him to Chaco
Canyon because o f their “dread” o f visiting the
area “on account o f the well known dearth of
w ater...” (Jackson 1878:432). When he ultimately
entered the canyon from the east with guides from
Jemez Pueblo he camped near “the only water in
the whole neighborhood ... a few shallow pools o f
a thick, pasty w ater...” (Jackson 1878:446). On
his last day at Chaco he climbed to the canyon rim
and discovered “a series of water-pockets ... con
taining thousands o f gallons of clear, cool, sweet
water ... (that)... was discovered too late to be of
any more use than for a single draught o f the deli
cious fluid” (Jackson 1878:448). Later visitors
were in accord with the Navajo; A. V Kidder com
mented in 1924 that the Chaco area “ ... is almost
devoid o f springs, has no permanent streams, is
subject to severe sandstorms, is blistering hot in
summer and bitterly cold in winter” (Kidder
1924:54). Kidder concluded that it was “hard to
see how life in the Chaco could have been any
thing but a continual struggle for bare existence”
(Kidder 1924:54).

T

Although visitors and some residents in Chaco have
commented on the scarcity of domestic water,
archaeologists have tended to emphasize water

required for farming (e.g. Benson et al. 2006;
Lagasse et al. 1984; Toll et al. 1985; Vivian 1990;
Vivian et al. 2006), and to a lesser extent construc
tion (Lekson 1984). Nonetheless, given cultural
longevity, the multitude o f sites and the scale o f
construction in Chaco, there were times— probably
many times— when life in Chaco was more than “a
continual struggle for bare existence.” As such, the
need for domestic water was as great or greater than
the need for farming and construction.

DO M ESTIC W ATERAND
QUANTITY USED
Domestic use included water for drinking, cook
ing, bathing and other washing, pottery making,
and miscellaneous occasional use for ritual and
other purposes. Water needed solely for human
maintenance was obtained through drinking, eat
ing, and the oxidation of foods during metabolism.
The quantity o f bodily required water varied by
season, but under moderate temperatures and with
minimal exertion, an adult normally will need to
replace about two and a half liters (.66 gallons) o f
water a day that is lost through bodily functions.
Under high temperatures and greater activity
requirements may rise to seven liters (1.8 gallons)
a day, and under extreme conditions a person may
use up to 12 liters (3.1 gallons) a day.
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Though historic and recent sources report on
Puebloan use o f water for domestic purposes, I
have found no specific data on quantities used
daily, particularly by the historic Hopi, a group
residing in an area with water sources generally
sim ilar to Chaco. W indes (1987:39) used studies
o f soldiers in the Southwest and California to con
servatively estimate
. .two to four liters daily ...
for survival under cool, minimal working condi
tio n s ...” though consumption would increase with
w arm er tem peratures and greater exertion.
Seasonal estimates o f basic (drinking and cooking)
w ater consum ption for the Chaco need to take into
consideration the fairly extreme seasonal tempera
ture variations and reduced physical activity in at
least the winter. Thus, we might postulate two
liters (one-half gallon) a day for three winter
m onths, six liters (one and a h alf gallons) a day for
three sum m er months and four liters (one gallon) a
day for the spring and fall.
D om estic water requirements in Chaco are archaeologically significant for a num ber o f reasons
including the ever-constant question o f canyon
p o pulation estim ates. W hereas m ost Chacoan
scholars have dealt fairly perfunctorily with esti
m ating population, and even fewer have consid
ered domestic water as a m easure for population,
Tom W indes— as usual— considered both ques
tions in Volume 1 o f the Pueblo Alto Complex
investigations. M uch o f the following information
is drawn from Tom ’s published work. Moreover,
the decision to test the Great Gambler Spring was
m otivated by his suspicion that structures to
im pound the water would be found beneath each
o f the present basins at the spring (W indes
1987:39).

SOURCES OF DO M ESTIC
WATER AT CH ACO
There are a number o f domestic water sources in
Chaco including impermanent rock tanks (tinajas), hand-dug wells in the Chaco and Escavada
washes, seeps and springs. Quantities o f most, if
not all of this water, are seasonally conditioned.
This is particularly true o f “pot holes” and rock
tanks (tinajas) on bedrock above the canyon rim.
Jackson found an especially productive set of
tanks above Pueblo Bonito, but numerous other
large and small cavities dot the north canyon rim,
and to a lesser extent the south side o f the canyon.
Don Talayesva, a Sun Chief at the Hopi pueblo of
Oraibi, stated that there were about a hundred “cis
terns” cut into “the solid rock by our ancestors,”
and that as a children when it rained “we were told
to take our little pots and go out on the ledges ,
scoop up puddles, and fill the cisterns” (Simmons
1942:57). Some potholes at Chaco have been
modified, but most are not, and carved cisterns are
absent. Pot holes and tanks fill after runoff-pro
ducing rains, and occasionally some moisture is
trapped following snowmelt. Overall, such water
is essentially a “bonus” for canyon residents.
Historically, and in recent times, the Navajo have
excavated shallow wells in the Escavada Wash and
near the headwaters o f the Chaco Wash in the
vicinity o f Pueblo Pintado. I recall at least two of
these wells in the Escavada Wash near its conflu
ence with the Chaco Wash. Water was present at a
little more than a meter below the ground surface,
and the sides o f the “well” were lined with stone
and scrap metal. Well diameter was about a meter.
Wells in the Chaco Wash within the canyon proba
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bly could have been dug during some periods o f
Chacoan occupation, though depth was likely
greater than in the Escavada. Hack (1942:11-12)
notes that before an erosional epicycle beginning
in the 1880s ground water in the Hopi country was
sufficiently high to enable the digging o f shallow
wells in a number o f locations. One of Neil Judd’s
Navajo informants, Hosteen Beyal, who came to
Chaco Canyon with his parents sometime in the
mid-1800s noted that at that time there was no
arroyo in the canyon bottom but rather shallow
basins that held rainwater most of the year (Judd
1954:344). Richard Wetherill sunk two wells near
Pueblo Bonito in the spring o f 1896 (McNitt
1957:143), but we do not know their depth. A
major flood destroyed them in July (M cNitt
1957:146). In subsequent years, several National
Park Service wells met the same fate. While a
more permanent source o f water than stock tanks,
well productivity was conditioned by precipitation
cycles that affected water table levels, and they
could quickly be destroyed by floods.
Seeps most commonly occur under overhanging
ledges o f sandstone protecting a sheltered area
with minimal “floor” space. These are found at the
heads and often the sides o f most tributary
canyons or rincons bordering Chaco Canyon.
When a seep in Chaco actually produces a pool of
standing water it usually is called a spring. In
some cases, seeps without pools are damp enough
to support small amounts o f plant life, and in a few
instances seepage below and down the slope in
front o f the floor produces more robust vegetation
such as chokecherry (Primus virgininiana L. var.
melanocapra). In some instances, development of
a seep can produce standing water as at site 29SJ
1792 in Cly’s Canyon (see below).
Very likely most, if not all, o f the “springs” in
Chaco are and were developed seeps. It is known
that the Navajo developed the small pool o f water
at site 29SJ 1792 (discussed below), and Judd
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(1954) reported a number o f seep-springs that no
longer produce water. This suggests that some
seeps will produce pools o f water, and probably all
“springs” in Chaco are the result o f developed
seeps.
Although the Great Gambler spring may be the
best-known spring in Chaco, there are several
other past and present seep-springs. They are usu
ally located at the contact between the Upper
Cretaceous deposits o f Cliff House sandstone and
underlying lenses o f gray or brown carbonaceous
shale. Judd (1954:344) described two springs in
Chaco that no longer produce water. One was
located in a cove on the east side o f M ockingbird
Canyon and the other, known as Toh ’-el-ah ’, was
at the cliff base at the northwest side o f Penasco
Blanco. Only the latter spring produced any water
in the mid-1920s.
Judd also reported the Great Gambler spring in
Cly’s Canyon, which was viable in the mid-1920’s
and known by the Navajo as Tse'-ya-toh ’-gi. I am
aware o f three other springs in Chaco Canyon that
currently produce water. Two are located on the
south side o f the canyon; one at the base o f the
Chacra Mesa and one near the top o f West Mesa—
a portion o f the Chacra Mesa. The third, site 29SJ
1792, is located in Cly’s Canyon south o f the Great
Gambler spring. All o f these springs are located in
areas with historic Navajo occupation and all show
some evidence of minimal alteration o f the pool
zone most recently by the Navajo.
The West Mesa spring (Site 29SJ 1059) is located
in a deep overhang midway down a small drainage
in one o f the uppermost cliff zones on West Mesa.
It is at an elevation o f approximately 1981 meters
(6,500 feet). A Navajo horse and sheep trail leads
down the drainage from the mesa top to the spring.
This pool has been excavated— probably many
times— to increase pool size and depth. W hen vis
ited in 1991 it was estimated that the pool held
four to five times the water present in pools at the
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G reat G am bler spring. The pool was oval in shape
and was approximately 3 m by 2.70 m. Water
depth at the rear o f the pool averaged 25 cm; depth
near the front o f the pool averaged 15 cm. In 1991
excavated soil and sandstone had been banked on
the east side o f the pool. A small (ca. 50 cm long
by 25 cm high) section o f stacked thin sandstone
slabs form ed a part o f the bank and probably was
added to keep soil from slipping into the pool. A
num ber o f shovel marks were visible in the dried
mud. A lthough several stone hogan rings mark
historic Navajo use o f the area, they have not lived
on this part o f the mesa for more than 50 years.
The m odifications noted in 1991, therefore, may
have been N ational Park Service attempts to pro
vide a m ore reliable water source for Mule deer,
w hich were reestablishing themselves in the Park.
A bundant deer tracks were present in 1991.
W indes (personal com m unication 1991) noted that
sim ilar m odification o f the Great Gambler spring
had been done in 1966 for this purpose. Fairly
dense vegetation down slope from the pool sug
gests considerable seepage below the spring.
The second spring, 29SJ 1620, is located in a deep
rincon at the base o f the Chacra M esa opposite the
W ijiji great house at an elevation o f about 1920 m
(6,300 feet). The branching head o f this side
canyon is m arked by a num ber o f cottonwood trees
whose presence presumably reflects more abun
dant discharge in this area, which may explain the
location o f Wijiji. This spring was also visited in
1991. A lthough it emerged from the shale contact
zone w ith the overlying sandstone, there is no
cavate overhang. Rather, w ater issued from near
the base o f a cliff face and ran down the talus to the
rincon bottom where it sank into the sand. In 1991
the w ater was a relatively constant small trickle
approxim ately six cm wide producing 10 liquid
ounces per minute, thereby requiring about 12
m inutes to fill a gallon container. Windes (person
al com m unication 1991) noted that the flow was
m uch greater in previous years. Vegetation includ

ing New Mexico olive (Foresteria neomexicana
Gray) and cattail ( Typha latifolia L.) was fairly
dense in the watered area. The Navajo modified
this spring, and the area around it was fenced at
one time. A watering trough fashioned from a cot
tonwood trunk was also present.
The third spring, site 29SJ 1792, is discussed below.

THE GREAT GAMBLER
SPRING, 29SJ 1791
The Great Gambler Spring (NPS site number 29SJ
1791) is located in a cavate overhang in a small
reentrant on the east side o f Cly’s Canyon (also
known as Rincon del Camino) northeast o f Pueblo
Bonito approximately one kilometer down-canyon
or southwest o f the canyon head. The spring was
long associated with Dan Cly, a prominent Navajo
in the Chaco area, and one o f his residences was
located near the spring. The Wetherill’s were
familiar with the spring as EJolsinger (1901:11)
referenced it, and Judd (1954:12, 344) paid partic
ular attention to the spring with respect to canyon
water sources. The spring is also closely associat
ed with Pueblo Alto, being located less than a kilo
meter northwest o f the great house. Windes
(1987:20-22) provides an excellent, in-depth dis
cussion of Navajo legends regarding Pueblo Alto
as the home o f the mythological “Great Gambler”
and his relationship to the spring in Cly’s Canyon.
According to Windes, local Navajo know this
spring as the Great Gambler Spring (though see
the Navajo name reported by Judd above).
Three seeps are located at the rear of the semicircu
lar overhang that creates a sheltered zone four to
eight meters in depth (Figure 1). The distance across
the front o f the shelter is about 24 m. The floor of
the shelter slopes gently toward the front of the over
hang ranging from 1.7 to 4.5 m above the floor. Near
the front and below this overhang the sloping ground
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Figure 1.
The Great Gambler
Spring. The North
and Central seeps are
at left and center.
The South seep is at
far right.

is covered with a stand of chokecherry (Prunus virginiana L. var. melanocapra [A. Nels.] J. Rydb),
dense clusters of currant (Ribes areum Pursh) and a
few juniper (Juniperus monosperma). The relatively
level nature of the floor under the overhang is broken
at the rear by three depressions labeled during test
ing in 1991 as the South, Central and North seeps.
They ranged in depth from .4 to .7 m and in diame
ter from 2 to 3.8 m. Only the South and Central
seeps held water in 1991 with the maximum depth of
water being 15 cm.
Discharge was not measured in 1991, but Windes
(1987:39) reported that in 1985 discharge in midMay measured 59 liters (15.5 gallons) a day and 69
liters (18.2 gallons) a day in mid-October. He
noted that 1985 was “a very wet season.”
According to Gregory (1916) similar springs in the
Navajo country normally produced one to two gal
lons per minute, though when developed they
could produce up to twice as much water. For
example, Gregory (1916:142) indicated only two
gallons (eight liters) per minute at the Tallahogan
spring in the Hopi area, but Hack (1942:36) more
than 20 years later reported five to ten gallons (ca.

20 to 40 liters) per minute, presumably reflecting
development o f the Tallahogan spring for irrigated
gardens.
Test excavations at the Great Gambler spring were
made in 1991 to determine if the seep had been
modified in Chacoan times to increase water dis
charge and collection. Development o f seeps and
springs is known both archaeologically (e.g.
Sharrock et al. 1961) and ethnographically (e.g.
Hack 1942, Fewkes 1900). Both Windes (1987)
and Vivian (1990) postulated that walled reser
voirs would have been built in Chaco Canyon at
seeps given the need to develop adequate supplies
o f potable water.
To test this premise, simple trench excavations
were planned for the Great Gambler spring, site
29SJ 1791, and another smaller seep, 29SJ 1792,
in Cly’s Canyon. Work was carried out under
ARPA Permit 91-C H C U -l from April 22 through
April 25. Tom Windes and NPS Volunteer Cheryl
Ford assisted in the testing. The Park requested
comments on the proposed work from their Native
American Advisory Group prior to granting the
permit. No comments were received by the time
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the w ork was initiated. At a later date the Park
received a request from Zia Pueblo that the work
not be perm itted because the spring was a sacred
location that should not be disturbed. Inasmuch as
the testing was com pleted the request could not be
considered.
The downward incline o f the deposits toward the
front o f the shelter at the Great Gambler spring
suggested that water collection and storage could
be best achieved by constructing a wall across the
incline and down slope to stop water flow.
To contain the water, parallel walls perpendicular
to the front wall would extend toward the back o f
the shelter thereby creating an enclosed masonry
box. It was presum ed that walls would have been
footed on bedrock and lining and sealing the inte
riors o f the m asonry boxes w ith clay would
enhance that w ater retention. It was believed that
running test trenches perpendicular to the long
axis o f the shelter was the m ost expedient and least
environm entally dam aging m eans for locating
front walls o f the postulated water boxes.
Four trenches were placed in the central portion of
the shelter in the Central and South seep zones. The
first trench was placed approximately one meter to
the west o f the South seep depression and ran from
the back o f the shelter to the overhang drip line
(seven meters). A second shorter (two meters)
trench ran from the drip line toward the back of the
shelter between the South and Central seeps.
Changing direction, the third short (one meter)
trench was placed on the shelter’s long axis (roughly
E-W) directly below the Central seep slightly less
than a meter from the pool depression. No walls or
evidence o f any masonry construction were found in
the three trenches. Given the fairly conclusive evi
dence that masonry water containment structures
had not been built, a final trench was placed into the
west edge o f the South seep to determine if there was
an artificial edge to the basin. Trenching was
stopped half a meter from the standing water to avoid

impacting water retention in the pool. Tool marks
could not be identified in the basal layer of the
trench, but the basin shape exposed in the trench pro
file suggested cultural modification of the seep. It
was not possible to determine if this modification
was Chacoan or Navajo.

SITE 29SJ 1792
Site 1792 is a developed seep in a cavate overhang
on the east side o f Cly’s Canyon about .8 km south
west of the Great Gambler spring. Though it
occurs in the same bedding plane o f the Cliff
House sandstone, the shelter is in a more exposed
cliff face and vegetation is mostly limited to sever
al juniper on the front slope. As a result, the shel
ter appears “drier” than 1791. There are three seep
depressions (North Central, and South), but sur
face evidence suggests that within recent times
only the southern seep was developed, possibly by
the Cly family for watering sheep. Windes
(1987:114) reports that seeps at this site were “dug
out historically.”
As at site 1791, the three seeps are at the rear of
the shelter. The long axis o f the overhang is
approximately 30 m, and shelter depth ranges from
two to eight meters. The shelter floor slopes to the
front and then drops steeply at the drip line. The
North and Central seeps are about a meter in diam
eter and 40 cm in depth. The soil is moist, but there
was no standing water in 1991. The South seep is
oval and approximately 4.5 by 2.5 m. It has a
depth of less than a meter, and the small narrow
pool o f water was nowhere more than 15 cm deep.
Test excavation at 1792 was limited to one trench
placed on the down slope southern edge o f the
South seep. The zone o f standing water in the
basin suggested that enclosing walls, if present,
would be encountered in the trench. No walls or
other “built” features were discovered.
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EVIDENCE OF PREHISTORIC USE
OF SITES 29SJ 1791 AN D 1792
Although we could not establish that the seeps
were architecturally modified to enhance dis
charge and collection o f water, there is evidence
for Chacoan use o f these water sources. Windes
(1987:114) notes that simple hand-and-toe-hold
steps reach four o f the active or potential seeps in
Cly’s Canyon and that these steps could be “termi
nal points” o f spurs on Road 43 that connects
Pueblo Alto and Penasco Blanco. He (Windes
1987:133) convincingly argues that spur roads
could serve multiple purposes including water pro
curement by documenting the high ratio o f broken
whiteware storage jars along these routes and at
the seeps. Although only 37 sherds were collected
during the testing in 1991 at sites 1791 and 1792,
whiteware jar sherds dominated the collection.

C O N C LU SIO N S
Given the obvious need for domestic water in
Chaco why were seeps not more fully developed?
Zia Pueblo’s negative response to the permit
request could reflect a general Puebloan belief that
springs can be cleaned but should not be architec
turally modified. Parsons (1939) references clean
ing but not alteration. On the other hand, Snead
(2006:215) proposes that springs might be includ
ed in ritually established landscapes incorporating
shrines, reservoirs, and springs. He notes that
when the Hopi village o f Bacavi was established in
1906 shrines were established and two “ponds”
were built at the edge o f the residential area.
Because they were “ritually established and cared
for” (Whiteley 1988:99), Snead (2006:215) sug
gests, “that the Hopi treated them as they did other
natural water sources such as springs.” Far more
direct evidence o f actual architectural modifica
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tion o f a spring at Hopi is provided by V rom an’s
1902 photograph o f the spring at Mishongnovi
during the Flute ceremony. The edge o f the pond
shown in the photograph is surrounded by a
masonry wall with a flight o f masonry steps lead
ing down into the water. Other masonry walls are
terraced above a modified platform surrounding
the pool (Webb and Weinstein 1973:105 and
PI.81).
Though Puebloan springs in general might not be
architecturally modified, there is probably a far
more practical reason for the lack o f walled enclo
sures at Chacoan seeps. As noted earlier, the water
producing lenses are located at the contact zone
between Cliff House sandstone and an underlying
deposit o f gray or brown carbonaceous shale. The
sandstone is present at the rear o f the shelter but
thins out and is replaced by the shale as the shelter
floor angles steeply below the drip line. Pool areas
therefore are confined to the rear o f the overhang.
The shelters today have as much as a meter o f pri
marily windblown sand covering the floor.
Examination of the seep pools at both sites and the
simple test in the South seep at 1791 indicate that
while some sandstone apparently was removed
from the immediate area o f the pool to increase
volume, the enlargement did not extend down into
the shale layer. The shale was described as “clay”
in field notes, and wet portions o f the shale were
“slick.” Though the water sealing properties o f the
shale were not tested, its presence no doubt con
tributed significantly to water retention in the seep
pools.
If walls had been built to contain water in the shel
ters, foundations would have been necessary given
the sloping nature o f the floor. Their placement
into the shale layer however could have led to
increased leakage, thereby essentially “pulling the
plug” on stored water. It is likely both Chacoans
and Navajo recognized this problem and limited
development o f the seeps to their maximum poten
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tial w ithout hazarding loss o f the water through
overdevelopment. Probably during Chacoan times
m ost sand was removed from the shelter floor. The
1991 testing located one sherd on the shale layer
some 40 cm. below the present ground surface.
Thus, simple measures could have led to greater
quantities o f stored water.
But, could moderately m odified seeps provide
enough domestic w ater for a Chacoan population?
To my knowledge, only W indes has used con
sum ption o f domestic water as a measure to deter
m ine population size. Lie (W indes 1987: 39) esti
m ated that the current daily yield of the Great
G am bler spring would have been sufficient for 20
to 30 people using two to four liters a day.
However, “All four seep areas in Cly’s Canyon
accessible by stairs could have supplied something
in the volum e o f 400— 1,000 liters o f water daily
(but far less during prolonged drought), enough
for approxim ately 100-200 perm anent residents.”
He assum ed these were residents o f Pueblo Alto,
but noted that Road Segment 44 led from the
Bonito Stairs to C ly’s Canyon suggesting that
w ater sources in C ly’s Canyon m ight have served
canyon floor residents as well. Moreover, he
observed that “Other potential sources abound
along the bases o f cliffs south o f Pueblo Alto

where the Cliff House Formation is exposed”
(Windes 1987:39). This formation “is known to be
a reliable, low-yield aquifer...” (Windes 1987:39).
Is estimating population on the basis o f domestic
water viable for Chaco? Knowing that seepsprings have been and could be developed does
provide another avenue for at least postulating past
population size. In fact, given W indes’ projected
population o f Pueblo Alto on the basis o f the pro
ductivity o f four seep-springs, we may have
severely underestimated the domestic water pro
ducing potential o f Chaco Canyon. Whereas farm 
ing was dependent on large periodic ground soak
ing storms, the more reliable domestic sources—
e.g. seep=springs— though fluctuating in quantity,
was more constant. Thus, minimal development of
a number o f seep-springs could provide a relative
ly steady supply for the canyon population, includ
ing both great and small house residents. Water
sources on the south side o f the canyon, the pre
dominant location o f small house sites, are as
numerous if not more so than on the north side.
Charting potential water producing seeps in the
canyon would be a first step toward estimating
total domestic water resources for the canyon and
population size.

R. GWINN VIVIAN
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EXAMINATION OF TRENDS FOR
GALISTEO BLACK-ON-WHITE

n assumption that still seems to be com
mon among Southwestern archaeologists
is that the arrival o f Tanoan Pueblo groups
in the Northern Rio Grande region largely resulted
from a mass migration o f people abandoning the
Mesa Verde region in the late thirteenth century
(Cameron 1995; Cordell 1995; Varien et al. 1996).
While there are surprisingly few detailed discus
sions and arguments for migrations between these
areas, the appearance o f villages in the Northern
Rio Grande containing pottery purportedly deco
rated with styles in organic paint similar to those
noted in the last occupations o f the Mesa Verde
region is sometimes cited as evidence o f such
migrations (Habicht-Mauche 1993: Stubbs and
Stallings 1953)). While there are certainly similar
ities in organic painted pottery produced in these
two different regions during the 1200s, which
reflect the broad flow o f stylistic information
across the Northern Southwest during various
periods, there are also important differences.

A

Most of the ceramic-based arguments for a strong
connection between the two separated regions are
based on the widespread appearance of pottery
exhibiting similar decorations in organic paint and
pastes resulting in its classification as Santa Fe
Black-on-white in areas scattered through much of
the Northern Rio Grande by the early 13th century
(Habicht-M auche 1993; Lam bert 1954; Lang
1982; Mera 1935; Powell 2002; Stubbs and
Stallings 1953; Sundt 1984). While Santa Fe
Black-on-white from sites dating to this time scat

tered across the Northern Rio Grande region
exhibit very similar treatments and decorations,
they were very different from contemporary deco
rated pottery from the Mesa Verde region (Abel
1955; Breternitz et al. 1974; Wilson 1996; Wilson
and Blinman 1995).
Characteristics of Santa Fe Black-on-white that are
distinct from Mesa Verde Black-on-white include
the consistent presence o f a fine tuff or silt temper
and grayish paste, tapered to rounded rims, the rar
ity o f rim ticking and other painted decorations,
the lack o f slipped painted and polished exteriors,
and subtleties in design and layout. I feel that the
unique characteristics associated with Santa Fe
Black-on-white indicate it developed locally out o f
earlier mineral painted forms such as Kwahe’e
Black-on-white. The characterization here o f
Santa Fe Black-on-white largely as a local devel
opment within the Rio Grande region, although
still not completely shared by all archeologists, is
certainly not new. Evidence o f the local develop
ment o f Santa Fe Black-on-white has been noted
since H.P. M era’s 1935 pioneering descriptions
and interpretations o f Rio Grande ceramics. Mera
(1935) described the origin o f this type as a fusion
between mineral painted Kwahe’e Black-on-white
and organic painted Gallina Black-on-white, and
emphasized its distinct characteristics as compared
to contemporary types produced in other regions.
A more likely possibility is that Santa Fe Blackon-white represented a mixture o f Kwahe’e Blackon-white and forms o f McElmo from the Puerco
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valley o f the east where pottery associated with
both traditions occur (Bice and Sundt 1972; Hurst
2003). This influence, however, does not appear to
have been a result o f a sudden mass influx o f pop
ulations but a continuation o f interaction and
exchange that had occurred between these areas
since the tenth century when pottery including
R ed M esa Black-on-white was introduced to pop
ulations in the N orthern Rio Grande.
M era (1939), however, was more willing to postu
late a M esa Verde influence on pottery he assigned
to two “crackled” varieties o f Galisteo Black-onwhite to forms thought to have been produced in the
Galisteo Basin. He thought such influence may
have been the result o f southward extension of
M esa Verde Black-on-white to areas just to the west
o f the Rio Grande where this type appears to have
been introduced (Mera 1939). While certain traits
were interpreted as reflecting derivation out of
Santa Fe Black-on-white, other traits noted distin
guish this type from Santa Fe Black-on-white pro
duced elsewhere in the N orthern Rio Grande
region, and have been interpreted as reflecting
M esa Verde influence or derivation. Such traits
include the presence o f fine white pastes sometime
with dark cores, sherd temper, crackled white slips,
and the presence o f polishing and slipping. Such
similarities have also been emphasized by archaeol
ogists in the M esa Verde region and in fact Abel’s
1955 description o f San Juan or Mesa Verde pottery
types included Galisteo Black-on-white.
A n im portant issue is whether the distinct charac
teristics o f G alisteo B lack-on-w hite indicate
stronger influences from the M esa Verde region,
and may even reflect large scale migrations in the
G alisteo Basin not represented in other areas o f the
N orthern Rio Grande. Before we can use these
characteristics to assume a M esa Verde origin, it is
im portant to realize a num ber o f factors that may
have led to differences in characteristics o f pottery
in the Galisteo Basin. First, widespread similari
ties in early forms o f Santa Fe Black-on-white pro

duced in different areas o f the Northern Rio
Grande appear to reflect the widespread sharing of
information that ultimately created ties between
groups spread over wide areas o f this region
(Habicht-Mauche 1993; Vint 1999; Powell 2002).
These similarities not only include common man
ufacturing and decorative conventions but the use
o f self-tempered clays o f volcanic origin that occur
in this region. Later white ware varieties that
appeared during the fourteenth century reflect
stylistic and technological shifts including the use
o f specific clay and temper resources in various
areas. Examples include the shift to the addition
o f high amounts o f fine ash or tuff to volcanic
clays to produce Wiyo Black-on-white and then
the Biscuit Wares and to use large vitric tuff frag
ments and silty clays to produce Pindi Black-onwhite in the Santa Fe valley. Other regional types
that replaced Santa Fe Black-on-white include
Talpa Black-on-white in the Taos area, Rowe
Black-on-white in the Pecos area, and glaze wares
in the M iddle Rio Grande (Habicht-M auche
1992). Thus, Galisteo Black-on-white can be seen
at least in part as one o f several late varieties of
Santa Fe Black-on-white distinguished mainly by
the use of distinct pastes and tempers.
It is important to determine whether similarities
between Galisteo Black-on-white are the result o f
production by immigrants or reflect the use o f sim
ilar resources. Clay bearing clay formations used
in the production o f Mesa Verde Black-on-white
and other pottery types in the Mesa Verde region
do not occur in most areas o f the Northern Rio
Grande region where they do occur, these deposits
have been covered by series o f volcanic episodes
resulting in the deposition o f massive ash and tuff
strata and by alluvium along the Rio Grande and
associated drainages (Galusha and Blick 1971).
Santa Fe Black-on-white and other widespread
types produced during the Coalition period reflect
conventions and technologies suited to such
resources. In contrast, many o f the Jurrasic and
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Cretaceous shale clays used to produce white
wares in the Mesa Verde region and elsewhere in
the Colorado Plateau are also exposed in the
Galisteo Basin. These formations include the
Mesa Verde, Mancos, Dakota, and Morrison (Baur
et al. 1995).
In order to determine whether characteristics o f
Galisteo Black-on-white are the result o f a migra
tion o f groups making Mesa Verde Black-on-white
or a local adaptation o f Santa Fe Black-on-white
pottery traditions by people with access to clays
with different qualities, it is necessary to docu
ment stylistic and technological trends for white
wares produced in the Galisteo Basin.
To accomplish these goals, we recently examined
characteristics o f white ware rim sherds from six
sites in the Galisteo Basin Temper was examined
microscopically and formed the basis o f the
assignment o f these sherds to types. Sherds tem 
pered with some form o f tuff or silt were assigned
to Santa Fe Black-on-white, and those tempered
with crushed potsherd were assigned to Galisteo
Black-on-white. A small group o f attributes was
recorded to monitor characteristics and trends for
these types, and includes rim decoration and
shape, polish, sherd thickness, design orientation,
exterior manipulations, and paste characteristics.
While some o f the sites included in the sample
were first excavated by Nels Nelson during the
early part o f this century (Nelson 1914; 1916), all
the sherds analyzed during this study were recov
ered during more recent investigations. Sites were
selected to examine temporal changes in the rela
tive frequency of types and attributes noted in Rio
Grande white wares from Galisteo Basin sites.
Sherd samples examined were small, and the pre
sent study should be considered simply as a first
step to examine issues.
The earliest two sites from which sherds were ana
lyzed date to the early part o f the Coalition period
or the early to middle thirteenth century. The earli
est o f these, LA 3333, was partly excavated by
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Bertha Dutton (1953) and later by John Ware as
part o f a highway project for the O ffice o f
Archaeological Studies. Most o f the houses are
pitstructures with tree-ring dates clustering in the
very early A.D. 1200s and the A.D. 1220s. The
other early site included in this analysis LA 8 or
Pueblo Alamo, was a linear series o f room blocks
(Allen 1973) with tree-ring dates indicating con
struction during the A.D. 1220s and 1240s.
Examination o f pottery from LA 3333 indicates
that the majority (69%) o f the decorated sherds
represent Santa Fe Black-on-white tempered with
tuff or silt (Figure 1). This pottery is characterized
by the general absence o f rim decoration or tick
ing, rounded and tapered rims, and the rarity o f
polished, slipped, and painted exteriors and design
layouts, all o f which are extremely rare to Santa Fe
Black that developed in areas to the north. The
next most common group is identified by the pres
ence o f shale or clay pellets and represents 23.6%
o f the decorated pottery examined. Sherds
assigned to Galisteo Black-on-white based on the
presence o f sherd temper represent 7.4% o f the
pottery examined. Pottery assigned to these later
two groups also exhibits a very similar range o f
attributes as noted for the Santa Fe Black-on-white
sherds.
Just over half (55.7%) of the sherds analyzed from
Pueblo Alamo are also dominated by typical Santa
Fe Black-on-white. Sherds assigned to this type
but tempered by rounded shale fragments consist
o f 14.3% o f the pottery, and those assigned to
Galisteo Black-on-white based on sherd temper
represent 30% of the decorated sherds examined.
There seems to be no difference in stylistic attrib
utes o f pottery in these different groups with the
exception o f slightly higher frequency o f Galisteo
Black-on-white exhibiting light pastes and cores.
The next group is represented by two large sites
consisting o f roomblocks mainly dating to the late
Coalition period. Burnt Corn is a large Pueblo dat-
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Figure 1.
Distribution of Ceramic Type
or Group from Coalition
Period Sites.
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ing solely to the Coalition period and is presently
being investigated by James Snead (2005). It
appears to have been constructed between A.D.
1290 and 1302. M anzanares is another large
pueblo dating entirely to the Coalition period that
was m ost recently excavated by Charlie Steen
(1980). Tree-rings indicate a construction from
the A.D. 1200s to early 1300s. The absence o f
glaze wares at both o f these sites indicate they
were not occupied during the Classic period.
A slight m ajority o f the sherds from both o f these
sites was assigned to sherd-tempered Galisteo
Black-on-w hite, with 54.4% from Manzanares and
65% from Burnt Corn. Some 6.4% o f the Santa Fe
Black-on-w hite sherds from M anzanares exhibit
rounded shale temper, and the remaining 39.2%
are tem pered with tuff. The 30% of the white
wares that were assigned Santa Fe Black-on-white
sherds from Burnt Corn all contain tuff or silt tem 
per. M any o f the stylistic characteristics o f Santa
Fe Black-on-w hite and Galisteo Black-on-white
are similar. For example, prior to this study
attem pts were made by Lori Barkwell Love (2007)
to distinguish Santa Fe B lack-on-w hite and
G alisteo from Burnt Corn and M anzanares solely

Pueblo Alamo

Manzanares

I I
Burnt Corn

based on style and surface characteristics com
monly used to distinguish these types. She has
since indicated many o f the assignments changed
based on temper identifications made during this
study. These observations along with comparisons
o f rim forms during the present study indicate a
great deal o f overlap between these types. There
does appear to be a gradual increase in exterior
surface polish and slip in the Galisteo Black-onwhite with over half the exteriors o f Galisteo
Black-on-white sherds from these sites displaying
polish or slip. While there is definite overlap in
paste characteristics of the two types, a larger per
centage o f Galisteo Black-on-white displays light
pastes or cores.
Dates and ceramic distributions from sites at Las
Madres and Pueblo Largo indicate that most o f the
occupations with Galisteo Black-on white date to
the Early Classic period of the middle to late 1300s
(Smiley and others 1953; Schaafsmsa 1995). The
common occurrence of high frequencies of glaze
wares with Galisteo Black-on-white from the same
proveniences also supports an occupation during
the early Classic period. The great majority of white
wares examined from both o f these sites are
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Figure 2.
Distribution of Ceramic
Type or Group for Classic
Period Sites.

assigned to Galisteo Black-on-white, 85.9% from
Las Madres and 79.1% from Largo. (Figure 2).
None of the sherds examined from these sites
exhibited rounded shale temper. Many tuff tem
pered sherds exhibit characteristics resulting in
their assignment to late varieties of Santa Fe such as
Wiyo Black-on-white and Pindi Black-on-white.
Mesa Verde-like characteristics more common in
Galisteo Black-on-white include higher exterior
polish and slips, flat rims, and distinct cores.
Characteristics that distinguish these sherds from
Mesa Verde Black-on-white include the extreme
rarity of ticked rims and exterior painted decora
tions. Overall painted styles are also quite distinct
and may more closely resemble styles associated
with contemporaneous glaze ware types.
Thus, examinations of trends associated with
Galisteo Black-on-white from sites dating to a
long span do not appear to strongly support mod
els of mass migration from the Mesa Verde region.
It is also interesting to note that four o f the sites
discussed here were investigated by Bertha Dutton
or Charlie Steen. While the idea o f a Mesa Verde
migration to the Northern Rio Grande has long
been embraced by many Southwesternists, both

Bertha Dutton and Charlie Steen have challenged
the idea o f mass migrations into the Galisteo Basin
and elsewhere in the Northern Rio Grande largely
based on architectural evidence (Dutton 1964;
Steen 1981). Dutton (1964) also notes that she
showed Galisteo Black-on-white pottery from
these sites she felt most resembled M esa Verde
Black-on-white to archaeologist working on the
Wetherill Mesa Project which was that time was
being conducted at Mesa Verde National Park.
She notes that the Mesa Verde archaeologist to
which these sherds were shown stated that the
great majority did not resemble collections from
Mesa Verde (Dutton 1964). Data presented in this
report support ideas discussed by Dutton and
Steen. The dominance o f typical tuff tempered
Santa Fe Black-on-white at early Coalition sites o f
the Galisteo Basin may represent the immigration
o f groups from areas just to the north such as the
Santa Fe valley and the Tewa Basin. Santa Fe
Black-on-white from these Galisteo Basin sites
seems to reflect a mixture o f pottery vessels trans
ported from the northern areas as well as the initial
production o f vessels made with self-tempered
volcanic clays o f the Galisteo Basin. The presence
o f pottery tempered with rounded shale fragments
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may reflect an initial shift to clays derived from
shale form ations found in the Galisteo Basin.
Pottery assigned to Galisteo Black-on-white based
on the presence o f sherd tem per but displaying
styles and treatments sim ilar to those noted on
Santa Fe Black-on-white at Early Coalition sites
further reflects a shift toward the use o f clays
derived from local Cretaceous formations.
Exam inations o f white ware pottery from Galisteo
Basin sites indicate several trends. First there is a
gradual decrease in Santa Fe Black-on-white and
other tu ff tem pered varieties and an increase in
sherd tem pered Galisteo Black-on-white (Figures
1 and 2). These developments seem to have been
spurred by a shift from self-tempered volcanic
clays used in the manufacture o f Santa Fe Blackon-w hite produced throughout much o f the
N orthern Rio Grande region to the use o f shale
clays that outcrop in the Galisteo Basin. These
same clays were also used by potters on the
C olorado Plateau including the M esa Verde
region. The next step in the transition to these
clays is reflected by pottery assigned to Galisteo
based on sherd tem per and light pastes, but dis
playing stylistic attributes similar to those noted in
Santa Fe Black-on-white. An important question
is w hether the shift to sherd temper itself could
reflect M esa Verde influence. It should be noted
that the fineness o f sherd tem per m akes it
extrem ely suitable to add to decorative vessels
tem pered with geological clays, and it would have
been a logical change associated with a shift to
clay sources common in the Galisteo Basin. In
addition, sherd tem per was widely used in areas
throughout the Southwest, as reflected by trade
wares commonly occuring in Coalition period sites
including Chupadero Black-on-white (Mera 1931;
Hayes et al. 1981) and Socorro Black-on-white
from regions to south (Sundt 1979) and Tularosa
B lack-on-w hite (W ilson 1999) and W hite
M ountain Red Wares (Carlson 1970) from regions
to the west.

Many of the more distinct forms o f Galisteo
Black-on-white including those with high polished
and crackled surfaces sometimes used to argue for
M esa Verde influences appear, to reflect develop
ments in the Galisteo Basin that continued well
into the Classic period. In fact, later stylistic
changes may reflect influences from white wares
and glaze wares produced in areas to the south. I
feel some o f the confusion in interpreting the sig
nificance o f much o f the variation in Galisteo
Black-on-white and even Santa Fe Black-on-white
comes from the characterization o f these types as
mostly to exclusively dating to the Coalition peri
od. Much o f the Galisteo Black-on-white that has
been described is actually associated with compo
nents also containing glaze ware types at sites dat
ing to the late 1300s and even early 1400s o f the
early Classic period (H abicht-M auchel993;
Schaasfma 1995; Lang 1993). This is also true for
varieties o f Santa Fe Black-on-white that may have
been produced in some areas through much o f the
Classic period. An example o f such a type is Pindi
Black-on-white which was produced in the Santa
Fe valley mainly during the Early Classic period. I
feel that dynamics associated with the production
and distribution o f pottery produced during most
o f the Classic period also included the manufac
ture o f pottery using earlier technologies and
styles that would be assigned to Santa Fe and
Galisteo Black-on-white. Not only do we need to
realize the variation in white ware types such as
G alisteo Black-on-white cannot simply be
explained as the products o f waves o f migrants
from more famous areas such as the Mesa Verde
region, but we need to explain such developments
in their own right. So far, most o f our understand
ing concerning the nature of ceramic decorative,
production, and distribution systems associated
with Classic period occupations in the Galisteo
Basin and surrounding areas are based on the
many excellent technological studies that have
been or are being conducted on glaze ware ceram
ics with some recognition that the production of
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biscuit wares and Jemez Black-on-white were also
important in the northernmost Rio Grande regions.
I think we will find that Classic period systems
will turn out to be even more interesting and com
plex when we incorporate into our models infor
mation concerning traits and trends associated
with late white ware types such as Galisteo Black
on-white.
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Thomas C. Windes and Peter J. McKenna

A PUEBLO I COMMUNITY AT SALT POINT,
LARGO CANYON, NORTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO

IN TRO D U CTIO N
lthough much research has focused on the
Chacoan area to the south and the north
ern San Juan to the north, the Largo
Canyon area has received little recognition for its
prehistoric puebloan occupation from scholars
despite a wealth o f information gathered during
compliance projects for energy exploration.
Although this important area lies between the
northern and southern San Juan regions, most of
our knowledge rests within the prolific “gray” lit
erature of contract archaeology (e.g. Bussey et al.
1973; Silverman et al. 2003; W ilshusen and
Wilson 1995) and work in the 1960s from the con
struction o f Navajo Dam (Dittert et al. 1961;
Dittert et al. n.d.; Eddy 1961, 1966). As an area
immediately north o f Chaco Canyon, and similar
in terms of topography and environment, the
puebloan use o f this area would broaden our
understanding of the region, particularly regarding
the puebloan migrations flowing north and south
over the centuries.

A

We revisit a 1940 excavation in Largo Canyon to
provide a fuller understanding o f the Pueblo 1
occupation and the continuity between the aban
donment o f the large Pueblo I settlements in the
north and the rise o f the Chacoan culture to the
south. Until the Dolores Project in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, the Pueblo I period was poorly
defined. This report helps to clarify the ceramic
material culture for Pueblo I sites and broadens

our understanding of the changes in settlement
patterns that transpired after the breakup o f the
northern Pueblo I villages (e.g., Wilshusen and
Ortman 1999; Wilshusen and Van Dyke 2006).
For much o f archaeology, Pueblo I was an enigma,
but recognized as the beginnings o f true hamlet
and village development as represented by con
tiguous units o f surface storage and habitation
architecture that indicate an elevated social and
economic commitment to agricultural intensifica
tion, subsistence storage, and increasingly large
settlements. The increased density o f occupation
along with the widespread land tenure probably
served as catalysts for changing social patterns and
increased social complexity. But the typically poor
surface signatures for Pueblo I architecture have
forced much reliance on pottery to identify Pueblo
I sites during surveys.

HISTORY OF W ORK
The invitation to celebrate Joan’s career and con
tributions to the field came at a timely point in
investigations on the nature o f and influences on
the archaeological character o f the Pueblo I period
in the San Juan Basin. It offered us the opportuni
ty to pursue one o f Joan’s long standing interests,
the contributions and history o f the University o f
New Mexico Field School (e.g., Mathien 1992),
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and revise inform ation and perspective on an
im portant early Developmental period community,
known as Salt Point (LA5619), in the northeastern
part o f the San Juan Basin.
Salt Point Pueblo’s kiva, partially excavated in
1940 by Herb Dick under the auspices o f Dr. Frank
C. H ibben and the University o f New Mexico
Field School, was reported on near the end o f
W orld W ar II as a Basketm aker III great kiva
(H ibben and Dick 1944), an episode o f field
school-related activity unknown to Joan. Minimal
collections from the site nominally conformed to a
Basketm aker profile but the subsequent dating o f
a few tree-ring samples indicated that the Salt
Point kiva was occupied during the ninth century,
later than pottery and 1940s phase norms had sug
gested. Pueblo I horizons traditionally have been
identified by more form alized surface structures,
that is actual rooms as opposed to cists, the devel
opm ent o f “protokivas” , and by stylistic changes in
ceram ics including the notable presence o f wide
neckbanded styles o f culinary pottery such as
K an a’a Gray, M occasin Gray, or Rosa Neckbanded
(L ucius and B reternitz 1992:10-11; Hall
1944:32-33; D ittert et al. 1961:147).
In the late 1930s, Hibben was busy pursuing and
defining the Gallina culture area for which he made
a notable number o f early contributions (Hibben
1938, 1948, 1949). Hibben was directed to 'ashiinaa 'ah or Salt Point by Richard Van Valkenburg
(1941:91) who recognized a prehistoric community
at the Largo-Bianco confluence where the Dine of
the Largo area had traditionally gathered salt.
Hibben solicited the assistance o f Herb Dick to
work on the, “excavation o f an unusual circle o f 30
feet diameter outlined by upright slabs.” 1 Dick’s
work on Salt Point was based out o f the UNM Field
School in Chaco Canyon, New Mexico (Hibben
1940:5), and occurred from August 9th through the
28th, 1940, with 18 days o f field work. Dick was
the sole excavator o f the Salt Point great kiva,

though after August 18, Hibben and other distin
guished visitors (Drs. Brand, Castetter, F.H.H.
Roberts, and others) from the field school visited
daily, and conducted excavation, recorded the
numerous beams and architectural features, and did
reconnaissance survey o f the Largo/Blanco area.
That Hibben was interested in the phenomenon of
Basketmaker great kivas was made clear by his ref
erence (Hibben and Dick 1944:385) comparing the
Salt Point structure to great kivas at Shabik’eschee
Village (Roberts 1929:73-81) and the La Plata
Valley (Morris 1939:82-84). The excavation of
Salt Point disabused Hibben o f any affiliation with
the Gallina culture, and he and Dick
(1944:384-385) cited, in no small measure, the
affinity o f ceramic types and technology with the
Four-Corners Anasazi (notably Rosa) over the
Gallina.
D ick’s notes indicate that the great kiva (Structure
A) was but one feature in a larger site unit (Figure
1) and that the terrace o f Salt Point was extensive
ly occupied. His excavation revealed a shallow
kiva (Figure 2), roughly 30 inches (76 cm) deep
and (by our measures), 27.6 feet (8.4 m) in diame
ter, bench-face-to-bench-face. Though Structure
A is nominally smaller than most buildings con
sidered great kivas, it exhibited the general floor
plan and construction pattern o f its larger brethren
and should probably be considered functionally
comparable as a community integrative structure
o f the oversize pitstructure class as observed by
Wilshusen (W ilhusenl989; Wilshusen and Wilson
1995:77). The structure had been reoccupied by
Gobernador phase Navajos who likely built a
forked stick hogan in the depression at the level of
the kiva’s bench (banquette); this hogan was repre
sented by a floor, Gobernador Polychrome sherds
(Table 1), and a slab-lined firepit, all above bench
level. Below this level numerous roof beams and
mixed artifacts were present (though largely not
collected) over a floor plan featuring a central
firepit, deflector, and a four-post roof support pat-
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Figure 1.
Plan view of the
Hibben great kiva
and adjacent features.
Original map by
Peter J. McKenna
(Oct. 2007).

Figure 2.
View of the Hibben great kiva
looking northwest showing the
lower floor slab-lined great
kiva bench and the upper floor
Navajo firepit. Note the pile
of tree-ring samples in the
lower right corner. Photograph
by Herb Dick or Frank Hibben
(1940)(Maxwell Accession
2205.79.31).
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Table 1.
Ceramics from the great kiva (Structure A; LA 5619) and Site BRA-223 (LA 98708;
Reconnaissance Site 17) from the Salt Point Community.

Pottery

Great Kivaa
Floor
Fill

BRA-233a Totals

Percent

Rosa/Lino Tradition
Plain Gray
R osa Gray
Rosa N eckbanded (wide)
Rosa N eckbanded (narrow)
R osa Brown
% colum nb

136
7

129
18
3
1
2

18
9
3
1
86.1

95.5

283
34
6
2
2
327

81.8
9.8
1.7
0.6
0.6
94.5

10
1
1
6
1
19

2.9
0.3
0.3
1.7
0.3
5.5

7
13

-

366

100

Decorated
Rosa B/g carbon variety
La Plata B/w
BM III-PI m/w
BM III-PI w hitew are
B luff B/r
% column

2

4
1
1
5
1

4

1
L1.5

13.9

Dinetah Tradition
Dinetah Gray
G obem ador Polychrom e

Totals
% Bowls

7
13

330
17.8

36
13.9

a Compare w ith Hlouses 2-6 and 17, respectively, in Table 2.
b Less D inetah Tradition.
tern w ith a slab-faced encircling bench rising
some 12 inches (30 cm) above the floor (Hibben
and D ick 1944:Fig. 29).
The slab-lined structure excavated by Efibben and
D ick proved not to be a Gallina pitstructure.
Instead, it followed puebloan tradition o f over
sized early pitstructures that served as community
structures (e.g., Lightfoot 1988; Wilshusen 1989),
which evolved later into the m agnificient great
kivas o f the AD 1000s in Chaco Canyon and else
where (e.g., Vivan and Reiter 1960). Nearby
Chaco Canyon has two similar structures, but early
Basketm aker III in age, excavated at Shabikeschee
Village and 29SJ423 (Roberts 1929; Wills and

Windes 1989; Windes 2006). Those structures
were 11 m (bench-to-bench interior) and 10 m in
diameter, respectively. Two others were excavated
in
the
Ackmen-Lowry
area
(M artin
1939:350-359), among others. The latter were
two Pueblo I great kivas that were probably not
roofed and were approximately 12 m in diameter
(between the benches) and 24.4 m in diameter (no
bench was present). Although no tree-ring dates
were obtained from these two kivas, they exhibited
between one and eight percent wide neckbanded
pottery (out o f 1,621 sherds; Martin 1939:482) and
were associated with pithouses tree-ring dated in
the mid and late AD 800s (Robinson et al.
1974:12-14). A bit north o f Salt Point, a great
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kiva (Pithouse 3) some 12 m in diameter with a
bench and six-post roof support plan was excavat
ed at Sambrito Village (Dittert et al. n.d.; Eddy
1966:237-238) at the confluence of the San Juan
River and Sambrito Creek. Generally, the large
community pitstructures are burned, as is
Structure A at Salt Point.
The presence of an early great kiva in the Largo is
important for its potential role within the canyon's
occupation. Was it an isolated great kiva, built to
serve a dispersed canyon population, or was it part
o f an associated community o f houses that served
to link the reformatting o f pueblo societies after
the dispersal o f the large communities in the north
ern San Juan region? Work at Cedar Hill, 20 km
north o f Aztec, New Mexico, revealed two Pueblo
I communities with great kivas that Wilshusen and
Wilson (1995:76-80) suggest reflect the new
social order after abandonment o f the Dolores
River valley settlements and others in the north.
Further north, just southwest o f Durango, more
Pueblo I communities with community structures
have been recently investigated (e.g. Potter and
Chuipka 2007). Communities o f Pueblo I houses
appear in the late AD 700s and early 800s in the
interior San Juan Basin, often with dispersed hous
es clustered around a great kiva or some other type
o f community structure. Although clustered
Pueblo I house communities do not occur within
Chaco Canyon, one did exist just 10 km south of
Chaco's Fajada Butte (Windes 2007:53-55).
The Hibben great kiva was described as a
Basketmaker site because o f the profusion o f plain
gray pottery, but the construction dates place its
occupancy at or after AD 828. Hibben's structure
is one o f a handful o f tree-ring dated sites that
defines the late transition o f Lino Gray to wideneckbanded or Kana'a-style pottery that previous
ly was considered the hallmark for the initial
Pueblo I period across the Colorado Plateau (e.g.,
Cordell 1984; Martin and Plog 1973; Willey
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1966). Early on, however, Rinaldo (1950:102) was
one o f the few to recognize that wide neckbanded
pottery (Kana'a Gray) reached its popularity in the
late AD 800s rather than the more commonly
accepted AD 700s (e.g., B reternitz 1966;
Breternitz et al. 1974; Lucius and Breternitz
1992). Likewise, Dittert’s specific recognition o f
Rosa Neckbanded (originally subsumed under
Rosa Gray or Rosa Smoothed by Hall 1944:32-33;
see Dittert et al. 1961:147) and subsequent separa
tion o f Piedra from Rosa Neckbanded after AD
850 (Eddy 1966:386) indicates increased variety
and likely production o f wide neckbanded styles in
the later ninth century. The Sambrito Village great
kiva, as well as other late 800s pithouses on the
site, show neckbanded ceramics at less than 5%
below roof-fall with some higher relative frequen
cies in the upper fill (Eddy 1966:Table 16b); pithouses at the site with comparable assemblages
yielded 34 tree-ring dates clustered between AD
875 and 900 (Eddy 1966:519). Navajo Reservoir
work also suggested a consistent “ ...m inor but
persistent occurrence” in San Juan Redware
together with neckbanded production during the
ninth century (Eddy 1966:456-457). Work by
Kearns and McVicker (1999) and Windes (2006)
in the Chaco region, and in adjacent areas by
Wilshusen and Wilson (1995) have since indicated
that wide neckbanded appears in the mid-to-late
AD 800s (the late Pueblo I period) and was not a
hallmark o f the classic Pueblo I period, at least in
the lower San Juan Basin.

TREE'RIN G DATING OF
THE GREAT KIVA
Much o f the burned main roofing supports were
found on the kiva lower floor. Many elements
were o f presumed local cottonwood (Populus sp.)
that originally probably grew along the nearby
washes, but these contain few rings and little in the
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way o f climatic variability and were not submitted
for analysis. A large num ber o f juniper and a few
pinon specimens (n=130), however, were submit
ted to the tree-ring laboratory in 1969 by Gordon
Vivian but m ost did not date because they came
from stressed and erratic-grow ing trees. A meager
four pinon samples, three from the same tree, pro
vided dates o f AD 794++W from deadwood and a
cutting date o f AD 828v. Junipers yielded a non
cutting date o f 8 2 4 + w and a cutting date o f AD
828r. A reassessm ent o f the laboratory's tree-ring
species in the 1970s (Robinson et al. 1974:86)
resulted in the issuance o f the first tree-ring dates,
w hich have rem ained largely unrecognized in the
archaeological literature. From the sample o f two
cutting dates, the kiva may be interpreted as built
at AD 828 or slightly later.

Structure A. Earlier, the San Juan Archaeological
Society visited the area and affixed LA 5619 to the
'■y
entire terrace community (EJadlock 1959) . Since
then, only two small compliance surveys have pro
vided additional work on Salt Point terrace
(Hooton 1982) with one documenting an extensive
site nearby consisting o f multiple houses, large
depressions, thermal features, and artifact concen
trations roughly 230 by 600 m in size (LA 98708
in Tomlinson and Moore 1992:3-10). LA 98708
may be the site near Structure A visited and sam
pled by Dick on August 18, 1940, as BRA-223.
Our “sites” represent what we felt were individual
buildings, and these localities (i.e., reconnaissance
numbers: Table 2) were the focus o f in-field arti
fact tallies, a number o f which had been included
in the larger site area o f LA 98708 as features and
o f LA 5619 around the great kiva (Figure 3).

SALT PO IN T C O M M U N IT Y

Assemblages were dominated by Rosa Tradition
gray ware with very few painted sherds (Table 2).
House areas were marked by scattered slabs,
stones, and adobe melt, which rarely rose to the
level of discernable house 'mounds' or room units.
House locations, often positioned on low rises

_

O ur recent reconnaissance o f the Salt Point terrace
covered roughly 65 acres and recognized at least
22 sites including Salt Point Pueblo with great kiva

Figure 3.
View of the Hibben
great kiva looking
northwest across the
terrace to Largo Wash.
Photograph by Peter J.
McKenna (15 Oct.
2007).
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Table 2.
Ceramics from the site reconnaissance at the Salt Point Community.
S a m p le #
S ite #

L A 5 9 16

P o tte ry a

(R e c o n #)

L A 98708

1

2 -2 H -5 -6

4

| 7

| 8

|

9

| 12

| 13

15

|

16

|

17

18

| 19

148

46

91

5

6

| 23

| T o ta ls |

%

R o s a T r a d itio n

P la in G ra y

58

623

36

27

71

211

156

202

95

R o s a G ra y

5

37

3

7

5

15

6

10

7

R osa N eck b an d ed 0

1

7

1

1

1

5

1

3

A rb o le s N e c k b a n d e d 11

1

R o s a B ro w n

1

135
12.

334

2233

8 7 .7

13

20b

151
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within the terrace, were typically along the top of
one o f the long, low 'ridge' fingers extending
north-northwest, and west from the talus base of
Blanco Mesa. Most sites exhibit burned structur
al adobe and some burned stones, an indication
that the majority o f the houses (17 o f 22; 77%)
were burned. We presume that most structures
were built primarily of adobe with a few stone
inclusions, a common fabric for Pueblo I and early
Pueblo II houses. With few exceptions, refuse is
not profuse, which indicates short occupations,
and was found as sheet trash. Only three o f our
house sites revealed extensive formal middens.
Besides the great kiva, a single house o f about 10
rooms (Figure 4, Table 3) had been partly excavat
ed that shows the typical thin, sandstone slablined-wall bases common to Pueblo I surface
rooms. This structure may have had about eight
back storage rooms and one-to-three larger living

17 4

221

10 4

15 1

16 0

59

13 5

394

9

0 .4

59

2 .3

2547

10 0

N ote: h ig h est p ercen t o f neckbanded is 3 .3 % a t R econ. #9
and R econ. #23 L A 5916 is 1.6%.

rooms in front, all facing east. Collections and
field notes indicate that Hibben investigated other
sites around the Largo/Blanco confluence and this
is probably one of them.3 The orientation o f the
house and many others in the community, and the
sparse refuse associated with most sites suggest
seasonal or intermittent occupations (e.g., Windes
et al. 2000).
Archival notes indicate that other sites were exam
ined during field school work, including one at the
mouth o f the Largo that was later excavated during
the Navajo Dam Project. This site consisted o f
several Pueblo I pithouses (Bussey et al. 1973) but
yielded few neckbanded ceramics (29 sherds o f
3,136 or 0.9%). Archaeomagnetic dates reveal
that occupation occurred in the mid-to-late AD
800s (DuBois in press). While the dates are not as
precise as the tree-ring dates from the Efibben
great kiva, nevertheless they follow a similar pat-
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tern o f mid-to-late AD 800s puebloan construction
by peoples that rarely used neckbanded culinary
p ottery (see site 29SJ724/LA 40724 in Chaco

Canyon for a similar Pueblo I occupation that
lacks neckbanded pottery; Windes 2006).

Figure 4.
Plan view of
Reconnaissance
Site 8 northwest of
the Hibben great
kiva. Original by
Peter J. McKenna
(Oct. 2007).

Table 3.
Storage room measurements from a partly excavated house
(Reconnaissance Site 8) northwest of the Hibben great kiva.

Room

N-S Length

(cm)
1
2
3

E-W Width
(cm)

220
320
240
2-3 room s unexcavated between these 2

Area (m2)

4.0
180
5.8
180
4.3
180
excavated roomblocks

3.5
180
193
4
4.5
180
250
5
Notes: Excavated rooms numbered south-to-north. House is 19.5 m long, north-south.
D ug pothole from southern front living (?) room east o f Room 2 measures 230 by 320 cm.
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MATERIAL CULTURE
Our reconnaissance o f the Salt Point community
focused on ceramic tabulations with annotations on
chipped stone materials and items of ground stone;
sites were dominated by relatively thick flakes of
Nacimiento chert or orthoquartzite and most sites
had milling equipment present. Also notable were
a number of altered and unaltered igneous river
cobbles (presumably from the San Juan River) at
many Salt Point sites.
We distinguished Rosa from Lino Tradition ceram
ics on the basis of surface texture, Rosa being usu
ally smoothed, often burnished and Lino being
rough with protruding temper and generally of a
lighter gray and harder paste. Pottery from 17 sites
was tallied (2,547 sherds) but painted items were
exceedingly rare.
The primary material on the surface of the terrace
settlement overwhelmingly consisted of burnished
plain gray body sherds and rims from Rosa Gray
pottery (Table 2). A scant amount is attributable to
Lino Tradition plain gray or Lino Gray rim and neck
sherds (56; 2.2%). The majority of the latter came
from Site 19 where Lino Tradition sherds comprised
10% of the total sherd assemblage (n=135). Overall
forty-six sherds (1.8%) were classified as wide or
narrow neckbanded from the 22 reconnaissance
sites. Nine house sites revealed no wide neckband
ed or only a solitary piece.
The co-occurrence of neckbanded and San Juan
Redware pottery is also evident in the reconnais
sance sites (Table 2) suggesting occupation of Salt
Point spanned most of the 800s. Despite the late AD
820s construction of the great kiva, few neckbanded
pottery sherds were recovered, and all of these came
from the surface, a finding similar to other surface
refuse scatters across the terrace. The excavated
Salt Point kiva sample from the lower fill and floor
yielded no neckbanded pottery and but one sherd of
San Juan Redware (Table 1). This pattern suggests
Structure A may have been abandoned before the

community ended, replaced, perhaps, by another
great kiva, indicated by the large depression at LA
98708 (Feature 5, Tomlinson and Moore 1992:7).
To check our ceramic field assignments, small
sherd chips from six sites were oxidized to 905°C
and examined with a binocular microscope. In gen
eral, pottery assigned to the Lino Tradition tended
to be made o f low-iron clays (buff, 79%) while
sherds in the Rosa group were made from high-iron
clays (reds, 84%, Table 4). However, our Lino
group was equally divided between items tempered
with San Juan igneous rock, as is commonly found
northwest along the San Juan River, and a variety of
sand or sandstone distinct from the material used in
the Rosa Tradition. Within the Rosa Tradition,
ceramics, regardless o f type, form a very cohesive
group in terms of paste; red-firing clays abundant
ly tempered with coarse sands and crushed sand
stone. The fundamental differences in these clay
sources likely account for differences in surface
appearance, which is reflected in the typological
assignments. From the type assignments, it is like
ly that the Salt Point community was engaged in a
low-level exchange relationship with ceramic pro
ducers along the San Juan River, some 12-13 km
downstream, as opposed to Pueblo I settlements
further south in the Basin.

C O N C LU SIO N S
Part o f the importance o f H ibben’s kiva lies in its
contribution to temporal ordering during Pueblo I
times. Salt Point’s Structure A is similar to the few
other tree-ring dated sites in the interior San Juan
Basin, which reveal that neckbanded pottery was a
late AD 800s phenomenon in the basin interior,
occurring in large enough numbers for recognition
only during the second h a lf o f the century.
K ana’a-style ceramics begin to appear immediate
ly subsequent to the dislocation o f populations
from the northern San Juan to their southern
periphery including the San Juan Basin south of
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Table 4.
Oxidation and temper comparisons for pottery traditions represented in the Salt Point Community.
B u ff
Pottery Type
Lino Tradition
Lino Gray
Kana’a Gray
Whiteware
Rosa T radition
Plain Gray
Rosa Gray
Rosa Neckbanded
Rosa Brown
Whiteware
Pottery T em per
Lino Tradition
Sand/Sandstone
San Juan Igneous
Rosa Tradition
Sand: fine-medium
Sand: coarse-v.c.
San Juan Igneous
Totals
%n Lino refire
%n Rosa refire

1

2 3

5
1

2

YellowRed
4
5

O therb

Red
6

7

8

Totals

%

1

11
2
1

10.6
1.9
1.0

57
24
6
1
2
Totals

54.8
23.1
5.7
1.0
1.9
%

1

7
7

6.7
6.7

27
62
1
104
(14)
(90)

26.0
59.6
1.0
100.0

1

3
1

1 1
1

1
1

2 3

1
5

1 3
1

1

1 1

7

1
5

21
11
2

3

1
5

4

2
1

7
2
1

6

7

8

1
1

3
3
78.6
4.4

22
10
2
1

4
U1.3
42.2

11
24

9
26

1
2

3
7

36

35

3

11
7.1
11.1

42.2

a Bits oxidized to 905° C with colors grouped according to system presented by Windes (1977:290-293).
b Values outside Windes system in the darker gray ranges; 10 items show vitrified alterations.

the San Juan River. This shift in the material cul
ture o f the Pueblo I period appears quite rapidly
over a large area, including along the San Juan
drainages, and implies a consistent disjuncture in
the perception o f Pueblo I occupations in the cen
tral and southern areas o f the San Juan Basin. The
absence o f wide neckbanded culinary coupled
w ith indistinct earthen architecture o f many south
ern pueblo period sites have likely resulted in their
characterization as “Basketmaker” occupations, as
was the Salt Point great kiva. It seems very likely
that the sharp increase in wide neckbanded pottery
in the southern San Juan Basin may be attributed
to the influx o f puebloans (and potters) from the
northern San Juan Region in the AD 800s (see also
W ilshusen and Van Dyke 2006; Windes 2006).

Hibben and Dick’s Salt Point kiva is part o f a large
community and needs to be perceived in that con
text. Given more recent research in the Pueblo I
period, Structure A may be viewed as an oversized
pitstructure, likely assuming great kiva-like func
tions at a localized village level but not reflecting
corporate public architecture serving more region
al-integrative functions. Finally, Salt Point repre
sents another community o f clustered, as opposed
to contiguous houses, that reflects the changing
social order o f Pueblo I communities that follows
the abandonment o f certain areas o f the northern
San Juan and the subsequent rise o f clustered
house communities in the Chaco region.
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1. F.C. Hibben in FT Dick’s field notes “Field Trip
o f the University o f New Mexico on the Largo
River”, on file at the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology, University o f New M exico;
Archive Accession 2005.22.53.
2. We have redefined and restricted this old num
ber to Salt Point Pueblo containing multiple
features including Structure A on about 2.6
acres (see Figure 1).
3. McKenna observed an old, rusted meat can and
a 1941 wheat penny from the house during
mapping that provides supporting evidence that
the excavation was part o f the field school pro
ject. Likewise, the careful placement o f backdirt piles in relation to excavations at Site 8 sug
gests this was not the work o f pothunters.
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EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE SOUTHERN GALLINA:
THE LAGUNITAS RUIN EXAMPLE

hen one thinks o f the prehistoric
Gallina peoples o f north-central New
Mexico, several things come to mind.
Prominent among those characteristics are a sense
o f an insular people who lived in the high country
north and west o f the Jemez Mountains, a people
who lived in large, deep pithouses and thickwalled surface unit houses and farmed, hunted, and
gathered for a living. Their archaeology presents
evidence for more violence than one normally
tends to find in Southwestern sites, a characteristic
that seems to be supported by a virtual absence of
evidence for friendly contacts with outside peo
ples. This is seen particularly in the near absence
o f pottery from surrounding regions in Gallina
sites and a corresponding absence o f Gallina pot
tery in neighboring sites. The Gallina culture (now
sometimes referred to as Largo-Gallina) existed
between AD 1050 and 1300 (Lang 1982:188;
Anschuetz 2006:238-246).

W

This is not to say that exceptions to this phenome
non have not been found. Back in 1965, Larry
Efammack and Ron Ice o f the Laboratory of
Anthropology, Museum o f New Mexico, excavat
ed three sites south o f Cuba, New Mexico, for the
New M exico D epartm ent o f Transportation.
Among their findings, they excavated what for
several decades was reputedly the southernmost
Gallina site. Surprisingly, this site also produced
the most trade pottery ever found on a Gallina site.
A summary field report o f those excavations was
prepared at the time (Hammack 1965).The current

paper provides information about one o f the three
sites and discusses it in light o f more recent stud
ies. For the description o f the site (Lagunitas ruin,
LA 6865) and its features, I draw heavily from the
original field brief by Hammack (1965) and from
Efammack's field notes and drawings. Pottery tab
ulations, made by Joe Allen under the direction o f
A lfred E. D ittert, Jr., then director o f the
Laboratory o f Anthropology, are stored in the site
files; I have combined some o f the provenience
categories for this paper.
Before proceeding, a few remarks about the exca
vation techniques are in order. The excavation strat
egy normally employed in the early days o f the
highway salvage program in New Mexico focused
on opening up as much site area as possible in as
short a time as possible. In the case o f Lagunitas,
large areas o f site surface area were stripped to
sterile, non-cultural strata by shovel scraping in
order to locate features and to recover artifacts that
appeared as the dirt was being moved. Grids o f
standard-size squares were not imposed over the
site surface, and artifacts were kept by whatever
size unit that was being stripped at the moment.
Thus, if the stripping unit measured approximately
5 by 5 m or 5 by 8 m (or whatever size), then all of
the sherds, lithics, and other artifacts from that
operation were placed in a single bag. The dirt was
loaded into wheelbarrows and removed to the edge
o f the site. Screening of sediments was used spar
ingly and then most often in critical contexts such
as burial pit fills, and the like, but not necessarily
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in every case if the observable artifact content did
not seem to warrant it.
Features like pits and structures were generally
excavated in three units— (1) the general fill from
the surface to a point about 6 inches above the
floor or else down to ro o f fall if it could be identi
fied (norm ally excavated by backhoe or hand
shovel; in the case o f the Lagunitas pithouse, sedi
m ents were so com pacted that a large pick was
required to loosen the fill); (2) floor fill or that
sedim ent lying within 6 inches (15 cm) of the floor
(norm ally troweled); and (3) floor contact. A back
hoe could not reach the top o f the Lagunitas mesa.

TH E NATURAL A N D
CULTURAL SETTIN G S

_

The project sites are situated on a small mesa locat
ed on the west side o f the Rio Puerco (East) approx
imately four miles south-southwest o f the modern
village o f Cuba, New Mexico. The term “East” is
used to distinguish this drainage system from
another important drainage, the Rio Puerco o f the
West, which heads in the high country northeast of
Gallup, New Mexico, and flows southwestward into
Arizona through Gallup (Figure 1).

normal yearly annual precipitation is 380^400 mm
(15-16 in) (U.S. Department of Commerce 1967).
The average frost free season of 120 days (Tuan et
al. 1973), combined with cold air drainage from
nearby mountain masses, has important conse
quences for farming.
The project sites are situated at the intersection of
three major prehistoric cultural regions— the
Gallina to the north, the Chaco/San Juan basin to
the west and south, and the Middle Rio Grande to
the south and east. Dick (1976) includes the head
waters of the Rio Puerco (East) within the Gallina,
but this “district” is small and appendage-like com
pared to the other districts within the Gallina. The
inclusion o f the upper Rio Puerco (East) within the
Gallina ignores the presence of sites attributed by
some to one or more of the Middle Rio Grande and
Chaco cultural regions (Baker and Durand 2003;
Peckham 1987).
The Rio Puerco (East), to judge by the vast number
o f sites clustered along its axis, was a major water
and farming resource as well as an avenue for
human movement, contact, and trade. For instance,

The elevation o f the Lagunitas project sites is 2088
m (6850 feet) a.m.s.l. In this area, sagebrush covers
the valley floors, pinyon-juniper woodland covers
the lower elevations like the mesa on which the sites
are located, and ponderosa pine forest covers the
nearby high mesas. The Jemez Mountains form the
eastern skyline, and the San Pedro Mountains lie 10
km to the northeast.
Winters are cool, and the summers are moderate.
The January mean temperature is 25.6 degrees
Fahrenheit, that o f July is 68.7 degrees F. (Gabin
and Lesperance 1977:321), and the effective tem
perature (ET) is 12.5 (Cordell 1979:Map 2). The

Map of project region showing county lines and
places mentioned in text.
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Guadalupe ruin, the southeastern most Chacoan
outlier community, sits on the Puerco some 55 km
(34 mi) south of Lagunitas. Archaeological surveys
in that area and south have documented hundreds of
sites relating to Guadalupe ruin and to the Rio
Grande Anasazi (Baker and Durand 2003; Peckham
1987).
The Chaco culture, centered in the San Juan basin
west of our project area, witnessed the development
o f one o f the most complex prehistoric societies
documented in the Southwest. The so-called Chaco
Phenomenon organized the peoples and productivi
ty o f much of northwestern New Mexico and con
ducted trade over a much larger area during the 11th
through 12th centuries AD (see various papers in
Lekson 2006). One o f the more amazing aspects of
late prehistoric New Mexico is the fact that such a
vibrant society and culture as Chaco could be so
close to, yet have such little observable impact on
neighboring highland Gallina peoples.
The middle and upper reaches of the Rio Grande
and its tributaries were another major region of
farming-based peoples. These peoples also seemed

Figure 2.
Site map, Lagunitas ruin
(LA 6865).

to have little influence on and interaction with the
Gallina.

LAGUNITAS RUIN, LA 6865
Three small sites were excavated on the Lagunitas
project— the Palisade site (LA 6864), Lagunitas
ruin (LA 6865), and the Bull Snake Hill site (LA
6866). Lagunitas ruin is the subject o f this paper
because o f its distinctive, Gallina-like pithouse.
The pithouses at the other two sites are much sim
pler and cannot currently be easily assigned to a
specific culture. They will be the subject o f a
future paper, for they have interesting portent with
regard to the question of cultural relationships and
o f archaeological boundary phenomena in general.
Excavations at the Lagunitas ruin revealed a single
pithouse, a two-room surface structure, an adobe
borrow pit, a human interment, at least five extra
mural fire pits and associated work areas, and one
major trash disposal area (Figures 2 and 3).
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Figure 3.
Site surface prior to
excavation. Mound
containing surface
rooms in middle
ground. Looking west.
Photograph courtesy
of David McNeece,
Museum of Arts and
Culture, Santa Fe.

Pithouse (Feature 7)
The pithouse was rectangular with a ventilator
shaft through the south wall. The interior features
included a rectangular fire pit with an adobe rim or
coping, a deflector, and two wing walls (Figure 4).
The wing walls and deflector form an alignment
that separates the smaller, southern part o f the
floor space from the m ain floor space o f the room.
Each w ing wall possessed a vertical groove that
held a m ajor roof support post. No other definite
ro o f support features (such as post holes in the
floor) were discovered in the room.
The house pit was nearly square, with the follow
ing wall lengths: north- 3.50 m, south- 3.25 m,
east- 2.70 m, and west- 2.85 m. The depths o f the
corners o f the house pit varied somewhat from the
level o f the stripped surface: NW- 1.87 m, SW1.86 m, NE- 1.70 m, SE- 1.41 m. The lower 50 cm
or so o f each wall was a thin coating o f mud placed
over the natural gravel layer o f the mesa. Above
that, each wall consisted o f the compact native
earth overlying the gravel. The floor was hard and
w ell-defined by a coating o f mud plaster.

The ventilator was not fully excavated for fear of
further collapse. The opening into the interior of
the house was much enlarged through erosion and
collapse at some point following abandonment of
the structure. At the time o f discovery and excava
tion, it measured 69 cm across. The tunnel was
approximately 2.25 m long. The external opening
o f the vertical shaft was lined with cobbles and
measured approximately 45 by 25 cm.
The circular fire pit near the center of the pithouse
floor measured 40 by 40 cm and was 31 cm deep.
Sandstone slabs lined the interior surface. The mouth
of the fire pit was surrounded by a 18 cm wide,
square adobe collar. Collar height above floor was
not recorded.
The deflector for the fire pit was 61 cm long, 41 cm
high, and 30 cm thick. The surfaces were well fin
ished by a smooth mud plaster. The walk ways
between the deflector and the ends of the wing walls
were quite narrow and measured only 20 and 29 cm.
The wing walls were o f a size and nature sugges
tive o f the Gallina. They were straight, massive in
width (30 cm) and height (78 cm), and much more
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Figure 4.
Excavated pithouse
showing hearth, deflec
tor, and wing walls.
Looking south.
Photograph courtesy
of David McNeece,
Museum of Arts and
Culture, Santa Fe.

substantial than the wing walls normally associat
ed with Basketmaker III and Pueblo I pithouses
found in the nearby San Juan Basin. All surfaces
were nicely plastered with mud. A vertical roofsupport-post groove located in the northern face of
each wing wall was 10 to 14 cm wide and was
impressed 10 to 14 cm into the wall. In addition to
the grooves, each wing wall possessed a horizontal
hole that measured 7 to 9 cm in diameter and was
situated 32 to 37 cm above the floor. Evidently
these holes did not completely penetrate either
wing wall.
The Lagunitas pithouse displays several unmistak
able Gallina attributes— large, nearly square
shape; great depth; ventilator extending outward
from the south wall; centralized slab-lined, adoberimmed fire pit; and paired wing walls in align
ment with a deflector (see examples in Figure 5).
Aside from the wing walls (see following para
graph), the only attributes that differ from the typ
ical Gallina pithouse are the absence o f a bench,
two main postholes located in the north half o f the
structure, and flagstone flooring in the main part
o f the room (see Dick 1976: 26-27). Nonetheless,
the combination, nature, and visual appearance of

the basic features that are present are vintage
Gallina.
The Lagunitas wing walls differ from classic
Gallina wing walls in one essential way— they are
solid, rather than hollow or internally subdivided
into bins like those in typical Gallina dwellings.
However, this detail is not o f particular concern for
the following reason. One o f the pithouses H. P.
Mera excavated in the vicinity o f the village o f

a

b

e

d

e

f

Figure 5.
Examples of Gallina pithouses and surface units
showing floor feature layouts. Examples of
Largo[Gallina structures: a. pithouse, LA 642 (adapt
ed from Mera 1938, Figure 14); b, pithouse 30A,
Huerfano Mesa (adapted from Dick 1976, Figure 11);
c, pithouse Feature 23, LA 11850 (Fiero 1976, Figure
8); d, unit house 80, Huerfano Mesa (adapted from
Dick 1976, Figure 2; e, unit house 8, Huerfano Mesa
(adapted from Dick 1976, Figure 9); f, unit house Str.
D, Site 29RA138 (adapted from field records of A.
Mohr and L. Sample on file, Laboratory of
Anthropology, Santa Fe).
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Figure 6.
Mound after excavation and
exposure of surface rooms
(middle ground). Northwest
corner of pithouse in lower
left. Looking west.
Photograph courtesy
of David McNeece,
Museum of Arts and
Culture, Santa Fe.

Gallina had similar thick wing walls (Mera 1938:
238, Figure 14; see Figure 5a o f this paper). We
assume that both cases o f solid wing walls signal
the early phase o f development o f Pueblo I wing
walls (as in the San Juan basin) into the classic
Gallina form. Horizontal holes are an additional
im portant point o f sim ilarity betw een the
Lagunitas wing walls and the Gallinas wing-bins.
H orizontal holes are commonly found in Gallina
wing bins and are believed by this writer to be for
air circulation into the bins to forestall the buildup
o f m oisture and mold within the bins. Another dif
ference here is that the Lagunitas holes did not
completely penetrate the wing walls.
The fill o f the pithouse was noteworthy for its
com pacted nature and low artifact count. The one
exception to this is the fill encountered near and at
floor level in the southwest corner and south-cen
tral part o f the room between the wing walls and
the south wall. On p. 17 o f his field notes,
H am m ack described this fill as loose and com
prised mainly o f sherds, corn cobs, rocks, burned
adobe (chunks), and bone. The floor in this sector
o f the structure was missing, a fact that Hammack
attributed to water damage.

Surface S tru ctu re (Features 4 [North]
an d 11 [South])
The two-room surface structure located west o f the
pithouse was very elusive in excavation (Figure 6).
Its walls were low, made o f dirt inferior for con
struction, and difficult to find and follow; parts or
all o f some walls were missing. The floors were
also missing almost entirely. The south room was
more complete in its horizontal dimensions and
measured 3.20 m long and 1.20 m wide. The north
room appears to have been slightly shorter and
narrower. Remnants o f what appeared to be a
hearth were noted in the southwest corner o f the
north room. The extremely poor preservation of
this structure precludes meaningful interpretation
o f its function beyond the suggestion that some
degree of habitation might be indicated by the pos
sible hearth in the north room.
E x tram u ral H earth s
At least five extramural fire pits were found ran
domly scattered across the site (Figure 2). One was
3 m north o f the surface rooms (within stripping
area Feature 2), one was 1 m east o f the north sur
face room (within stripping area Feature 1), two
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were 3 to 4 m south o f the surface rooms (within
stripping area Feature 9/10), and the fifth was a lit
tle over 6 m south o f the pithouse (within stripping
area Feature 8). Dimensions are available for three
o f these hearths.
Flearth A, situated on the upper part o f the mesa
slope south o f the surface structure (within Feature
9/10), was the largest, nearly intact hearth. Average
dimensions of this trapezoidal feature were 60 to
95 cm long, 55 cm wide, and 18 to 30 cm deep. It
was lined on the sides and bottom with sandstone
slabs, but the west slab was missing.
Flearth B, situated on top o f the mesa side slope
but only a meter or so from Hearth A (within
Feature 9/10), was a simple, unlined pit with a sub
square plan and only two small rocks along the
west edge. It was 56 by 56 cm and 16 cm deep.
The hearth located 6 m south o f the pithouse
(within Feature 8) is quite unusual in that it is
shaped like the figure 8. The internal diameter o f
the larger pit measured 45 by 34 cm across, and
that of the smaller pit was 27 cm across. A partial
adobe rim around the larger pit had an 11 cm hor
izontal thickness. No rocks were associated with
this feature. The configuration of this hearth and
its adobe rim are more reminiscent of an interior
hearth than an extramural one. I have to wonder
whether this was the sole surviving remnant o f a
surface structure.
Borrow P it (Feature 3)
An irregular-shaped pit located 5.5 m northeast o f
the northeast corner of the pithouse was termed an
adobe borrow pit by the excavators. It was 3.25 m
long by 1.35 m wide and 42 cm deep from the bot
tom of the strip zone. The fill contained much cul
tural debris in the form o f sherds, lithics, and black
staining. A human interment (Feature 5) was
placed within the south limit o f the borrow pit.
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PRIMARY TRASH AREA
(FEATURE 6)
Judging by surface indications and artifact counts,
the primary trash disposal zone for the site was sit
uated on the north slope o f the mesa some 6.5 m
north o f the pithouse. A large strip area placed in
this part o f the site revealed that the deposits were
on the order o f 5 to 10 cm in depth. It is clear from
the collections directly attributed to this area, how
ever, that most o f the sherds were on the surface
and were collected under the general surface
provenience. Thus, the sherd counts for this area in
Table I are lower than would be expected.
In several places in the field notes, mention is
made o f the fact that artifact concentrations aside
from the main trash area were noted in and around
all o f the extramural hearths. Spaces in between
the hearths, structures, and other features pro
duced relatively few sherds, lithic chipping debris,
and other artifacts. As a rule, artifacts were also
rare in structure fills.
H um an In term en t (Feature 5)
An adult female had been buried in a pit located
within the south end of the borrow pit. She had
been placed on her back with her head to the east
and face turned slightly to the south. Her legs were
partly flexed, her right arm evidently was placed in
a straightened position next to her right side (draw
ing and photographs not especially clear on this
point), and her left arm was placed next to her left
side with the forearm placed across her abdomen.
Four pottery vessels and a large sherd from a fifth
vessel accom panied this individual. A large
Kwahe'e Black-on-white bowl was placed next to
the top o f her head. Inside that was a small Gallina
Black-on-white bowl and inside that, a small
Gallina Plain utility jar. Another small Gallina
Black-on-white bowl rested at the woman's left
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shoulder, and a large Kwahe'e Black-on-white
bowl sherd rested on her abdomen. Seventeen
unm odified field rocks o f varying sizes were used
to cover the body. The burial pit was fairly well
defined and was basically only large enough to
accom m odate the body and associated grave
goods.

ARTIFACTS
P o ttery
The pottery analysis for the Lagunitas project was
conducted by Joseph W. A llen under the direction
o f Dr. A lfred E. Dittert, Jr. At that particular point
in time— 1965— the M useum o f New Mexico
under D ittert was in the final phases o f two impor
tant projects, the Navajo Reservoir Project and the
Prewitt Highway Salvage Project. The pottery
analyses for both o f these projects had important
implications for the Lagunitas project as seen in
the decisions made in pottery classifications by
Allen and Dittert.
The Navajo project documented the prehistoric cul
tural remains in the upper reaches o f the San Juan
River and its tributaries lying within far northwest
ern New Mexico and adjacent Colorado. Key
remains relative to the Lagunitas project belong to
the Rosa phase with its distinctive utility pottery
assemblage o f Rosa Gray, Rosa Brown, and associ
ated varieties (Dittert et al. 1961; Hall 1944).
The Prewitt project discovered and documented
the prehistoric cultural remains in the Prewitt dis
trict located along the Rio San Jose and highway
U.S. 66 (then soon to become 1-40) between the
towns o f Grants and Gallup. The pottery assem
blage for the Prewitt project was analyzed and
described by Lyndon L. Hargrave (1962). In this
work he defined several new wares and types relat
ing to the Cibola wares.

The Lagunitas ruin pottery assemblage is dominat
ed by various utility wares attributed by Allen and
Dittert to the Gallina (Tables 1 and 2). Specific
types are Gallina Plain, gray variety; Gallina Plain,
brown variety; Gallina Smoothed; and Gallina
Indented. Not all Gallina Plain sherd lots were
subdivided into the gray and brown varieties,
resulting in our use o f the category “Plain, undif
ferentiated” for these sherds in Tables 1 and 2.
Gallina Plain, gray var. is the singly most common
type in virtually every sherd lot, with percentages
ranging from 21% to over 62% except in the very
smallest lots. For the site as a whole, Gallina Plain,
brown var. and Gallina Indented are roughly equal
in representation, and Gallina Smoothed is clearly
a minor type. Evidently, Gallina Smoothed has
never been formally defined, for it is not listed by
Oppelt (1988). For the assemblage as a whole,
Gallina utility comprises 80% o f all pottery recov
ered from Lagunitas ruin.
Joe Allen characterized the Gallina Plain from
Lagunitas ruin in the following manner:
The Gallina plain from 6865 seems to be gen
erally divisible into two varieties, one a gray
ware which is rather hard and very similar to
Rosa Gray, and the other a more friable ware
..[that]., tended to be more brownish in color.
The latter variety also has a greater amount of
larger grains of sand in its temper. In the lat
ter variant a paste containing moderate
amounts of mica has been used.
A similar situation exists in relation to the indent
ed wares which vary from a hard, gray paste very
similar to Rosa smoothed, to a brownish, friable
pottery with large grains o f sand temper and a
micaceous paste. (Allen 1965)
At the end o f the analysis, the sherds were bagged
according to pottery type. I briefly examined a
selection o f these type lots and found that I gener-
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Table 1.
Pottery frequency distributions at Lagunitas ruin, LA 6865.
See Table 2 for the pithouse, Feature 7.
Sur

SSS

BP

PTA

F8S

Misc

Totals

Local Gallina Utility and Painted
Plain,
gray var.

103

503

29

8

32

78

753

Plain,
brown v.

60

91

11

5

23

12

202

12

9

22

27

74

412

29

5

130

Plain,
undiff.
Smoothed

1

Indented

94

151

58

Gallina
B/w

63

32

1

8

Intrusive Painted and Utility
Taos B/w

2

Kwahe'e
B/w

23

27

13

5

9

77

Socorro
B/w

9

5

2

3

1

20

Red Mesa
B/w
Cebolleta
B/w

2

1
6

7

1
4

Prewitt
B/w
Mancos
B/w

5

Wingate
B/r

5

6

Tseh-So
Corrug.

7

10

Totals

377

833

1

18

1

1
5

1

120

1

29

13

13

2

32

149

180

1688

Sur= surface; SSS= stripping around surface structure; BP= borrow pit fill (f. 3); PTA=
primary trash area (F. 6); F8S= Fea. 8 stripping; Misc= miscellaneous.
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Table 2.
Pottery frequency distributions in the pithouse (Feature 7) at Lagunitas ruin, LA 6865.

gf

ff

ffww

fc

vsf

bf

Tot.

182

481

46

109

Local Gallina Utility and Painted
Plain,
gray var.

12

90

159

Plain,
brown v.

5

19

39

36

2

184

184

Plain,
undiff.

3

Smoothed

5

6

Indented

3

10

54

16

Gallina
B/w

26

15

91

10

15

6

20

35

118

28

185

Intrusive Painted and Utility
1

1

Taos B/w
Kwahe'e
B/w

2

Socorro
B/w

1

2

6

9

17

1

2

6

22

44

Red Mesa
B/w
Cebolleta
B/w
Prewitt
B/w

2

2

1

17

1

1

Mancos
B/w
Wingate
B/r
Tseh-So
Corrug.

1

1

3

1

1

3

10

Totals

57

143

550

70

23

333

1176

gf= general fill; ff= floor fill; ffww= floor fill behind wing walls;
fc= floor contact; vsf= ventilator shaft fill; bf= below floor.
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ally agree with the identifications and assign
ments. I did note something with regard to the lot
typed as Gallina Indented. The variability encom
passed within this group o f sherds is noteworthy,
especially with regard to paste colors and both
exterior and interior surface treatments, as follows.
Sherds readily accepted as Gallina Indented have
brown to medium gray pastes (as viewed from the
exterior; edge nips were not permitted for this
examination). Interior surfaces are well enough
floated to produce a smoothness to the touch.
Exterior treatments are varied, but virtually all
result in coils o f somewhat uneven width and very
shallow indentations that are smoothed to a greater
or lesser degree. The composite effect is one o f
sloppiness, resulting in indistinct indentations. The
temper consists of moderate amounts of quartz
grains, occasional other mineral and rock grains,
and scattered tiny mica flecks that are generally
seen only under high magnification (30 diameters
in this case). One sherd from Feature 13 (I am
uncertain as to where and what this provenience is)
has so much mica on its surfaces that it can be
readily characterized as micaceous without the aid
o f magnification.
Six sherds that Allen classified as Gallina Indented
differ significantly from the preceding description
in several aspects. The surface colors are very light
gray to white to white with a very slight orange
cast. The interior surfaces are somewhat uneven
and bumpy/gritty to the touch, mainly because o f
protruding temper grains. The definition o f the
shapes o f the indentations on the exterior surfaces
are excellent, although the shapes from sherd to
sherd do vary somewhat. The tempering materials
are very similar to those described above, includ
ing the occasional tiny mica fleck so indicative o f
igneous clays. The qualitative differences between
these sherds and those described in the preceding
paragraph are stark. Their overall appearance and
coloration remind me of the Acoma district type
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N orthern Gray C orrugated (D ittert 1959).
W hether these sherds should be relegated to a sep
arate type I cannot say on the basis o f this cursory
examination. However, they are so distinctive that
I believe that mention here is warranted. The six
sherds come from the following proveniences:
Feature 1 stripping (n=l), Feature 4 surface room
fill (n=3), and Feature 13 (unknown provenience;
n=2).
The indigenous painted decorated pottery at
Lagunitas is Gallina Black-on-white. It is also the
primary painted ware to be found at all Gallina sites
throughout their distribution across the landscape.
This means, of course, that at the average Gallina
site, Gallina B/w is the only painted pottery present.
The 315 sherds of Gallina B/w recovered from
Lagunitas ruin constitute a mere 11% o f the total
pottery assemblage. The dating o f Gallina B/w is
believed to be ca. AD 1100 to 1300, dates which
mainly reflect the estimated length of the Gallina
(or Fargo-Gallina) phase (Anschuetz 2006).
The remaining 9% of pottery types, all intrusive to
the Gallina ethos, involve nine types— Taos B/w,
Kwahe'e B/w, Socorro B/w, Red M esa B/w,
Cebolleta B/w, Prewitt B/w, Mancos B/w, Wingate
B/r, and Tseh-So Corrugated. The known/estimated production dates and regions o f manufacture for
these types are listed in Table 3.
Two o f the types— Prewitt Black-on-white and
Tseh-So Corrugated— require some elaboration:
The name Prewitt B/w was coined by Hargrave
(1962) for pottery in the Prewitt area that equated in
general time with Gallup B/w and shared many of
the characteristics of that type. He uses temper as
the distinguishing criterion between Prewitt and
Gallup. In spite of Hargrave's objections and inten
tions (1962:3-10, “The Puerco Black-on-white
Problem”), the few researchers who have used the
name Prewitt B/w seem to have considered it to be
a local cognate o f Gallup B/w. Over the years,
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Table 3.
Dating and manufacture regions of pottery types recovered from Lagunitas ruin.

Pottery Type

Estimated Dates of
Manufacture (A.D.)

Known or Suspected
Region of Manufacture

Gallina B/w

1050-1300
(Dates o f Phase)
Anschuetz 2006

Cuba district and
north.

Taos B/w

1050-1225
Boyer 1997

Taos district in
Upper Rio Grande.

Kwahe'e B/w

1100-1200
Bretemitz 1966;
Wiseman 1989

Santa Fe region of
Middle Rio Grande,
north-central NM.

Socorro B/w

1050-1275
Bretemitz 1966

Lower Rio Puerco (E)
to Acoma/Grants area,
central and western
New Mexico.

Red Mesa B/w

875-1040 (Toll and McKenna
1997); to
1125 as trade
(Bretemitz 1966)

San Juan Basin & upper
Rio Puerco (East),
New Mexico (Wiseman
and Olinger 1991:215).

Cebolleta B/w

950-1100 (Dittert
and Ruppe 1951:
120); 1125-1225
(Hurst 2003)

Acoma province (Grants
region), west-central
New Mexico.

Prewitt B/w

975-1050 (Hargrave
1962); for Gallup B/w: 9701150 (Hurst 2003) and 1040 to
1150 (Toll and McKenna
1997)

Rio San Jose in southcentral McKinley and
north-central Cibola
counties, west-central
New Mexico.

Wingate B/r

1040-1200
Bretemitz 1966

West-central New
Mexico (Zuni region).

Tseh-So
Corrugated

890-1075 for
Exuberant Corru
gated (Bretemitz
1966) and 900-1050
(Hurst 2003)

San Juan basin of
northwestern New
Mexico (especially Chaco Canyon)
and Rio
Puerco? (Hurst 2003).

Mancos B/w

1000-1175 (Wilson and
Blinman 1995)

Mesa Verde region of
southwestern Colorado.
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Hargrave's newly named wares and types for the
Prewitt district have not been favorably received and
consequently have seen little use. Part of the reason
rests on the fact that his study was never adequately
published. Another problem lies in the practically
consensual reticence on the part of Southwestern
archaeologists to embrace the often minute distinc
tions that some pottery analysts (i.e., the “splitters”)
make in their studies of pottery assemblages.
Tseh-So Corrugated was a name also given by
Lyndon L. Hargrave to a type previously known as
Exuberant Corrugated (Hawley 1939). Like the
Prewitt series of pottery types, the Tseh-So name has
essentially been “lost” in an unpublished manuscript
that Oppelt (1988:296) reports is housed at the
Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff. Today, the
name Tseh-So is not used (though Hurst [2003] used
it for the 1970s era Puerco project).
Getting back to the subject at hand, the presumably
non-local pottery types recovered from Lagunitas
ruin (Table 3) represent wide-spread contacts with
other peoples (or intermediaries), including the
Northern Rio Grande to the northeast (Taos), Middle
Rio Grande to the east and south (Kwahe'e, Socorro),
the Grants region to the southwest (Prewitt,

Cebolleta), the Rio Puerco valley (East) to the south,
the San Juan basin to the west (Tseh-So), and the
Mesa Verde region to the northwest (Mancos).
The Red Mesa sherd and perhaps the Prewitt and
Tseh-So sherds to lesser degrees, may be equivo
cal as to their actual manufacture areas. For
instance, the Red Mesa could have been made as
close as the middle Rio Puerco valley (East)
immediately south of Lagunitas ruin or in the San
Juan basin just over the continental divide to the
west; analysis by means o f x-ray fluorescence
would be helpful in this regard (Wiseman and
Olinger 1991:215). While I accept the Allen/
Dittert identifications of the Prewitt sherds and the
implications for manufacture in the Grants area
rather than the San Juan basin, I also realize that
some archaeologists may not. Thus, other means
(such as x-ray fluorescence, instrumental neutron
activation analysis, etc.) should be sought to clari
fy this situation for these sherds in particular as
well as for clarification o f the situation as a whole.

Lithic Chipping Debris
A full analysis o f the lithic chipping debris from
LA 6865 has not been accomplished. However, the
toolstones have been tabulated according to the

No. of
Items

%

Material
Type

A. H. Warren Lithic
Material Code Numbers
(dominants underlined)

133

56

cherts

1010, 1012, 1020, 1050,
1052, 1053, 1063, 1070,
1090, 1099. 1400.

12

5

silicified
woods

1110. 1112. 1113. 1140.

93

39

chalcedonies

1210. 1220. 1221. 1231.
1233, 1232.

1

<1

obsidian

3520 (Jemez).

239

100

Totals

Table 4.
Toolstones
represented in
the lithic chip
ping debris
recovered from
Lagunitas ruin,
LA 6865.
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materials code developed by A. H. Warren (Table
4). Interestingly, although only 254 chipped stone
items were recovered from Lagunitas ruin, they
represent quite a variety o f m aterials. These
include 11 cherts, four silicified woods, six chal
cedonies, and one obsidian. Overall, cherts are
also numerically the most common, followed by
chalcedonies, then silicified woods, then obsidian.
This order o f preference differs markedly from
findings in the middle Puerco valley to the south
where chalcedonies were the preferred material,
followed by silicified woods, then cherts (Brett
2003: Table 7.4).
A t Lagunitas, the most common cherts are white
and translucent with dull to waxy luster (1050),
followed closely by what may be Pedernal chert
(1099). Exam ples o f undifferentiated clear to
w hite/light gray colors with a waxy luster and conchoidal fracture (1052) are also fairly common.
The next m ost common material type is chal
cedony. These materials are dominated by color
less examples bearing scattered (1220) to abun
dant yellow mossy inclusions (1221).
Silicified woods are present but not common.
They occur mostly as undifferentiated dark gray
and brown colors, both dull (1110) and waxy
(1112; heat treated 1110?).
The one piece o f obsidian is material type 3520,
clear w ith brown tinges. It most likely derives
from the Jemez Mountains.

Grinding Implements
One o f the bigger surprises to the excavators was
the dearth o f manos and metates recovered from
Lagunitas ruin. No metates and only three mano
fragments were recovered in all o f the excavations
conducted at the site. Additionally, two shaped but
burned stones thought to be possible mano pre
forms were also recovered.

Figure 7.
Complete mano
composed of two
fragments. From
floor of north sur
face room
(Feature 4). Black
bar is 10 cm long.

O f the three mano fragments recovered from
Lagunitas, two o f them conjoin to make one basi
cally complete implement (Figure 7). Made of
fine-grained to very light brown to dirty white
sandstone, this very worn specimen measures 23.8
by 9.8 by 1.2 to 1.7 cm. The single grinding sur
face is faceted (airfoil shaped in cross-section) and
has a straight longitudinal cross-section. All edges
are ground to shape, though the trailing edge is
much fragmented by use. The absence o f end
grinding indicates that this mano was used on a
slab metate. The provenience o f both halves is the
north surface room, Feature 4.
The third specimen, constituting approximately
75% o f the original artifact, is made o f the same
material and conforms in most respects to the one
just described. It measures 17.9+ by 9.8 by 1.8 to
2.4 cm and has two, parallel grinding surfaces that
evidence a fair amount o f use. The provenience is
the south surface room, Feature 11.
Two sandstone items roughly shaped by edge chip
ping and some edge grinding are the approximate
size and shape o f manos and display minimal
grinding on one surface each. Both are badly
burned but appear to be made of a coarser version
o f the same sandstone as the two manos. They
measure 16.8 by 12.4 by 4.5 to 4.9 cm and 22.5 by
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Figure 8.
Graphic representations of dates of pottery types recovered from Lagunitas ruin.
13.6 by 2.8 to 4.4 cm. Both were recovered from
the floor o f the pithouse, Feature 7.
No metates, complete or fragmentary, were recov
ered from Lagunitas ruin.

ered from the floor fill between the wing walls and
the south wall o f the pithouse.

DATING THE SITE

Botanical Specimens
Approximately 40 carbonized corn cob fragments
with full circumferences are present in the LA
6865 collection. While not yet studied by a spe
cialist, 29 of these cobs may be briefly described
as tapered with mostly straight rows. Row number
ranges from 8 to 16, with 12-row cobs being the
most common (55%), followed by 10-row cobs
(28%). Cob transverse cross-sections are slightly
oval to oval in shape (72%). All cobs were recov

Wood remains presumed to be juniper were recov
ered from Lagunitas ruin have not been dated as
yet. Accordingly, we are left with dating by ceram
ic associations. The dating status o f pottery types
in the Southwest ranges from those firm ly estab
lished through tree-ring dating or other absolute
means to educated guesses based on the
researchers' experience. Most Southwestern pot
tery types are dated in ways that fall between these
two extremes.
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Unfortunately, none o f the pottery types reported
for Lagunitas ruin are firm ly dated (Figure 8;
Table 3). For instance, the dating presented here
for Gallina B/w, the most abundant painted type
recovered from Lagunitas and the only painted type
characteristic o f the Gallina culture, is based on the
estimated dates for the Gallinas phase o f which they
are characteristic (Anschuetz 2006). And those
dates are not particularly well-established in spite
o f all the excavations conducted in Gallina sites
over the past 70 years.
Cebolleta B/w is particularly troublesome because
it has never been described in detail and therefore
remains something o f a mystery. Given this situa
tion, its suggested dating, as reflected by the two
separate ranges given in Figure 8 and Table 3, bor
ders on useless. Thus, we are left with little more
than a guessing game as to whether Lagunitas was
occupied on one or more occasions and just what
the dates are according to the Christian calendar.
To facilitate the discussion o f dating of Lagunitas
ruin, I have reduced the multitude of collection
proveniences to a more manageable and (hopefully)
more meaningful seven (Tables 1 and 2). This
process focuses on broad spatial aspects (i.e., delim
iting areas o f the site) and places the very small,
basically undiagnostic provenience groups in a mis
cellaneous category. Thus, for the discussion here,
we have the following proveniences: (1) the general
surface, because a large number o f sherds were col
lected for the site as a whole; (2) wide-scale strip
ping on and around the “mound", the high terrain of
the site where the surface structure was eventually
defined; (3) the Feature 8 stripping area located
south and southeast from the pithouse (Feature 7)
and southeast of the mound stripping; (4) the Feature
3 borrow pit fill; (5) the stripping of the main refuse
area (Feature 6) located on the north slope o f the
mesa; (6) the fill o f the pithouse, Feature 7; and (7)
the miscellaneous group. Unfortunately, we do not

have an accurate map or a series of measurements by
which to precisely map the stripping areas.
Additionally, several collection proveniences within
the pithouse are presented separately because the
structure was deep and offered the potential for
stratigraphic information (Table 2). These prove
niences include: (1) the general fill (bottom o f strip
zone down to what appeared to be roof fall located
about 20 to 30 cm above the floor); (2) the floor fill
(items within and below the roof fall but not resting
on the floor); (3) floor fill between the wing walls
and the south wall o f the structure; (4) floor contact,
or those items actually resting on the floor; (5) vent
shaft fill, or the part of it that was excavated; (6)
below floor, evidently between the wing walls and
the south wall of the structure. It is clear from the
notes that Hammack suspected the presence o f an
earlier feature in this location and hints at the need
for further investigation. However, if he ever con
ducted that investigation, this fact is not recorded in
his notes.
Taking the dates for the various pottery types in
Figure 8 and Table 3 at face value, we have evidence
for two separate occupations o f LA 6865. That is,
some of the pottery types do not appear to overlap
in their periods o f manufacture, nor can all of the
supposed earlier types necessarily be considered as
representing heirloom pieces. Under a two occupa
tion scenario, the possible earlier occupation would
be signaled by the Red Mesa B/w sherd, the TsehSo Corrugated, and the Prewitt B/w. Other types
could also be part o f an earlier component.
The trouble with this scenario is, we have no defi
nite features that might be attributed to an earlier
occupation. However, one possibility does exist, the
“extramural” fire pit located within stripping area
Feature 8 south o f the pithouse. As noted earlier,
this feature is much more reminiscent of an intra
mural hearth because o f its shape and adobe rim or
coping than it is of an extramural feature. Does this
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hearth represent an earlier occupation that produced
the Red Mesa, Tseh-so, and Prewitt sherds? Its very
shallow depth below modern ground surface and
lack of supporting features such as floor surface
and walls could have resulted from dismantling by
later occupants of the site, or from excessive weath
ering, or both. We have already seen how the walls
of the two-room surface structure (presumably
associated with the pithouse and later occupation)
were so eroded as to make identification and exca
vation nearly impossible.
In a two-occupation scenario, the later occupation
would be represented by Gallina B/w, Kwahe'e B/w,
Gallina Utility, and probably Socorro and Taos
b/ws. The surface rooms, pithouse, and probably
most of the rest of the features would belong to this
later occupation.
We are now left with estimating the calendrical peri
od during which the one or two occupations of LA
6865 occurred. Delineation of the earlier occupation
span, represented by Red Mesa B/w, Tseh-so
Corrugated, and Prewitt B/w, is necessarily guided
by the very poorly dated Prewitt B/w. Though
Hargrave (1962) does not tell us how he arrived at
the dates he proposes for this type, its manufacture
span is supposedly the shortest of the three types
(Figure 8; Table 3)— AD 975 to 1050. Since Red
Mesa is represented by only one sherd, a date toward
the end of its period of manufacture seems more
likely; I suggest the period AD 1025/1050 to
1075/1100. The paucity of sherds representing this
occupation (n=88) suggests that it was very short,
unless some or all of the Cebolleta, Wingate,
Mancos, Taos, and Socorro are from this earlier
occupation as well. However, it is clear from the pot
tery distributions (Tables 1 and 2) that not all of the
sherds of these last five types came from the vicini
ty of the Feature 8 fire pit, thereby weakening any
arguments for sole association with that feature.
Again making some assumptions, in this case that
the beginning dates of Kwahe'e and Gallina b/ws
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are basically correct, then the second occupation
would have taken place during the period AD 1100
to AD 1200, the presumed manufacture span o f
Kwahe'e B/w.
Another way to look at the dating problem is to look
at pottery assemblages from nearby sites. In this
particular case, this exercise has two benefits— one
that assists in the temporal perspective and the other
that highlights the differences between the
Lagunitas ruin assemblage and those of the villages
located along the Rio Puerco (East) south o f
Lagunitas. The assemblage matching exercise pre
sented here looks at ceramic groups devised by
Winston Hurst (2003) as part of the Rio Puerco
Valley Project (RPVP) conducted by Cynthia IrwinWilliams. This project centered in the vicinity o f
Mesa Prieta located 55 kilometers (35 miles) south
of Lagunitas.
Hurst's (2003) ceramic groups are congeries o f pot
tery types that have meaningful temporal dimen
sions. However, a direct comparison and dovetail
ing o f the Lagunitas assemblage with a RPVP
ceramic group is not possible because the primary
pottery types are not the same. The primary
Lagunitas types are Gallina Utility and Gallina B/w.
Those of the RPVP sites vary through time, from an
initial series o f Cibola wares (Red Mesa/Gallup/
Lino/Kana-a/ Exuberant/PII-III corrugated types),
to a series o f Rio Grande/Rio Puerco wares (Casa
Salazar [carbon paint Kwahe’ej/K w ahe'e/Santa
Fe/Loma Fria types), and finally to types associated
with the presumed Mesa Verde migration down the
Rio Puerco.
What we can do is compare the lists o f intrusives
common to the Lagunitas and RPVP assemblages.
To a degree, we can also use some o f the primary
types from the RPVP assemblage (specifically,
Kwahe'e and Gallup?) because they constitute intru
sives in the Lagunitas assemblage. Even this
approach does not result in a clean fit (nor can one
be expected), but a reasonable match can be made.
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Probably the singly most obvious problem encoun
tered is the fact that several of the types regularly
used by Hurst were not recognized at the time of the
Allen/Dittert analysis of the Lagunitas assemblage.
With this caveat in mind, Hurst's (2003:111-112)
Ceramic Group 12 (or CG-12) seems to have the
most relevance to the Lagunitas assemblage. During
CG-12, Gallup II B/w (or Prewitt B/w in the case of
Lagunitas?) continued from CG-11 but diminished
in importance, Kwahe'e I B/w rose to dominance,
carbon-painted Casa Salazar B/w increased, and “a
trem endous jum p in recognizable intrusives”
occurred. Socorro B/w, Los Lunas Smudged, and
Pitoche Rubbed-ribbed “suddenly appear in signifi
cant quantities”, and Santa Fe B/w “shows its first
rapid rise in popularity” . Cebolleta B/w is still pre
sent, as are a whole host o f western types.
Several types do not match among the Lagunitas
and RPVP pottery assemblages, as follows:
Red M esa B/w disappeared from RPVP sites fol
lowing Ceramic Group 8, well before CG-12 times.
Hurst does not mention at which point, if any,
Exuberant (Tseh-so) Corrugated disappeared from
the RPVP pottery record.
Gallina B/w, Gallina Utility, and Mancos B/w were
not found/ recognized at the RPVP sites.
Los Lunas Smudged, Pitoche Rubbed-ribbed, Santa
Fe B/w, and most of the intrusives noted for the
RPVP CG-12 contexts were not found/ identified at
Lagunitas.
In spite of these problems, I see a basic correlation
o f the Lagunitas assemblage with Hurst's Ceramic
Group 12 assemblage. He provides an estimated date
range o f AD 1127 to 1164 (computed mean of AD
1147) for the CG-12 assemblage, a range that agrees
with our own ceramic dating of the second Lagunitas
occupation. Unfortunately, Hurst does not indicate
when, if ever, Red Mesa B/w and Exuberant (Tseh-

so) Corrugated left the RPVP ceramic record. Thus,
we have no way of evaluating the first occupation of
Lagunitas using RPVP information.
In summary, the two occupations o f LA 6865
probably took place some time between 1025/1050
and 1200. If this time range is correct, then the
Lagunitas occupations date just prior to (?) and
early in the Gallina cultural period. The second
occupation was essentially contemporaneous, or
slightly post-dated, Mera's (1938) pithouse at LA
641. That structure had thick, solid wing walls
(Figure 5a herein) similar to those o f the Lagunitas
pithouse, and both structures presage the develop
ment of the segmented “flanking bins” that are so
characteristic o f Largo-Gallina architecture (Dick
1976; Wiseman 2007). LA 641 produced a tree
ring construction date o f AD 1106 (Robinson and
Warren 1971:19). An early AD 1100s date is also
indicated for LA 11843, Seaman's (1976) Gallina
site mentioned below.

D ISCU SSIO N
The one complete mano recovered from Lagunitas
ruin provides a clue as to the degree to which the
inhabitants were dependent on farming, especially
o f corn. For awhile now, some researchers have
used the average length o f manos as a proxy for
horticultural dependence. That is, the longer the
manos, the greater the presumed dependence on
corn (for instance, Hard 1990, but see objections
raised by Adams 1999).
While the limitations imposed by our sample of
one cannot be overstated, it is nonetheless interest
ing to note that the mano's length o f 23.8 cm com
pares well against two-hand manos from the virtu
ally contemporaneous Gallina site LA 11843.
There, Group 1 manos (two-hand with single, flat
or convex grinding surfaces; n=8) average 23.1 cm
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Figure 9.
Average mano lengths for
selected regions across the
Southwest (from Wiseman
2002:Figure 75).
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The implications o f these findings, if accurate, are
rather stunning. Most archaeologists generally
assume that farming was quite risky in the high
country inhabited by the Gallina and that the earli
er Gallina (such as those at Lagunitas and LA
11843) relied more on hunted animals and gath
ered wild plant foods than on horticulture for their
survival (Seaman 1976:119-122). Clearly, the
investigation o f Gallina subsistence practices
requires further documentation, analysis, and eval
uation.
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In comparing these figures with a selection o f val
ues for several cultures across the Southwest
(Figure 9), we see that Gallina manos are quite
long by all prehistoric Southwestern standards.
Only those from the Tewa site o f Sapawe average
greater in length. The Gallina figures suggest an
horticultural dependence in excess o f 65% (Hard
1990: Table 10.4).
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in length, and Group 2 manos (two-hand with one
or two faceted grinding surfaces; n=6) average
22.9 cm in length (Seaman 1976: Appendix C).
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The duration o f both occupations at Lagunitas ruin
appears to have been relatively short. While I am
not in the position to investigate this possibility to
the degree that it deserves, several facts point to
this probability:
(1) Widespread areas of the site were stripped and
the artifacts collected, resulting in excellent
representation o f the debris produced by the
occupations;
(2) In spite o f wide-scale surface stripping o f sur
face sediments, most artifacts were recovered
from the immediate vicinities o f features. This
indicates that most of the occupational debris
was left where it was generated; and
(3) Overall, only 2800 potsherds, 239 pieces o f
chipped lithic debris, three mano fragments (2
from the same item), two possible mano pre
forms, one projectile point, one scraper, one
human interment, several whole or restorable
pottery vessels, and a few other small items
were recovered from the extensive excavations.
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Blinman (1985:Figure 4) found that the Estimated
Deposition Rate for the Dolores Project sites, cal
culated in number o f sherds per year, may have
been on the order o f 600 in the early period (AD
725 to 800) and 350 in the late period (AD 880 to
910).

Even if we double some o f the numbers (for
instance, sherds to 6000 and lithics to 500) to
compensate for the lack o f screening o f all
excavated fill, the estimated overall quantities
o f artifacts are still small.
In recent years, one o f the more important lines o f
archaeological inquiry has been the investigation
o f artifact accumulation rates as a means o f devel
oping criteria for estimating site occupation dura
tion. One o f the earliest studies used the numbers
o f potsherds recovered from a site (Kohler and
Blinman 1985). I realize the dangers inherent in
taking a study designed and implemented on
archaeological m aterials from one region and
applying them to those o f another region.
EEowever, I am o f the opinion that using such fig
ures as an heuristic devise to provide crude “ball
park” estimates for similar sites and general time
periods has value.

If we turn this process around, the actual number
o f sherds recovered from Lagunitas can be used to
estimate site occupation length for Lagunitas
(Table 5). Although I am confident that Hammack,
through his extensive surface stripping program,
recovered the vast majority o f sherds present at the
site, I include higher estimates to compensate for
sherds that might have been missed.
These calculations result in a potential occupation
range of from five to a little over 17 years duration
for Lagunitas ruin. However, an additional factor
leads me to favor the shortest period— 5 years— as
very likely. In fact, a period o f less than five years
seems even more likely for one simple reason—
the absence o f metate fragments and the presence
o f only three mano fragments (two comprising one
artifact) (see also Schlanger 1991 for a detailed
consideration o f interpreting manos and metates at
sites). All three mano fragments were recovered
from floor contexts, suggesting that they were “left
at or close to [their] use or storage context”
(Schlanger 1991:468).

Acknowledging this problem area, plus noting the
serious com plexity o f the operating factors
involved (for instance, whether the occupation was
seasonal or year round, the number o f structures at
a site, the num ber o f households per structure, the
average num ber o f vessels broken per year, the
average num ber o f sherds produced by each bro
ken vessel, changes in these factors over time in
the same village, etc.), we can explore possibilities
nonetheless. In the final analysis, Kohler and

Table 5.
Potential occupa
tion spans for
Lagunitas ruin,
assuming a single,
year-round occupa
tion by one house
hold. Adapted from
Kohler and
Blinman (1985).

Number o f sherds created
per
year (see text
for explanation)

Sherds
recovered
from
Lagunitas

Sherds
possibly
present at
Lagunitas

Estimated
years of
occupation
at Lagunitas

600 (early)

3000

—

5

600 (early)

—

6000

10

350 (late)

3000

—

8.57

350 (late)

—

6000

17.14
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Given the mano-length evidence as to the impor
tance o f corn to the inhabitants o f Lagunitas, I
concur with the excavators that many more mano
fragments should have been present if the occupa
tions o f Lagunitas had lasted for even a moderate
period o f time. Recovery bias is not a factor
because o f the vast surface stripping operations
conducted at Lagunitas and the size and visibility
o f mano fragments in general. Nor do we have any
evidence for post-breakage use o f mano frag
ments. Reliance on corn was evidently such that
metates and manos were used on a regular basis to
provide corn foods on a daily basis. Such routine
use o f grinding implements would lead to break
age on a fairly frequent basis. Obviously, replica
tion studies on mano and metate use-lives would
provide more specific information in this regard
(Schlanger 1990, 1991).

C O N C LU SIO N S
The Lagunitas ruin was situated on a small mesa
located in the headwaters of the Rio Puerco of the
East not far from the modern day village of Cuba,
New Mexico. This topographic location is at the
edge of the highland country habituated by the pre
historic Gallina peoples. This small site consisted of
a pithouse, a two-room surface structure, several
extramural fire pits, a single human interment, and
a building materials borrow pit. One of these fire
pits, having a shape and adobe rim more character
istic of an interior hearth than of an extramural one,
may represent an earlier occupation. Thus, the locus
of Lagunitas ruin was probably inhabited on at least
two occasions between AD 1050 and 1200.
The pithouse had several characteristics of a Gallina
(or Largo-Gallina) habitation. The primary differ
ence between the Lagunitas structure and the typical
Gallina pithouse and surface unit was in the details
of the room dividers. Instead of pair of wing bins
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extending out from the west and east walls to seg
ment the interior space into two sections, the
Lagunitas structure had two high, wide, solid walls.
A similar pithouse, LA 641 located a few kilometers
northeast o f Lagunitas near the village o f Gallina,
had similar wing walls.
The pottery assemblage at Lagunitas was dominated
by Gallina utility ware and Gallina Black-on-white
painted ware. The typical Gallina site produces few
if any sherds of trade pottery. For example, excava
tions at the contemporary, or nearly contemporary
site o f LA 11843 produced 3100+ potsherds (300
more than Lagunitas ruin), yet not a single intrusive
sherd was recognized in the entire assemblage. This
contrasts sharply with the Lagunitas assemblage
where 9% of the sherds were from non-Gallina
sources. While most o f these intrusives were proba
bly made within 80 km o f Lagunitas, some came
from as far as southwestern Colorado and the Taos
area in the north-central New Mexico. However, the
majority of the intrusives came from the south and
west of Lagunitas, from somewhere within the area
described by the middle Rio Puerco (E) on the east
to the Acoma-Prewitt district on the west.
While an explanation of these ceramic characteris
tics o f the Lagunitas ruin is beyond the scope o f this
paper, I should point out that any attempt to produce
one will have to take three factors into account. (1)
The Lagunitas ruin is situated on the edge o f the
Gallina culture area where contacts with other peo
ples would be more immediate; (2) the Lagunitas
ruin is situated in the headwaters o f the Rio Puerco
(E), a stream that formed a major interaction zone
between the peoples o f the San Juan basin and the
Rio Grande; and (3) the general pattern o f intrusive
potteries at Lagunitas mirrors that o f sites located
downstream along the Rio Puerco (E), suggesting
that Lagunitas participated in the same socio-eco
nomic sphere as those sites but to a lesser degree
(i.e., as reflected in fewer pottery types representing
fewer regions).
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